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ROLES AND \MISSIONS

VEI)NESI)DAY, OCTOBER 9, 1985

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMirrEE ON COAST GUARD ANp.NAVIGATION, #

COMMITrEE ON MERCHANT MARINE AND FISHERIEs,
Washirngton, DC.

The subcommittee nmet, pursuant to call, at 10:05 4.m., in room
1334, Longworth 'House Office Building, Hon. Gerry E. Studds
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives . Studds, Hughes, Hutto, Carper,
Thomas, Mikulski, Davis;--Young, 'and Hartnett.

Staff present: William Woodward, Gina rari,. Mary Pdt
.Ba-fiit, K.C. Bell, Edmund B. Welcti, Duncanq;Cmith, Jeanne C.
Fling, George D. Pence, and Kurt Oxley.

---M-rh DDS. The subcommittee will come to order.
We are going to proceed. I understand -there are members" that

aye coming, but our schedule is such that we are going to have to
go ahead.

OPENIN( STATEMENT OF lION. GERRY E. -rUl)I)S, A UI.S. REPRE-
SENTATI-VE FROM TIE STATE OF MASSACIIUSE fS, AND
CIhAIRMAN, SUBCOMMITTEE ON COAST' GUARD ANI) NAVIGA-
TION
Mr. STUDDS. The Subcommittee on Coast Guard and Navigation

meets this morning to conduct the-first of a series of -three over-
sight hearingsthat we will hold-this fall into'A variety of issues
affecting the nissidns ind performance of the Coa'st Guard.

,These' hearings will lay the foundation for consideration early
nextyear of a bill to authoriz6-Coast Guard appropriations through
the end of the 1988 fiscal year. We intend 'to use the oversight proc-
ess not only to look forward, but also to review the extent to which
a serb of -tidibiVtleCoast Guard performed in 1981 and 1982
still have relevance today. Those studies include the Transporta-
tion Departmen't's own Coast Guard roles and missions study, and
the, oversight report issued by this subconinittee, entitled "Semi-
Paratus: The U.S. Coast Guard, 1981."

Oui" next two hearings, to be held on October 23 and November
20, will deal with the Coast Guard's military readiness and drug
interdiction programs, 6nd with its plaih--for procuring additional
cutters and aircraft to meet future needs.

Today, our hearing will"focus on the issues of Coast Guard con-
'tracting and delegation of authority, matters that have ariseh on a
regular basis throughout the past 5 years. There are two logical
reasons for the Coast Guard to turn a fTunction or duty over to the

, I1



private sector: First, if it will save the Government mon(y, without
causing a decline in the-quality of the service; and second, if it will.
free up Coast Guard resources for other missions, presumably those ,
with a higher priority.

Obviously, contracting initiatives that meet one or both of these
criteria Will make Governiment moife efficient, Coast Guard oper-
ations more effective, and opportunities forth e private sector more
plentiful. - thi

Unfortunately, this sj~mple-fprmuia--i -olicated by the differ-
ence in Iperspective between the Coast Guard and the private
sector; by the variety of political and economic philosophies that
exist within various Federal agencies, the Congress, and the ex-
perts-pelf-appointed and otherwise--who have issued reports on
the Coast Guard in recent years; and finally, it is complicated by a
budget process that usually causes a dollar saved by the Coast
Guard in one area to become-a dollar lost, not a dollar that can be
devoted to other, higher priority missions.

We intend today to give particular attention to the Coast Guard's
contracting' plans under' OIB Circular A-7Q; its program of dele-
gating certain-vessel inspection 'responsibhfities to the Anierican
Bureau of Shipping, and its reluctant experiment with contracting
aids to navigation in so-called noncritical waterways.

* I hope that we will be able, by the time the authorization bill is
Considered next year, to develop a consensus about the appropriate
guidelines for determining when, where, and what Coast 'Guard
functions can and should. be considered for contracting or delegat-
ing to the private sector. In-'reviewing the record of the past 5
years, I think agreement on some sort of guidelines is important to
help the Coast Guard -and industry plan more efficiently and to
avoid the expenditure of time and money on projects that end up
going nowhere.

Having said that, I think I should point out to the subcommittee
that the witnesses we will heartoday will, at the very least, illus-
trate for the subcommittee why there is not yet any agreement on
the appropriate guidelines for Coast Guard contrasting. Our wit-
-nesses reflect a wide range of interests and perspectives, and I ap-
preciate their. willingness to be here this morning to present their
views. ' . . - . -

I would note that- today's hearing- was planned on the assumptions
that the resources available to the Coast Guard would be roughly
equal, at the very least, -to the amount proposed in the President's
budget and approved last. month by the House. As members-will-
recall, the House has approved $1.785 billion in operating expenses
for the Coast Guard in 1986, an increase of less than 2 percent over
the level appropriated' for 1985,

In real terms, this would be less than a freeze budget.*It would
have led to a reduction of more than 400 military personnel arid to
a. significant reduction in the overall capabilities of the Coas .......
Guard. But, last week, the Senate Cormittee on Appropriations, in
an act of utter recklessness, voted to cut $200 million off the level
approved by the House. If this action were to be sustained by the
full Senate and by Congress as, a whole, the Coast Guard would
become almost overnight a crippled institution.



I would, point out that' this is the same Senate Appropriations
Committee whose members have over and over again declared
their interest in halting the importation of drugs into this country
and in, maintAining a strong, national defense. But if the Work of
th't committee-is approved, the ability of the Coast Guard to con-
tri ute in either of these' areas will immediately and drn-matically
de line. 9 ____. .. .

What is far worse;, hoW-ever, is tiat the ability of the, Coast
Giard to save lives imperiled at sea will diminish proportionately,
and many people who would otherwise be saved will surely-die.

The Senate committee has sent a message to the men' and
women of the-Coast Guard that says essentially' that they think the
work you do is relatively unimportant; that we can get by without
you, We can't. The Senate committee is speaking only for itself. It'
does not speak for this committee, or this House, or for the people
we represent.,

Speaking now 'only for myself, I can say that I intendto do ev-
erything I can to reverse the irresponsible and indefensible action
of the Appropriations Committee ,in the Senate to -see>that the
Coast Guard is provided with at least the level of resources ap-
proved earlier this year by the House and requested by the Presi-
dent.. ' .,

If there are no opening statements---
Mr. HARTNETT. Mr- Chairman, I ask unanimous consdnt'to enter.

into the record a statement from my colleagues Mr. Da'vis and Mr.
Lent.

Mr. STUDDS.' Without objection, they will appear in full in the
record; and also a statement by the gentleman from New York, Mr.
;Biaggi.

-[The statements of-Mr. Davis, Mr'. Lent, and Mr. Biaggi follow:]
STATEMENT OF lION. ROBERT W. DAVIS, 6 U.S. REPRESENTATIVE FROM THE STATE OF

o MICHIGAN .
Mr. Chairman, I am pleased that we have the opportunity today to begin our look

at the Coast Guard's operations in anticipation of next year'sreauthorizati6n: ....-
I ,believe it is especially" important for us to- explore the methods and results of

contracting that the Coast Guard is doing. I think we all agree that,in general, con-,
tracting by the federal government to the private sector is a good idea. However, I
4also think that we have to be very careful as we try to accomplish this goal,-e pe-
cially when it is' affecting -a military service. We need to be sure that important
functions of readiness'are not damaged by this process, that the process is notbeing
driven by the budget alone, a~nd that we are actually saving federal dollars.

For these reasons I look forward to hearing the views of those present today and
anticipate-n'good-diatogue: ..

STATEMENT OF lION. NORMAN F. LENT, A U.S. REPRESENTATIVE FROM TI' STATE OF
NEw YoRK

Mr. Chairman, I am'glad we are taking the opportunity this fall"1t investigate
some of the issues of concern to.thisCommittee regarding Coast Guard activities.
Conducting these hearings in advance will allow us -to carefully consider the testi--
mony-and information we receive which will be useful when we prepare the 1987_
and '1988 Coast Guard authorization legislation. Allowing enough time for rational
consideration of the issues is not always possible around here as you know; so you
are to be commended for your foresight in this regard. Today, the Subcommittee
sets out to look at the delegation and contracting of certain Coast Guard functions
to the private s-,ctor.



K4.
In the past, our Comnittee hhs b&Yi cautiously supportive of private sector initia-

tives. We have supported these activities because if they can be perfQrmed ffect ive-
ly iii he private setor at-a-ter cost, the'Coast"Gtard should ooi-h66itat ' to do so.
However, we have been Cautious because we want the important programs of the
Coast Guard to'be carried out in a responsible manner with full accountability and
without disruption. In addition, we do not want contracting or delegation to be used
as an.expedien-neftn to-ehieve budgetary targets in a vacuum to the detriment of
activities essential tomaritime sifety or national defense.

The hearing will cone-ntrite on the.OMB A-76 contracting procedures, the pilot
programs for private sector aid to navigation maintenance and delegation-of com-
mercial vessel safety activities to orgtiniz.ations such as the American Bureau of
Shipping. I would like to welcome Admiral Gracey of the CoastGuard and the rep- ,
resentatives of the industries a'nd organizations -affected directly by these Coast
Guard activities. Mr. Chairman, I look forward to working with you and the other
Members as we consider these important issues.

STATEMENT OF-1tN. MARi() I3!AG(; A U.S. RPRIESiY-NTATIvI-: FRoM Tll: STATE OF NEw

YORK

I Want to thank you for holding these hearings on a subject I believe has to be
examined at greit length and in an objective manner.

It is easyo say let's require all Fede-al agencies to contract o'ut all activities that
are not ,"inherently! governrrental" in nature. It is another thing to ascertain-
whther or not this is appropriate, cost effective, or- -quitable.

I believe wb must never lose sight of the impact that these neW ideas an tcoi epts
will have on those who have served and continue to sere the Coast Guard well. We
are all for efficiency and productivity, but we must also look at the equities that are
involved-the effect on khe overall Coast Guard family. •

I have heard that we must develop programs that are cost effective. I have also
heard that where contracting out has been implemented the annual cost of buying
Government services from private sources has gone out of control. I imagine the
truth is kmelwre in between..

An important issue I Would like to 4ee reviewed dkiring these hearings i Ji
.iml)act of contracting out on the 'multimission concept the Coast Guarda__(-
cept that we all support. 1 mention this because by contracting out we could be erod-
ing the foundation of the miltimissioni concept. For txample, experience on buoy
tenders provides a base for future assignments on the larger vessels. Ry"perience
navigating harbors, rivers, and close offshore on the smaller vessels provides im-
measurable experience oppod'iufiities for many, many other dies.

flow far do we want to go'bfore we lose irreplaceable experti~v?
IHow far do we go before we lose the cost effectiveness of one program or the

other'?
I look forward. to the planned hearings because I am sure they will provide an-

swers to those important questions and better prepare us for the authorization Iroc-
ass next .year.

Mr. STUDDS, We will begin with an old friend of this subcomif t------
tee, Admiral Giacey, the Commandant of the Coast Guard.

Admiral Gracey, I hope you are having a better week this week
than you did last week.

STATEMENT OF AIM. JAMES S. GIACEY, COMMANI)ANT, U.S.
COAST GUAII), ACCOMI;ANIEI) BY REAR AI)M. DONAI) C.
THOMPSON, CHIEF OF STAFF; CAPT. KENT WILLIAMS, 1CIEF,
ItBUDGET I)IVISION: REAR AI)M. WILLIAM P. KOZLOVSKY,
COMPTROLLER; REAIR ADM. THEODORE J. WOJNAR, CHIEF,
OFFICE OF NAVIGATION; AND COMI)I. WILLIAM KIME, CHIEF,
OFFICE OF ME RCIlANT MARINE SAFETY

Admiral GRACEY. It is'getting worse and worse every day, Mr.Chairman.

Mr. STUDDS. Sorry to-hea r that. Proeeed, and welcome back.'
Admiral GRACEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is a pleasure-tobe here.
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I have a short statement, an abridged statement, that I woq.ld
like to make, and then I will insert a full statement for the record,
if that is agreeable with you,..sir.

Mr. STUDDS. Without objection, that is perfectly fine.
Admiral GRACEY. I would like to insert at the beginning, before, I

start on my previously planned remarks, a note on your statement,
sir, if I may. You talked about the complications of the decisions in
contracting out aiad delegating, handing off to others.

You'lave ac urately portrayed the complications. There is one
other one that pervades it all, and that is the very complex nature
of the Coast Guard, with its multimission purposes. When you look
at a given function, a giVien vessel, it is hard to say-that vessel does
just 6ne thing, because it doesn't The same is true of our stations,
as well. So we get into a very complex assortment of duties.

When you start deciding you are, going to contract out a particu-
lar function, you have to worry about what is going- to happen to
the rest'of the functions that station performs.

Mr. STUDDS. Excuse me one second, Admiral.
Let me say we have more people than we have seats. Anyone

who is unable to find a seat in th room is perfectly welcome to sit
around the lower level of the horseshoe here. Some of you-are-wit-
nesses; the rest, I assume, are firefighters. Feel free to come in and
sit down. 'You won't be asked to answer questions."

:Go ahead, Admiral.
Admiral GRACEY. Mr. Chairman, in terms of Coast Guard .efforts

-to, implement the provisions of-OMB Circular A-76, I feel we are
making -good progress. Initially," we ,reated a high-level, hand-
picked staff at headquarters to get the project off the ground-to.
describe basic, or generic type, performance work statements, that

-,we could farm out to the field.
We recognized that was going to slow down the process initially,

but it would give us uniformity.-Oncewebahcthat basic work done
in Washington, then things would speed up and move along a pace.
That is where we essentially are at the moment.

In 1985, we completed A-76 revieWs ofJ19 activities involving 145
military billets or positions. Our focus was on" midsized food service
operations, buoy maintenance, and automated data processing. As
a result of the reviews, 16 activitieswere converted to commercial
contract; 3 we-retained, because we were the low bidder. Those that
went to commercial contract had 115 billets or positions identified
for reduction, and a projected average annual A-76 savings of $1.6

-million.
In fiscal year 1986, we plan to cQmpjlciejeviews of 1,470 billets or

positions. Our focus will be on national food service, facilities engi-
neering, industrial operations, loran/ omega systems, and supply
support.

In mycongressional notification of June 26, 1985, I announced
our intentions to review tile operation and maintenance of loran
and omega stations under the A-76 program. This initiative is'pro-
ceeding, with the actual review scheduled for ,completiohi in fiscal
year. 1987. We will develop a specification describing the Coast
Guard's criteria for contractor operation and maintenance of these
loran and omega systems.

,/
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Those stations already operated and mAintained under existing
contract or agreement with other nations will be excluded from
this A-76, review, If the A-76 review determines that contractor
performance is more advantageous and less costly to the Goyern-
ment, facility operations and maintenance will be converted to con-
tract on a phased basis.

_ . However, I want to emphasize that responsibilities requiring the
exercise of discretion, in application of Government authority, or
that require value judgments, will continue to be Coast Guard
functions. The command and control aspect of loran/omega is the

- statutory responsibility of the Coast Guard and cannot, and will
not, be delegated to the private'sector. A-76 provides for this sepa-
ration between responsibility and operations, and I intend to main-
tain it.-

We anticipate having the aids to navigation trial contracts in se-
lected noncritical waterways ready for bidding in early fiscal year
1986. The purpose of the aids to navigation trial contractinig-piro--
gram is to determine if the private sector can provide onsite servic-
ing of aids with effectiveness equal to that of the Coast Guard and
at lower cost.

Our -13th district in Seattle has completed a statement of work
and is prepared to issue a 'r-equest for bids.for portions of the'Snake
and Willamette Rivers,_in the Northeast, the 1st and 3d districts,
Boston and New York, are nearing completion of their statements
of work for contracting in the Merrimack River/Ipswich Bay'areas
in Massachusetts and the New Jersey In'tracoastal Waterway. More
on that later.

The fifth district-Virginia inside passage-and the 12th dis-
trict-Sacramento/San Voaquin -Rivers-are making progress on
their packages, and I expect they will be ready on schedule.

However, the House f1Representatives has passed H.R. 2466,
which would amend 14 U.S.C. 81_t6-preclude us from going forward
with our trial contracting. in the New Jersey Intracoastal Water-
way. This is the-largest waterway in-our trial, with more than 400
aids to navigation involved, The-exclusion of the Ne. Jersey Wa-
terway will inhibit our contracting experience by reducing the
scope of the trial program and limiting the Coast Guard's manage-
rial flexibility.
• In question here is whether aids to navigation contracting was to

extend to the actual placement of aids, or whether it was to be re-
" -stricted only to repair and maintenance. Our reading of the con-

gressional direction was that it intended to run a trial on all as-
pects of our A-to-N work. It was with that perspective that we care-
fully selected the five waterways. It is also our intention to monitor
the trial contract activity closely as we go along, to make sure that
nothing gets out of hand.

I would insert at this point that the anticipatory personnel .re-
ductions were inserted into our budget on the basis of how many
people it was assumed we could reduce through this trial contract.
Because of our desire to go slowly' and make sure we don't get into
projecting too far into s6-frething that may n6-wo-k, we decided to
eat those reductions, absorb them, do without for the time being,
until we could _actually run a test. I think that was the responsible
.~igto ,do.

t&,



Reading delegation commercial vessel safety funpti.ns, ,the,
current delegations to American Bureau of Shipping, 'ABS, are
functioning in. a satisfactory manner. Weare in the process of im-
plementing many of our oversight procedures, and we have now
g,)ne through the design-to-launch cycle of several vessels with re-
cently expanded areas of delegation.

The results of our oversight and audits indicate that we should
continue- to explore additional areas of delegation, but should not
speed up the process. Obviously, where public safety is concerned
we should be prudently cautious. We always have been and we
always will be.

fHowever, this does nQt prevent us from taking along-range view
of the process to examine what further progress we can make
while continuing with our implementation a!)d oversight of current
delegations.

There are obstacles to further delegations to ABS or any other-- .. clssifiatio _ nsiety ._-i ajo- "ne- involves equity. There are n6w
.. several reputable classification societies that are interested in pur-

-suing and participating in the same type of arrangements-that the
Coast Guard has with the American Bureau of Shipping. Their in-
terest is legitimate and they. are pressing us to define how you

..... become a "similar U.S. classification society," as the term is used.
in thelaw .

As a result of this intcrest, we have begun a rulemaking 'proce-
dure to do just that. An advanced notice of proposed rulemaking on
this subject was published in the Federal Register on October 3,
1985.

In summary, I can say our experience with both contracting out
and delegating functions has been favorable so far. 4Both offer op-
portunities for economies, and both, arecertainly areas we will'con-
tinue to explore, while at the same time continuing to recognize
that there are those activities and functions that are purely gov-
ernmental in nature and which cannot be contracted or delegated.

There are also selected parameters beyond which we cannot go
without damaging our basic military force structure and thus
harming our ability to perform our law enforcement, defense readi-
ness and similar operational missions. As we proceed to realize the
benefits ofCA-76 and third party delegations, we are carefully moni-
toring the impacts of each action'-to be sure we don't go too far.

Every proposed- contract or delegation is analyzed against the
nature of our fQrce, the distribution of specialties in our military
force, and the kinds of duties performed by the units involved to
make sure that we don't go over the brim, if you will.

That concludes my -prepared statement, Mr. Chairman. As
always, I will l e happy to respond to questions you might have.

Mr. STUDDS. Thank you very much, Admiral.
Before we begin on the subject of today's hearing, I wonder if you

might explain to the committee, as precisely_sisyou can, what ad-
justments the Coa-sGuard would -have to make if it were forced to
live with the level of operating expenses in 1986 equal to the
amount just recommended by the Senate.Committee on Appropria-
tions?

Admiral GRACEY. I will do my best, Mr. Chairman.

1!
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Obviously, since last Thursday afternoon when the lightning bolt

struck, we have been working desperately to see how .we could pos-
sibly live with, such *a reduction and riot- totally- destroy the Coast
Guard. One, of the bagic parameters, as we have approached the'
areas in whii:h we 'feel we would have. to take cuts, has been that
we will maintain the basic character of the Coast, Guard. On my
watch, the U.S. Coast Guard is going to continue to be a military
organization, a law, enforcement organization, and. a maritime
safety organization,o because I firmly believe in the essential rjature
of our duties to the welfare of this country.

With that in mind, I will now tell you generically the kinds of
things we have concluded we would have to do, in orders of magni-
tude to 'each the $200 million cut. First of all, I should tell you
that it is a very complicated business. The fiscal year has already
begun, as you well know. That means that any personnel savings.to
be realized byreductions in force levels will not be full-year sav-
ings. They will be at the very best 6 months' savings, probably les-s.

It is a complicated process to remove military personnel from the
service and to have civilian personnel released. There are govern-
mental obligations. There are contractual obligations. There are
facts of law that one must follow. There are things that have to be
-done if one is going to tie up ships, ground airplanes, close. stations.

The net effect of' all that is that to realize a $200 millionreduc-
tion in this fiscal year, in operating expenses alone-and I wailt-to
emphasize this-is only in operating expenses, so when you lbok at
the personnel cut, it is not $200 million out of $2.5 billion; it is $200
million out -of- $ %7.billion; which makes it kven tougher-'and thevery personnel-ini'ensive aspect. of pur work means that we have to
focus on those things that will provide personnel.

That having been said, we feel we would have to lay up 1 high-
endlurance cutter; 12 medium-endurance cutters-that is one-third
of our medium-endurance cutter fleet, better than one-third--more
like 40 percent; 23 of our patrol boats--that is one-third of our

-patrol boats; our entire surface effects -hip division.' We woitld not
operate three new medium-end.urance cutters that are to be deliv-
ered this year.

We would decommission or lay up thrc',,of Our five polar ice-
breakers, keeping only the two of the Fonr- class. Most "of our-do-
mestic icebreaking 'capability would disappear. We would retain
enough so that in a desperate emergency we could get something,
some~vhere,-sometime, but we would not be able t okeaep all traffic
flowing; we would only be able to handle emergeficy situations.

We would lay up 'eight of' our buoy A6nd6-ers-four of the large
ones-one in the western rivers,- an d three of o:ir construction
tenders that do work On the waterways-and two of our aids to
navigation teams. We would close two section offices in parts of the
worldwhere we desperately need -some conimand presence. We
would close 15 of our boat stations. We would close 3 air stations
and reduce 12 others in nunib!rs of aircraft and so forth.

We would stop using the two aerostats that. we have just leased.
We would cancel the Rescue Swinimer Program. And that is not in
here solely for your attention, sir, I hasten to add, because I know
it is one you believe in strongly--and so do I. But it is just one of
those things we couldn't keep going.
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We would close -3.5 marine safety-oresand we would reduce 4
others. We would close six examination, centers for merchant
seamen. And, if. vou remember, we consolidated a couple of' years
ago and it created a great trauma because people had to travel to
be examined. We would have to close six of the ones we have left.

We would stop the ad measurement function entirely, and we
would have another entry into the 'trauma of delayed documenta-
tion of vessels., one on which we finally got a-handle, because we
would have to slow that down again.

We have three strike teams to handle major pollution events-
one in tle Pacific, one in the gulf, and one in the Atlantic. We
would shut down two of those.

'Obviously we would have to make significant reductions at the
Coast (uard Yard-and at the Aviation Repair and Supply Center
[AR&SC] in Elizabeth City-the former at a time when we are
trying to get the mid-life maintenance program moving on a 210-
foot cutter; the latter at a time when we are moving into two air-
craft types, the helicopter and the medium-range search aircraft,
for which we can get no support from the Department of Defense,
because they don't fly them, a'nd on which we were relying heavily
on AR&SC. We woild laye to make reductions there.

There would be major-oiuts in our" training capability. We would
shut down one Loran-C chain. Of course, all suppoi-t would be com-
mensurately reduced, and all the operations of everything that was
left in commission would be reduced 30 percent.

All that done, we would be cut down about 6,000. people.
Mr. STUIDDS. I was gbing to ask yoft whether or not our initial

staff atteml)ts to estimate the results of' the cuts were in the ball-
park. I: think, -f anything, our staff was conservative.

To summarize, if' 1 understand you. correctly, over 40 aircraft
would be grounded; over 40 cutters and patrol boats.would be
mothballed; 15 shore stations closed; 3 air stations closed--

Admiral GRACEY. That is 15 boat stations, Mr. Chairman, what is
colloquially called a SAR station; but if is multipurpose.

Mr. S'ruDDS. Its fundamental mission is sing of lives,?
Admiral GRA(CY. An overall reduction of' military personnel of

some 6,000 in the Coast Guard.-
I should add, with regard to saving lives, we are a!so talking

about closing :3 air stations and reducing 12 more.
Mr. S'i'u)ns. I guess I didn't-overstate the case in my opening re-

marks.
Admiral GIa(tE'. Not at all.
Mr. S'ru)s. To put it juildly, it would seriously diminish all the

missions, military, search and rescue, law enforcement ofthe Coast
Guard..

Admiral GRACEY. Yes, sii.
Mr. S'ruo)s. I didn't think it was going to 'be necessary or even

possible to revise downward my feelings about the other-6dy, but
this is an extraordinary suggestion.

Let me, prior to going to que-stions on the focus of this hearing,
see if' there are other members here who wish to address them-
selves to this subject, and to this subject alone; that is to say, the
recommendations last Thursday by the Sen-ke Appropriations
Committee.
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If there are members who wish to address to 'you questions on
that subject, we will take those first. And then I will go back again
and resume questions on the announced subject of the hearing.

The gentleman from Michigan, the ranking member.
-Mr. DAVIS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Certainly, Admiral Gracey, the information that comes from the
Senate Appropriationg Committee, needless to say,. is much more
than I, think anybody ever expected; and, obviously, in my opipin,
that $200 million cut isn't going to stand.

Is there somebody over there that doesn't like you?
Admiral GRACEY. No, sir.
This is not a focus on the Coast Guard, Mr. Davis, because going

along with it was a $300 million cut in the Federal Aviation Ad-
ministration. I will let the FAA speak for themselves, but my un-
derstanding is that means about 6,000 people cut out of the FAA,
as well.

We are caught in the middle between the budget resolution .proc-
ess and the appropriations process.

Mr; STUDDS. Do you suppose the Senator takes a train to North
Dakota; he doesn't fly?

Mr. DAvIs. I am sure, and Iknow there are a lot of stories that
are going to be Written about what the effects would be of this $200
million cut, and I think that is good. The net result will be, I think,
to call attention to the Coast Guard, to the fact that you probably
need moze moley instea& of certainly suffering from a cut. It will
certainly make a lot of us do a lot of work trying to get the money
back iii tw-budget:.

But, I think as people write stories about this cut, we ought to
keep in mind that I don't in any way, shape or form think that
that is. going to happen. I would hope that that word could be
passed out.I I know that you have' done what you need to do, and that is take
a look at where you can save $200 million. But as people find-out
what those cuts mean in the-drastic reductionof your ability to be
able' to function as a Coast Guard, we are going to realize how ri-
diculous a $200 million cut is.

I know that the chairman of this comnittee and the other mem-
bers of this committee feel the same way, and we intend to do ev-
erything we can to get the money restored to the full amount.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. STuDDs. The gentlelady from Maryland.
Ms. MIKuLSKI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, ind Admiral Gracey.
Mr. Chairman, 1 have an opening statement that I ask unari-

mous consent be placed in the record.
Mi'. STUDDS. Without objection.
[The statement of Ms.Mikulski follows:],

STATEMENT OF I1ON. BARBARA A. MIKULSKI. A U.S. REPRESENTATIVE FRoM 'TE STATE
OF NIARYLANI)

I want to commend the chairman of our-.subcomrnittee, my friend and colleague,
Congressman Studds, for holding this oversight hearing on the ('oast Guard's nis-
sion and future role.

I am deeply concerned about maintaining adequate' funding for the Coast Guard
so they can continue their important work in boating safety, drug enforcement and
environmental protect ion.

'IL -
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The recent action by the Senate Appropriations Committee to cut $200 million
from the Coast'Guard in fiscal year 1986 would be an unmitigated disaster.

Of particular concern to me is the effect that this reduction would have on tile
Coast Guard yard in Curtis Bay, Maryland in my congressional district.

Since 1899 , Curtis Bay ohas provided outstanding and efficient1 construction f6r and
repair of the Coast Guard's fleet. The yard has received countless numbers of cita-
tions for superior craftsmanship, and is recognized throughout the Coast Guard as
the leader in keeping the Coast Guard's fleet afloat.

Since 1981, Curtis Bay has lost over 350 civilian positions because-of a civilian
ceiling hiring imposed by this administration. Legislation to lift this ceiling, which
Chairman Studds included in 1.R. 2466 at my request, has passed the House, and is
awaiting Senate action.I Contracting out would further w. aken the infrastructure at Curtis Bay, hurting
the Maryland economy and threatening the industrial base which the Coast Guard
relies on to maintain its fleet.

The administration has tried to justify contracting out by claiming it reduges_.both
the Federal bureaucracy and Federal spending. Those are both goals all of us would
like to achieve.

Unfortunately, when contracting out has been used at Curtis Bay, a, it was for
maintenance of the yard's cranes, the Coast Guard had to actually spend more
money than it would have had this job been done in-house.

Later this morning, Mr. James Talley, president of the Baltimore- Area Metal
Trades Council, will testify on some of the difficulties which contracting 'out has
caused at the yard and the inefficiencies it has created.

It is tragic when we have a policy that awards superior performance of our Feder-
al employees wilh the threat of losing their jobs.

If this administration is serious about reducing the Federal deficit, and it wants to
involve the Coast Guard in that process, it should begin by considering using Curtis
Bav even more than it does now for its Coast Guard ship repair work.

My colleagues ought to know that I intend to join our subcommittee chairman in
'.fighting the 'recent action of the Senate ApIropriaticas Committee and in saving

Curtis Bay from the perils of contracting out

Ms. MIKULSKI. I am quite concerned about this $200 million cut
and its overall impact on the Coast Gudrd. I am interested in it
from -two perspectives, and perhaps you can comment.

-First, the Coast Guard yard is in the Third Congressional Dis-
trict. And, as you know, the Curtis Bay Coast Guard yard has al-
ready lost over 350 'civilian employee positions because of a hiring
ceiling imposed by the administration. Contracting out has further
weakened the infrastructure at Curtis Bay, hurting both the Mary-
land economy and, I believe, Coast Guard efficiency and effective-
ness.

Could you, Admiral, tell ine what the impact of the $200 millionc u t +, --u d b i t f . .. .. .

ut ,would be\on th~eoperations at the Coast Guard yard in Curtis
Ba, MD.

Admiral G ACEY. I wish I could tell you, Ms. Mikulski. We know
-thdt there wi I be some. That is going to get into the details of exe-

. .. u.tion ,if+peri h forbid -we should eVer-i +b"-fiqied-with- ha-vifig 7Fo+i&-cu tle. _ . -. ... / +,

Mr. Davis, thhnk you for those words, and Mi. Chairman.
We know that we would have to reduce it some. We are looking

at ways to keep it viable. We do not wait to close the Coast Guard
yard. We do not intend to close the Coast Guard yard, given any
options at all. If you will remember, I said in the beginning to the
c nirman that we intend to maintain the basic character of the
Coast Guard, and we are trying to maintain the basic infrastruc-
ture which has proven to be .so valuable to us, to be able to perform
the kind of service we haye~to this country over the years.

We are firmly convinced, for a variety of reasons, that the Coast
Guard yard is an essential part of that infrastructure, not only be-

- [. _
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cause it does valuable work and high quality work for us, but it is
a proving ground, a training ground for our naval architects and
engineers--who-go-on to marine safety programs, go on to sail the
ships. It is a source of vessel supply, the, home of our vessel supply
sy-stem, ll of that sort Of thing.

It is hard to put a number 'on how valuable that-is-to us, but we
all-know from years of experience that it is extremely valuable. It

-...T,here would, obviously, be some reductions in overhead. Most of
the work force is wage grade, paid on the basis of the work that is
there. The problem would come if we were so squeezed on our oper-
ating expense funds that we had to reduce the fleet; then there is
going to be less work.

We are talking about reducing the fleet. We are trying to protect
the maintenance program that is going on there and some other
work that we have scheduled at the yard. It depends on the source
of the funds.

There is no question that someof the 700 civilian employees that
work there would have to be reduced. What- number, I can't tell
you. What number out of the overhead, I can't say. We just haven't
been able to calculate it that fine yet.

Ms. MIKUISKI. I appreciate, first of all,._your endorsement that,
No. 1, the yard will stay open; and No. 2, how important the yard
is to the Coast Guard mission.

As you know, thLN civilian employees have the same degree ofen-
thusiasm and pride of.being in the Coast Guard as does the non-
civilian force.

The second question to this: With this $200 million, do you think
you will be forced to cQntract out further at the yard, or that you
will try to keel) as much work in the yard?

Admiral GQACEY. I don't know how to answer that one. It would
depend on. where we could make the best use of the meager funds
that we have left. Obviously, the whole purpose of going forward
with the A-76 contracting out program is to try to save money; and

'if-a-proposed contract doesn't save money, you don't contract out-
you keep it. So we would certainly do that kind of an analysis.

I really don't know how to answer the question.
I would like to comment on'one of the things you 'said at first,

though, if I might. You are absolutely right about the loyalty 6f
our civilian employees. We talk about the Coast Guard family, and-= thiatinoiatdes-vit'-iaiy i- -ttit~w -n-d-hRe serve-ud-auxilia-y7-.And~

our civilian employees aee some of the most gung-ho Coast Guard
people you ever see. I refer to them as'the Coast Guard men and
women who have to make a decision as to what color outfit they
are going to put on in the morning. The rest of us--the military-
don't have to make that decision; we take the blue one.

Ms. MIKUl SKI. The $200 million cut represents what percentage
of your overall budget'?

Adniral GRACEY. Well, our overall budget is $2.5 billion; and
$200 million is'less than 10 percent of that. I-owever, I am most
reluctant to talk about that' percentage because it is a misleading
percentage. It is $200 million out of $1.7 billion operating expenses.
That is the figure to focus on.
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Ms. MIKULSKI. Rather than the overall budget, it is the operating
funds.

Admiral GrAcEY. That is very important, by the way. That figure
important.
Ms. MIKuI.sKI. Yes, because it goes right then to our personnel

issues.
Second, just to followup-and, I think, the chairman would find

this last question important-if Gramm-Rudman passes-we are
now choking on this $200 million ,ut in appropriations-if Gramm-
Rudman.passes, what will its' tn iact be on the Coast Guard, par-
ticularly in the ared of operations and maintenance?,

Admiral GRACEY. In moments like this, I am'given on occasion to
say, "Ma'am, I am just a poor sailor trying to sail ships and fly air-
planes, and I hope to hell you give me enough money and enough
people to do it right . . the way we are capable of doing it.'" In
terms of the effect of Gtiamm-Rudman-I really don't know the
answer.

Ms. MIKULSKI. But it certainly would not be. a boost to either
morale or efficiency, would it?

Admiral GRACEY. I would'prefer not to comment.
Ms. MIKuLSsKI. You are a good sailor, Admiral. I just hope your

Commander in Chief sticks by you, as this little American Legion
type sitting here will.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. STUDDS. If it does pass, Senator Rfidman will not be able to

get back to New Hampshire, to start with. His own'allowances will
have been reduced too much; or because there.will be no longer
any ,aircraft allowed in the Northeast corridor, which is hard
enough to get through now. And if he does get back to New Ilanip-
shire and discovers the Coast Guard missing, he may wish to stay
in Washington.

Ms. MIKUISKI. That is enough incentive to vote for it.
Mr.. STUDDS. Mr. Hartnett.
Mr. HIARTNETT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Admiral, I appreciate very much your being here, As one who

has had a great deal of respect for your service for So many yea's, I
am somewhat saddened to hear the report that you give iuS this
morning; When one- listens, to a litany of cuts mandated by this
$200 million cut in your operating budget, one is somewhat su'-
prised art tfeamount the $200 million can buy versus Wvhat the ..- .
mainder of your $1.7 billion can buy.You-replierd-to -my-colleague- from-M aryta nd--that-t hs-$'-200-milt-
lion was cut from your operating budget of about,$1.7 billion. My
calculations tell me that that is about 13 percent, whatever it
would be, of your operating budget. Yet, -you tell me that 3 out of
your 5 icebreakers will be drydocked; 2 out of your 3. strike teams
will be eliminated; that 40 of your aircraft will be grounded.

And one is somevhat taken aback by the fact that out of a total
operating budget of $1.7 billion, such 'significant changes-over 60
percent of your icebreakers, over 60 percent-of your strike teams-
and I don't know how many aircraft you have but I assume that 40
aircraft is a large percentage of your overall aircraft-it is some-
what almost unbelievable, Admiral, that $200 million, or 13 per-
cent of your operating budget,.is going to cause such disastrous re-
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suits in the Coast Guard's ability to operate, when we are talking
about a 13-percent reduction in your operating budget.

I might inquire if the Admiral might enlighten me as to how we
get so much mileage with the Coast Guard out of $200 million'and
can't seem to achieve near that mileage in other areas of Federal
appropriation.

Admiral GRACEY. I am glad, :sir, that you noted the latter; that
you do get a lot of extra, mileage out of the Coast Guard that not
necessarily everybody else produces.

I think the best way to answer our question is to describe the
process we use to-analyze the effect. Frankly, when we started intq
this thing we realized it was a big number-but the question was,
how big? We have been struggling with, what does it mean and
how can we explain it? We will maintain bur fleet of high-endur-
ance cutters. We would'not lay up any of'the 12, 378-foot high-en-
durance cutters. We would not lay up our 210-foot cutters class. We
would mhake selective reduction in other areas.

The problem is, if you are going to save money, you have got to
reduce people in the Coast Guard. There is noother way to do it.

.You can tie everything up for a year and not sail or fly anything,
and the fuel money that you would save and the maintenance
money simply wouldn't even come close to a figure like this.

We are a very personnel-intensive organization in that it takes
people to do what we do. One-half of.'our budget is in people costs.
So what we did was set out to see where we could find the number
of people that will produce the kind of money we are talking about,
and where. we could find them in ways which are not going to de-
stroy the basic character of the Coast Guard. That wills have us
doing what we do in less places at a less level of service, but 9till
doing the basics. And what I described is what we wound up with.

If, perish forbid, we should 'be forced to go 'ahead with this, the
execution phase would, I guess,. perhaps have some different .things
or different levels as we got down to, is this really practical? We
think we have focused on it.---

One thing we haven't talked about in here is that there are
marching orders in our bill which tell usthat we must continue to
spend at a given level in drug law enforcement. You may remem-
ber I said we are goihi to take 'helicopters-off-the--ships;_we are not
going to use the aerostats, And every one of theseships is involved
in the Drug Enforcement Program in one way or another, and
every one of those aircraft, too, although some more than others.
.Tfhere is no possible way to reach t sa-6-thisl-7f--f fts-wi-th- gt-it-g
ting into that Drug Interdiction Program, so we have no choice but
to violate that Senate direction. Frankly, if we were to hold sacro-
sanct that guidance not to touch the Drug Enforcement Program at
all, I don't know what we would do. I don't even think we can do
what we have described.

Mr.- HARTNET'r. Admiral, you mentioned eliminating three out of
your five icebreakers. ; .

Admiral GRACEY.Yes, sir.
Mr. HARTNETT. Would it be better to eliminate two and reduce

by 5 or 10 percent the crewmembers on the--Xemaining three--
Admiral GRACEY. 'No, sir.
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Mr. HARTNET [continuing]. Than to eliminate three icebreaker's
altogether?I find it hard to believe that an icebreaker couldn't operate with
a 5-percent less crew or a 10-percent less crew; or that your strike
teams that deal with oilspills and all, you eliminate two out of
three. -

Couldn't you eliminate one and reduce, by the number of men on
the other two, five or six?I really think-I don't doubt-that the Admiral has a very diffi-
cult job in determining what rnust go and what must stay--but I
really think, Admiral, for us to believe $200 million buys all that
Coast Guard effectiveness is somewhat of a scare tactic. It seems to
me that for us to believe 60 percent of our strike team, 60 percent
of our icebreakers and probably 50 percent of our aircraft' are going
to-be grounded because of a $200 million cut, I just find that very,
very difficult to believe; I really do.

I mean, I just think'that we could shuffle our figures with per-
sonnel and dollars around a little bit better, and maybe 6nly do
half of what you say we have to do here. I don't question the Admi-
ral's ability to do what he is doing, but maybe these people that, are
advising you just aren't using any common sense, Admiral. That is
what bothers me.

Admiral GRACEY. This is the place I usually light my pipe. Sir,
you have lit my fuse.

The people I have Working for me have busted their blasted
humps to give you a realistic picture. We are not generatitig scare
tactics here; I Won't try to tell you there is not something in here
that may not be exactly the right, thing; you can juggle this thing
until you are green in the face-but one thing, "sir, that is always
brought up when we get to phase 1 of these kinds of-situations is
the suggestion that we just take 10 percent across the board and let
the troops there work a little harder...... -

Doggone it, sir, we are alrea ly below strength. The Chairman
here has put a floor-the House of Representatives and the Senate,
the Congress, has put a floor on the Coast -uard, of 39,150. We
haven't even been close to it fr. -3 years. we are under it.' And we.,
do not have a great abundance of people out there sailing around.
Some of the ships have more people on them' than others. It is not
because we are fat; it-is because they are old ships. and the kind of
equipment we have'got-we don't have automation-it takes that
number of people to operate them.

We are trying like a son of a gun to save everyplace we can. We
... have already been cut something on the order of 2,000 people in

'the last 2 years-in anticipation of so-called economies in the
future.

When we get faced with this kind of reduction, you say you are
asking me to go out there and say we will just shut down one ice-
breaker and then we will tell the other crews you just go down
there to the South -Pole with 10 percent less people, and it is OK if
you just work harder. Well, I won't .do it, siir! I flat-out won't do iW
That is wrong.

Nobody is over here pulling wool over my eyes, I will guarantee
you. I have been in this business a long time. In fact, I used to be

< -- in the planning and programming and budgeting business. I have
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been the OMB of the Coast Guard. I. know what is going on. And
the chairman will tell you, aind I think the other members will, too,
that we are not in the practice of pulling windiest. The Coast Guard
doesn't do busines that' way..

We are telling lou the facts.as best we can- see them. We are
trying to protect as many things as we -can. We have tried to .pro-
tect the essence of the Coast Guard and do a miniminm of dan)age.
-There is no way-I mean, you can say, well, don't lay up 23

patrol boats; lay ut _thy_ are all estimates. It all hinges on
-when yourelease the people anyway, frankly. Those numbers are
geared to an assumption of getting rid of the people in time to save
6 months pay. No way! We have had to 'look at something on the
order of $300 million so w'e could work our way back to $200 mil-
lion, because we are only going to get a part-year benefit. If it is-
not restored next year, then we will do some more juggling.

You are talking about spending a sizeable chunk of money just to
lay these things up and to pay the cost of getting the people out Of
the service. It is a very complex business. And we do things in a lot
of different places in a lot of different ways.You will remember I said we were going to reduce more marine
safety offices. I said the remaining ships are goihg to be cut down
30 .percent in terms of operation, not personnel. We will make sav-
ings where we can.

The past year, we cut 250 people out of Coast Guard Headquar-
ter-s-and'the, district offices. We have cut support people all over
the place. I can't remember the number now. Training personnel
were cut. We are going to more effective kinds of operations wher-
ever we can, because, Lord knows, that is how we have survived

- over the years, is by doing that sort of' thing.
You get to a point when it is time to cut, and I am not going to

,do it on the backs of" my troops. Doggoiie it, I won't do it.
Mr. IIA1RTNF-r. Admiral, I have trespassed on more of the con-

" mittee's time than I should, and I do commend you for being juite
a great public servant. But I still tell you, this gentleman-and I
am sure that many of the people I represent, many of the people
that my colleagues represent, are going to find it extremely diffi-
cult to believe that the effectiveness of any l'ederal agency would
be as drastically reduced, as you have outlined, for us here today,
with a 12- to 13-percent cut in their operating budget. I am just
telling you that 'is a very difficult thing to understand.

I know you are very people-oriented, intense, and that type of_.....thiig. But--it--i-s-very difficult Yi- us t-o-tT-derstand-that -t2=to-tI3-

percent cut in operating budget could have stich a dramatic effect
on your effectiveness as a Federal agency.

Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Admiral GRA(EY. Sir', if'. I may, you are absolutely right. We

talked a great deal in the course of',the last 3 days as we tried to
work out what in the world does this mean.

One of the things we talked ab6ut is, it can't be. It is 13 percent,
and we can't possibly have that kind of' a reduction-we said that
to ourselves. We said, how are we going to explain it to the Con-

* gress? They are going to want to know. I low are we going to ex-
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plain it to our own troops? tHow arewe going to explain it to the
public we serve? We wrestled with that very question.
. We have been struggling to try to put into words exactly what it"

means and w'hy it means it. You are absolutely correct, but all I
can tel you, sir, is that is the best we can come up with.

Mr. HARTNETr. Thank you.
Mr. STUDDs. I am surprised you didn't point out the Secretary of

1)efense has stated tht-pa--percent-increase iu his budget would be
fatal.

Admiral GRACEY. I would accept it if he doesn't want it, sir.
Mr. STUDDS. I understand.
The gentleman from Delaware.
Mr.CARPER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I just wanted to see if I have this straight, Admiral. Thank you

for joining us today.
I think you mentioned that about 50 percent of your budget is

people costs. Is that 50 percent of $2.5 billion, or 50 percent of $1.7
billion?

Admiral GRACEY. No; it-is 50 percent o' $1;7 billion. And we do
have some in R&D and reserve training. 'That was 50 percent of'
our operating expenses.

Mr. CARPER. Fifty percent of $1.7 billion is about $850 million. If
the $200 million saving were to come strictly from reductions in
people, that Would be almost a 25-percent reduction in force.

I presume you are not going to take it solely from people: But
let's just say that instead of reducing your civilian force or your
workforce by 25 percent, let's say youjonly do hal( of that. That is
12 percent..

Iflow do you go about laying off people who are on active-duty in.
the Coast Guard? What is th'e process theie?

Ad niral GRACEY. Thaf is what I me-an when I was saying to Mr.
Hartnett' that I don't know whether we can do it. But What we
would have to,.do would be to turn off recruiting, or turn it way
down. We would be very hard on' who could reenlist. I don't know
how. Wo would have a military RIF-rkducti.onin force. We would
go and get all the military people whose performance level is below
a certain level, as we did in 1982, and say,, "You have got to go
home. We ai'e going to pay, you what the Government is obliged to
pay you when we break our contract with you, and we arey going to
send you home." I I

That means a lot of people, who joined in good faith hoping to
serve their country and look for a career in the Coast Guard won't
be-able-to-continue to -tw.ht-i h e-on y-y- to-do-i t

Of course, there are civilian personnel there as well, and there
are RIF procedures.for civilian personnel, reduction in force. proce-
dures, and we would get into that kind of thing, as well. [t is not
just military people who would have to be released. It is civilian
employees, as well.

Mr. CARPER. how do the RIF procedures work for active-tity
personnel?

Admiral GRACEY. For an active duty person? You mean military?
I can't go into.detail on the procedures, because I don't know them
all. But essentially they are discharged. for the convenience of' the
Government; thti is, enlisted personnel. With officers, it is a little
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different and you have got to go through a complicated process.
And I don't really know all the intricate details.

-But the bottom line is, we have done it before and we can do it
again if we have to. But it will be horrendous and expensive. A
rough estimate is that it will cost us-about $20 million in exit costs
that we have to pay people because we are putting them out early.

Mr. CARPER. Separation pay, that sort of thing?
Admiral GRACEY. Yes, sir.
Mr. CARPER. Can you refresh my memory,iplease, on how the ap-

propriation bill that passed the House, the transportation appro-
priation bill, how that affects your budget for the current fiscal
year, for 1986?

Admiral GRACEY. It was at approximately the level of the Presi-
dent's budget. In operating expenses, it was down $15 million below
the President's budget, and it is the 1.7-and-change-billion-dollar
level we are at.

The Senate had been talking about adding some more people and
some. other kinds of things. So this caught us very much -by sur-
prise. Up until now, the Senate has been-and I think the Senate
as a whole remains-totally suppoe'tive. As I said earlier, I thin
what w'Lare_caught in is a byplay between the budget resolution
process and the appropriations process.

Mr. CARPER. Did you mention that the reductions that might
result from a $200 million cut might affect strike teams?

Admiral GRACEY. Strike teams, yes.
Mr. CARPER. And those strike teams do what?
Admiral GRACEY, They are pollution cleanup experts. We have

got some of them over in Somalia right now helping with that ship-
load of hazardous chemicals that sank there. They work all around
the world, but they are primarily focused on the United States, of
course.

Mr. CARPER. Do you have a strike team or a portion thereof that
has been working on the Delaware River?

Admiral GRACEY. Yes; a whole number of personnel. But the At-
lantic strike team was called in.

Mr. CARPER. I would just like to express my gratitude and that of
the people of Delaware for the work that has been done., We have a
terrible mess, and we still have a mess to be cleaned up on the
Delaware. But for those people of yours who have contributed,
toward reducing the dimensions of that problem, I just want to say
thanks.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
- Mr.-ST-UDs.This-might-be- an-appropiate-time-to-b-more-specif--

ic about the cuts you anticipate in South Caf-nif,but instead of
that, I will go to tile gentleman from Georgia;

Mr. THOMAS. The gentleman from Georgia is certainly concerned
about specific cuts-for the coast of Georgia.

Admiral Gracey, it is good to see you again. I
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Admiral Gracey, as I understand it, you will be required to con-

tinue to spend in the area of drug interdiction' at the same levels.
Did I understand you correctly?

Admiral GRACEY. That i the word, I think, sir, but we are just
not going to be able to do it. We cannot do it.
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Mr. THOMAS. That was my point. How would you clearly separate
out or flesh out what you are spending in areas of drug interdic-
tion? And would you do, this geographically? Would you do it on
the basis of what kihd of interdiction has occurred in certain sta-
tions or what the role has been? Is it specific items in your, budget
that you can identify?

Admiral GRACEY. It is all of the above. The chairman spoke in
his opening remarks about the complications of reaching some una-
nimity on how to go' about it, what should be contracted out and
what shouldn't and so forth, and I mentioned that one of the things
that complicates is our multimission nature.

We have a terrible time explaining, sometimes even to ourselves,
what we are talking about, but when you have a multimission ship,
you have to decide how you should allocate the costs of the oper-
ation of that ship to the different programs, different things that
are done. Over the years we have developed a system of cost alloca-
tion which is based on the number of hours that are spent doing a
particular type of mission or what the primary purpose was for
sailing in the first place.

If the ship has sailed on a rescue caso-1h4-as broken off for drug,
bust, then we will allocate that time between both. At the end of
the year we will say that ship performed x percent of its time on
search and rescue, y percent on drug enforcement, another x per-
cerit on fishery enforcement, and z percent on defense readiness,
for example.,

There is no nice, neat, clean way to compute that with a number
like you have got to spend so much in a given program, we are just

-going to have to figure out what kids of ships and aircraft we can
I appty'tb it, and how much of their time is applied to it, and try to

- make it come out right at the end.
S.Par of that involves planning, but you know the pld saying:
"Planhing is what you do while you are waiting for circumstances
to take effect."

Mr. THOMAS. My question, I guess I was thinking as the' gentle-
man from South Carolina was questioning you, that possibly when
he spoke specifically of the disproportionate number of icebreakers
and so forth, that would be totally discontinued, and a few of the
other things, I wondered maybe if' this requirement that you con-
tinue to spend the same amount on the drug interdiction effort, if
that could throw things out of kilter, and could lead to the loss of
service that he seemed to recognize as being an incredible amount
of loss of service that would -result as a small percentage cut as hF,

-. put-it7w T vtioo1--ak'-atf-e-Coast Guard ani have raveled
with them, was ,in Alaska this year, had the chance to go to Kodiak
Island, visit the installations in my district and others around the
country, I never see any fat. I just don't see it. I don't see it in the
way the equipment is installed. I don't see it in the way the person-
nel is housed. I don't see any fat in the Coast Guard budget.

Admiral GRACEY,.There is no fat, sir, I will guarantee you.
Mr. THOMAS. This is my, impression. It certainly has been from

watching my entire coast of Georgia as dependent as it is on the.
services provided there, aid we haven't seen it, and I.know.you
and I have had some very lengthy conversations with some very
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small services that have been rendered that you have Worked very
well with us oil.

Let qi just take this one 'step further. Could you tell me out of
those three air stati os that would be closed, do you know if specif-
ically the station at |lutpter Army Air Field in Savannah is one of
th6 stations that might l-e closed, or would it be affected?

Adniiral GRACEY. That islcertainly one that we would look at.
Mr. THOMAS. For closing or for reducing?
Admiral GRACEY. For both or either, sir, but at tle moment it is

not one of-the ones we are focusing on.
Mr. T'rOMAS. HOW and when will you? When could we be given a

l)rintout of what you .have outlined to the committee here that spe-
cifically as to where these cuts would ociur and how they would
have to occur?

Admiral GRACEY. We know today.
Mr. THOMAS. When could that be made available to us?
AdmiradGIRAcnY. I was hoping we wouldn't have to do it, and let

me tell you why.
We are not trying to hide-a thing. I am hopeful that what Mr.

l)avis. said and what the chairnn saidtand what, I think, you all
have in your heartsiwill pertain, and that is that this will never..
happen.

Mr. TiOMAS. I share that sentiment and certainly hope so, but
there is no such thing as certainty, absolute certainty up here.

Admiral GRACEY. That is right.
Mr. TIOMAS. I don't want to wait on that other Shoe to fall.
Admiral GRACEY. No, I understand; but we are trying to avoid

having the Coast Guard personnel get all torn apart over this to no
avail. There is no way we want'to-not 'tell.our people what is hap-
pening, but we are happy to tell you what we are looking at. We
would like to just make sure that the caveat is understood, that
this is.our best look in 2 days at what this kind of a cut really
means.

If the committee asked tile information we have today, obviously
we will provide it. We always do.

Mr. TiIOMAS. -fdon't want to set something in motion that you
don't want to do that you feel might be damaging, butI certainly
think it would be helpful if I could give a certain Senator from our
State a call and point out that the Coast Guard facility there on
the island that he lives on was one of those to be closed. I think
this might get his attention.

Admiral GRACEY. Frankly, one of tile things I have been con-
cerned about was the -kind of inference that Mr. Hartnett made,
and you will remember I stopped in the course of this and said to
the'chairinan, "We did not single out the Rescue Swimmer Pro-
gram because it is youns, Mr. Chairman." We don't want to have
people feel that we have selected these items solely for congression-
al impact; not at all.

We haven't done that. We have tried to select them on a realistic
basis. We can give you that information., I would hope the Senator
you are talking about would not feel disinclined -to step up and be
counted solely because his island didn't happen to be affected.

Mr. rtNA,,S. As the Senator wouldn't point that out, I would
poi t that out, Admii'al Gracey.

--1
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Thank you. I didn't mean to complicate your already complicated
job. You have my support.

Mr. STUDDS. We have had nothing but trouble since 1787 when
thepeople in Philadelphia decided that in order to get the concur-
f'ence of a small State, it was necessary to have a Senate. Actually,
I would be interested in a breakdown in the States of New Hamp-
shire, and Texas and South Carolina I think, at' this point, the
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings crew might be more than a little bit in-
terested. In fact, that probably reminds me a little bit of a group of
terrorists sealing the Hall in Philadelphia in 1787 and saying, "OK,
you guys, you have got 48 hours to write a constitution."

God knows what would have happened had they had their Way
at. that point. h e a

This committee, as you know, Admiral, is doing-its'best as it
always does to -uphold the Office of Management and Budget and
the President, who requested only a small real cut in the Coast
Guard's budget for this fiscal year. I think it is important to real-
ize, all of us, that the cut recommended by the Senate Appropria-
tions Committee is almost $200 million below the Reagan-OMB re-
quest, which has not been noted characteristically generally for its
generosity, to put it politely.

You have done a model job, I think,, in restraining yourself. The
record will reflect the loosening of your tie and the rhetorical light-
ing of your pipe. I appreciate both your calmness and the relative
lack of saltiness in your remarks.

At sea, I suspect, you could have addressed it in a more appropri-
ate fashion.

Let me suggest that perhaps we could get to the announced "pur-
pose of the hearing at this point. Does the gentleman from Florida
have a question on this subject?

Mr, HuTTo. Yes.
Mr. STUDDS. We do have to get. to the subject. that. we said we

were coming together on today.
The gentleman from Florida.
Mr. Hu'rro. Just briefly. Thank you.
Admiral, can you tell me what percentage of the Coast Guard is

contracted out on A-7(?
Mr. STuoDS. I will say to the gentleman, we haven't gotten to

that subject yet. We started this-the only thin we are addressing
so far is the Senate Appropriations 'Committee s cut of some $200
million in the Coast-Guard budget. We are about'to begin the hear-
ing on the subject which you thought we were here to discuss.

I don't blame you for being confused. We will start that right
now-,--un less .-the gentleman--wishes-- t o-ask-a-quest ior-on- -the-Senate- ..
Appropriations Committee's actions. That is what has been dis-
cussed to date.

Mr. Hutro. Let me ask one question.
In the Defense Authorization Conference Report which relates to

this, if we ever get it past the House, as you know, we have provid-
ed somefunding for the Coast Guard on drug interdiction. Are you
familiar with what the Defense Authorization provides on that?

Admiral GRACEY. In general, sir.
Mr. Hu.rro. As I understand it,, the Coast Guard has authority to

board vessels and make arrests and so on, and our purpose was to
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allow the Coast Guard, under the posse comitatus amendments, to
assist in druginterdictioi. . _,

If you don't have specifics on how you would implement that, I
will withhold until another time.

Admiral GRACEY. I wouldilike- t6 comment for the record.
I think you are talking about the amendment which would pro-

vide 500 personnel for the Coast Guard.
.. Mr. Huv'ro. Yes, sir, that is correct.

Admiral GRACEY. That is not to permit the Coast Guard to Work . -
under posse comitatus, because posse--omitat -does not apply.
That was offered, as I understand it, in lieu of a proposal to have
the Navy get directly involved in enforcement at sea. I

Mr. HuTTo. And the Navy doesn't-have the authority that you
have.

Admiral G.RACEV That is correct, so this amendment would be to
put Coast Guard personnel or Navy ships-we.-eare doing it already
by the way. This would give us 500 people to put more Coast Guard
law enforcement detachments on more Navy ships, so we could
stop more vessels at sea from Navy vessels, but it has to be Coast
Guard people that do it. We. are the only ones that hay the au-
thority.

We have not yet workeq.out the exact way we would implement
it. We will. We do have what we call law enforcement teams now
sailing on Navy vessels.. They have seized some 20 or so vessels op-
crating off of Navy ships so far.

Mr. Hu'rro. Good. I think that will be of help.
Mr. Chairman, of course that would be coming, from another

part, sonic money from Defense into the Coast Guard budget.
Mr. STUDUS. We are going to have a hearing in 2 weeks on this

subject,, the Coast Guard and military readiness in relation to the
Navy.

Admiral GRACEY. I would submit though Mr. Chairman, lest we
have a mistaken impression on the record, those 500 people are not
up for grabs. Those 500 are strictly for law enforcement and to the
extent they are available to be put on naval vessels, I would submit
it doesn't make an awful lot of sense to cut us $200 million over
here. There is also a provision in that bill that would add $300 mil-
lion in AC&I to buy us some hardware. What in the'world are we
going to sail and fly it with?

Mr. HuTTo.,I am not advocating a cut in your budget, but this
would be. additional funding for these. That wouldn't come out of
your hide.

---AdMiaLGRACEY. No. you Are right. The provision is to have it
funded in DOD and to have the personnel transferred to us, and
the funding transferred d to us, and that is great. I am not shooting
that down.

Mr. Hutro. And that would be additional personnel as I under-
stand it. You would have to have--

Admiral GRACEY. Originally it was going to be over the floor. It
was going t6. put us at 39,400. In the face of the $200 million cut,
we are going to be at about 38,200,' so there is a big difference, and
there is an anomaly there somewhere that we d6n't understand.

Mr. Huirro. Think you.
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Mr. STUDDS. Admiral,-this morning's hearing will now begin. Per-
haps if you are bothered by the contracting-oilt problem, the first
people to let go would be those who do contracting-out.

-As you know, the-Coast Guard Authorization Act of 1984 re-
quires the Secretary to provide to Congress a list of functions or
activities which are expected to be subject to A-76 contracting.
This would be submitted according to the law prior to the start of
the fiscal year during which the consideration of the contracting is
to occur.

One of the reasons we chose to conduct this hearing today, on
October 9, is that we expected to receive the list of 1986 projects in
accordance with the law prior to October 1. Unfortunately, we still
" -lot have the list.

Can you tell us why?
Admiral GRACEY. Well, the list was submitted 2 or 3 days ago,

sir. And I can't tell you Why, except that it just didn't get done. I
don't know what the ramifications are.

I have asked Admiral Kozlovsky, who is our comptroller and who
oversees the operation of the A-76 program, to join me at the table.

Admiral KozLovsKY. Mr. Chaii'Man, as you willrecall, when that
provision was enacted it applied t ,both fiscal years 1985 and 1986,
and it was enacted after 1985 had begun, so that submitting the list

---pr-ior-to-he-sl--year4i-wsamopin
Regrettably, at that point we put together a list and sent it up

here late in the fiscal year,'and -this year, I suppose relying on last
year and not having a budget yet, we fell into the same trap.

It Is our mistake. You should haye had the list before the begin-
ning of the fiscal year.

Mr. STUDDS. One of the functions intended to consider for con-
tracting is the loran/omega system presently requiring 551 posi-
tions. The. Coast Guard, in a letter to me on the subject, mentioned
the fact that the Canadians operate the loran system with satisfac-
tory results.

Do you know, by any chance, how the average operating costs of
the Coast Guard Loran Station compares to the average cost of the
Canadian station operated under contract?

Admiral GRACEY. I don't know the answer to that, Mr. Chair-
man. I would have to provide -that for the record. I am suie we
could find out..
* Some of the statios-fli-e Canadians are operating are part of a

joint chain that .we operate. We are actually contracting stations in
a number of parts of the 'world. Many of the European stations are
done on contract or host nation agreements, not just the Canadi-
ans.

Mr. STUDDS. Hlow easy and how expensive do you think it Will be
for a private' contractor to provide living accommodations for em-
ployees in the loran stations operating in areas either very remote
or very expensive to live in, or both, such as Attu Island, Caribou,
ME, Nantucket, Iwo Jima? Isn't it easier and cheaper to fund mili-
tary personnel to accept positions in already available housing
than to expect a private contractor to find people to go to those
,places and to pay their living expenses?

. Adfirhl GRxAEY. OvX-r tJie years it-has occui-rre-d-to-ime tha-tth-e
is always somebody who is willing to do almost anything for pay,
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and enQugh: pay, and I-would guess the contracting -people will
sleep in the same places that Coast Guard people sleep now, until
such time as th6 contractor finds :.- way to build family quarters.
Most of the places where that is possible We have tried to do it.
- Mr. STUDDS. You provide Government housing for them?.

Admiral QRACEY. For the contractors? They will live ii tjhe-br-.
racks that are there. They will just be a stibstittite for ou' military
personnel.

There are a number of different variations on how that goes. In
salnie places we have Coast Guard-owned housing, and the contract-
ing people, I presume, would live in there and pay rent to the Gov-
ernment. In those places where we don't have that, and it is isolat-
ed duty, .then I assume the personnel would sleep in the same bar-
racks rooms that obr people sleep in. -

Mr. STUDDS. Until Such time as GSA excesses.
The defense authorization bill for 1986 contains a provision

------ which would require each I)efense Department armed service or
agency to-identify what are called core 1bgTstics-funetions, which
would then be exempted from cost comparisons under A-76. I
gather the theory is that certain functions that may not be inher-
ently governmental in nature are nevertheless so important that
the effective functioning of the militaryservice, it would be pru-

---- den toa-m" onsido
'Do you believe the concept for excluding, the core logistics func-

tions of .the military service for contracting is a reasonable one;
and if so, do you believe our committee at least should consider in-
cluding similar language in next year's Coast Guard authorization
bill?

Admiral GRACEY. We have got some activities that aresimilar to
the kinds of functions -they are talking about, Mr. Chairman-
Coast Guard yard, the Aviation Repair and Supply Center, for ex-
ample-and we are taking a look at the activities on JIhat to see if
it might require such a provision. We think we. could work through
the Secretary of' I)efense; that is, we could be instumMental in
having the Secretary of Defense and Secretary of' Transportation
work together to have those facilities included.

At the moment, as I understand it, ,that legislation talks about
management-management personnel, facilities, and equipment
only-and does not exempt workers, but apparently there is a
move afoot to add that in.

The bottom line answer is, I am not sure I can give you a defini-
tive answer as to whether it is a good idea. We' think they are im-
portant assets in the national industrial picture, aind certainly they
are vital assets in our picture. Whether that-fits the core logistics
functions giuideliyws, I am really not prepared to say.

Mr. STUDI). T'he gentleman from Florida.
Mr. llurt&Let me ask, if I may, Admiral,,th& question I asked

before. At this point, what percentage of' your Coast Guard func-
tionsare A-76'?

Admiral GRACEY. Let me see if I can remember the numbers in
my statement. We have done 16'activities. It is less than 1 percent
at the moment.

MrT iiuwrroT- D you feel ikeos of-the C ast--uaTrd-furctio-ns-
are inherently governmental?



Admiral GRACEY; No'
Let me qualify the "no." Many are, but many are not "inherent-

ly governmental," as the tern is used in the A-76 process. The end
product of most of what we do is inherently governmental, but a
lot of the processes of getting there are not. They a re-the-kiids-of
things that are done routinely in the private sector-providing
meals, maintaining grounds, reparihfig things. But the end product
of the boat that goes opit oni a r'escue case, yes., In o U-Government
and_ in our iiational philosophy, I think, that is oveinmental, al-

,tfhough we use everybody.
Certainly, law enforcement, certainly defense readiness, and,

again, all our boats, aircraft, and ships are involved in those
things. And they are clearly inherently governmental.

Mr. Huli'o. Yes.
Well, there is no question that-there are some functions that

could better be contracted out. But iil the.'military and all of the
services, I think, there have been a lot of cases where functions
have been contracted out, and I think the base commander essen-
t-ially loses control. 1--

From what I hear, some of these functions that have been con-
tracted out haven't worked too well, while others have. I think the,
previous question of the chairman alSout what has happened in the
-ThlfeiS6 aiUt orization bill regarding core logistics'-and the gentle-

man from Alabama, Mr. Nichols, has been very much interested in
identifying core logistics; which should be maintained in-house, and
has had a great deal of difficulty getting from the Iefense Depart-

"neni\ a list of these functions that they considered to be core logis-
tics, but has had some success in it. And I would certainly go along
with what the chairman mentioned,, that in looking at our budget
for next year, I think, it would be helpful, it seems to me, to-the-
Coast Guard Subcommittee, to have some inlut on those functions
that you feel should be left in-house, in order to provide'you with
the capability both in peacetime and. in case of an emergency. I
think it would be helpful for us to know that.

Admiral GRAcES'. 1 am sure it would.
1 would like to pick up on one point you said, if I, might, Mr.

Hutto. You talked about A-7( and the commanding officer losing
control.

Mr. HurTo. Yes.
Admiral GRACEY., One of the things that we have been criticized

for in some quarters has been not going fast enough and, far
enough in this particular A-76 process. You may remember I said
we were starting out slow, and we are now ready to move. We
wanted -to make very Sure that the ip'ototype contracts we were
putting together- here at headquarters for the field-to emiflate had
built in some very careful safeguards about that factor.

The commanding officer may lose some flexibility; undoubtedly,
he does-the flexibility to say, "I want to take niy five gardeners or
my five whatever and today I want them to do something else." lie
loses that kind of flexibility.

-cause loss of control.
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Mr. Hurro. Yes, but, I think, you mentioned a few minutes ago
that there are certain things that are inherently governmental,
and that you would need to maintain control.

Admiral GRACEY. You will remember I mentioned the loran sta-
tion. We are keeping the basic command and control, the monitor
stations and the command and control. The chain control officer is
going to remain military. And we are not talking about. A-76 proc-
ess for any ships, boats, airplanes-operating units of that sort.

The aids to navigation contracting trial we are doing because we
were directed to do it, We think there are probabl-y, some areas
where it may have some benefit, but it does have the risk of eating,
into our buoy tender fleet. That fleet provides midrange training,
excellent training grounds for officers. More than training, getting
experience.

They are invaluable assets in our maritime defense zone and
coastal defense operations. Many of them have wartime assign-
mieats 6vierseas. We just won't let it happen that they get tied up

or lost or turned over to somebody else, because, we think, irwould
make a major dent in the capability in this country.

You can't say nobody in the world knows how to set a buoy but a
military person. Obviously, that is not true. But you have to take a
look at what else we do with those ships. What else do those mili-
tary eo-ple-do?-They s l ivesYIfihey are out-th-ere-working-a
buoy and somebody ruNs by with no lights on at high speed and
checks against our keep-an-eye list, they will seize them, if they are
carrying drugs. A private contractor can't do that.

So, you are going to lose all those kinds of things. That is why we
are saying we want to go slow and make sure we don't get in too
deep before we realize what we have done.

Mr. lurro. Yes; I would advise that. "
-.Thank you very much, Admiral.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.Mr. STUDDS. Admiral, according to the 1986 Coast Guard budget,

$3.7 million will be saved during this year in Coast Guard operat---
ing expenses as a result of A-76 contracting. This is based, accord-
ing to the budget, on an anticipated savings of $6,000 per position
eliminated through -the-contracting process.

First of all, do you believe this level of savings -will be achieved?
Admiral G~iACEY. Yes, I think we will. We-have now got this

thing moving along and we d6n't have any reason to believe we
won't.

Mr. STuDDs. Who developed the assumptions on which--
Admiral GRACEY. I am sorry, Mr. Chairman. We have got-a new

figure. It has been cut in half. It is $1.75 million 4beeaUse there was
some $2 million in the House version of the 1986 appropriations re-
stoted because you 'werd kind enough to give us some of those
people back.

There is a different figure. We are shooting at $13/4 million at -'

this point.
Mr. STUDDS. Section 14 of the Coast Guard Authorization Act of

984-"-
plans to contract out functions under the A-76 process.
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Does the Coast Guard-believe this notification process is working
in an acceptable manner, or is it-viewed-as unnecessarily burden-
some or a-waste of effort and time?

Admiral GRACEY. It is working just fine, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. STUDDS. You wouldn't have said otherwise, anyway.
Admiral GRACEY. Sometimes I am outspoken.
Mr. STUDDS. It is OK.

_AdmiraLGRACEY. Really, it is fine.
Mr. STUDDS. The- Coast Gua'rd Authorization Act of 1982 included

a provision authorizing but not requiring the Coast Guard to enter
into contracts with the private sector for the establishment and
maintenance of aids to navigation. It also required a report that
was long delayed evaluating the pros and cons of contracting aids
for navigation services.

.This 'provision was based on. testimony from private companies
exhibiting an interest in carrying out aids to navigation services
under contract and on recommendations contained in the Trans-
portation Department's Coast Guard roles and missions study, the
Grace Commission Report, the NACOA study of. the Coast, Guard,
and on this committee s own report. As a result, the Coast Guard is
now pursuing .a small-scale experimenting what it calls noncritical
waterways.

This experiment has been criticized by the private sector for
...... beng-_tooAitt le-and-o-slw-And-4he--44ouse-reeent -appove.-a-

bill reported by this committee that would prohibit most types of
contracting with--respect to the New Jersey Coastal Waterway, as
you well know.

Does the Coast Guard believe it is operAting under a clear con-
gressional mandate on thi issue, or is the Coast Guard as confused
about this as the Congress seems to be?

AdrnialGAcv. We thought we were clear on it, Mr. Chairman,
until the Cobgress passed the bill on the New Jersey waterway,
and now we are not sure. We received some letters from a group of
ConkresP men who said it- was not the intent of Congress to do
that-I replied that wasn't the way we read it. They came back
and clearly said that it was not the intent of Congress. So at that
point I said, "Wait a minute, let's find out what the intent is." And
then the exception came down, and we thought, well, maybe the
intent was'clear, and we are really just going to take an exception
here. We think it is clear, but, frankly, I am confused about wheth-
er it is clear or not, sir.

Mr. STUDDS. Admiral, I am just appalled 'by your suggestion that
this Congress does not always speak clearly. I don't see why you
have difficulty 'Understanding.

Admiral GRACEY. I took the total blame on myself.for not being
.able touifiderstand it.

Mr. STUDDS. Just, for example, as you well know, this Congress is
committed to no increases in taxes, to increases in spending, and to
balancing the budget. This is perfectly clear, it seems to me., I don't
know why anybody could be €i0fuged about that.
- Doyou thinkthat all of those studies-NACOA, Roles and Mis--__

sions, the subcommittee, the Grace Commission, -et qetera-were
right or wrong to suggest that a serious experiment in aids to navi-

- -ation-tontracting-woutd-be-vrthwhit&?

* * /



Admiral GRACEY. I would certainly be masochistic if I suggested
that the Semi-Paratus Report was flawed, sir. You already -know
that I think parts of it were.'

No; I don't know what you mean by-a serious experiment, be-
cause we think we are doing that. A major trial would be a mis-
take. I think we ought to feel our way.

I read back through those things. I see a lot of pussyfooting lan-
guage that nobody was really willing, in any of those things that I
could see, to come right out and say, "Damni-it, Mr. Commandant,,
contract that stuff out:" They all said, take a look and see what -
you think. And that is what we have been doing. And we are going
to-try it in a couple of areas wherethe world won't end if there is a
mistake made, and we will find out.

Mr. STuiDs. Admiral, you know perfectly well that language out
of this subcommittee cannot possibly be characterized as pussyfoot-'
ing. Constructively ambiguous, possibly.

•Admiral GRACEY. I wish I had thought of that, sir
Mr. STUDOS. Do I detect a certain lack of enthusiasm on the sub-

ject?
Admiral GRACE 1. I am not enthusiastic, frankly, because of my

intuitive sense of the value of our aids to navigation buoy-tending
capability'-what it means to the service as a whole. It is more
than just putting the buoy in the right place and keeping it lit and

there.
It is, when you have a hurricane, being'able to restore an entire

port, so that you can open it up in a matter of a- few days. It is
providing midgrade command at-sea experience for your officers,
for your petty officers.

There is no greater seamanship development than on a. buoy.
tender. I happen to have been a buoy tender skipper, so I am a
little biased on the subject. They.are a'very valuable asset.,

I think one of the things that makes me worry is that we have in
the UnitedNStates the largest, by far, aids to navigation system in
the world, as far as I know, and -,ou hardly ever hear anything
about it. The people go about their work quietly, professionally,
That system works. You rarely hear anybody that is in trouble be-
cause an aid wasn't in place. My people are so professional and do
it so Well and so competently that we make it look easy, and every-
body thinks they could give it a go.

One suggestion that NACOA made was to contract out for the
,setting of aids, but then whenever anything goes wrong you guys
go out and fix it. That means we are only going to work those aids
when the weather is bad. That is like using your best relief pitcher
only in the ninth inning of the last game in the World Series--You
don't do that. The Same with search and rescue.

Intuitively, I think it is a bad. idea to go whole hog in contracting
out or even to give it to some other agency. There is nobody around
who knows how to do it, certainly nobody who can do it as well as
we do.

Mr. STUDDS. I would say 'that was more on the constructive than
on the ambiguous side. I certainly have never been able successful-
ly to ascfibe any of mly groundings to misplaced aids.

We will Iet you go very quickly.
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On another subject, the question of Coast Guard delegation to

the American Bureau of Shipping has been, as you know, under
review now for a number of years. On a very general level, would
you say that. the extended delegation at this pojift is about right?
Has it already gone too far? Or do you believe additional duties
could safely and appropriately be delegated?

Admiral GRACEY. I think eventually we will want to delegate
some Inor e. As of now it is about right. We have had some prob-
lems and we are working through some adjustments in relation-
ships. The organizational relationships are very Sound, but we are
changing them a little bit, and we are trying to work that out. I
think we are about right.

Mr. STUDDS. In your response to the recommendations of the
Marine Board of Investigation report on the sinking of the Marine
Electric, you stated that, "The Coast Guard is now conducting an
in-depth review of all third-party delegations aad the -issue of
proper oversight. Appropriate guidance-implementing systematic
oversight.will be published in the Marine Safety Manual and incor-
porated in the Inspector Training- Program."

Could you stummarizo the improvements made in the Coast
Guard's oversight of ABS inspections as a result of that review?

Admiral GRACEY. The ABS involvement there was the load line,
acting under the load line assigning authority. What we have done

i W-thi e-- h ave issufd -a-711 cu m wh iwlV ig O i diiceto tihse
whoare authorized to assign load lines, which requires that we be
immediately notified of load line violations. We think that that
would have made us aware of this situation earlier.

We have required that if someone has requested an extension for
his load line investigation, the Coast Guard must be notified. We
have issued. guidelines for oversight of load line assignments,- and
we have met with A13S and others regarding the detailed require-
ments.

We are also developing oversight guidance for plan review and
for vessel inspections.

Mr. STUDDS. As you know, in the case of the Marine Electric, the
problem was not that you were not notified of a load line violation,
but that the ABS inspector did not catch it, did not find it, see it,
report it, didn't know it, wasn't aware of it, "didn't look for it,,
missed it.,

Admiral GRACEY. I am going to ask my marine safety expert,
Commodore Kime, to respond.

Commodore KIME. Mr. Chairman, the Commandant mentioned
that in addition to the Navigation and Vessel Inspection Circular
that requires ABS to notify us of load line violations immediately,
we havealso instituted a program of oversight, and that has three
important parts to it.

One is oversight of the issuance of a load line. The second is the
periodic inistieo-ii an oversight of the periodic inspections re-
quired, and it. is during that phase that we would hope to catch the
type of problem we had on the Marine Electric.

Third, Mr. Chairman, it would provide oversight of the require-
ment to report immediately. So, we think with- this type of over-

-sight-,wewould-hopefully prevent recurrence.

57-149 0 - 86 - 2
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Mr. STUDDS. Would that have made a difference in the situation
as we understand it to have been with respect to the Marine Elec-
tric? How would you have caught it?

Commodore KIME. Mr. Chairman--
Mr. STUDDS. As I recall, everything'was certified to be fine. The

only problem was that they didn't look.
Commodore KIME. Mr. Chairman, we had delegated the load line

assigning authority to .ABS a number of years ago. This is not
something. that was delegated recently as a result of the recent
law.'

Mr. STUDDS. I understand.
Commodore KIME. There were no oversight provisions developed

for that.
I think, in retrospect, that was a mistake. We have triei to cor-

rect that, and we do thifik that the oversight initiatives that we de-
veloped so far would have caught that.

As the Commandant has indicated, weniet with ABS to discuss
this particular issue so it doesn't happen again.. And, we also note
that ABS has issued circular instructions to their surveyors, also.

Admiral GRACEY. I think the bottom line here, Mr. Chairman, is
that we all learned some lessons from the Marine Electric sinking
that one, and through the oversight and through both ABS' and
our own efforts to tighten up the process, we think we have, and
we are less likely to hav-ae -i~f-ii he-ian inslpector -will iiVt
see something.

Mr. STUDDS. The Marine Board recommended, among other
things, that the captain and the fleet manager of the Marine Elec. -

tric both be turned over to the Justice Department for prosecution
in connection ,with their actions with respect to the operation of
that vessel.

Has this been done, and what is the status of those prosecutions?
Admiral GRACEY. The Justice Department has turned the case

ovbr to the U.S. attorney in Virginia, and we fully 6xpect that
criminal action will be taken. But it hasn't yet.

Mr. STUDDS, I appreciate that.
Obviously, you can understand the concern, Over 30 lives were

* lost, and the lesson comes tod late. We. want to learn what We can
from that.

Admiral GRACEY. I thik just the very fact that we recommended
prosecution jn-Ahe-findings has had a very salutary effect on the
industry. I am surprised at the very positive reaction that action
received. We didn't do it to get applause, but it has gotten a lot.

Mr. STUDDS. I appreciate that.
I thought you were going to have luncli.
The gentleman frofi New Jersey.-
Mr. HUGHES. May I say to the gentleman from M&sachusetts, he

is. still going to have lunch. It-may be a little late.
Admiral GRACEY. Which gentleman from Massachust.tts did you

have in mind, Sir? - -
Mr. HUGHES. They are all gentlemen from Massachusetts; may I

tell you.
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Mr. HUGHES. I just--want to welcome the panel. I apologize for,
being late. But, as y6u know, we had a joint session of Congress
and I did want to attend that particular session.

I have just a few areas of concern that I want to address. Don't
want to be duplicitous. My staff advises me that many of my con-
cerns,have already been addressed, and I won't go over them, but I
do have some concerns about the $200 million cut proposed on the
Senate side.

I just reviewed some of the areas where we would have to take
the cuts. -I am not sure what impact such a $200 million cut would'
hhveon 6ur drug interdiction program. -

Can you enlighten me ol that'score?
Admiral GRACEY. 1 can.
Mr. UUGHEs. Not that I' am not impressed by what you would

have to cut back in the other areas, because I am.
Admiral GRACEY. The record has a list of what they are, so I

won't repeAt them.
There is one thing on which- I would like to expand, however.
It was in response to a question by Mr. I-Iartnett--which you

didn't hear and didn't have the opportunity to see the histrionics
that resulted on the part of the Commandant thereafter. I don't
think I explained the facts very well to him, and I would like to
explain to you. When you look at percentage cuts and you say $200
million is only something less-than 15 percent of your-operating ex-_
pense, how iflThW-oYtd -- a
am going to describe to you in a minute? The reason that it has
such a big effect and requires losing so many things, is that there
.are certain costs that go on.

There is a large overhead to running a force which is spread lit-
erally all over the world, and I use the word "overhead" advisedly.

,.,You have structures, you have facilities, and you have to pay the
rent; you have got to do all those things. But, mostly, you have
people that operate them. When 50 percent of our operating ex-
pense budget is people, to realize reductions you have to get rid of
people. When you get rid of people, you haye got to get rid of what
they do.

One of the things I was concerned about when I got done here
was our seagoing billets dropped from 24 percent of our personnel
to 19, but our support billets went up as a percentage, meaning
there are certain things that have to-stay in place. If you cut down
the things that they are overseeing by a total, you wind up with
the relative percentages going up.

Now,.to answer your question--
Mr. HUM Es. Before you do, I understand that, because I saw

what occurred in 1981. and 1982 in that budget cycle, when we cut
the Bureau-of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, which my own 'sub-
committee oversees, in the Department of the Treasury, by such an
amount that they didn't have enough to cover their fixed expenses.
They had to recall agents. They couldn't make new cases. They
didn't have money for gas. We were dismissing indictments in some
areas because agents didn't have travel 'funds.

I mean, it was, a most ludicrous period of time for that agency,
because when the programs were cut and the personnel had to be
cut and we had to cut everything except thoseifxeL items-the
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rent, the light, the oth&ihg -that had to be paid-there wasn't
much left to the program.

Admiral GRA EY. If you start from the assumption,- s--we did,
that you want to maintain the basic character of your organization,
and you are just going to try to make it smaller - and reduce the
scope, and where it operates----.

Mr. HummsS. It is something we have never recovered from, and
people don't talk about it. BATF, as you k-now, has arsgon; fire, and
explosives missions which are extremely important.'Wehave never
recovered from those.draconian cuts. There were five RIF notices
that went out during that period 6f6 time, and we'lost dozens of
agents who didn't want to put up with that in the Department.

As a resUlt, we have compromised much of our capacity because
of thwse cuts, and I have no dolbt but that you would feel the same
impact---

Adm-niral G(ACEY. Indeed; we would.
Mr. I-ILUIIs [continuing]. By these cuts:
Admiral GRACKY. Indeed, we woIald.
Now, on the subject of drugs, which is what you originally asked.

The marching orders in thcb)asi background of the 'Senate
action ... not this particular action but in'the appropriations bill-is
that we must continue to spend not below a level of' .328 million in
the field of drug enforcement. So, if you take that at its face value,
what that means is that you ave taking your $200 million not from

__4, $- 77 billion- but-.now- from .$ 4-hi lion-o-t-bucomos aw ovn-higher..
figure.

We found simply with our multimission ships and airplanes
there was no way that we could not impact on the drug enforce-
ment program. Essentially, we found a high dollar item with a low
impact on personnel was the aerostats, and we just don't: see any
way to continue those. I .

We have earmarked an assortment of vessels and aircraft for po-
tential cuts that would minimize the damage, or make the damage
not totally irreparabie. Without them we will probably do about 75.
less drug cases out of 374--about 20 percent less. .

Last year, we seized 221 vessels. On a straight percentage basis,
we would lose about 40 seizures. This is really not x valid ap-
proach, but it is applying percentage cuts to last year's results. If
you must cut your capability down, you have got to assume that
the results will go down, as well.

Last year we had 828 arrests. On a percentage basis there would
be 166 fewer after the cuts. From 1.120 tons of marijuana about 225
tons less would be seized. Proportionly less cocaine would also be
stopped.

The bottom line, we'are talking about one high-endurance cutter,
which has a large role in drug interdiction. The rest of the high-
endurance fleet will stay in operation, but two-thirds of them are
on the west coast. We would probably have to move some of them-

, around to the east coast, because th'it is where the big part of the
drug interdiction program is. Such a move would impact on the
fisheries and so forth on the west coast.

Thirty-eight percent of our medium-endurance cutters would go. I
They are all involved in either fshei-ies'enforceiment and drug en-
forcement and. of course, rescue wprk. About 30 percent of our

N
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patrol boats would go, and they are the real Workhorses in this
business. We would try to spread it around sp the impact would be
less in the high-density drug enforcement areas, but there is no
way to avoid that.

We just made a bust in. the Northeast, a big one, and they are
showing up all over the place these days.

We would not double-crew some of the boats we have; therefore,
cutting in half their capability. And all the o4es that are left are
going to run 30 percent less time."

Mr. HUQHES How are you going to provide the tactical units that
are called for in our modification of the posse comitatus law, which
I happen to support? I think the conference 'agreement is far supe-
rior to what came out of the House. I think the House Orovision is
flawed. What it calls for is tactical units ol those vessels.

How are you going to do that?
Admiral GRACEY. Tactical units on naval vessels?
Mr. HUGHES. Yes, naval vessels.
How are you going to be able to man that with cuts of that mag-

nitude? How are you going to be able ,to carry out the intent of the
Congress for new tactical units on Navy vessels when you don't
have enough personnel to man vessels that you'should have out pa-
trolling on their own?

Admiral, GRACEY. I commented a little earlier. that it seems like
kind of a bizarre anomaly that we are going to add 500 people who

ill go to sea on Navy shi ps at the sam iwA b.. akws' ae_ king.
..... -ii -- fiat go to sea on Coast Guard ships, fly in Coast Guard
airplanes, et cetera.

-Mr. IUGiES9.7 It doesn't make sense to me, because you can't
chase the average cigarette boat with a destroyer or an aircraft
.carrier. So what we are doing is a reallocation; we are going to put
more tactical units onboard Navy vessels.

I think you would agiee that not every vessel is a prime candi-
date for a tactical unit, and that is not the best way to use re-
sources. In some instances, it is; in some instances, it is not. But

,those that are trafficking have high-speed vessels. Even Coast
Guard vessels have a hard time catching them from time to time
because of their speed. So we end up with the worst of all worlds at
a time when we are going to have more contraband coming into
the country. It is out of control in South America right now, par-
ticularly Bolivia.
, Instead of reversing course, we should be committing more re-
sources because, as everybody knows, law enforcement is a labor-
iihtensive task. So we are going to commit more resources at a time
when.we expect an inc-ease in contraband, particularly from South
America.

Admiral GRACEY. I think, Mr. Hughes, that the two issues of the
500 people versus the $200 million reduction were never married in
the process. As I understand it, that- the $200 million runs along
with $300 million reduction for the -Federal Aviation Administra-
tion.

The two of us make up the$500 million that 'iiiiction 400 was
over the mark. I think we are caught between the budget resolu-
tion process awd the appropriation process, and I don't think any-
body analyzed this. The effect is exactly as you describe.
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I would say, however, that the 500 people that Would be put on
Navy vessels--we are already putting tactical teams on some Navy
ships, as you know-with the idea that Navy vessels would then
have someone there on scene with authority to do a boarding and
to make a seizure-nofC necessarily that they are going to chase
them' down.

On'e of the things that Mr. Hutto asked about was how we were
going to apply that. I- mentioned that we had to work with the.
Navy. One of the things we have to do is to talk about different
ways of deploying Navy. vessels and the willingness to stop. I am
sure it. will come, but the intent is* not to chase down cigarette
boats with destroyers.

The cigarette boats and these kinds of things that you are talk-
ing about, absolutely you cannot do it with the resources that we
are going to put on naval vessels. They are designed to be doing
their thing at sea, and see somebody that. fits a profile or on which
we have intelligence, and stop them. We will board and do our
thing at that point.

Mr. HUGHES. I think the impact on interdiction is going-to be far.
more than you have suggested.

Admiral GRACEY. From the cut?
Mr. HuGiEs. There is a direct relationship between the risk of

being arrested and the trafficking. As the amount of money to be
made from trafficking in drugs increases, and the deterrence--that
ishe.------ n in-
crease in that activity.

Admiral GRACEY. Absolutely.
Mr. HUGHES. So the impact is going to be far greater than just

the additional resources you are taking away from that interdiction
mission.

Admiral GRACEY. I agree entirely; the deterrent effect of having
ships sailing out there, being seen, being known that they are oper-
ating in a given area, knowing that the aircraft overfly in a certain
number and fly regularly and are seen flying regularly.

Mr. HUGHES. There is always hope that the other body will come
to its senses.

Admiral GRACEY. We are keeping our faith up on America, sir.Mr. HUGHES. Let me ask you, on another ,area, a little more paro-

;.chial, on aids to navigation-we are allowed just one question on
parochial matters, as I understand it, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. STUDDs. A little less thai one.
Mr. HUGHES. I understand you have already covered this area.

We have given confusing signals, I think, to the Coast Guard on
contracting out aids to navigation, and. I just want to make a
couple of suggestions,

First of all, I am sure- you are aware that the comnittee did pass,
at my request, some language which would take out the intercoas-
tal waterway in New Jersey from one of the five areas. I never un-
derstood why that area was selected. That is a very busy artery. It
is the host for a billion dollar industry, recreation and commercial
fishery. We have major shoaling problems as it is.

We never maintained that waterway to the depths to which the
Army Corps is supposed to maintain it, and often we find money
that is committed by the Congress to maintain .that waterway isn t
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spent in a given year. We have serious problems. The shoaling re-
quires the Coast Guard to remark the aids to navigation. I just
don't belie 'e- that a private contractor'is going to be able to site
those aids to navigation in a timely fashion.

It is my hope-I know you are working to promulgate regula-
tions-that you will review that area of the intercostal waterway,
which I am hopeful that the Senate will finally agree to take out as
one of the test areas. I just don't think it makes sense, -to take
away that particular function from the Coast Guard.

I can understand the need to try to get contracts in the private
sector for maintenance. That makes sense Let's check it out, see
whether we can do it more cheaply. And if we can, that is fine.
But, as.you well know, the folks that do the siting of aids to naviga-
tion are good. They are multimission, people. They do all kinds of
other functions. It seems sensible to be contracting out, to begin
with, but I am prepared to let -you go ahead and see.if you can find
a contractor that isgoing to do it.

I think I know what the answer is going to be. You are not going
to find a contractor who is going to respond-in a timely fashiQn,
and it is not going to be cost-effective. But let's go through the ex-
ercise. Let's not do it, however, on a waterway as busy as the New

----- ersey -rway.
Can I hear from you on that, Admiral?
Admiral GRACEY. I don't know what to say, Mr. Hughes. We se-

lected that waterway very carefully. It is the one on which wewere

Mr. HUGHES. I thought maybe you would hear a lot of noise by
selecting it.

Admiral GRACEY, No. As I very-gently suggested to Mr. Hartnett.
earlier, we don't do that, sir. No, we picked it because thqre were a
lot of aids. It was centrally located where we could watch it closely
from both here and the'district in New York.

It is not a difficult -area in the sense of storms and bad riptides
and that sort of thing. I know there is shoaling in the inlets, but
the waterway itself-I

Mr. HUGHES. We lose lives. We lose lives with some of this every
ye-ar. As good as the Coast Guard is in responding to the requests
and moving those aids to navigation so that the inlets are not peril-
ous, we still lose lives.

Admiral GRACEY. Yes, sir. The' inlets ,re perilous. There is no
question about it.

-Mr. HUGHES. Do you think the' Coast Guard is going to be subject
to litigation if, in fact, we lose some lives, because some contractor -'
doesn t get there for 3 weeks to move the aids to navigation?

Admiral GRACEY. The inlets, weren't going to be in the contract.
We were going to do just the inland part of the system.- And there
is a lot of traffic. It is a good assortment.

We picked the five waterways based on as geographics, climate
.spreads, kinds of traffic, kinds of water conditions, so that we could
have a really valid test in different parts of the count)'y. What we
have is a.lot of fishing; clamming, and recreation vessels.

Mr. HUGHES. The problem is, you have a stretch of waterway
that is probably the busiest up and down the east coast. We have
people. that operate in those waterways that almost pull pilings
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over because they don't know how to operate boats. They get stuckup on the shoals, san, dbars; and they try to swimi back to shore, and
they drowni.'

Admiral GRACEY. What better way to find out whether a contrac-
tor knows how to replace buoys that have been run into?

Mr. HUGHES. What you are doing is risking lives in the process.
Admiral GRACEY. We are not taking, ur rescue service out. You

are concerned about the Iescue %vith the buoy tenders.
Mr. I]uctiEs. Yes, I am concerned in many respects. The buoys,

the aids to navigation, even under the best of circumstances, even
with the Coast Guard responding in a timely fashion, are not
moved as rapidly as we would like at times; and that creates some
of the problems, not to mention some of the cuts.

We are going to be cutting back on air and sea rescue work, so
that is going to compound the problem.

Admiral GRXCEY. Yes, sir;-
We are not going to be cutting back. You are going to see.to it

that we don't get cut back. I think that is what I heard in here this
morning.

Most of the problems occur in the inlets. That is one of thl rea-
sons we didn't put thom in there, because we recognized the haz-
ards.

Admiral Wojnar, the navigation person is here. lie is the one
that oversaw the selection of the waterways. Perhaps.he can add to
this.

III ira 1 -J-N AKr,- -looked ss
Nation, and we had these conditions that you describe.

Mr. ItUmcaS. You are responsible. I have been trying to find that
for I month.

Admiral GRACEr. ft is spelled W-o-j-n-a-r, sir.
Admiral WOJNAR. Sir, when I head home to Massaehusetts .next

week, I will be sure.1 don't go through Now Jersey.
Mr. STUDDS. Which part of Massachusetts?
Admiral, before you leave, I can't resist a personal observation

that, if S'ou did get inundated with some of these needs to reduce
effort, one place you might reduce effort is that bright-eyed, young
Coast Guardsman who'appreherlded me. It seems to me that not
hauling lobster pots from 16-foot dories for drug searches might
save a lot of your operating exi)enses.

..Admiral GRACEY. I agree.
Mr. STUim)S. I just smiled, and I offered both-thank God, legal-

sized- lobsters for inspect ion.
Admiral. GRACEY. Sh', it is to your credit and the credit of the

First Coast Guard District, this is the first time I have heard about
this.

Mr. S'rims. I can't believe that. Well, I thought you would get a
kick out of that, anyway.

Let me thank you, sir. I know you perhaps didn't anticipate
spending this much time. I am sorry. But I think you will be the
first -o agree that the subject is sufficiently important.

Thank you for your time and for your patience.
Admiral GRACEY. I really appreciate your interest, Mr. Chair-

man. And if you would please convey my apologies to Mi-, Hartnett
for the vituperation, I would appreciate-it. I I
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Mr. STU)DS. I think the only thinvthat we should apologize to
him for is failing t'o be more specific about tile force reductions in
South Carolina. We will do that part.

Thank you.
Admiral. GRACEY. Thank you, sir.
Mr. STUDDS. We now go to two panels of witnesses, panel. No. 1,

Mr. John Boi'um, American Bureau of. Shipping, and Mr. Huff and
'Mr. Iliscock.

I understand the panelists have been alerted to the necessity of
confining their oral remarks to 5 minutes. Clearly the subcommit-
tee is running behind schedule.-

The House is about to go into session. We are going to be inter-
rupted by votes. If we are going to be able to afford every witness
on the two panels an opportunity even for the 5 minutes of oral
presentation, we are going to.have to move with some dispatch, so I
would ask those of you who'are on the panels to comply with that
request, and to try to understand the need for it.

We should have before us Mr. Borum and two associates, Mr.
Huff and Mr. hliscock.'We wvill proceed in the order in Which you
gentlemen appear here.

We will _t'art with Mr. John -Borun of the American Bureau of
Shipping.

I apologize-for the necessity, but your written statements will
appear in their entirety in the record. We would ask you to confine
your oral remarks to 5 minutes.

STATEMENTS OF JO)IN F1. IORUM. SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT,
AMERI('AN BURFAU" 0F SHIPPING; .IJN R. 1HUFF, IIEPRESENT-
ING TIlE INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIA'V'ION OF )RIIIING, CON-
TRA('T()HS. ANI) RI'iCHARI) IIISC(('K, REIIIESENTING TIlE U.S.
LIFESAVING M\N7'FA('T''!ERS' ASSOCIATION
Mr. BoRUM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I ani John F. Borum, senior vice president of American Bureau

of Shipping. We are pleased to accept youi' invitation to testify
before the subcommittee regarding delegations of commercial
vessel safety functions.

The delegations of responsibility to ABS have a long history
dating from the Merchant Marine Act of 1920 and include loan-line
inspections and assignments, plan review and inspection on new
construction or major modifications of' U.S. flag ships, stability re-
views on a number of types of vessels and tonnage admeasurement.
We-believe the delegation of responsibility has been a success. The
transition fromCoast Guard to ABS has been relatively smooth ad-
ministratively and there has been no loss of safety or deterioration
of standards. In fact, it may be enhanced.

We elaborate on the success of' delegation at length in out' writ-
ten statement. To summarize briefly, delegation of plan review to
ABS and the centralization of the review in New York and New
Orleans has effectively eliminated duplicate reviews by the Coast
Guard and A13S and reduced inconsistent interpretations of regula-
tions to a minimum with a savings in time and money to both the
Coast Guard and industry.
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The worldwide network of ABS offices helps' assure U.S. owners
of the quality of foreign-built hulls and equipment without undue
expense and delay. We remain accountable to the Coast Guard not
only through their oversight programs, but also through.the Coast-
Guard staff who sit on'our committees, and the Commandant who
sits on our Board of Managers. We also believe that the Coast
Guard is comfortable delegating responsibility to ABS, as we have
heard from Admiral Gracey this morning.

The professional-relationship that exists between the Coast
Guard and ABS is'zn evolving one. Experience defines problems;
cooperation provides the means to solve them. As institutional and
bureaucratic interaction and familiarity become mrore pronounced,
the delegation -process improves. The significance of this to the
Congress is, that the problems that exist with delegation are reme-
diable through negotiation and the regulatory process. Legislation
is not required. Moreover, further delegation should be considered
and implemented under the existing statutory framework. This is
the primary lesson of the-Aavorable experience the Coast Guard
and ABS has enjoyed. ,

As a not-for-profit corporation,-ABS, like the Coast Guard, has no
purpose-except the mission of promoting the security of life and
property on the seas. As a professional organization, ABS has sur-
veyors who will spend all their working lives in vessel impections.

As an American corporation, ABS is answerable to the same
Congress anild-6sects, the same values and laws such as affirnia-
tive action, equal employment opportunity, Trading With- the
Enemy Act and the Foreign' Corrupt Practices Act. The same.
cannot be said of some norn-U.S. classification societies.

In the interest of serving the marine industry and assisting the
Coast Guard with part of their mission; we see the following oppor-
tunities-for-delegations-of-authorit-y-which-would-maintainsafety__
while reducing the economic burden on the-Coast Guard.

First, ABS is willing to uvidertake' inspections of existing vessels
on behalf of the Coast Guard. As many of the necessary inspections -
are duplicative either of classification surveys or of services ABS.-
now performs on behalfof other governments, we believe the trans-
fer of the function would be an efficient use of resources.

Second, ABS and the Coast Guard'have discussed delegating the
inspection of automated propulsion systems and firefighting sys-
tems to ABS. We have agreed that any delegation of that function
would be most logical after the Coast Guard has adopted the new
regulations required by the amendments to the SOLAS convention.

Third, ABS already performs type approvals for various types of
equipment, including life saving equipment. Since in many cases
we already audit the manufacturer'splants and, ships, we believe
delegating the inspection function to ABS could be a savings in the
cost of regulation to industry without a diminution of safety. What
is more important with such a delegationpotential foreign manu-
facturers of life saving equipment will then be subject to the same
rigorous standards and inspections as those U.S. companies with
which they compete.

ABS is not optimistic about the near-term future of the Ameri-
can merchant marine. At -the current rate of construction in
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United States shipyards, the. Coast Guard has fewer and fewer op-
portunities to train personnel in marine inspection techniques.- ABS has hired few Coast Guard -retirees and, with the current
marine inspectors' decreasing amount of experience, we do, not
view this as a pool of future employees. Without our overseas net-
work we would not be able td train young :surveyors either,

Training, indeed, is one of our top priorities. While at one time
varied shipyard experience was a good background for an ABS sur-
veyor, today it does not provide the diversified knowledge required
for sophisticated marine installations. In each decade since 1960
the list of college graduate and maritime academy graduate em-
ployees has grown. In 1960, roughly 30 percent had bachelor's de-
grees or the equivalent, in 1970, 40 percent and in 1980, 50 percent.
Today we rarely look at an applicant who cannot produce a diplo-
ma/degree from an, accredited university or maritime academy.

All newsurveyors receive 2 weeks of training in New York on
ou r rules and standards-and report writing. Thereafter, we encour-
age our staff to broaden their background by' taking one of our in-
house courses, such as welding inspection or boiler and pressure
vessel inspecting, or by applying for our tuition refund programwhich can be used to subsidize employment related courses at out-
side institutions.

Over 100 of our staff have passed the level 2 examination given
by the American Welding Society and about 9 per quarter pass the
National Board of,Boiler and Pressure, Vessel Inspectors examina-
tion. We are also discussing sending some of our staff to attend the
applicable portions of the Coast Guard's inspector's training pro-
gram in Yorktown .

In recognition of the problems of training and budget trimming,
the Coast Guard has ffaturally, and we believe rightly, turned to
delegation. As an historical note, Government action has already
come' almost full circle on some non-ABS safety inspections.

Overa-century ago, when steamboat racing was a fad, the result-
ing boiler explosions prompted the formation of the Steamboat In-
spections Bureau which later became the Bureau of Marine Inspec-
tion and Navigation which was absorbed into the Coast Guard.

Boilers hhve become. more rather than -less complicated, but
under current regulations incorporating the American Socicity of
Mechanical Engineers [ASME] Code. boiler manufacturers once
again inspect their own boilers and pressure vessels with minimal
Government oversight. ABS believes the recognition of the ASME
code procedures is a step backward and that more oversight of this
delegation is appropriate.

The loss of the Marine Electric resulted in considerable' soul
searching at ABS. We believe, however, the Marine Electric was a
tragic aberration in our and the Coast Guard's normally excellent
systems. As a result of our own investigation, one of the surveyors
of the Marifze Electric resigned under scrutiny and another was
permitted td take' early retirement. On the basis of information
made known to ABS in the course of litigation resulting from the
loss of the vessel, we also are not surprised at the *recommendation
to prosecute two employees of MTL.

In our audits of older vessels,, conducted by experienced senior
personnel, we have found no serious survey problems, thus bearing
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out our conclusion that the loss of the Marine Electric was the
result of the efforts of the ship operators to deceive regulatory au-
thorities coupled with an unfortunate inattention to duty by the
ABS surveyor, Coast Guard inspector and sea-going personnel..

The surveyor paid for hi's mistake. with his job, ABS is still
paying many hundreds of times its fee in ongoing litigation, the
Coast Guard has paid through its internal review process but we
most, heartily regret that so many of our fellow mariners paid with
their lives. As a result of this casualty, we have instituted more
specifically detailed survey requirements ,on older ships, hatch
covers and for gaugings as well as a survey audit system as an
oversight of our surveyors.

In conclusion, ABS believes delegation of functions remains an
effective means for the Coast Guard to maintain vessel safety with-
out sacrificing other programs. We are proud-to-Mld-au-current
delegations from the Coast Guard and stand ready to ais sme any
other delegations that may be entrusted to us.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Borum follows:]



I I PEPARED STATNFENT (F JOHN F. BORUNi

I INTRODUCTION

Throughout its history America'n Bureau or Shippifn-Q"ABS")

has had three major characteoisrics, integrity, impa~tiIlity 'and

service to -the' entire maritime community: the shipowner, those

who ship tneir goods oy sea, the marine insurer, the men who go

to sea and the governments which protect them.

The success of an ' service organization depends on the

attention it g i, ves to its cl ient s and the competence and

integrity of its employees. Given that ABS provides service to

the entire marittI.rt community, on a not-ton-profit basls, there

exists no incentive of an y kind for AR to deviate from its

essent i al ion: proi{.oting the security of if e and PLoperty on

t Me seas. ' -

I I DELEGATION

ABS welcomed tne d- legat ion of Commor n a I Vessel Safety

functions dhoen the su]bject 4au fi st acfriCly di-scussed, Tho

willingness and abilit-y 'of ABS tO serve the U.S. 4orchunt Marine

were List reconize<o oy Congress n the Mercuam:nt Marine Act of

1920 which di erected Ill depr Lments, boards, bureaus and

commissions of the Uni ted States Government to recognize ABS as

their agency so--f- 94 -- s-A- continued to hove no capital stock

and cont inued to pay no dividends.

-The speciaf-attributes of ABS were recently reattirmed 'by

the Co ngress in the ricodification of pacts of rne U.S. Maritime
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Law. Subparagraph (b) of Title 46, Section 3316 of the U.S. Code

provides:

Each department, agency, ahd instrumentality of the

United States Government shall recognize the Bureau as

its agent in classifying vessels owned by the

Government and in matters related to classification, as

long as the Bureau is mainCained as an organization

having no capital stock' and paying *no dividends. -The

Secretary and the Secretary or Transportation each

shall appoint one representative (except when the

Secretary is the Secretary of 'Transportation, in which

case the Secretary shall appoint-both representatives)

who shall represent the Government on the executive

committee of tne Bureau. The- Bureau shall agree that

tnc representatives shall be accepted by it as active

members of the committee. Tne representatives shall

serve without compensation, except for necessary

t- s/ling expenses.

Further C congressional confidence in ABS is. demonstrated by

the provision authoriz,ing the- Secretary of Transportation

(Commandant of Coast Gtiard) to delegate inspection activity of

U.S. flag vessels to ABS.- Title 46, Section 3316, Sub-paragraph

(c) (I) provides:

To the maximum extent practicable, the Secretary

may delegate to the Bureau or a Similsr United States

>1
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classification society, or an agent of. the Bureac or

society, the inspection or examination, in the United

States- or in a foreign country, of a vessel documented

or to be docume.nted as a vessel in the United States.

The Blieau, society, or agent ma7 .see the certificate

of inspection required by this part (46 USCS Sections

3101 et sec.) and other certificates 'essential to

documentation.

rhe Secretary is also authorized to' rely on the reports and

certificates of ABS. Title 46, Section 3316, Sub-paragrapn (a)

provides:

(a) In carrying out. LI is part (46 USC Section 3101 et

seq. ), the Secretary inay rely on reports, documents,

and certificates I ssuedl-. by the American Bureau of

Shipping or a similat- United, States classification

society, or an agent of the Bureau or society.

Furthermore, Congress has specifically authorized the

Secretary t- enter into agreements [or cooperation with American

bureau of Shipping. Title 46, Section 316(d) provides:

The Secretary also may make an agreement with or use

the. Bureau or a similar United States classification

society, or an agent ot the -Bureau or -society, for

reviewing and approving plans eequired for issuing a

certificare .of inspection.

3 .

,/
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By delegation from the Coast Guaed, and bnder their

oversight, ABS now performs numerous servicess in addition to its

traditional clansification function. ABS has been authorized by

the Coast Guard to perform a. broad range of technical reviews on

U.S. flag vessels being classed with ABS and requiring Coast

Guard certification. Under Coast, Guard surveillance, ABS will

conduct authorized revrew5 and surveys for compliance with Coast

Guard regulations. concurrently with its review for

classification. Plans sbmnitted for such technical reviews are

submitted only to ABS. ABS takes all review and approval action

for.. compl iance with Coast Guard regulations and ABS Rules.

Duplicate submittals to, and review by, the Coast Guard are n6t

re<u1red. By eliminating redundant "Coast Guard "effort, this

delegation e.tcLtvely 3implifies, clari-ies and expedi-tes- the

regulatory process.

Similarly, certain surveys and inspections traditionally'

ertovmed only by Coast Guird per'onnel, or by both Coast Guard

personnel and ABS surveyors may now be carried out solely by ABS

Surveyors although toe Coast Gu-.rd has oversight. Such surveys

satisfy, both' ABS and Coast Gtfard requirements 'and duplicate

surveys by Coast Gu. iri i'erionnel are not required.

The cooperation between tne Coast Guard and ABS has been

governed by several Agreements and Formal Memoranda of

Understanding. The tIrsL Meaoorandum of Understanding with the

-Coast Guard, executed on 9 June 1981, was supplemented by a

- 4-

I.
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second Memorandum of Understandincj dated 27 April 1982 and

governs the technical review of plans and inspection of vessels.

A Memorandum of Understanding dated 23 December 1983 governs the

admeasureMent of vessels.

Another areaof fruitful cooperation has been implemented by,

Navigation and Vessel -Inspection C1rcular No. 3-84, dated 16

April 1984. NVIC a-84 provides for the gradual delegation to ADS

of most stability related reviews for new U.S. vesscis. Under

the NVIC ABS will be phased in to the work. Currently, ABS can

perform stability .reviews for barges, tank 'ships, and general

cargo ships over 500 tons, and subchapter If -passeonger vessels.

1I1. SUCCESS OF DFEGATiU,

The Suocommanittee has asked AdS to ?viluate how well it is

doing its delegated tasks. 1he evaluation t.s ditficult because

it cannot be measured simply in statistics ur dollars and cents

- terms. The value lies in the overall quality ot the ship and the

casualties averted: Rtcognizing the limitations of tie stastLcal

approach, nonetheless, the followingstatistics and comments on

the less tangible aspects ot d-I at ion may be - iei-pnul in

evaluating its success.

As a measui- of tne treqLiency witn wr i-:h A3S is asked to

exercise its d le- ated powers,' uhder the i rst Memorandum of

Understanding with the <oast aL.:I, OXa,'Ltzd on 9 June 1981, ABS

completed the technical review of plans and inspection of 491

- 5-
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vessels. Under the second Memorandum of Understanding with the

Coast Guard, executed on 27 April 1982, ABS completed the

technical review of plans and inspection of 198 vessels. Another

112 ate under construction or under contract.

As specific examples of the benef-its of delegation, ABS can

point to the following:

A. Pr idr 'to delegation, the Coast Guard and ABS conducted'

largely inoopendent drawing reviews. Action on specific drawings

was not coordinated either with respect to scheduling or as to

content ol the review. Delegation of the plan review function

has effectively eliminated this problem and has resulted in

improved service to the industry . and reduction in costs

occasioned by d'iiys in di ,wing approvals.

B. Drawing re.,vie4 under NVIC 10-82 has been centralized in

ABS New York and New Orleins ottices and ABS expects shortly to

furtneL consolidate all conventional vessel review in New York.

For mobile offshore drilling units (MODUs), it is planned to

direct drawing review trea" the New York office, but most Tt the

actuiaI work wilt. 00 carried out in a new location in- llobdson,

close to the. center of the industry. Previous to the delegate n,

drawing review had been carried 'ouit t)y ti e Coast Guard Merchant

Marine Tecunic-i 0tf Ices throughout the country each tct-rug

largely independently of the otret s. The 'present system used by

ABS has i-mpro eco the consistency in the urnfore application of

the. regoulations and provides a ceCntrl locus for Coast Guard

-U6-
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oversight.

C. The Coast Guard has put in place a formal oversight

system to sample and' examine performance of ABS in the execution

of assigned tasks under NVIC 10-82. This oversight program is

proving particularly useful in tnat it brings to light certain

inconsistencies and the lack of specificitylin the regulations

which had not been previously visible and had lead to varying

interpretations. Tne oversight program has forced both the Coast

Guard and ABS to take action to rectify such inconsistencies.

D. The majority of new vessels for U.S. owners have been

contracted for in foreign shipyards. The worldwide network of

ABS field and technical offices has made possible consultation

and survey w4,th regard to all items covered by NVIC 10-82 without

delay and witnout the cost of sending Coast Guard inspectors

halfway around the world on, short notice. In addition such

service is available to , overseas manufacturers supplying

equipment for v-s-Fs--b-uilaing in U.S. shipyards. Without the

operation of NVIC 10-82 good service would only be available at

considerable expense and administrative delay.

E. The technical and survey staff of ABS are recruited

from engineering colleges and industry around the world. Of

those domiciled in ABS, most hold marine licenses issued by the

Coast Guard in addition towdegrees in engineering or naval

architecture. Foreign nationals hold engineering degrees from

recognized universities in their own country o in the U.S. and

-7 -
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again many of them ate licensed operating engineers and have

served at sea. By far Tne greatest proportion of ABS technical

and survey staIrs view- this as their lifetime work. ' The Coast

Guard has otner" missions bes Wes vessel inspection; the uniformed

staff will spend a limited 'time in merchant marine technical

before, teine. assjn o to other duties. ABS believes that the

industry '13 1 who m ore rspons1ve when dea I Ing with

ILv idal a weho nove s.ha Ed common exper ionces at sea 3nd with

whom they wil n,.e lo nave 3 continuing relationship over tne

In 6,.-; ,x p. r .ncr: t 1e tifitculties with delegation arise

"I t fro o i' i41, ws1 r1 WCo ' -O'I 6drd but from toe regulations

'~emsolvct. ?no tel lewij a,)xwmplCs illustrate tocr nature of the

i. 'n <Fk 1i 2 a j,.forCU.L author 1 ty to te Coast Guard to

yaf1 P It11h, (3 R'0iit torec5 in toie name or trio Commandant

i-s ed 13pon 01 + ,i va Lency dote rmion t on. NViC 10-82 does not

,grnt tt.i n m r i i t to AB-S nor do.L - AS Cek it ; however, this

tan jiv3 0/ r 1 ' to 0 ? .fli iJ~itir irif' lg5I[ htwo ell ABS and Coast

3uar. wC en ', 1 I'o I, S oP . ut ,_ d ar interpr etat.ion of a

rejulation and AB; ti s t-Je r,d tim t o toe Coast Guard tor

r olutIon II -- 1.i tow' v r ABS 13 wet king with the

Coas~t C Ui ii i'i r,.1t; Lth-a nears aen i-s.

ii. I 3' n3 ot 3th5 t h C 't s tet oC amendments -to the

Convent ion of :5a e ty 1t 1 fe at Se a 1974, an international



instrument to wh i7h the U.S. is s,7jpa story hsve not been

incorporated ito\ the Reguiato-t---ot4 the Coast Guard. [d

accordance wit-n the provisions ot NVIC 10-s2 ABS must apply SOLA$

74 and its amendments as a first priority. The -f ist cut t

atmendmencs contains language which is often not precis" and/is

subject to varying interpretations. The -axendments uals dsi- an

provisions r qLIrIng specIfic j A idance by the flag

--adminiscrLion; the lack of published t l'ator, guidance as

regards those amendments is a source of some difficulty.

Frequently ASS murcqnsu It .id roc with the Cast Guard] or

possioly act Lknowinql-y at vir lance witn- the Coast- Guard without-

*ecnanisms for reasonably dtscovor ing te vriance.

In conclus ion, ABS o2 1 lives ta2 agreements executed between,

the Coast cS uarJ ani Al3 as ixrssel in NVIC L0-82 and urtner

NVIC's have j reaIu y Laci i 1 t,d t ao,_2 rejul tury r ocedures for

U.S. ag v,2se. AI S sIso cc Lves tis is confirmed by che

fact tat most owners and ouidera r-eiuest VIC id-802 be used,

and from tinis A8S onc1jua that toere r a,? substanL1 sa vngs to

shipowners vein after iddLn] in the toes cnargy -by ASS,

One c3veat hooh L .) noJ, .Qr, cot t of buld ,1ng and

malntain)_ng a vessel Lo A 3 3 nd Jdo or -.any at ;r,1ndardO Lies

.not in t'.- L [.1,0 
5
1-i ]i o. surveyOr o S- ' iCJ,, S)it

in the coot If tin exZtr ut , or 'ue-n a r / ttui d to naatain

a vt-s -j i its I' t or r ti - D , Cir ' ots [Or n'w
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ABS services and the costs for repair and maintenance are similar

multiples of ABS fees. Unfortunately, given thq downturn in the

shipping industry, m3ny owners have been unable ,or unwilling to

accept the financial burden of maintaining tteir ships and

accordingly ABS nas in the last two years cancelled class on 995

self propelled vessels, including 6W of U.S. flag, and 1179

barges, including 431 of U.S. flag. -

IV. OPPORTUNITIES FOR MORE DELEGATION

As a result of the Memoranda of Understanding- and the tacit

agreement of the Coast Guard that ABS would receive additional

delegations of responsibility ABS hired numerous skitlrd

employees at great expense. Between i979 and 1983, and even in

the face of declining activity in the worldwide marine industry,

ABS nired 88 field surveyors, an increase ot 17%, and 115

technical, engineering, metallurgical and materials specialists,

an increase of 42%. I;hesa hirings were made in anticipacion of

fulfulling the m1:sson of accepting increasing delegations from

the Coast Guard. In addition, ABS instituted training programs

to fa"miliarize its staff with all particulars of the Coast Guard

regulations.-

For whatever reasons, many of the expected delegations from

the Coast Guard did not materialize and in the last 18 months ABS

has had to trim its staff and tighten its budget to make up for

b6th the absence of delegated work and wasted training. Since

- 10 -
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ABS is- a not-for-profit corporation, there are few reserves to

cushion adjustments. Nevertheless, should additional delegations

be requested ABS stands ready to expend whatever sums are

necessary for personhel and training to carry out any additional

delegations from the Coast Guard. The administrative 'mechanisms

are in place aad the talent is at hand.

ABS believes it is capable--of absorbing many more

delegations from the Coast Guard. A delegation of the following

activities to ABS would result in a savings of valuable Coast

Guard funding and "anpower wnile still allcwinb tHe Coast Guard

to monitor the services performed, both in general, by attending

our Committee and Members meetings, and specifically, by auditing

individual programs and even individual ships.

a) ABS could undertake tne inspection of existing vessels

on behalf f of the Coast Guard. 41eleq.atior to AJ3S would save both

the Coast - Card and th snipping industry time and money, as ABS

surveyors are aireaoy on site in 142 offices and 34 sub-offices

ini 96 countries. lhd necessary inv(,3tmeht A training would be

insubstantia4l as many of the nece sary inspections are either

duplicative of classification surves and reviews or duplicative

of services ABS now performs on bona,!f--ot--+r 'jovetnments.

b) ABS is willing to undertake inspections of automated

propulsion systerns 3nJ fir'efighting equipment and has discussed

such a delegation with the Coast Guard. ABS and the Coast Guard

have also agr tu (iat it would be most t;f Lcient it the

- II -
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delegation to ABS coincided with the new regulations required by

amendments to the SOLAS Convention. rne Coast Guard's notice of

proposed rule making for automated vital systems was published on

23 September 19d5. However, the Coast Guard has jet to publish a

notice of proposed rul TaKing on firefighting equipment. ABS

hopes that this will be reredied shortly.

c) ABS nas instituted its own type approval program for

equipment and could easily adapt to perform general approvals on

benal of the 'Coast 3uard.

d) As part of its type approval and quality assurance

programs ABS reviewss tne d0siqn and manufacturing procedures for

a number of [octories and products. ABS Oelieves tnis experience

could ne c.;e! f Iy appi 1e] to thc appOv av of design and

manufacture o life aivinj euipment, and the delegation would

force loErij.n ,,onufLi, .ir'rs to uphold the sam, high standards as

American manufacurers.

e) Me Coast Guard mignt aIM 0sexpore delegating the

inspection of new irld existing life savlri installations since

ABS already in-spects thv,m on behalf of oter governments.

1tthoui question, other . opportunities for delegation will

arise in the futulre the marine industry evolves. ABS. prices

itself on its own research capacity and also helps administer a

number of joiLt projects both on benalf ot private industry and

as part of tre Ship, Structures Committee, a govcrnmental" body

consisting at tie U.S. Ceas Guard, the Naval Sea Systems

- 12 -
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Command, the Military Sealift Command, the ar'itime

Administration, the Minerals Management Service and ABS. -his

year alone ABS is involved in four projects investigating the

reliability and ultimate strength of marine structures which may

ultimately result in adjustments to survey intervals and a new

understanding of how -repeated repairs can affect system

r eIi aht Ity.

V. MARINE E ECTRIC

rhe Subcom ittee has also asked for our response to the

recommendations in the Coast Guard's Board of Investigation

report on the MARINE ELECTRIC. ABS is in complete agreement with

the Commandant's action on the report. ABS welcomes more

oversight fro m the Coast Guard and more coordination "on the

application of the regulations.

The Commandant-'s report notes that ABS does not have power

to enforce loadline regulations by withdrawing certificates and

leaves open the question of whether a grant of such authority

would be desirable. ABS has never sought such police authority,

but it believes an improved reporting, !ystem has been instituted

with the )ssuance of NVLC 2-85 which sets guidelines for advising

the Coast Guard of certain load line deficiencies so that it can

take enforcement action. Nt the present time, there are 5256

U.S. fLg. vessels wnich haie load fines assigned cy ABS. ABS Pas

found over tne last two years th~at approximately 5% of these
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vessels require, adjustments 'or repairs at the time of their

Annual Load Line Survey. Of these vessels only 3' vessels have

failed to make the recommended repairs and have been reported to

th- Coast Guard.

Though " he Commandant rejected the Marine Board's implied

finding that ABS cannot 'oe impartial, ABS would also like to take

this opportunity to refute the charge of "influence". The

"influences" on the Burtau are many and varied. Shipbuilders,

snipowners, marine- insurers, naval architects and admiralty

attorneys are all represented in ABS membership and its

management and for that reason may all be said to have

"influence" on surveyors. If any of these interests is ignored

ABS will feel the repercussions because it is " ,ly the confidence

of the entire marine industry in ABS's integrity which gives its

standards and surveys any authority. ABS must maintain its

-impartiality simply because different interests pull in different

directions and only a~consensus beneficial to marine safety will

withstand these pressure. In addition, the nonor and reputation

of the organization and of its individual members a'nd employees

depends on its uncompromising adherence 'to- this standard of

impartiality.

There are influences on ABS exceeding those of the

shipowners paying the bills. In fact ASS's fees are paid not

only by shipowners, but also by steel manufacturers, equipment

manufacturers and snipya1sds._ Just as the Coast Guard must answer

14 -
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to other branches of government and the public, so ABS must

answer to all of the different elements that make up fts -

membership, including the, Maritime Administrator and the

Commandant of the.Coast Guard who sit on its- governing board, the

Board of Managers, To say that ABS cannot be impartial because

generally the shipowner payer the fees is equivalent to saying

that the Coast Guard would lose its credibility if it' introduced

user tees.

A-BS suhmits that the creation of a new agency to inspect

vessels would not' 3ustify the substantial expenditure *of money

and manpower required tor such an initiative. The Bureau of

Marine Inspection ano Navigation was a civilian government agency

separate from the Coast Guard and dedicated to vessel inspection.,

Apparently its services were not satisfactory, at least not as a

sespdrate agency, because it was absorbed into the Coast Guard.

In addition to tne tecommendations in the U.S. Coast Guard

Mrine Hoard of Investigation Report, ABS has received

recom-nendatioons froin the National Transportation Safety Board.

In, response to their recommendations, ABS now recommends

structural gaugings every thirty months (at each drydocKing

intervalrva) on vessels over twenty years of age, rather than every

four years. Surveyors now have instructions to report on the

wastage of hatch covers in each ,nnual 'Survey report. 9nd take

gaugings it either general or local wastage is found. As a

natural consequence, Surveyors must also see that -te wastage and

- la -
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holing is satlsfactorily repaired. A copy of the ABS response to

the NTSB is attached as Annex A.

At3S% nas also' commenced more comprehensive auditing of both

the written survey reports and the surveys themselves to ensure

that tnese changes will be carried out as intended, ' Auditing

includes a close examination of every report from a paeticular

poet over a period of time and unannounced audits of our

surveyors on toe job. These measures will help identify the

weaknesses in older vessels.

In conclusion, ABS submits that it has responded to the

concerns raised by tne tragedy of the MARINE ELECrRIC, in

particular the problems .associated with cerLaln older vessels.

However, one additional fae-t extremely important in this regard;

final responsioluicy tor a vessel's cordiLtion rests with tne

shipownqer. Classification is voluntary, though most underwriters

require a vessel to be in class ior insurance coverage. When

faced witn - requirement of extensive repairs and Lenewals to

maintain %BS class, it is Lntirely possible for a shipowner to

shop around for another class society which will require fewer

r- uairs, eitn3< from lack ot f.amiliarity witi the vessel or pure

negligence. Consequently moe stringent requirements alone

cannot avoid all cssu-liles.

VI. WHY ABS-

lVnete are many strung t.i os tor deleyat ing the funct ions

t
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tob one society and all are related to the nature of

classification societies and the services they perform.

A. _Anerican Identity~/
There are nine major classification societies in the world,

all ful members 0t the International Association of

Classification Societies. All are international in operations

but bear A-trt-stinct national stamp, to the extent that most are

----- .... kno.wn ply by their national ity, such as the USS'R Re'gister of

Shipping as well as the American' Bureau of Snipping. The'

uepartmeh t-of state, in tact, views classification societies as

"quasi-governmental." (22 CFRbl. I(m)) Of thv eight non United

States societies, only tne British society, Lloyd's Register of

Snippin], ,:.tn nus an Aei-can cowi ttee to provide some, American

viewpoint on its Rules.

B. Co rt i t io n

There is nQ reasonable way for a classification society to

compete oy.curting its tees. Irto perform its services adequately

all societies mUSt have professional personnel stationed" around

the world and constantly evaluate new mtithods of shipbuilding 'and

ship design. The classification fee is normally insignificant

compared to tne cost of tne vessel anl its equipment. The only

way classification societies really cut costs to \their clients is

through application of the standards for amounts of -steel in new

construction and tn repairs and cenewals they require of their

clients.

- 17 -
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The cheapest class society is the one which holds the

shipowner to the lowest standards. Encouraging competition among

classification societies will only force the. standard for

shipbuilding and maintenance towards the lowest common

denominator. ABS ships cost more, not because ABS fees are

higher, but because ABS requires more steel for its ships.

Indeed, encouraging competition 6n vessel safety might have

the reverse effect by eliminating ABS from the list of potential

delegates. Ir. order tor American Bureau of Shipping as. a

not-for-profit, tax-exempt organiz-ation - to . carry out its*

objective of protection of life and property at sea, it must obey

Limitations placed on similar tax-exempt organizations by the

United St3tes Internal Revenue Code.

The tax exemption of ASS, first granted in 1919, was granted

by the Interndl Revenue Service pursuant to Section 501(c)(6) as,

a "business League ... not organized tor profit and no part of

the net earnings ot which inures to the benefit of any private

shareholder or individual." -Regulation' Section 1.501(c)(6) - 1

provides:

A business league is an association of persons having
some common business 'interest, the'purpose of which is
to promote such common interest and not to engage ina
regular business of a Kind ordinarily carried on for
profit. ... VLJo[ganization whose purpose is to engage
In a regular/ business of a kind ordinarily carried on
or__profit even though the business is conducted on a

cooperative basis or produces only sufficient income to
be self-sustafning, is not a business league.
(Emphasis supplied)

18 -
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In order to maintain its tax-exempt status, ABS cannot

participate in "a regular business of a kind ordinarily carried

on for profit." By including profit making organization s as

delegatees of Coast Guard functions and other inspection

functions, Congress might place ABS and similar tax-exempt

organizations in the position of participating alongside a p -Ai

making organization which could jeopardize their tax-exempt

status urdder Sectkon 501(c) (6). of the Code.

The very concept of prort'-is an anathema to the purposes of

a standard setting organization; profit by its very definition is

the reward for risk-taking by an entrepreneur. The greater the

risks successfully undertaken the greater the profit. - Yet risk

taking in tne con xet of rrarine safety inspections will almost

certainly entail cutting corners in designing, and enforcing

standards intended r!o safeguard the lives ot seamen. Only an

organization whiqh narshalls all of its resources towards the

public and benevolent purposes or the development ano'

promulgation of safety standards should be recognized to exercise

'for and on benaIf of the Government of' tne, United States the

administration of standards upon wnpse impartial /application

depend the very lives of tnose who go to sea in ships.

C. Uniform ity

ABS nas worked with the Coast Guard on load line assignments

for overof-tty yea(s% On other delegations of responsibility ABS

works equally closely , with the Coast, Guard to hammer out

- 19 -
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consistent interpretations of the regulations and see that they

are applied. The long history of cooperation goes far toward a

uniform application of standards. In fact, the -onily -way-

deleg4.L-lO% i 4'11 -- tte-oast Guard works closely with the

delegate to make sure they interpret the regulations consistently

* with the Coast Guard's interpretation. / In the case of AS there

is already a history of cooperat. on and a working partnership.

ABS believes that the Coast Guard is comfort-able delegating

responsibility" to ABS. As a not-for-profit corporation, ABS like

the Coast Guard, has no interest except the security of life and

property or the, seas. As an American corporation, ABS is

answerable to the same Con'jress and le:spects the same values and

laws. As a protessional organization, A3S rs surveyors who will

spend all their worKing lives in vessel ins actionss. Through the

present and former Coast Goard of ficers ;ho sit on ABS

comm ittees, the Coast Guard can maKe its views known and voice

taetr complaints at all levels of management. This constant

dialogue results in uniLorm interpretation and application of the

regulations.

D. Accountab 1ir y

ABS is answerable to the United States Government in ways

that no other classiticaLion society and tew other private

organizations are answerable. The Conrancant ot the Coast Guard

and the. Maritime Administratoi sit on the Board of Managers. ABS

regularly appears before Congress, and this Subcommittee.
/

- 20 -
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ABS as a United States company,, is subject to all of the

social legislation designed by Congress to improve the quality of

_ life, avoid discrimination or -redress Pastd

ethical standards for business and prohibit contact with the

recoghized enemies of the United States. Thus, ABS is strongly

committed to Affirmative Action, minority career path

encouragement and other social programs not only here but in-our

offices abroad. We are subject to the Foreign Corrupt Practices

Act which has and will continue to cause us to lose projects to

other classification societies. We are subject to the Trading

with the Enemy Act which prohibits our having an office in

Albania, Cuba, Vietnam, North Korea, Kampuchea or other places'

designated from time to time by the U.S. Government. These

restrictions do not apply to foreign classification societies.

E. National Security

Shipping, in all its forms, is a strategic industry. As a

clapsitication society, ABS has access to and keeps copies of

sensitive plans and classified material on government and

quasi-governmentil -ships. ,.I, time ot crisis the nation must

count on its merchant marine, and the merchant marine itself must

be able to rely on the associate6 or-janizations such as

classification societies',,to perform tneir national security

function without the conflicting loyalties 01 a 'foreign

corporation. In the wars ot this century, ASS has performed such

functions. Indeed it was at\the instance of the United States

- 21 -
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War Shipping Administration, and the United States Maritime

Commission, which desired technical support for nbval vessels,

that ABS expanded oVerseas after the Second World War.

CONCLUSION

ABS has been honored to receive delegations of

responsibility in the'past and hopes 'it will continue to merit

the confidence of the Coast Guard and the Congress. As the

marine industry changes ABS will change with it in the interest

of promoting the security of life and' property on the seas.
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A)I.II:., BlREAU OF SIING

/F/n

14 February 1'984 '/"
T-18-5

National Transportation Safety Board
Washington, D.C.

Attention: Mr. Jim Burnett
Chairman

I

Subject: Sa' ety Recommendations . " X
M-84-9 through -I L

Gentlemen:

Your letter dated 24 JSau'cy ).984 addressed to Mr.- W.N. Johnston,
Chsirhan and President, was given to.tth (eJerSigned for reply.

We have notediJ ez> ommendaTbons of the National Transportation
Safety Board for actioirfor tht'rnserican Bureau ot.-Shipping as referred to in the
safety recommendations listed above. Wit', regard to these recommendations we-
wish to comment as follows:

M-S4-9: Require that stcutural gaugings of vessels be conducted at 2-year
intervals aftef -Avessel reacnesr20 years of age. (Cldss I, Priority Action)

Comment:

T'he American Bureau of Shipping feels the requirement for gaugings presently
contained in our. Rules as sufficient and we therefore proposing to prepare
:nstructioa-zo- Surveyors in a form of a Circular recommending that structural
gaugings'be-.oJpdered at the drydocking intervals, which is every 30 months in
the present ABS Rules, after a vessel reaches 20 years-of age. Attached is a copy
of the'Cir cular as revised (No. 227, Index 6.2.1, Rev. 14 February t0S4). In
discussion w.e should like to point out that in reality gaugings should be considered
confirmation' of the condition of the vessel and we consider it essential, and so
reflect in our instructions to Surveyors that gaugings be taken in areas considered
suspect and asdesired by the Surveyor to- confirm the vessel's condition as sighted
by him.

In our experience we have noted that gaugings will not necessarily pick up an arda
of severe deterioration if it is local in nature. We have observed some cases, .
where after a vessel passed a gauging examination successfully, cracking and
leaking developed in either localities due to extreme local wastage In each case
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the Surveyor was able to confirm that the original gauging results were i 6dcative
of general plating and structure condition. The American Bureau of. Shipping
would like to be on record as noting that gaugings, per se, should not be
considered the solution to the entire problem of localized wastage. We should
also like to point out that in the case of reconstructed or jumboized vessels, that
there exists in the vessel newer sections that must be less than 20 years of age.
These, of course, _when being exarhined. would not be subject to as. extensive
gaugings. This is reflected in the Circular No. 233, Index 6.2. 1, Rev. 8 April 1983.

M-84-10: Require that steel weatherdeck hatch coverstbe gauged at all special
surveys. (Class II, Priority Action).

Comment:

The American Bureau of Shipping by a revision of ouNircular No. 132, Index
6,2.1, revised 7 September 19831, a co-which is attacbe for your reference,
indicates-the allowable thicknesses/for,-asrge at which hatch covers should be
considered for extensive renewal- oVIreplacqment' of sections. In view of the
recommendation to be discuss^ /sub'.1rqueotl ,-we are'requesting that Surveyors
carry out gaugings of hatcl. ',,_c, as/ Specta' Survey whenever there is an
indication upon examination of serKou-'vgerr6ral wastage. This Circular emphasizes
that !ocal holing and. wastage must s.tsfactortly dealt with as found. In all
cases in dealing with lociT-astage, urveyors are cautioned to require cutting
back to sound metal wher-tfswtalng insert -plates and to be certain that doubler
plates, when used, are-ol adequate bize and attached to sound metal.

M-84-11: Require 'its surveyors lo examine hatch covers for wastage during all
annual load line surveys.,j(Class-A,.Priority Action).

Comrnentr --- ....

The American Bureau of Shipping has issued Circular No. 3S4, Index 6.2.1, dated I
February 1984 covering Annial Surveys of ha c -ore.--orequire the
examination the tops and bottoms of hatch covers visually for wastage at all
Annual Surveys. We' will also request the Surveyors to individually report on ,his
situation In-Annual.Survey reports.

With reference to foregoing recommendations regarding structural gaugings and
hatch cover gaugings it also is indicated that if wastage is evidenced at Annual
Survey a confirmation of such wastage should be made by gauging.

In view of the statements contained in your letter regarding
weathertightness. the ABS feels that some comment is in order regarding the
intention of the weathertightness hose testing. It should be understood that this
weathertightness test is in no way intended to test for structural soundness but
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the hose test for weathertightness is to insure that the efficacy of the sealing
arrangements at joints between the hatch covers and coatntngs as weil as between
hatch cover panels be determined, it is of course obvious that if the hatch covers
were holed that this would be disclosed by the hose test, but we believe that
unless they were extremely thin that the hose test will not disclose local failure
which will disclose wastage. It should be noted that our standing instructions to
Surveyors instructs that they be satisfied with ,ightn ss of hatch cover at each
Annual Survey.

We trust the foregoing satisfactorilyi deals with the NTSI3
recommendations arising from the loss of thi !1'ARN ELECTRIC" ID 4407476.

/ . iery truly yours.
\ "*. / /

N "/AMERICAN BUREAU OF SHIPPING

LOUIS V. MINETT
Seri;or Vice fPresicent

Encls.

Circ. 132, Inoex 6.2.1. . ev.-' eptem Cer 19S
- Surveys o 0.der Vessels.
Circ. 227vJnce.x 6.2.1, e., 14 Fcoruary I')S4
- Intermediate Surveys
Circ. 334, Index 6.2.1. cat- 1, Freoruary 9S.4
- Annual Sure s

cc w/encls.:

W.N. Johnston
L.]1. Bates
1.F. Borum
K.E. Sheehan
T.J. Tucker
bcc: W. O'Brien - KCK
bcc; USCG - Cdr. Randall

r-IS-5 
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Mr. STUDDS. Thank you.
I am going to ask everyone-else to confine their remarks..
Mr. Huff.

STATEMENT OF JOHN HUFF
Mr. HUFF. Mr. Chairman, I will promise not to'go over 5 min-

utes.
My name is John Huff, president of Western Oceanic, an inter-

national, offshore drilling contractor in Houston, TX. Today I am
here on behalf of the International Association of Drilling Contrac-
tors, of which I am chairman of the offshore committee.

As we have heard, the concept of using ABS surveyors in lieu of.
U.S. Coast Guard surveyors is not a new one. The IADC member-
ship heartily endorses this activity. The experience.that we have
had with regard- to the functioning of the latest memorandum ofunderstanding between the Coast Guard and ABS is quite good.

The efficiency of the review and inspection process has improved
dramatically. Our workload has been decreased by approximately
half. As you can imagine, when two agencies are reviewing virtual-
ly the same thing, any small discrepancies would create large ad-
ministrative problems.

It is generally recognized that U.S. Coast Guard regulations pub-
lished in December 1978 anct IMO regulations in 1978 are largely
based on ABS rules that were first promulgated in 1968, and have
since been revised in 1973, 1980 and 1985. Clearly ABS is the
leader in this type of inspection service, and without any question
in my mind would do a diligent, excellent and fine job.

One fact I would like to bring out is that because of the Coast
Guard closing offices in Rotterdam and Singapore, it has been a
considerable cost expenditure to members of our association to
bring inspectors from other areas rather than having USCG Inspec-
tors located overseas.

I I applaud the committee in your ability to circumvent the impo-
sition of user fees. I think this is just another example of your in.,
novative responses to our needs. .

From the remarks I have heard this morning, it sounds like the
Unites States needs a more -novel and innovative approach to the
efficiency of inspections.

While there is certainly some question it4 terms of whether ABS
should have an exclusive'orelationship with the U.S. Coast Guard,
our position would be that other internationally recognized classifi-
cation societies may, in'fact, be qualified. We would caution the
Coast--Guard and this committee to review very carefully those
qualifications as most of the U.S. flag'MODU fleet is located in the
United States However, I. would like to add that the United King-
dom and Norway, both countries known to have stringent offshore
rules, use ABS inspectors to effectively discharge the regulatory
duties of those countries. This holds true for virtually every major
offshore nation.
-dditionally, I would like to bring to your attention that the
Minerals Management Service (part of the Department of'Interior)
in their treatment of fixed offshore structures allows the use of
third party certifying-organizations or employees or the owners'of
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those facilities to perform the required inspection. In fact, there
are 4,000 such structures in the U.S. Gulf of Mexico as compared to
less than 275 MODUs, and, the number of lives at risk on those
offshore structures would be something in the same magnitude as

)on MODUs. While the risk to human lives would be approximately
the same, the risk to physical facilities obviously would be astro-
nomically. greater. This seems a good support for industry safety as
well as third party inspection.

The Coast Guard suggested in March 1985 that they consider
self-certification .of these fixed structures in terms of the the safety
appliances necessary. We feel that the Coast Guard should' extend
the same sort of activity to MODUs.

I would like to point out to you, sir, that 95 percent f-he time
our bottom bearing support units are jacked up--the same as fixed
structures. Approximately three-fourths of MODUs employed on
U.S.'OCS operate in virtually the same manner as fixed structures.

We feel very strongly the U.S. Coast Guard should retain review
status, but for cost efficiency both to -the USCG and industry
should utilize qualified third party professionals and, in particular,
ABS.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Huff follows:]

- ---- A
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN R. hUFF

Mr. Chairman, my name is. John Huff. I am President of

Western Oceanic Inc., an international offshore drilling company

based in Houston, Texas. I am appearing before you today in my

capacity a's Chairman of the Offshore Committee of the Interna-

tional Association of Drilling Contractors (OIADC!). The IADC is

a trade association comprised of over 1,500 member companies

engaged in all aspects of onshore and offshore drilling explora-

tion and production, worldwide. I am here to endorse the concept

of third-party' inspections of mobile offshore drilling units

('MODUs"), both in the initial certification phase and in subse-

- quent periodic inspections required for the maintenance or renew-

al of a MODU certificate of inspection.

The concept of seeking to achieve efficient implementation

of the maritime .inspection laws of the United States through the

employment of the American Bureau of Shipping ("ABS")" and its

core of highly qualified surveyors is not a new one. Even before

the budget-relateU problems of today, the Coast Guard and the ABS

have jointly studied ways in which to improve the efficiency of

plan review and inspections of ABS-classed vessels, including

I -
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mobile offshore drilling units. The joint work of th Coast

Guard and ABS has manifested itself in Memoranda of Understanding

(OMOUm ) between the two parties. These Memoranda have from-time

'to time been implemented through. Navigation and Vessel Inspection

Circulars (NNVICO) issued by the Chief of-the Coast Guard's

Office of Merchant Marine Safety. The latest Navigation and

Vessel Inspection Circular in this evolutionary process is NVIC

No. -10-82. This latest Circular incorporates the provisions of

previous Circulars while broadening the involvement of the ABS in

assisting the Coast Guard in carrying out the Coast Guard's

legislatively mandated duties.

Tht- Memorandum of Understanding implemented in Circular No.

10-82 concerns itself with plan review and inspection functions

for new vessel construction. The Memorandum of Understanding

clearly recognizes the statutory authority and final responsi-

bility of the Coast Guard with regard to the regulation of plan

review and ins-pection functions. The ABS is authorized to per-

form certain plan review' and inspection functions in cooperation

with and on behalf of the Coast Guard. These inspection and plan

review functions are to be performed by full-time employees of

the.ABS and may be accepted by the Coast Guard as part of the

Coast Guard'se-v-essel certification process without reviewo0r

attendance, by U.S. Coast Guard personnel.

ADC
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In carrying out their inspection and plan review functions.

the ABS surveyors are to use the same rules as Coast Guard in-

spectors would use.' If there is an apparent conflict between

Coast Guard regulations:, federal statutes and international trea-

ties, the Commandant of the Coast Guard must resolve the con-

flict. The same is true if questions arise with regard to the

equivalency of design or equipment of existing vessels to present

Coast Guard regulations.

Although Coast Guard 'inspectors are n ot expected to normally

participate in, inspectionsperfprmed by the AHS under-'provisions

of the Circular, the Coast Guard maintains close liaison with the

ABS with regard to these functions and also may, at its discre-

tion, patticipie in inspections or review the details of submis-

sions madby the ABS.

The experience of IADC members with regard to the func-

tioning of Circular No. 10-82 is quite positive. We feel that

the ef-ficiency of the plan review and inspection process of ABS-

classed vessels has improved. Our workload and the delays that

we 'suffered have been cut by more than half by the fact that we

now have to deal primarily with only oe agency where before we

. had i-o deal with two. As-you can imagine, whenever two agencies

deal With virtually the same criteria, disagreement over rela-

tively insignificant issues may cause great administrative prob-

lems and sometimes results in shipyard changes and costs similar

to what you all have witnessed with U.S. government contracts.

3
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This simplificatipn of the plan review process as resulted in a

significant improvement in productiyity and reduced costs.

NVIC 10-82 was revised on April 30, 1985. the major point

of this revision was that the Coast Guard set forth its intention

to conduct its own review of ballast control systems on column

stabilized MODUs. , This appears to have been largely a reaction

to political pressure on the Coast Guard rather than any short-.

coming on the part of the ABS' surveyors. In connection with

this point, it should be noted that the ABS', rule with regard to

bilge and ballast system requirements is more advanced than the

Coast Guard's regulations.

The American Bureau of Shipping has been involved with the

offshore industry virtually from the time it evolved. into the

modern worldwide business that it is today. Thg ABS published

its first MODU rules' in 1968. - These rules were the result of

several years' work by, a special committee made up of ABS and

industry personnel. The Coast Guard was kept fully apprised of

developments during the development of this first set of rules.

The ABS MODU rules have been revised and republished in 1973, in

1980 and' most recently, in 1985. A supplement containing further

refinements of the 1985 rules will be published in 1986. The

major revision of the rules completed in 1985 are noteworthy,

primarily for the significant additions made in the areas of

bilge and ballast control systems on column-stabilized MODUs and

jacking gear on self-elevating units.

4



lt is generally recognized that the U.S. Coast Guard's MODU

regulations (December-1978) and'the IMQ MtODU Code (1978) are

largely based on the 1973 edition of the ABS rules. The active

rol-e played by the ABS in the development of its own landmark

rules and the U.S. national and international MODU regulations,

plus the large number of MODUs classified with it, make it clear

that the ABS has both the expertfse and experience to carry out

additional inspection responsibilities under agreement with the

U.S. Coast Guard.

In addition to its plan review and-inspection expertise, the

ABS also conducts research programs of great importance to the

offshore industry. A particular- study which is presently under-

way with regard to the stability of column-stabilized, semisub-

mersible drilling units. This study was begin in September 1983,

and is presently in it' second phase. Without going into the

technical details of' the study, I can tel you that it is de-

signed to test the- basic assumptions and rules used in calculat-

ing the stability of semisubmersible drilling units. It is

viewed as being so important that the International Maritime

Organization, has postponed ahy work on possible revisions to

stability criteria in the IMO MODU Code until the ABS study is

completed. Without 9uestionj the ABS is thc most experienced

amongst all classification societies.

The ABS has developed inspection standards for items not

part of the structure of a MODU. To meet the specific require-

ments of certain North Sea countries, the ABS has developed its

5
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own standards for mooring chain specifications, certification of

drilling systems and is ciculating a possible standard on skid-

mounted well test equipment.

The ABS' ability to deal with vessels in the offshore oil

industry was enhanced by its recent structural reorganization. A'

new division of ABS, the Offshore Engineering Division, 'was

created to assume responsibility for all aspects of classifica-

tion, certification--an-d-statutory verification for. MODUs and

fixed platforms. Research and development personnel were com-

bined with specialists from the Hull, Machinery' and Offshore -

Installation Departments of ABS and given responsibility for-plan_

r uiew, -structural analysis and all other matters pertaining to

the offshore industry A new MODU Department was created within "

this Division-to specificallyfoc0s on.iSsues involving MODUs.

Both the office personnel and field surveyors who do the ,work of

this Department are well-qualified, experienced individuals.

Furthermore, the surveyors are located in ports all over the

world. In recent years, the Coast Guard has closed down overseas

inspection offices in Singapore and Rotterdam,' both. of which were

used by the offshore drilling industry.

.,Due-to the fact that Coast Guard 'inspection teams must be

sent from the United States to remote locations overseas, it is

becoming increasingly difficult and costly for MODU owners to

coordinate inspection activities. The use of nearby, qualified

ABS surveyors could free Coast Guard officers to do other duties -

while assuring full compliance with the law and regulations.

6.
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Budgetary savings would *also be realized both by the government

and by the owners of the MODU.

I know that this Committee has recently considered the

possibiJ.ityoof imposing user fees on various industries and

private citizens who utilize Coast Guard services. Just within

the past few weeks the Committee on Merchant Marine and Fish-

eries found other ways of saving money within the Coast Guard's

budget so that it did not have to resort tothe drastic step of

imposing user' fees. In the case of the offshore industry, in

particular, the imposition of U.S. Coast Gudri user fees would

constitute a significant additional cost of ding business not

shared by non-U.S. flag competitors. '1h',- expansion of the pres-

ent ABS/USCG MOU should be viewedas another mechanism for/con-

trolling the Coast Guard's budget without having to resort to

user fees.

However, the simple expansion of the present ABS/,USCG MOU

may not be enough. The MOU is restricted to vessels certified by-

the ABS. There 'are numerous American-flag MODUs which are

classed-with other internationally recognized classification

societiess such as D'et Norske Veritas or Lloyd's Registry. The

IADC feels that the U.S. Coast Guard should accept inspections

done by any recognized-cLassi.fication society subject, of course,

to the Coast Guard's power to review the results of any particu-

lar inspection or to terminate its approval of the uIe of a

particular classification society should the results of that

society's work prove to be inadeq-uate. In my opinion, the ABS
4
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would have no trouble in inspecting any type of classed vessel

(or non-classed vessel) to-determine that each MODU working on

U.S. OCS is in compliance with USCG regulations.

Both the United Kingdom and Norway, which are known to have

stringent of fsh'ore rules,. accept the work f,. the ABS and other

recognized classification societies for the purposes of inspect-

ing drilling units working in their waters. For instance, an ABS

surveyor in Singapore may inspect a U S-flaq MODU wishing to

obtain a UK certificate of fitnesson behalf of the UK Department

of Energy. The inspector would examine ali major systems except

lifesaving appliances and firefighting systems. Thus, almost all

of the'work in certifying.that a drilling unit is sufficiently in

compliance with UK laws to be allowed to work in the UK sector of

the North Sea is done by the classification societies, not the

government. The same holds true for every major offshore nation

in the world.

The treatment of fixed OCS structures in the United States

does allow for third-party inspections to be accepted by the

federal government. Under this program, the owner of a proposed

fixed offshore structure is allowed, to select any competent

organization to review the design, fabrication and installation

of the riew structure. When the plans and the verification mate-

rial are submitted to the Minerals Management Service, the quali-

fications of the certifying organization and its employees are

set forth as part of the transmitted documents. The Minerals

Management Service may take steps it deems necessary to verify

8,
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the bona fides ot the certifying organization or its employees.

Several thousand fixed offshore facilities exist on the United

States OCS and their design, fabrication and installation were

carried out without the necessity of creating and maintaining an

army of federal inspectors to oversee, the process. In fact,

there are about 4 000 such structures in the U S. Gulf of Mexico

as compared to less than 275 MODUs.

In its March 7, 1985, Advance'd Noti e of Proposed Rulemaking

in the Federal Register, the Coast Guard proposed the revision of

several regulations with regard to OCS oil and gas activities.

With regard to fixed offshore facilities, the Coast Guard pro-

posed to establish a program of self-certification covering the.

annual safety inspection of fixed facilities on the U.S. OCS.

Owners of such fixed facilities, including those with -a large

number of personnel working onboard, would be allowed to hire

third parties to conduct annual safety inspections, or the owner

could conduct the inspections using his own personnel. The Coast

Guard's role in the safety inspection of offshore facilities

would then be limited to making unannounced periodic visits to

the Ifacilities to insure that the owners were conducting the

self-inspections in an adequate manner.

The IADC supports this concept. It recognizes that the fact

that the owner of a fixed facility has the final responsibility

for the safety of that facility. Similarly, it is the owner of a

MODU who bears the prime responsibility for the safety of his

unit. Many governments, including the United Kingdom, recognize
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this concept and put it into effect to a fargreater degree than

does the United States. Neither the United Kingdom nor Norway

have large contingents of government inspectors to inspect ves-

sels for violation-of government regulations.

The IADC's comments in response to the March 7, 1985, ANPR

suggested that the. Coa3t Guard consider extending this sort of a

self-certification or third-party certification program to MODUs

in addition to fixed structures. A large percentage -of the

accidents, fires, explosions and other accidents on" the OCS

happen on fixed platforms, especially production platforms where

the presence of 'lakge amounts- of natural gas or crude oil pose

problems not found on MODUs. Given the Coast Guard's position

with regard to fixed offshore structures, 'the IADC feels that the

Coast Guard should not be reluctant to allow MODU inspections to

be carried out under a similar program.

The demand for budgetary efficiency in government and the

economically depressed nature of the offshore oil and gas busi-

ness combine to make it imperative that government and industry

cooperate to achieve the most efficient and least costly ways to

insure that the laws of the United States are enforced while at

the same time# preserving American jobs. I hope that the ideas

that I have put forth today on behalf of the IADC wll stimulate

the, search for innovative ways to accommodate .ll of our needs in

today's hard economic times.- By holding this hearing, the Sub-

cQmmittee on Coast Guard and Navigation. is doing its part to

promote the discussion of these important issues. It seems

10
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unlikely hat'further legislative activity'should be required in

light of the fact that the-MMS already has a third-party certifi-

cation program in e ct for fixed structures on the OCS and the

Coast Guard has proposed a third-party and self-certification

program for inspections of safety aspects of such facilities.

The IADC stands ready to work with the Coast Guard and this

Subcommittee in achieving the ends we all desire--efficiency and

safety in the offshore industry.

I have enjoyed the opportunity to appear before the Subcome

mittee today, and will be happy to attempt' to answer any ques-

tions that--you-or--the Staff may have with regard to the issues

raised in our testimony.

1 
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Mr. STUDDS. Thank -you.
Mr. Hiscock, you are perfectly rational other than the fact that-

you left Cape Cod to come here.

STATEMENT OF RICIARD ltlSCOCK
Mr. HISCOCK. Thank you'for this opportunity.I believe the Association's position i! clearly' set fcitth in bur

statement. It disagrees with some previous statements made today.
However, we are not specifically addressing ABS delegation.

We.are really interested in the whole question of delegation to
third parties. I would like to make several short summary observa-
tions.

First, over the past 150 yea.r.' Congress has adopted marine
safety statutes because the private sector's attention to safety was-
either inadequate or not uniform.

Second, the regulations implementing these statutes have been
and should be promulgated by an independent Federal agency, one

-----whose purpose is the protection of life, property and the environ-
ment. Third,, that the regulations should be enforced by k'nowledge-
able, well-trained, dedicated officers of this same Federal agency.

Enforcement of the Nation's safety laws should not be -delegated
to the private sector.

I think the marine board that investigated the Marine Electric
disaster put it best. They said in their first observation that:

The examination of U.S. merchant vessels to ensure their compliance with the ap-
plicable Federal'safety statutes and regulations 'hould be conducted and determined
by knowledgeable members of a U.S. Government agency.

The responsibilities for these functions should not be delegated or entrusted to the
private sector.

I would add that Congress adopted the marine safety laws for a
reason. The Federal Government's role in the enforcement of these
laws and regulations should not be reduced to oversight.

We have heard a great deal this morning about CQast Guard
oversight, and it' you- will permit me to look into the future, which I*

realize is a difficult thing to do sometimes, one has to ask who in
the future. is going to be overseeing the third party? If the Coast
Guard eventually becomes nothing but an b'ersight agency. If
there are no longer any marine inspectors in the field who work
their way up into management and bureaucratic positions, who is
going to oversee those third parties?

Our thoughts about the present Coast Guard marine saf- ty pro-
gram are summarized on pages 5 through 7 of" our statement, and
we make some recommendations on the last couple of pages.

Other than that, I welcome the opportunity for questions.
[The prepared statenient of Mr. Iliscock follows" -

..I
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" preparedRED ) STA TEMNIENT O)F, R ICHARD C. |11S( '((I

- -' U. S. Lifesaving Manufacturers' Association (USLMA) is a trade

association n composed 6f manufacturers of primary lifesaving eqtip~me.:;-. ---

lifeboats, lifeboat winches and davits, and inflatable liferafts and

associated equip ment. The purpose of the Association is to promote. the

development andimplementation of the highest possite U. S. performance,

manufacturing, maintenance, service and training standards for all lifesaving.-,

survival and emergency rescue equipment required and/or used on all vessels.'

Marind Sfety and Third Party Delegation:

The Federal government's involvement with marine safety began almost 150

years ago. We 'should be constantly reminded "that the responsibilities now

handled by the Coast*Guard were assumed for a reason. the Coast Guard,- in

most instances, accepted duties which Congress at some pdint believed were

being performed inadequately or inefficiently either by the priyat6.sector

or by some other agency of federal or state government." (Semi-Paratus, 1981)

While it may appear to those who read the Marine Safety Stattites (Ti'tle

46 USC, SUBTI1TLE If) today that Congress had divine guidance and wisdom when

adopting these statutes, this it har(,iy the case. These statutes were "written

.
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in blood," and were adopted bya reluctant.Congress, -as the result of, an'd

as a reaction to major marine casualties involving great loss of life.

In the evolution Of marine safety law Congress progressively-recognized

and incorporated into our marine safety laws several fu fdamental

safety principles. The first is that the safety of passengers and seamen could

not be left, to the private sector. It must be - the responsibility of the

Federal government to establish minimum safety standards and requirements for

vessels and lifesavi,'g equipment.

Second, and most important, that the enforcement of marine safety laws

and regulations must be carried odt by independent officers of the federal

government officers who are well trained and experi__ed, And who have as

. their primary interest the safety of the passengers and seamen sailing aboard

-U.S. "vessels.

In fact 'Congress spent much of its time in the early years of this

century and right up through the depression adopting statutes to organize or

,reorganize the Federal agenciess responsible fdr marine safety in an effort to

provide Federal officers with the independence, authority, and expertise to

* enforce marine safety laws and rgulations.- In 1946 the Coast Guard inherited,

k.. from the Bureau of. Marine-Irispectof-t- and Navigatfon (BMIN), the sum

-tota l-of- this-ongress-iona--effurt.

- Ignoring the lessons -of the past, many in and out of government

- the Congress, --the Executive, the GAO, ship owners and the Coast Guard -

itself - have in.recent 'years promoted, recommended and delegated to private

sector third, parties'li.• responsibilities that past experience demonstrates

should b e th Federalv government's.

TheMARINE ELF C'RIC and Third Party Deleg it4 : on-

A recent marine trageyk' .th't of;,the MARINE ELECTRIC - has again

focused attention on whether the delegation of mahu" safety responsibility

I '
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to private sector third parties is in the best interest- of those who go to

sea.

The Coast Guard Marine Board investigating this casualty certainly has

reservations abott'third party delegation. Their first recommendation states:

That the examination of-U.- S. Merchant Vessels to assure
their compliance with the applicable Federal safety
'statutes and regulations be conducted and determined by
knowledgeable members of a U.S. government-agency. The
responsibilities for these functions should not be
delegated or entrusted to the private sector.

It comes as no surprise that the Coast Guard Commandant did not concur

with the Marine Boards Recommendation. He does see "the need for a mare

formalized oversight program by the Coast Guard." And further states "the

issue of proper oversight of a-l- thirdd party delegation is being studied

in depth and appropriate guidance will be published in the Marine Safety

Manual."

Oversight raises another impor ant question:

What experience dnd quali ications- will' Coast Guard
Officers responsible for ov rslght actually have?

If the present trend - of delegating marine safety

responsib-ilities to third parties - continues' unabated, soon there will

be few if anyCoast Guard personnel with experience in the inspection of

_-vessel-s-oriffesaving Seqpiprent. Soon Coast Guard personnel responsible

for seeing to it -that private sector third parties do their job will have

little or no experience with, exposure to, and most importantly

understanding of, the importance of the very program they are charged with

overseeing. Soon personnel in the Office of Merchant Marine Safety will

have never participated in the testing of a new-liferaft or lifeboat design,

or visited a lifesaving manufacturer's plant, a liferaft service facility,

or inspected the shipboard installation of lifesaving equipment, or

partic-ipate in an annual lifesavjng equipment inspection. Yet, 'these

/
.. .-. . . . . ."
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-individuals will be responsible for overseeing Coast Guard'responsibilitiej

delegated to third parties. This'is not a reassuring prospect.

If 'laik of personne., funding, and other demands are the reasons for

continued delegation of Coast Guard marine safety responsibilities, to third

parties' then let's admit that. Admit that we all have serious reservations.

regarding third patty delegation, and work together to demunstrate the-

Importance of Coast Guard involvement in the safety of life and property at

sea, and the need for adequate funding and 'personnel to carry out this vital

program.

.We must have a strong, adequately-- unded, Coast Guard Marine Safety

Program, with experienced and •will trained personnel, who will -continue this

country's well recognized leadership role in providing the safest .possible

marine transportation for passengers and cargo.

"Deregulation" _js currently fashion-able and third party delegitio'n may

be to some a way of-reducing budget deficits. But when it comes to safety -

whether ift be marine- safety, mine safety, aircraft safety, or highway

safety - it is irresponsible to "dismantle a regulatory system which one

disaster later 7---_wil. have to be re-assembled." (Semi-Paratas, 1981)

Lifesaving Equipment- and Thlt Party.Delegation:

USLMA specifically cites, NPRM 83-030 (49 FR 189, '3815-1) which proposes

to "substitute independent laboratory inspection of approved inflatable

-----4ferafts, lifeboats including disengaging apparatus, hand propelling gear,

davits and winches." There are economic. reasons - increases in manufacturing

costs and foreign competition - for USLMA's opposition to this proposal.

Our primary concern regarding this proposal is best stated as follows:

Is this proposal in the best interest of marine safety in
the U.S.? And, more importantly is it in the best interest
of the consUmers of marine safety - passengers and seamen
on U.S. vessels?

a
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USLMA'belfeves it is not.

This proposal is-just another example of the unwise trend toward-third

party delegation. It proposes that the Federal government (Coast Guard)

delegate to third, party "independent laboratories" responsibility for pre-

approval testing and factory inspection of primary lifesaving equipment.

No longer will Coast Guard personnel participate in the testing of

new or modified lifeb6ats, liferafts, davits, winches and the like, nor

will Coast Guard' personnel visit manufacturing facilities ensuring that

lifesaving equipment is manufactured to our traditionally high standards.

"U.S. :Coast Guard Approved, a mark of excellence for many years, will soon

have littl. meaning.

To summarize, USLMA believes that two impo-rtaht and interr&lated

circumstances are damaging the effectiveness of the Coast Guard Marine Safety

Program. Unless there is a change in direction, prospects for this important

program are not reassuring'

1. Lack of experienced, well trained and dedicated personnel Despite past

Coast Guard testimony that Marine Safety training is Improving, the MARINE

ELECTRIC REPORT provides ample evidence that Coast Guard Marine Safety

perso'-e1 Iack1e--Training, experience, and dedication necessary to carry
t

out adequately-their responsibilities.

A) Retirement: The Coast Guard Marine Safety Program' benefited from the

maritime expertise of former civilian employees of-the Bureau of Marine

Inspection and Navigation, and Merchant Officers commissioned through

the Public Law 219 Program. Most of these personnel have now retired.

8) Reliance on "Systemso: As these qualified perscnnel tire, the Coast

Guard. Marine Safet) Progi'am is shifting from a "people intensive

0.
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organization into a. system oriented organization". Good information

retrieval systems are useful. But, those using the information in tbe

"system" must be knowledgeable, well trained, experienced, and dedicated

Marine Safety--personnel. .. . . . ..

C) Multi-mission staffing: The Marine Inspection Offices (MID) were

combined with the Captain of the Port (COTP) to become Marine Safety

Offices (MSO) in order to-"attain the-maxirum beneits of the Coast

Guard's multi-mission capabilities." The result of this consolidation is

assignments - including assignments to leadership positions - of

personnel lacking necessary experience-and dedication to marine safety.

2. Thi(d party delegation. The Coast Guard enthusiastically accepted the

suggestions and mandates - from Congress (Semi-Paratus, 1981), its own

Roles and Missions Report (1982), and the Executive (NACOA Report, 1983) -

that. it emphasize its at sea missions, reduce Coast Guard personnel

intensive responsibilities and delegate regulatory (marine safety)

functions to the private sector.

A) Effects performance of Coast Guard'personnel: Delegating responsibility

sends a-cLenrIDs sage to all personnel - from Headquarters program

managers to field inspectors - that thp Marine Safety Program is not

important.

B) Returns respoi ibility to the private sector: Past experience in the

,development of the Federal Marine Safety Program demonstrates that an

effective Marine Safety Program can not be left to the private sector.

It must be independent, impartial, and, dedicated to one thing - safety.

C) Dilutes and disperses responsibility for marine safety: No one, the

Coast Guard, the third parties, the owners, or officers, can be held

ultimately accountable.

J 1
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D) Precipitates less training and experience: Marine safety personnel

responsible for "overseeing" -the effectiveness of programs delegated to

third parties will have less and less "hands on" training and practical

experience.

Future implication$. The present direction of the Marine Safety Program has'

serious implications.

A)-If third party delegation increases, accountability for marine safety

becomes more and more dispersed. "

B) Marine safety will be left to the private sector. Past experience

- indicates that such delegation results in additional casualties and loss

of life.

C) The Coast Guard's Marine Safety role is being reduced an will continue'

to be reduced to: "Oversight."

D) Experienced and dedicated Coast Guard Marine Safety personnel will

-continue leaving the service.

E) Remaining Coast Guard personnel will have little experience, 'even less

dedication, and almost no "hands on" training.

F) "Oversight" wif] be the responsibility of experiencece, ill-trained

personnel, who lack an appreciation 'for the importance of the program.

G) The Coast Guard Marine, Safety Program will be. "performed inadequately or

inefficiently," coming full circle on a statement from Semi-Paratus

regarding duties performed by organizations and a agencies other that the

Coast.Gu.ard.
H) The result will be increasing loss of life, propert and risk to the

environment.

//
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RECMEkDATIONS
Keeping in mind its own warning that:

"...the transfer or elimination of Coast Guard regulatory
duties neither can, nor should, be accomplished without a
careful examination of.the effect of%such action on the
public and on the overall efficiency of government
service." (Semi-Paratus, 1981)

USIPIA RECOeOIENDS THAT:

I. The Subcommittee, the Congress and the Coast Guard put on hold any pending
or proposed regulatory or legislative proposals for third party
delegation, until such time as the Subdommittee has an opportunity to
study the Coast Guard Marine Safety Program and make its reco mmendations.

Specff-cat-y: USLAA urges that CGD 83-030, NPRM to delegate to third
parties (independent laboratories) pre-approval testing and factory
inspection of primary lifesaving equipment be cancelled.

I. That - In as much as the Commandant feels that a Marine Safety program
review panel (Recommendation 2. MARINE ELECTRIC REPORT) is unnecessary.,
the Subtommittee should carefully review the implications embodied in the
Marine Board's report and consider the advisability of initiating a
resolution to impanel-such a review committee utilizing Impartial marine
inspection/safety expertise.

Note: There is precedent for this sort of investigation (see. Senate
Res. 7, 74th Congress requiringg the investigation of the adequacy and
efficiency of the Steamboat Inspection Service.") and the use of an
indepeludent p-anel'(see. Senate Report, No. 184, 75th Congress, 1st
Session - for the "Technical Committee on Safety at Sea" established
to assist the Senate Committee on Commerce.)

This panel should:

Conduct an indepth review of the entire Coast Guard Marine Safety program, its
overall structure, and the 'Coast Guard's ability to continue such a program.
Emphasis placed on:

A) Present and projected experience levels of the program administrators',
program and project mranagers.Officer-s in Charge - Marine Inspection;' and
field inspectors, aknd the distribution of such expertise in-the program.
This review should include implications on marine safety of Coast Guard
policy practices such as:

...1).The effect of multi-mission staffing and career paths on training and
practical experience.

2) The effect of merging Marine Inspection Offices with Captain of the Poet
Offices on the expertise of personnel.

3) The effect of third party delegation on the quality of tq'e karf're '..

Safety program and the experience levels of the personnel.

/
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B) Present and projected procurement and training programs, and identification
of the requirements and qualifications needed of a marine inpector.
Attention should be directed to the following.

1) Marine Safety training curriculum and the lesson plans now being used,
with. particular attention to whether marine safety trainees get
sufficient background -regarding: -the development, purpose! and
importance of our marine Safety laws and regulations.

2) Converting at least some of the marine safety billets to cliv'ilian
positions in order to gain or retain expertise and continuity. It is
possible that placing civilians in deputy positions would provide
continuity and retain expertise.

C) Headquarters, District, and field office policies and practices to assure
compliance with statute or regulation..

D) Marine Safety Program Mission Performance Standards to determine the extent,
the Coast Guard has-modified.-- lowered - the program standards rather than
improving the program. The effect of ceilings Imposed by non-DOT Federal
Offices on mission performance standards should be asusessed.

E) The use of civil penalties and civil penalty collection procedures.

Many past due civil penalties, including thosein'volving environmental
pollution, are uncollectable, because the amounts are too small - less than
$600 - to forward to the U.S. Attorney. The Coast Guard has almost no
leverage to force compliance. Many of these cases are eventually closed as
"uncollectable."

F)'Headquarters, District, and field organizational structure, and the effect
of Headquarters' structure on Coast Guard-missions, particularly Marine
Safety.

Marine Safety encompasses: Commercial Vessel Safety, Recreational Vessel
Safety, Aids to Navigation, Marine Environment and Search and Rescue. (See
hearing on Coast Guard Operations, 98-45, pp; 68-71)

Lack of communication, consistency and coor-dination between separate
Headquarters, District and field Offices effects mission performance.

G) The makeup of Marine Investigation Boards. In many cases the Coast Guard
is in effect investigating -its own performance. The_otjectiyilyof Marine
Investigation-Boards is-often questioned. The MARINE ELECTRIC report is the
exception rather than the rule in this regard, yet the Board did not
recommended reprimanding any Coast Guard personnel, despite evidence that
they, failed to carry out their responsibility.
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Mr. STUnOS. Thank you very, very much.
Mr. Borum, do you dispute any of the factual conclusions of the

Coast Guard Board? And I underline factual conclusions, concern-
ing the inspections conducted by the ABS of the Marifie Electric?

Mr. BORUM. Unfortunately, I am not fully cognizant at- this
moment or'recall all of them, but I would say generally no, we do
not dispute them. -

Mr. STUDDS. The marine board recommended after reviewing the
'Marine Elec tric case that commercial vessel inspection functions
should not be delegated by the Coast Guard to the private sector,
including ABS. I assume you do not agree with that conclusion,
and if that is the case, what conclusion do you believe Congress
should draw from- the qualify of work-donetby ABS%vith respect to
the-Marine Elethiic?-- 1

Mr. BORUM. I would like to state that I feel that we are an
agency of the U.S. Government as specified in the laws passed by
Congress. While not physically a governmental agency, I would
also like to state that I feel we have done an adequate job since
1920, and since time immemorial before that in the 128 years of
our existence'

One or two unfortunate instances have occurred but that should
not be the criteria to decide that we are not doing our job properly.

Mr. STUDDS. Is that wha.t:you wish to have as the answer to the
question which was' what conclusions do. you prefer Congress
should draw from the quality of work done by ABS with specific
respect to the Marine Electric?

Mr. BORUM. I will let that stand, yes.
Mr. STUQDS. How does, ABS supervise the work of its surveyors?

By that I mean assuming the surveyor knows how to make the pa-
perwork look right, assuming no complaints are received front
vessel owners or captains who have served a clean bill of health,
how will you know that a surveyor is taking a lackadaisical view',of
his job?

Mr. BOnUM. The first question would be a surveyor of a vssel in
a different period of time, the appearance of a problem. We are
also conducting audits of our surveyors' work, both directy from
the New York office using very experienced surveyors, and from
the man's own supervisory personnel: To this date, we have found
that that is a satisfactory method, together with the review of the
actual reports written.

From time to time we consult with bur surveyors and inquire as
to the n ?eanings of certain entries they have made in their reports.
I can't Aive you the exact figures now, but I think we have exam-
ined ove"k 50)' cases in the last vea'.

Mr. STt DS. D-vou believe'that the Coast Guard has delegated
any respon&hlities in the marine safety area to any other classifi-
cation society or organization to whoim stch responsibilities should
not be delegated?

Mr. BoRuNi. I do not undertad that the Coast Guard has dele-
gated any such responsibilities? I

Mr. Swumis. Do you fear that such a delegation might occur in
the future?
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Mr. BORUM. I think there is consideration for it, and I feel that it
is infporbant. as I have stated in my oral presentation, that any
such organization should be Tully--1FRegyp btbunder the U.S. laws.

Mr. STUDDS. Mr. Huff, you have-testified- at.the Coast Guard
should accept inspections done by any classification of society. The
ABS, however, has testified that the Coast Gu rd should- not dele-
gate inspection to classification societies other -than-the-A-BS-be----
causeit would lead to competition, according-to their testimony,
among classification societies which could, in turn, lead to a lower-
ing of standards.

How do you respond to that assertion on the part of the ABS?
Mr. HUFF. Well, sir; what I suggested was that the Coast Guard

look very carefully at non-U.S. classification societies. ABS is clear-
ly the preeminent leader in this field of marine operations, that is
the MODU's. Because of ju§t normal equity involved in things, I
feel that the Coast Guard should certainly review with an.-open
mind those other classification societies, and each of the societies
belongs, I think, to a group, International Association of Classifica-
tion Societies, which has at least some peer pressure on the groups.Mr. STUDDS. I don't know to what degree you wish to be specific,
but are there any classification societie6 other than the ABS that
are particularly well qualified to receive a delegation of authority
from the Coast Guard?

Mr. HUFF. .1 would suggest Lloyd's Register, whicillhas published
its own rules of offshore MODU drilling units and Det Norske
Veritas, a Norwegian society.

Mr. STUDDS. Would you respond to the question whether or not
there are any that are particularly unqualified?

Mr. HUFF. No, but I would like to add one comment, and that is I
would not want to have any confusiqnTLheJfoct is now the Coast
Guard accepts ABS inspections on non-U.S. flag MODU's that oper-
ate in the U.S. Outer Continental Shelf.

I think it would be a logical'e6-xtensi6n of thati to eXtehd- it to
U.S.-flag MODU's.

I think that the Coast Guard would be the most qualified to
judge the effectiveness of any classification societies, and we would
certainly rely on their expertise in that, area.

I am not aware of any that would be blanketly unqualified.
Mr. STUDDS. Thank you.
Mr. Hiscock; would you like an opportunity, although brief, to be

sure, to respond generally to the commeits13y-the American
Bureau of Shipping? Clearly your two sets of testimony are not al-
together consistent on Some major points.

Mr. HiscocK. Our concern is not specifically with the American
Bureau of Shipping. The U.S. Lifesaving Manufacturers Associa-
tion is faced with the possibility of the delegation of preapproval
inspection and factory inspection of primary lifesaving equipment.
That is the last thing you have when everything else fails, either
liferafts, lifeboats or the davits to, lower them. "Independent" lab-
oratories, which might be ABS, might, be Underwriters Laborato-
ries, or could be any third party which meets the qualifications
that are set forth in the Federal regulations. There are several
problems that we see with this.

- *~1' -
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One is that you essentially get to pick your enforcer. Any inde-
pendent laboratory that meets the qualifications a manufacture
can chose to use.

Second, it might be poihted out, and the Coast Guard should re-
member this. The largest user of Coast Guard approved rafts is the
Coast Guard itself. They are going tend ii'_u_ an-addition~l
;cost for inspecting their own rafts.

There is also the obvious problems of foreign competition, of lab-
oratories that are overseas, that are supported by federal govern-
ments, other federal governments. Foreign manufacturers will be
paying considerably less for their inspections overseas than U.S.
manufacturers would have to, but the big question, the big philo-
sophical question, is should you turn over to independent laborato-
ries of any size, shape or description the inspection of primary life
saving equipment or any other marine safety function?

We have galloped into delegation. I wonder if 'we are not going
full circle back, as the representative from ABS suggested, where
we were back in the 1830's.

Mr. STUDDS. In sone field that would represent progress, but that
is another subject. What is your understanding of the-status of the -..
rulemaking to which y6u refer at- this point?

Mr. HIscocK. My understanding of it is it has 'a lower priority
than it had before. The final -rule could be published at any
moment.

Mr. STUDDS. Let me pull you back for a moment, if I may, to that
part of your testimony which refers to the ABS. The ABS believes
that inadequate performance of its surveyors of the Marine Electric
was not 'ypical. of ABS performance. Your testimony indicates you
believe i was characteristic of ABS operations.

Do you have any specific evidence to back up that judgment that
the handling of the 4larinq Electric was typical rather than an ex-
ception? I

Mr. HlscocK. I don't believe I said it was typical. I would appreci-
ate it if you would tell me where you are quoting from. I 6ited the '
Coast Guard report on the Marine Electric and their reflections on
the examination of merchant vessels by third parties.

Mr. STUDDS. If I have mischaracterized that, I apologize both to
you and to ABS. Why don't you take this moment to put it into
your own words correctly then?

Mr. HiscocK. My use of the Marine Electric is an example of
what can happen when ,we delegate responsibility to their: parties,
whether they be ABS or anybody else. I think--i-n--of-th-e things
that happens is that the responsibility .is so widely spread that
when a disaster occurs, there is a veey convenient opportunity for
everybody to-point the finger at somebody else and say it is not my'
,responsibility, it is his responsibility. \.
• It is my feeling that we should keep he responsibility in the Fed-
eral house. You pass the laws. A Federal agency adopt the regula-
tions, and we should enforce the regulations-through Federal au-
thority.

It wouldd bt very similar to having a city co(mnci) adopt a regula-
tion or a statute, and having a police department adopt the regula-
tion, implementing the statute, and then hire a private detective
agency to go out and enforce "them. -

I
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Mr. STUDDS. I appreciate that. I would advise yQu to return to
Cape Cod as fast as possible before the Senate cuts in the FAA
budget go through.

Mr. HiScocK. I think that is another good example. I think we
are seeing what happens when you deregulate a Federal regulatory
agency. There is h growing concern about aviation safety. I don't
think it makes any difference whether you are talking about avia-
tion safety or marine safety or mine safety or.anything, else.

An independent oversight by an independent Federal agency -is
what we have developed over 150.years to try to prevent some Of
these things from happening.

Mr. STUDDS. I understand. Thank you
Thank you all very much. I appreciat your patience in waiting.
We go to our second and final panel, "Mr. Peter Luciano, Trans-

portation Institute; Fred Schillreff, Federal Firefighters Associa.-
tion; Mr. James Talley, president, Baltimore Area Metal Trades

* Council.
I know you gentlemen have sat longer than you anticipated. I

-would ask you to hold y6ur oral comments to no more..than 5 min-
t___ites. We will begin with Mr. Luciano. Welcome back.

STATE ENTS OF. PETER L'CIANO, EXECUTIVE )IIRECTOR,
TRANSPORTATION INSTITUTE; FRE) SCIIIIIREFF, EXE('ITIVE
i)IRECTOR, FEDERAL, FIREFIGHTERS ASSOCIATION, JAMES
TAILIEY, PRESI l)ENT, BALTIMORE AREA METAL TRAI)ES COUN-
(IIL

Mr. LUCIANO. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I would like, first of all, to express our deep appreciation for you

allowing me to present the views of the Transportation Institute
and of our member companies on a very important area of public
policy.

At the outset, I would like to comment that we greatly respect
the competence, the, dedication, and the professionalism of the U.S.
Coast Guard. Our purpose here today is in the hope of expediting
the process by which the private sector can assist the Coast Guard
in the performance of its missions, and particularly those functions
related to aids -to navigation.

We believe the U.S. marine industry is fully capable of providing
this ifiaportant function, and we also feel that the industry can
readily meet the criteria you articulated this morning as needing
to be met before a function should be turned over to-the private
sector.

In fact, part of' the reason why the industry can meet the cost
criterion in particular, is regrettably, the depressed'economic con-

, dition in our industry at this time.
. I would oposizo a point made in a different context by Admim

ral Gracey this morning. That is that the tasks related to aids to
navigation are indeed an appropriate function of Gove rnment, and -

this happens to be one of' those functions Wvhere the private sector-K -
can assist the Coast Gud, cd- e rent and cost-effctiye way,and thereby free scarce Coast Guard resources for missions it is

uniquely: qualified to perfo'n. T I -'.t'efore, we would hope that the
subcommittee will help to tlxpedite this-important process,-.4

* 1 - - - - -

I-
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Thank you.
Mr. SimUs. Thank you very much.
IThe prepared statement ofr Mr. Lucianofollows:]

/1

57-149 0 - 86 - 4
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PREPARED STATEMENT OE PE-ER J, IUCIANO

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subos'itteer-my-name is

Peter J. Luciano. I am Executive Directorof the Transportation

Institute, nonprofit research and education organization

dedicated to the preservation and promotion of a strong'American

maritime industry. Our 174 member companies operate U.S.-flag
vessels in virtually every sector .f-the U.S. maritime Industry,!

n-cluding operators of oceangoing vessels in the nation's

foreign trade; coastal and non-contiguous tankers, liners, tugs

and barges engaged in domestic commerce;'b3eat Lakes dry bulk,

vessels and tugboats; and inland river towboats.

We appreciate the opportunity to submit again our views to

the Coast Guard ano Navigation Subcommittee on the issue of

contracting out to the private sector some of the Coast Guard's

short range aids to navigation (SRA). The Institute strongly

supports the contracting option for certain Coast Guard

services, and has stated that position before this Subcommittee

and-in other forums on several occasions.

Our purpose in appearing before your Subconnittee today is

not to criticize thq efforts of the Coast Guard in carrying out

its broad responsibilities. The Coast Gtiard provides many

important functions and services which the private sector would

find difficult if,not impossible to-match. We appreciate the -

longstanding frustration of the Coast Guard that its funding has

not increased commensurate with its responsibilities. However,.
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our concern here today is not the chronic underfunding of the'

Coast Guard, but rather our belief that-the-Coast Guard"should

seriously reevaluate its programs and extend to the private

sector thoee elements of its mission, such as aids to

navigation, which private industry is eager to provide and can

do-d-a cost-effectAiqmanner.

In'1984, we participated in this Subcommittee's hearing on,

contracting out of some of the Coast Guard's functions and

expressed our strong support for the transfer of someSRA

services to-the private sector. At that time, we also expressed

our frustration regarding the Coast Guard's.hesitancy to move

forward with a pilot-study in Aight of the public and private

sector interest repeatedly expressed,in an analysis of the

benefits of the contracting out option for SRA services. As

this Subcommittee well knows, several comprehensive studies on

the Coast Guard's responsibilities, including your own 1981

report, Semi-Paratys The United States. Coast Guard, 1981,

concluded that the capability of t e private sector to provide

and maintain these SRA services should be-carefully examined.

Since. your 1981 report, the recordIhas been building steadily

for a thorough examination of this'icsue.- In-1982, the Coast

Guard Roles and Missions-Study, and in 1983, a report by the

National Advisory Committee on Oceans and Atmosphere, also

recommended an examination of the use of private sector assets

for SRA services. In 1984, the Congress further encouraged the

I
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CoaSt Guard to "identify those functions and services not'

inherently governmental in nature, and which maybe performed

with equal effectiveness and' at a lower cost under contract to

the private sector" The Coast Guard subsequently submitted a

list of such functions to the .Congress, which included more-than

100 such non-governmental functions involving hundreds of

personnel in 19 states which.couldbe-turned--o-the-priae

sector.

In our statement last year, we also recommended that the SRA

pilot study be done in a high-use area,. so that the full range

of private-sector resources could be analyzed. The NACOA Report

also suggested testing in a high-use area. In addition, we

recommended not only that the contracting option be studied on

the-rivers and inland waterways, but that coastal channels and

port areas be considered for contracted"SRA services as well.

The Institute ilso noted that several of our member companies

which operate highly efficient and versatile tugboats and supply

vessels in several geographical.regions have expressed an

interest in contracting to provide these services. FinaT,-Iyw- -

reiterated-our belief that the time had come for the Coast Guard

to move forward with. a pilot study-to examine the benefits of.

cohtracting out, .the results of which will likely show that the

private sector can perform these service as effectively as the

Coast Guard and at lesser cost.
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Mr, Chairman, we believe the record compiled since 1981. in

support of the contracting option for certain Coast guard

services is extensive and compelling. We believe the ,question-...

is not whether the maintenance of these aids should be

transferred to the private sector, but how this process can be

achieved most expoditiously-, consistent with the-safety of life

and property on the particular waterway.,

Last year, we expressed concern regarding the Coast Guard's

seeming reluctance to'begin implementation of a pilot SRA

program. Therefore, it was reassuring to note the Coast'Guird's

announcement earlier this year of its plan to contract out on a-

trial basis five non-critical areas .fbr private sector servicing

of short range navigational-aids. We also understood that the,.

Coast Guard planned to issue contracts for these five sites

before September 30 of this-year. The Offorts 'o the Congress,

and the Coast Guard to test the contracting system for the 'SRA

program is encouraging. However, we consider this experimental

program as too small, and the projects too widely scattered, to

give an accurate assessmento6 the private sector's*capabilities

to provide these services. In fact, we believe the potential

savings to'the government for such a minor test effort may not

he worth the administrative effort-involved. The potential for

substantial savings to the government cannot be achieved unless-

the scope of the project is large enough to interest marine

operators with major vessels, pile drivers,

/
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heavy lift assets, and certain eoono ies of scale. The best

evidence of this is an unsolicited proposal-submitted to the

Coast Guard by a major Gulf Coast marine operator to service

more navigational-aids under one contract than the Coast Guard

has included under all five of the non-critical area contracts.

Unfortunately, despite the-fact that this pr'posal-projected a

----- 20savins-over-Coas tGuard-publ-i-shed--coat--or--ma-intaining

this same group of aids, the agency has elected not to accept

the proposal, even on a trial basis.

We-betieve that any.pilot program on SRA cbnix~ting should.

include high-density areas in order to assess the full range of

capabilities of the private sector. We believe the five areas

chosen by the Coast Guard for experimentation-will be difficult

-,to service in a cost-effective manner," and are not

representative of the type of high-density areas which will

achieve substantial savings to the federal government. This is

an important consideration. If the pilot program remains

limited to these five non-critical waterways, we'believe that

when the program concludes, the Coast Guard will not have

gathered the representative data the Congress will need to make

'an informed judgment on the appropriate federal and private

sector roles in servicing short range navigational aids. This

will of course cause further delays in effectively implementing
broid-based private sector participation.

I -.
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We also understand that the bid proposals for these five

test areas have not been issued because of some qu stion

regarding Congressional intent of the parameter/'of the-Coast

Guard services to be contracted on a trial basis. Mr. Chairman,

we believe the intent of Congress on non-governmental

contracting out has been'clear. We'believe that further delays

in implementing the pilot program are causing scarce Coast Guard

resources to be spent needlessly on functions-which could easily

be performed by the private sector. -If there is any question as

to. the ability of the-private sector to service and maintain

navigational a1ds, we suggest that one need look no farther than

the 40,000 private aids to navigation already owned and

maintained by commercial interests. We respectfully urqe this

Subcommittee to instruct the Coast Guard to proceed immediately-

with the proposed pilot program and to encourage it to give

serious consideration to expanding the program.to high-density

areas so that a'more accurate picture of private industry's

capabilities can be defined.

With respect to this Subcommittee's consideration of the

Coast Guard's budgetary requirements for the next fiscal year

and beyond, we strongly urge that no additional funds be

authorized for the Coast Guard's Ship Life Extension Program

(SLEP) for offshore buoy tenders until the pilot program is

completed and'a Congressional decision has been made regarding
the use of commercial assets.' We believe a postponement of this

V.
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type could be achieved without any adverse impact on the Coast

Guard, While the agency has maintained that without the

modernization and replacement of its buoy tender fleet, much of

its multi-mission capability would be"lost, Coast Guard

documents do-not indicate that buoy tenders are used extensively

in- other mission areas. We also believe that it would be

premature for the Congress to endorse the c n6nsi iziIof the

Coast Guard's in-house Short Range Aids to Navigation Study,

which did not include private sector participation; this study

recommends in .part the SLEP program for 40 year old buoy"tenders

at a cost of $9.1 million per unit and a $31 million per' vssel

rebuilding program. to start in the next decade (both in 1983

dollars). Commercial marine operators have repeatedly indicated

that they could retrofit their vessels for a fraction of the

Coast Guard's costs to extend service life or construct buoy

tenders. no monies for a program of this magnitude should be

authorized until the private sector is given the opportunity to

prove its capabilities in SRA services, 'and the Congress has an

opportunity to evaluate the indust-r- ii.r--r-a-'

Mr. Chairman, and members of the 8ubcormittee, our

recommendation that funding be withheld foCgoast Guard buoy

tenders should by nd means be construed as critical or to

reflect adversely on the Coast Guard's capabilitiesto perform

these services. Rather, it is based on our strong belief that

the private sector can ,and should provide some of
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these SRA functions. The Coast Guard would then be free to

spend more of its limited resources on its many other mission

responsibilities, which are governmental in nature and which it

does competently.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, we appreciate

the opportunity-t present- out--eg 6hh-importantissue o0

contracting to the private sector the maintenance..of aids 0'

navigation, 'We hope that this. hearing'will serve to clarify aby

misunderstanding which the Coast Guard perceives regarding its

SRA pilot program. Thank you.

_I
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Mr. STUDDS. Mr. Schillreff.

STATEMENT OF FRED SCIIlLLREFF
Mr., SCtimILREFF. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First, I would like to take, a moment to introduce those accompa-

nying me today, although not at the table. Our national president,
Donny Cherry, is an employee in the fire department at National
Airport with the FAA, and he couldn't get away today doing his
job over there;

However, Lynn Gilroy, our secretary/treasurer, who is also a
firefighter there, is with me to my-immediate right; Kevin Deleno,
president of our union at Governor's Island; Joe Pereira and Rich-
ard Deasey are all here and came down for these-hearings today.
- W6-arieery - efcC-ce-d-aiout (he issue of contracting out. I know
that you have heard from Qur- organization in the recent past re-
garding the Department of Defense authorization bill, and much of
which was in our testimony was echoed to them over the years, so I
won't belabor many of those points.

I would like to say to you that we feel very strongly that con-
tracting out firefighting functions in the Coast Guard. which, by-e-wa-y, iskind of a new agencyufr us to be involved With in the

fight.against contracting out, but from what we heard from Admi-
ral Gracey today, and the $200 million dollars in cuts in that
agency, and now knowing that $300 million is' facing FAA, we are
very, very more so concerned than we had been in the past, espe-
cially with-this particular agency.

Firefighting is in ouropinion an inherently governmental func-
- tion and Should not be contracted 'out. The Office of Management

and Budget has stated over the years .that it has given to the
agency commanders the authority to decide which functions are
contracted and which functions are not.

However, they will not define the term "inherently governmen-
tal in nature." To use the Admiral's words, they pussyfoot around
with the terminology.

We feel that the definition that is incorporated in Webster's Dic-
tionary is adequate, and if it were applied as it is in Webs-:er's Dic-
tionary, and as it is indicated in other Government agencies, Army,
Navy, and Air Force, for example,. in their regulations dealing with
their fire departments, the Coast Guard likewise would not be even
contemplating contracting out that function.

I. have been coming to this Hill now for almost 13 years on Fed-
eral firefighter issues, and one that I keep coming back on is con-
tracting out. It never seems to get solved. I think one of the tea-
sons for that is because OMB Circular A-76 has no foundation in
law. It is something that was drafted by that agency on the
premise-that contracts to private industry is something that should
be done, and maybe, in some cases it shoul , but there are no pa-
rameters to regulate it there, before oversight hearings such as
yours and others, constantly going on trying to deal with the prob-
lem.

There are contracted fire- departments, just looking from the
standpoint of cost, that I am definitely familiar with, because I
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have been there and I visited them and I know. what the wages are
that are being paid. - -

One' of those is an industrial department, it has been an industri-
'al fire department that was contracted out some 20 years ago by
the U.S. Air Force at Arnold Engineering Development Center in
Tennessee.

Recently in the last 3 or 4 years, they were working what is
known as a 56-hour workweek, 24 hours on, 2 off; on that system,
and they are covered under the Services Contract Act and the, pro-
visions of the Department of Labor's Fair Labor Standards Act as"
it applies to private sector employees.

The wages prior to the contract that was just negotiated down
there -were $26,000 a year for those firefighters, without overtime
and without fringe benefits. The Departnient of the Air Force took
the-I amrisaying this with the other agency because I don't want
to see the Coast Guard make the same mistake that I think the De-
partment of Defense has done in contracting out firefighting func.
tions.

The Department of the Air Force has ordered that new contrac-.
tor that went in there to change the workweek from 56 hours of
work per week to 72 hours of work per week.

Therefore, under the FLSA overtime requirements, and ,under
the Services Contract'Act, he has boosted-'the Air Force has boost-
ed the salary without 'overtime and 'without fringe benefits from
$26,000 to $33,000 a 'year.

Now, you equate that with the-Federal firefighter at the averagegrade of GS-5, step 5- which most of the Coast Guard firefighters
happen to be.

Their annual salary, plus fringe benefits, the 25 or 24 percent,
whichever figure you want to use that deals with their retirement
and other fringes, is in the neighborhood of $24,000 a year.

There is no cost savings involved in contracting out firefighting
functions in any of the' agencies that I can see.

The ability to do the job is another serious, serious problem, Mr.
Chairman, and I question the ability of a new contractor coming in
to a Government installation being able to perform those functions
that are on those Government installations in the same fashion in
which your current iivil service Federal employees are doingit.

They can't get trained fast enough. They have a startup factor of
only 25 percent of the work force being required to-do the job, and-
in a year's time to do some training to get the other '75 percent of
the work force in that fire department trained for the job.

What you are gtttng- for your .money is an inflated factor that
w-ill go an up an5d up without any control by the Congress or
agencies themselves; because of the collective bargaining picture
under the private sector, which I happen to support, but within the
Federal Government in this case, it is not the best way to do busi-
ness.

You have trained professionals know in your own State you
are familiar with those that are your Federal employees up there,
and I know' that they have contacted you. Without saying too much
more on it, like our secretary-treasurer often says, I sometimes get-on.. soapbox -we tg ts on this issue, but it has been 13 years I
have been' up'-here trying to get a permanent prohibition 6f con-.
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tracing out firefighting functions, and if you could do something in
this committee to stop what has happened in the other agencies
from happening to the Coast Guard, and in view .of the mission of
that agency, the Coast Guard's missionras I heard it today, you
would be doing a great-serviice to yohir country.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared, statement of Mr. Schillreff,.follows:] --
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PRE'ARED STATEMENT OF FRED SCtIII.I.REFF

Mr. Chairman, distingushed members of the Sub-committee on

Coast' Gu'ard and Navigation, my name is Fred E. Schillreff _and I am

the Executive Director of the Federal Firefighters Association,

which represents federal firefighters throughout the United States.

.With me today is Mr. Donny M. Cherry, Fresident of the Federal

Firefighters Association and Mr.- Lynn D. Gilroy,

Sec r c t ar y-Treasurer. --

We are please to appear before you today to express our

organizations views on.. OMB Circul'ar A-76, dealing with

contracting-out, especially as it pretains to contracting-out of

firefighting functions at Coast Guard installations.-Weth'ank "you

Mr. Chairman for scheduling these oversight hearings.on the most

serious problem arising out of the' Governments contracting-out

practices.

. .. TtA, Government's Pelicy On ContractinR-out

The Federal Governments policy- n contracting-out is entombed

in OMB Circular A-76, and'is guided by a single theme, and that is

money relative to cost factors.

Cost savings, say be an appropiate criteria for the

Governments contracting-out of some of its functions, but it should

not be the on ly, theme or reason to do so, equal or more weight

should be given to what the government is getting for its money in

the way of services,
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In the case of Coast Guard base firefighting functions, OMB

Circular A-76 comes into serious conflict with many other equally,

if not more, important factors, such as national security and the

viability of Agency missions. It is our belief that contacting-out

of this function can seriously interfere with the Base Commanders

mission requirements and pose a threat to the security of our

nation and its citizens.

OMB Circular A-76 does recognize as a factor, other than cost

savings, what we consider a crucia.1 factor in the governments

contracting-out policy", when it state'sthat certain functions are

inherently governmental in nature, being so intimately related to

the public interest as to mandate performance b: Federal employees"

The Federal Firefighters Association maintains that firefighting

fuctions- are "inherently governmental in nature", yet we find

that the.government has in the past contracted out these functions.

OMB Circular A-76 ignores this principle, within itself, in spite

of. references in numerous Agency regulations that fairly make the

argument. that the firefight-ing function is inherently governmental

in nature. Some examples of these regulations are: /

Department of Defense Instruction 6055.6, dated June 10, lS81,

paragraph C, titled "Policy" requires DoD. components to

"establish and maintain an effective fire protection 'program.as an

element of the overall DoD mishap prevention program". In paragraph

(D) (2) it states that "heads of DoD components shall establish

programs to implement the provisions of this instruction".

-2-
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The Department of the Navy in -its implementing instru ction

OPNAVINST 11320.23B, paragraph 5, sets tihe Chief of Naval

Operations policy, and states, "Fire protection is an inherent

function of command, and planning, inplementin, and execution of

fire protection .. functions will- be-acctmplished--in--a-ccordance with.

normal command responsibility..."

Air Force regulation 92-I has set forth in paragraph 1-6 of

Chapter. 1, titled "Major Command",, "...the Commander must provide

the facilities, equipment and personnel for effective fire

protection organization and manage the training and .operations of

the fire protection organization." The regulation further states in

paragraph 1-18 of Chapter 1, titled "The Installation Commander",

"...exercises primary responsibility through the Civil Engineer for

fire preventions and protection functions." In Section A, titled

"Doctrine & Operations',. paragraph 1-1 (Fire Protection Programs),

... Preservin? lIfe and popery from fire is a fundamental duty of

all levels of command and supervision. Commanders have been given

the fire protection resources to do this job. The most crucial'

ingredient in an effective fire protection program 'is the

Commander's awareness and' involvement A Command is on-ly as

interested in fike protection as the Commander. Without the

-Commander's involvement and support, the program will fail

regardless of the resources applied. Every Air Force Activity will

have a fire protection program based on its size, mission and

available resources."

-3-
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Department of the Army regulation 420-90, Chapter 2-4, titled

installation n Commander", states "...the Installation commander is

responsible 'for fire prevention and protection at his installation,

and activities served by it, which are owned or leased by the

Army." The above citdtions from DoD Component Agency

regulations, either specifically state or strongly.imply that fire

protection and prevention functions are inherently governmental

functions . The Coast Guard as our first line'of defense for the

shores of the United States, and as the public navagation service

organization,, is not unlike -the DoD Agency's. Its firefighting

functions are also 'inherently governmental functions . The Coast

Guards Base Commanders have an equal role in providing fire

prevention and pro ection, and their mission too, is as

important, as those of his counterparts in DoD Agency's. Therefore,

the Coast Guards firefighting functions should not be contracted

out, and should not, under any circumstance, be included in the so

called BOSS contracting out studies.

The Federal Fir efighters Association has studied and reviewed

OMB Circular A-76, and we believe- that it sets a policy in

contracting nut that is really costing the taxpayers more then it

is saving, it also allows for the establishment of a shadow

government which cannot be acurately tracked, and is outside 9 f

normal government oversight reviews. We have beei 'involved, ovet

the years, in meetings with 0MB OFPP officials, and OMB tells us

that the Agency Head can 'delete functions from their

contracting-out inventory, and that they have the full discretion

to. do so. Therefore; Mr. ChaLrman your sub-committee should make it

-an unmistakable directive in your findings in these hearings that

the Coast Guards Agency Head delete the Coast Guard firefighting

functions from contracting-out.
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Impact of Contracting-out Federal Fire.fighting Functions

Although Circular A-76 appears to show that Contractors must

have contingency plans to -continue the. performance of their

contract in, ,the event of a strike -or other job action by the'"

Contractors employees, stating such in the Circular is not going to

stop such actions from happening, and they have happened in the

past. No matter what a Contractors contingency plan may be there

there is no way it can get into the minds and earts of its

employees and figure out how it is going to handle a strike. OMB

Circular A-76 requirement for a contractor-to have a s'frike'plan if

awarded a contract is merely another way for them to pass the buck

or press its contracting-out policies no matter what the

ramifications may be.

,.The fact uf the matter is fire prevention and protection are

directily related to the Mission Essential Responsibility of any

Activity Commander and a Commander's loss of control over these

functions creates for him una/ceptable risk factores.

When "an in-house Federal Fire Department is replaced by a

contra-ctor'Zoperated -fire'department, the Installation Commander no

longer, has direct. control over his Pire Deptment, or its

emP vLoy s Any involvement by the Federal Government with the

contractor-operated fire department or i tt- per-onhel n-o1 is ........... i. h..

hands--6f a- Contract Administration Officer, whose job is t9 check

the tontractors for performance within the, scope of the contract

between the Government and the Contractor. The Installation

Commander cannot interfere with the Contractor, he cannot

supervise t'he contractor's fire fighting personnel in any way,
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"he cannot take discipline against those personnel, and he cannot

impose any rules or oUligations, on the contractor which are not

expressly provided for in the terms of the contract and its

,perfrmance work statement (PWS). As a result a Commander finds

himself outside of a critical command essential function with no

control thus placing him ir*a position of potential negative effect

on his mission responsibilities' and requirements.

Contractor operated fire departments come from the private

sector" and are, therefore, covered under the provisions of the

National Labor Relations Act (NLRA), thus, a contractor's employees

can organize under -a UNION and once they-are organized they have

full legal rights to engage in collective bargaining for wages,

hours and all other conditions of employment, including the right

to strike. Federal Goverment employees are not covered by the. NLRA

and do not have the legal right to strike.

Experience an'j history show that contractor-employees at

Federal Government Installatio.ns have engaged in strikes,- True,

these strikes were not directed towards the Federal Government, but

were taken against the contractor, but the fact still remains that

an uncontrolable factor, a strike, affected the Federal Government

and could have caused some. compromise' of the national security.

OMB Circular A-76 attempts to play this factor down and in so doing

we feel they are condoning in the Circular a potential compromise

of national security.

Some examples of strikes by contractor-operated fire

departments took place at. Hunters Point Naval Shipyard, San

Francisco, Ca. in 1978, which shut dowfi" the shipyard for two

weeks.
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Strikes have' taken place at the Oakridge Atomic Energy

Department Plant in Oakridge, Tenn. Another strike at Oakridge

took ,place in August of 1981 and lasted for seven weeks. The

firef-ighters at Oakridge did not cause the strike but were members

of it because the), were members of. the Metal Trades Council that

has exclusive recognition for all the employees. Strikes have

ta~e n place at other installations and-lhere is no reason to

believe that they' would not 'take place again in the future no

matter what the OMB Circular A-76 alludes to the contrary.

Considering all that we have raised so fai in our testimony it

is clearly an obligation for the Coast Guard to exempt their

Federal Fire Protection and Prevention functions from the

contracting-dut.

The current Federal Firefighter is a highly trained and

motivated employee of the Federal Government, In most cases he is

a person which has several years of experience as a fire fighter

stemming from tine spent in the military service to self motivation

in attending college -sponsored fire science courses covering the

broadest spectrum of the -- ski-ls of firefighting, fire science,

emergency rieedical services and the like. The Federal Firefighter

ha's a strong sense of duty to the country and a desire to do his

job as professionally as he knows' how. He knows he is a part of

the Base Commander's mission and constantly is training to be able

to perform hi's part in concert with that mission. The range of a

Federal Firefighters work knowledge must cover every possible

situation dealing with the mission of the base at which he works.

Such knowledge can cover any, type of railitarywegpons systems,

aircraft (experimental or otherwise),

-7- /
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chemical or biological warfare systems, wild land fires, structural

and crash firefighting, and firefighting involving hazardous

industrial operations plus the sophsticated fire prevention

systems to protect industrial, computer .systems, missile silos,

ships,, etc. .

Federal Firefighter is required to meet OPM Classification

Standards for the firefighter function and those standards are

explicit regarding knowledge requirements a-rd experiencewith the

time for acquiring and the knowledge" and experience being

specifically-set forth.

Contracts awarded for firefighter functions are generally for

small numbers of. employees, jn each case, and these contracts

generally come under the Small Business set-aside' programs foe

small business. A requirement of OMB-Circular A-76 is that the

prospective contractor be able to provide thq work force as spelled

out in the awarded contract. Experience has shown that potential

contractors are often unable t thl"h -ee of training and

experience that are required of----deral Firefighters and which are

spelled out in ihe Perfo romance Work Statemet (PWS). The reason

'being that the contractor must hire employees from off the street

and that the Federal Firefighters displaced by the contractor do

not opt to go to work for the contractor even if they are offered

the chance to do so. The displaced federal employee has too much

of an investment i'n his career in government service to give it-'up.

Furthermore, there is no guarantee in OMB Circular A-76 that the

.contractor has to hire the displaced federal employee, granted the

Circular alludes to an .offer of first refusal being given such

employees,.
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but it- is very misleading and in fact it'means if the contractor

has. vacancies in his company then those- vacancies will be offered

to.' the displaced federal employee. The risks to the federal

employee are too many and uncertain to gamble his future and not

withstanding all of this he resents the lowering of wor standards

that will stem from the contractors operation. You get what you

pay for and it is 'our opinion that the governments best buy for the

taxpayer3 dollar is for the government to continue an in-house fire

prevention and protection program staffed by federal employees.

Another impact of contr'acting-out federal firefighting

functions is the impact on Community Relations and Mutual Aid

The current government in-house fire prevention and protection

program has a direct affect upon the communities in and around a

military installation through the ,practice of mutual-aid

agreements. In general these agreements provide for the

gqvernments fire departments to provide backup fire suppresion to

the surrounding communities and likewise for the communities fire

departments to provide similar backup Co--'th'e governments fire

departments.

Local communities do not enter into these mutual-aid agreements

lightly and neither does the governments fire departments. Before

an agreement is made the local community and governments fire'

department 'assess each- others firefighting capabilities and

personnel with each looking "for highly trained and experienced

professionals knowing fhat these factors are key items in. making an

agreement for mutual-a'id.

-9-
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As stated earlier in our testimony$ the federal firefighteris

a highly trained and experienced professional. With this being'the

case surrounding communities are normally anxious to enter into

mutual-aid agreements-with the government.

Community Relations and mutual-aid suffer when a contractor

operated fire department takes over an activity's fire fighting

responsibilities. Some of the reasons for this change are:

(1) A contractor-operated fire department provides service

for profit, and' local- communities are not interested in sharing

their 'equipment and personnel through mutual-aid agreements for the

profit of private business concerns. Firefighting is t6o dangerous

and too costly for a city or town to do so.

(2) Fire Chiefs in communities are not-wilting to place their

firefighters along side of less experienced or professionally

trained fire department personnel then are their own. A loss of F

man or major equipment could put that community Fire Chief's

ability to protect his community in jeopardy, a risk he cannot

professionally or morally take,

(3) The political factors of local government dealing with

the loss of .income by its long established citizens oeing displaced

by' an outside business concern cannot be ignored. For example: if

the contract were awarded to a firm in Philadelphia for performing

a job in New York the profits of that business' would not

necessarily be reflecti-ve in the city or state where the work-is

performed.

-- 10-
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OMB may try to argue that these points- are outside

consideration for the conduct of the Federal Governments business

and from their way of thinkin& maybe so, but they are not the

elected representatives of those affected communities ond they do

not have to take the heat back home. Mr. Chairman, we know who

takes that kind of heat! '

,Other Flaws to OMB Circular A-76

4

Circular A-76 attempts* to reassure Congress and the nation .

that the F-ederal contracting-out policy is being closely monitored.,

yet it you read the Circular no-where can you find any reference to t

exactly who is responsible for overseeing the program. The Circular

also. states that "contracting out will not oe iiedto__Justify a

conversion solely to meet personnel ceilings." "On -further

examination of Circular A-76 the' A tho rity for OMB appears to

come from the Budget and Accounting Act of 1921 (31 U.S.C. 1, et,

seq.), and .the Office of Federal Proturement Policy Act Amendments

of 1979 (41 U.S.C; 401, et.seq.). It would be highly advisable to-

get an'uptodate interpretation of just what those Acts provide for,

and to what degree the OMB is in concert with,'them as related to

Circular A-76.

Recommendations

(1) That the Congress legislatively require the Department of

Transportation to exempt Federal Firefighting functions from

.contracting out'permanently.

-ll-
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Conclusion

We thank you Mr. Chairman and Distinguished Members for your.

time and consideration of the view we have presented today on

behalf of the Federal Fhrefighters'Association and our members.

-12-
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Mr. STUDDS. Thank you, sir.
, Mr. Talley..-

N- STATEMENT OF JAMES TALLEY
Mr. TALLEY. _ood afternoon, Mr. Chairman, and members of the

subcommittee. I am James Talley, "president of the* Baltimore Area
Metal Trades Council, an AFL-CIO affiliate which represents over
490 civilian employees at the Coast Guard yard in Curtis.Bay, MD.

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before the subcommittee
this morning during your review of the Coast Guard's policy. on

.contracting out services to the private sector.
The Coast Guard has maintained the Curtis Bay Shipyard since

1899.. During its 86-year history, the yard has engaged in a host of
-shipbuilding, repair, and modification activities -ti helj---aint-airi
the Coast Guard's fleet in a state of navigable readiness. The yard
an-d-the people who have .worked there-civilian and military-
have always served this country well.

In' times of national-defense, the yard has always done its share.
For example, during World War I, several' units of the U.S. Navy
were sent to the yard--then still a depot-for repairs and conver-
sion. During World War i-the yard began its shipbuilding phase
and built many types of vessels from 20-foot boats-to 255-foot cut-
ters in addition to repairing many vessels of Our Allies including
submarines and surface vessels.

'During both the Korean war and the Vietnam war the yard.re-
sponded to whatever the Nation called-on it -to do. The years be-
tween the wars are filled with accomplishments of the yard. You
can read about them in the booklet, "U.S,.Voast Guard Yard, A
History of Service to the Fleet," that is-provided foi- you today.

The productivity, quality of workmanship, and devotion to their
jobs for yard employees an best be seen in the number of letters of
commendation and thank you's received- from ships and Coast
Guard districts that have had work done at the yard.

A shining example of their work can be seen in the letter of com-
mendation from Adm. J.B. Hayes, Commandant of the Coast
Guard. A unit commendation was given for exceptionally meritori-
ous service from July 1, 1980, to March 20, 1981, in support of fleet
readiness and modernization. I have copies of a few of the many
letters of jobs well done that I submit, Mr. Chairman, for the
record.

Among these letters is the latest example of what the yard can
do on a moment's notice--m-another important function of the'yard.
It pertains to a 3-day emergency availability of the cutter Dallas to
get it ready for the NATO exercise Ocean Safair. Yard employees
worked around the clock, some of them working three straight
shifts voluntarily. One yard enlisted -man came in on his day off
voluntarily. Such is the quality of personnel,-civilian" and mili-
tary-at the yard.

Since 1963 the yard has progressively pursued a policy Of elimi-
nating commer'cial-type activities. Now it is being asked to do
more. Yard management, much to their credit, held a meeting ear-
lier this year to explain the A-76 reviews that the yard is facing in
the near future to the employees.
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In spite of all 'this, yard employees' production and quality of
work has not, fallen off. Consider that when yard employees did.

-such an outstanding job from June 1980 to March 1981 and re-
ceived the Commandant's' commendation they were promptly re-
warded with a reduction in force.,
. This lowered the employment ceiling to about 800. Now, even

after the RIF, the employees continue to show quality and produc-
tivity in their work. They are being rewarded by our Government:
with the possibility of having their jobs contracted out to the. pri-
iate sector.

Such negativism, if continued by our Government, Will ultimate-.
ly destroy the highly skilled and effective work force in this ship-
yard and ultimately in our country. It is my opinion that the A-76
reviews the yard now faces are not justifiable.-

I feel that A-76 reviews are slanted toward the contractor and do
not take into consideration enough of the professionalism and qual-
ity of work done by Government installations and the.civil service
work force.

Problems with contracting out.start with the writing of perform-'
ance work' standards .and quality assurance standards in detailed
enough terms to protect the material interests of both the Govern-
ment and the vendor. For. example, the standards for grbunds
maintenance at the yard have taken 8 to 9 months to write.

The problems continue in procurement. If a contract does not
cover a specific phase of a project or a job a special procurement.....
contract must be written., There are other costs to the Government
that don't appear in the contract bid.

Things like the number of Federal employees and the amount of
time it takes in -the-administration of the contract. Let's not forget
cost bverruns and how about litigation expense because of the occa-
sional uncooperative contractor.

A contract at the yard as an example would be the one on
cranes, tow motors, and other vehicles. Experienced yard personnel
oversee the work.
* Procurement requests are, made for additional woik. Sometimes
resulting in delays. Consultants have been brought in at additional
costs. These are just a few examples..

It is -my opinion that if in-house maintenance had continued on
the vehicles and cranes,, the Government would have saved money.
To start off with,'our employees were already familiar with the
equipment. There wotxld have been less paperwork and fewer time
and work delays. -

In conclusion, it is my opinion that the contracting-out 'of jobs'
from the Coast Guard yard will not be cost-effective for the Govern-
ment and is not in the best interest of this country.

Just one more thing, Mr. Chairman. The employees af, the -ard
have asked me to convey their gratitude for the efforts of che
House to raise the employment ceiling at the yard.'

Mr. STUDDS. Thank you, sir, very much.
Mr. Luciano, you state in your testimony that the five areas the

-Coast Guard has chosen for its aids to navigation contracting ex-
--- ...periment will be difficult to service in a cost-effective manner and

are not representative of the rtype of high density area which will
achieve substantial savings to th-Federal Government.
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Would you give one or two examples of the types of areas that
you believe would be more appropriate for contracting and which
would'also fit, the Coast Guard's criteria as noncritical?

Mr.- LUCIANO. An examplethat was alluded to in my testimony,
Mr.-Chairman, involved what I believe was an unsolicited proposal
by a private company to provide services for aids to navigation in
the Gulf of Mexico, andI understand that it would be on a larger
scale, a higher density of traffic, and a more demanding challenge
to the private sector.

Part of our concern here, of course, is that if-a particular project
is not of sufficient -cale-6r fidt -- df icientIy demanding of the kinds
of services and the scale of operations that some of the ,iajor po-
tential contractors could offer, it is possible that in the first place
there would be fewer bidders attracted to the process, thereby
giving you a less than representative sampling of the industry's ca-,
pabilities, and by the same token, the cost savings would, therefore,
not be realized that could be realized with a larger scale operation.

Mr. STUDDS. Are we to infer, perhaps, from what you say that
you suspect the Coast Guard might have designed their experiment
with some intent to seek those that do not further the industry in-
terests?

Mr. LUCIANO. NKt necessarily, no. I wouldn't sviggest that, Mr.
Chairman.

Mr. STUDDS. You certainly may, if you wish.
Mr. LuJCIANO. No. I don't have any reason to believe that. I think

that in Admiral Gracey's testimony this morning, he indicated per-
haps two contributing factors. One is perhaps his intuitive belief
that this is not a function which the private sector can perform,
and perhaps that might have had something of a dampening effect
on this, but second, I think, is the understin-die predisposition,
perhaps, of the Coast Guard to err on the- side of caution rather
than in the other direction, and I don't attribute any malice to
that.

Mr. STUDDS. I understand. What is your reaction to the AdmiraVs
concern about the multimission concern to aviation vessels? Aren't
those things that might not be done by contracting vessels?

Mr. LUCIANO. It is my -understanding from the input-of the com-
panies we have talked to that this particular function is one that
has less of a multimission character than mqny of the others.

There-are many functions on the high seas where, I think, there
is more of a multimjssion character, but it is my understanding'
that this particular function is one that has much less of that to it,
and perhaps to the extent there are multimission dimersigons to
this function, they could be transferred to others of a more inten-
sive nature.

Mr. STUDDS. Are there any.other reactions that you wish to have
with respect to statements made by Admiral Gracey, as you heard
him?

Mr. LUCIANO. Not other than to say, sir, that we strQngly support
the Coast Guard, and feel the same concerns that, I thih k, Admiral
Gracey and other 'people have - about the severe' budgetary con-
straints that have been imposed on it, and the impact that that has
had on the ability of the Coast Guard to do some very critical mis-
sions in the national-ilterest. -We -ert-in-ty-hope that those func-
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tionsthat are national-inte-est in nature, as we believe many of
them are, will be able to be carried out with the support of, Con-
gress.

Mr. STUDDS. I appreciate that.
Mr. Schillreff; how many Federal firefighters are currently em-

ployed by the Coast Guard?
Mr. SCHILLREFF. I am not sure what that number is, Mr. Studds.
I do know that there are installations. The three that we have -

members at are Governor's Island, NY, Scaggs Island, CA, and
.Elizabeth City, NC.

Mr. "STUDDS. Perhaps you could provide for the record a list of
the number and location of firefighters that are now employed.

Mr. SCHILLREFF.. I would be glad to do that.
Mr. STUDDS. In your testimony you mentioned the strike held by

the contractor-operated fire department at Hunter's Point. Naval
Shipyard in, San Francisco in 1978, which shut down the shipyard
for 2 weeks. Do you know if the contractor had a contingency plan
to continue the performance of the contract in the even of a strike,
and if so, why that plan wias unsuccessful?

Mr. SCHILLREFF. At that 6ime when that strike took place, which
was sc ,aral years ago, no, there was not. The- requirement under
OMB Circular A-76 for a contractor to have a contingency plan

-.-.- was-ome th ing- that-was-pu tr i n to-thj-evisions-to- the-ci rcu tar in-the-
last couple of years. He did not have A contingency. plan.

Mr. STUDDS. Do civilian firefighters hired by the Coast Guard
have any responsibilities other than firefighting?

Mr. SCHILi REFF. To my knowledge, no.
Mr, STUDDS. They do not. Would it be practical to hire firefight-

ers, either. Government employees or contractors, who are, to use
the Coast Guard phase, multimission employees, that could carry
out responsibilities at Coast Guard facilities in addition to firefight-
ing?

Mr. SCHILLREFF. I am not sure I understand your question.
-Mr. STUDDS. The concern of the Coast Guard, as you ha4e heard

expressed, Was that they do a lot of things at once. You can't desig-
nate a single Coast Guard person- or vessel or facility as being
_solely for one purpose or another.

Mr. SCHILLREFF. No.
Mr. STUDDS. The byword or catchword is multimission.
Mr. SCHILLREFF. In that case, neither is your firefighter on a

Coast Guard installation. He does more than just fight fires. He is
involved in all of the preventive measures and the prevention
measures that are associated with any of. the buildings or life-
saving equipment and so on.

They are involved in life savings as well as fighting fires, and the
whole range of things directly associated with the mission of that
installation. They could be put onboard a ship and sent out't0 do
anything at any given time. Itr is largely related to that.

Mr. STUDDS. Ms. Mikulski. __" _

Ms. MIKuIsKL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to thank you for having Mr. Talley from my Coast Guard

yard at Curtis Bay here to testify.
Mr. Talley, I also want to thank you for your splendid presenia-

tion and your emphasis on productivity and efficiency.

-- -- 1 I I
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We all know how terrific the. Curtis Bay Coast Guard is, at least
most, of us know. One of the questions -I want to ask is how has
existing contracting out affected the Curtis Bay yard?

Specifically, you mentioned the contracting out of the maintain-
ing the yard s cranes. Could we have perhaps a case example, so we
can picture how this example of A-76 hurt the yard? I think you
said it caused more paperwork,, it ultimately cost 'more than it
'saved, and-it did not result in increasing efficiency as was ekpected.-

Mr. TALLEY. Recently in a discussion with one of the crane opera-
tors, 1 asked him to compare the down time of cranes on the water-
front, prior to thi start of this contract, as compared to what it is
now.

Their statements were, his- statement, and he feels it would be
verified by all of the other crane operators on the. Waterfront, that
the down time now as compared to then is much more, which re-
sults in lost product vity.

Any time you ha e one of the cranes on the waterfront down,
you are losing a lot of people who are going to have'standby time.
Our people, when they go in, when they went in to do the crane
maintenance, were very familiar with the cranes. 'They knew basi-
cally where the troubles would lie, when the contractor-came in.

Any time you go to work on a piece of equipment that you are
. ot f iar., with,-.you.-end- up-spendi ng-a-lot--of- ti me-trouble, shootr- -- -.

ing to find out where thcse problems-will be.
One incident that was related to me was the situation where

there was a noise coming out when the crane went into a turn. The
contractor came down and-they made all. kinds of repairs; couldn't
get rid of the noise. According to what I understand, it turned out
that there were some grease fittings that the contractor had
missed, but the damage had been done, and a shaft had to be re-
placed on the crane.

Ms. MIKuLSKI. Pretty expensive.
Mr. TALLEY. Yes.
Ms. MIKUISKI. Mr. Talley, what other functions do you think the

Curtis Bay yard would be on a contracting-out hit list?
Mr. TALLEY. Excuse me? Would you say that again?
Ms. MIKUISKI. If they go through with more A-76 at the yard,

and we are talking about a possible $200 million reduction, plus
the Gramm-Rudman fiasco if passes, there could be even further
reductions at Curtis Bay. So if you think the boys with the green
eyeshades are staring at the Coast Guard'yard and are thinking
about what other things they Could contract Sfit, what components
of the yard do you think would be on a contracting-out hit list?

Mr. TA4LEY. I would say probably the entire waterfront. That
would b6 bne of the things that they might go after. I know we
haveleen hearing rumors about that for quite along time.

Of course, we, try not to respond to rumors. Contracting out of
the industrial area, I think; is already slated for 1987.

Ms. MIK UISKI. The contracting out of the entire yard?
Mr. TALLU..The entire waterfront facilities, the ship construc-

tion and repair, 530 positions, full-time, equivalency positions are
.... sI_ a e ddhewo9dcAn7tireview- . . . out to whMs. MIKuLSKI. And they would contract that out to who? --
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Mr. TALLEY. I would hope that they are notgoing to contract it
out to anybody, but I would assume that they would try to go to a
private shipyard. With the $200-million reduction in the budget for
1986, I don t know how they Would be able to do anything. It
doesn't sound to me from what the admiral said that they will
have anwahips left to contractrepair work out?

__M...SMIKULSKI. By 1987 when, they are planning this A'-76 review
we may not have any private shipyards-in ,JMb yland either. What

,the administration has done is have tax p6licies that have favored
building overseas forcing firms. like Maryland Dry Dock and Beth-
lehem, Steel into trouble. Curtis Bay is a viable and capable facility
which will maintain our shipyard base in Maryland.

It is a multidimensional problem from what I have seen, and
.there won't, be anyplace to be contracted out unless we reverse- __
those policies. I appreciate your testimony Mr. Talley.

I would like to go now to Mr. Schillreff.
Mr. Schillreff, on military bases, who does the firefightfng?
Mr. SCHILLREFF. Where there- are civil service firefighters, it -is

. your Governmentemployees that do the firefighting. There are un-
.. tiel-s-o-me military ihstallations that have been let. to con-
tract, and there is not a very good trackrecord in those as to the
contractor's performance or to cost effective savings for the Gov-
ernment.

One tKLK 6 hings iBou1F h i ard,
course, is that in the event of a national emergency it moves to the
Department of Navy, and becomes an installation with maximum
national security protections.. How do you think contacting out
would impact upoi national security concerns in the event of mobi-
lization?

Mr. SCHILLREFF.: I think, Ms. Mikulski, that to contribute our
firefighting functions to which a private contractor can have con-
trol over that one entity, whether that be associated with the so-
called boss contract, whether incorporated with other crafts or all
by themselves, would compromise national security.

The loyalty of the contractor employee is not to the Government
of the United States. It is to the contractor. that is paying his
salary, and therein is a compromise to what would be the security
of the country.

For example, as I have stated in my testimony, there have been
strikes at Government installations where contractor-operated fire
departmentshave existed, and in those cases had we-fortunately,
there was not a national security issue that came up, but what if it
did under the guise of what you have just stated as an example?

Ms. MIKULSKI. One last question to you. I notice that you talk
about the relationship between a professional Federal firefighter
and 'a contractor-out is the community-relations aspect. I would
like to just follow up on that.
- Our own Coast Guard yard is in what we would call chemical
valley or chemical row in Baltimore. The yard is right around large
-numbers of chemical hazardous and toxic waste, toxic manufactur-
ing plants.

They have essentially a voluntary umbrella organization that is
-- a-strik--fore, that-htevnt-that-anything- goes wrong, they act _;

as a total unit along with the Baltimore City fire department, but
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then at the individual businesses at Curtis Bay, their firefighters
go into action. They pull exercises together and we are ready.,

In fact, we had a terrible problem and we handled it over in
southwest. Do you feel that where our yards are located, that a
contractor-out would not participate" in those kinds of endeavors,
and it would in effect not only place the yard at risk but could
place the community at risk when something happens either in the
yard or outside the yard.

Mr. SCHILLREFF. Experience has shown to me through examples
of where contracts had been awarded or were in the process of
being awarded for fire departments in other parts of the country,
thank God, not directly in your district as it is now, but the State,
county; and municipal 'governments that were associated with
mutual-aid agreements with those Federal installations sent very
strong- letters to the post commander and to the agency heads stat-
ing that if they entered into:such an agreement, there was no guar-

\"- :antee that the continuation of mutual-aid agreements would con-
tinue, and'in some cases outright saying that we prefer not to re-

_...........spond-with your contractor employees.
Ms. MIKULSKI. Thank you. I am opposed to contracting out.
Mr. SCHILLREFF. I know. that you are.
Ms. MIKULSKI. I don't think we should hire mercenaries to fight

the jobs that need to be doffe by our fourth arm"of defense. We
need to be sure in these tough budget times that a dollar's worth of
taxes generates a dollar's worth. of service, not a dollar's worth of
taxes benefiting a the contractor instead of the taxpayer, and I
thinkthe professional force is the way todo that.

Mr. SCHILLREFF. Thank you.
Mr. STUDDS. I'm sure you feel precisely as the rest of us do.

Thankyou, gentlemen, very, very much.
Mr. SCHILLREFF. If I might add, Mr. Studds, one last thing to a

question ,that you had that was handed up to me.
Mr. STUDDS. Real quickly. We have a vote on the floor..'
Mr. SCHILLREFF. It will only take a second.
You asked about the firefighting, if that was all that we did at

Covast Guard installations. I was handed a note by my colleagues to
my right from Governor's Island, they participated in keeping a
cutter afloat. That is not directly firefighting and they had a lot to
do with'being transported by helicopters to lighthouses and so on
and so forth.

I just wanted to make sure the record reflected that.
Mr. STUDDS. Thank you, sir.
The committee is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 1 p.m. the subcommittee adjourned, subject to

the call of the Chair.]
[The following was received for the record:]

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY MR. STUDDS AND ANSWERED. BY RICHARD C.
11I8COCK

Question 1. In your testimony, you'state that civil penalties-including those in-
volving environmental pollution-have been uncollectable because the- amounts are

S. too- small-to forward io the U.S. attorney. Should the civil penalties be increased,
and if; which ones, and by what amount?
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Answer. From the way the question is phrased I fear that the statement in my
testimony has been misconstrued. The problem with civil penalty collection has
little to do with the amounts permitted by statute. (There are some exceptions to
this which I will discuss below.) Rather, the problem is-the, apparent lack of effec-
tive assessed civil penalty collection policy ands'procedures.

The Coast Guard needs to be directed to use all possible means4o, cllect-unpaid
civil penalties, including all alternative collection methods prescribed in the Federal
Claims Collection Act (FCCA).

To illustrate the present situation let me briefly describe the civil penalty process.
[Items in brackets indicate program or procedure currently be used in the First Dis-
trict.] See 33 CFR 1.07 for regulatory requirements regarding the civil penalty proc-

- ess.
When a Notice of Violation is received the District Marine Safety Division pro-

gram manager [Marine Prevention and Enforcement. Impel Branch Chief-the only
such Branch in any District] -recommends to the Hearing Officer idj) an appropriate
preliminary amount.

The Ilearing Officer then sends a preliminary notification letter to the alleged vi-
olator..

T e respondent then has three options.
til Pay the preliminary amount. The case is then closed.
(2 Supply a written response or request an in person hearing.
(3) Do nothing.
In the case of 12) or 13l the hearing Officers will, after the required time delay

during which a respondent has to answer the preliminary letter, make a deterniina-
tion as to -the validity of the allegations. And if the allegations are found to be
proved then assess what is considered to be the appropriate 'civil penalty. The "
amount of the-assessnwnt will depend on factors offered in mitigation and/or aggra-
vation as disclosed in the entire case file. No set amount is specified or required to_
be assessed b ' L pfle .gLdauccJ21Lx-at 1 r h.t'&s, fl f; a.

... i-reiects al1 aspects of' the case file a interpreted by the Iearing Officer.
After the hearing process a final letter off determination is sept detailing the civil
penalty process, and advising the respondent of the Hearing Officer's decisions. If

'the allegations are found proved, the letter ad ,ises as to the amount'of the civil
Penalty assessed; if not proved, then the case is dismissed.

If the civil penalty is paid tho case is closed.
The penalty may be appealed to the Commandant of the CG. -
If there' is no response to the final assessment letter the case file is forwarded to

District Legal (dl).
District Legal then should send out two demand letters.
If the penalty is paid the case is closed.
If there is no response the case may then be turned ovez: to the U.S. Attorney of

collection.
But;
(a) For policy reasons the U.S. Attorney usually will not accept cases, except

under special circumstances, in which the amount of the debt is less than $600.00.
(b) In cases whee the amount is over $600.00 it is hoped that the U.S. attorney

will accept the case; however, because of the heavy case load it is more likely than
not that the case will not be processed.

In cases where the U.S. Attorney does not accept the case, the matter is usually
closed as uncollectable, unless some other method of collecting the unpaid penalty
(which has now ripened to a claim by the government) can be utilized.

- tNote: For foreign vessels owning civil penalties CGDONE is now entering this in-
formation into M IS. Several foreign vessels have paid outstanding civlPenalties,
Where the statute allows the CG may request that Customs withhold vessel clear-
ance.],a There are provisions in the FC('A for alternative collection methods which if em-

ployed in a coordinated effort by the CG District Finance if), Legal (dl) and Marinet
safety (m) Divisions arid could result in a much higher level of.collections.
The point is that if civil penalties are not or can not be collected then the 'scoff-

laws' are free to continue flaunting statutes which the Congress passed in order to
redress a problem-either ones of safety or protection of the environment.

As stated 'earlier there are a few civil penalties that are probably too low. An, ex-
ample is the civil penalty of $100 in .16 USC Chapter .11-L Uinnspected Vessels. The* civhl peiiiltyshould be consistent with those in Chapttr 43-Recreational Vessels.
See: 46 USC -131,1 (a) and (c.

It is entirely understandabl-ttaL'ChapteLr-A--md-o s y-oter-&mptws-of-iTitle
46 still provide for low dess than $1000) civil penalties, for when Title 46 was codi-
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fled in 1983 there were supposed to be "no substantive changes" in existing statutes.
However, civil penalties of' less than $1000 are not effective to carry out intent of
the statutes.

Also, as stated in our comments on "user fees" see USLMA comments on H.R.
1936-2 July 1985), there is an area where a civil penalty is not available. Currently
an inflatable liferaft service facility holding a letter of approval from the CG to
service CG approved lifesaving equipment-liferafts--may hmve that letter of ap-
proval suspended or revoked for a violation of CG regulations, 46 CFR 160.051-6(d).
However, the regulations do not provide for "due process" for this procedure. As
.suggested, a civil and/or criminal penalty providing all the necessary due process is
far preferable and a more effective penalty procedure. We therefore recommend the
following amendment to Title 46 USC.

RECOMMENIII) AMENDMENT TO TITLE 46 U.S.C.

Amend 46 USC § 331,8. Penalties, by adding.a new section, as follows:
"fi) A person that violates a regulation for the servicing of equipment subject to

this part, or services equipment subject to this part in such a manner that it is in-
sufficient to accomplish the purpose for which it is intended, shall be fined not m~ore
than $10,000, imprisoned for not more than 5 years; ol- both."

Question 2 In your prepared remarks you state that the combination of Captain
of the Port aind Marine Safety Office assignments has resulted 'in a- lack of necessary
experience and dedication to marine safety on the part of personnel 'in these posi-
tions. What has led vo1 to this C0'IWIuSion?

-. Answer. This a more difficult question to answer as our statement is based on
subjective personal experience with individual officers, who in our opinion lack the
experience and dedication necessary to fulfill a leadership position in marine safety.

The two separate offices, Captain of the Port ('OTrP and Marine Iinspection Office
_MIO now combined into Mrine , SzrfWt% Office (MSO) with the Commanding Offi-

cer~~~ ~ ~ 5~~ii lF';i:r~'pano e )ori Offer in Charge Mainle In-
spection have distinct origins.

Tie COTP was originally a military port security function developed during
WWII to serve as command and control of' ports and harbors for the Navy Depart-
ment. Port security and defense and safe loading of vessels particularly as regards.
explosives were the major functions of the COTP.

At the beginning of the marine environmental movement thie COTP was assigned
responsibility for Marine Environmentally Pollution control and clean-up response.

Now, with the recent creation of te Maritime )efense Zones fMI)Z the ('OTP is
spending increasing time dealing with and developing maritime defense and port se-
curity )olicy and functions both For regular enlisted personnel, arid CG reserve per-
sounel who would be assigned to port security during a national emergency.

Thus, the COTP' is responsible for both port safety and security and pollution con-
trol and response in his Zone.

Marine Inspection Offices tMIOJ were until WWII staffed by civilian boiler and
deck inspectors who in the latter days of the Bureau of Marinel nspection and Navi-
gation (BMIN) were individuals with past maritime experience and/or naval archi-
tecture backgrounds. These personnel were directly commissioned into the CG in
19.12, and many stayed in the CG Marine Stifety Program after reorganization in
1946. In fact ADVM lialert C. Shepheard the long time Chief of the Office of Mer-
chant Marine Safety 119,15-1956) was the former civilian assistant director and then
director of the BMIN. In addition the now defunct Public law "219" program (direct
commission of exprienced merchant mariners into the CG Merchant Marine.Safety
program provided experienced and dedicated but specialized personnel.

Merchant Marine' safety-including vessel inspection, personnel examination,

technical plan and equipment review, and casualty investigation-requires person-
nel with experience in their area of sper"i;dization, and does not readily lend itself to
multi-mission staffing or leadership. If, as currently occurs, the Commanding Officer
of a Marine Safety Office (MSO) lacks experience and background in Merchant
Marine Safety then the marine safety program suffers, not from a lack of manageri-
al ability, but from a lack of fervor and excitement abouIt the importance of the
CG's marine safety responsibilities. General officer management skills are not suffi-
cient for the highly specialized nature of marine safety.

In short, we are asking too much when senior officers are assigned to bi.llets re-
quiring a specialized depth of knowledge if the." lack th-e benefit of a background in
that specialty: e.g. assigning an aviation officer as ('0 of an MSO. - --

57-149 0 - 86 - 5
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ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS SUBMIrED BY MR, STUDDS AND ANSWERED BY JOHN L.
BORUM

Question I. Does the ABS currently perform any duties for tile Coast Guard other
than plan revi ,w and site inspection'of new yesse-f construction, loadline inspections,
and admeasurement? I f

What additional areas---if any-are being discussed for future delegations?
Is tile ABS interested in delegations in areas in which ABS is not currently In-,

volved, such as safety and pollution control?
Are there activities ABS believes it could perform which are not under discussion

with the Coast Guard?
Answer. Our principal duties for the Coast Guard consist of plan reviews, loadline

inspections, tonnage admeasurement and surveys of new vessel construction. ABS
also performs botl Iflan review and inspection of structural fire protection on all
new construction, performs plan review and inspection of lifeboat and liferaft davit
foundations and perfoms plan review and inspection of air conditioning and ventila-
tion ducting. In addition, ABS performs stability related reviews for some new U.S.
vessels and will take over other stability reviews in the near future in accordance,
with the following i chedule:

1. Inspected Barges:

- " npneme1ba10n date'

b- eM 13 d 16 1984

c Cabe''Pelisy

d Crane

., Octobe r 16, 118:
a. ('argo except Grain Loadingl
b. Tank.
C, Passenger.
d. Nautical School.
e. Oceanographic.
3. Inspected Ships (not exceding 50) gross tons: October 16, 1985:
a. ('argo (except OSV's, Grain Loading and Misc(Illaneour, Service).
b, Tan k.
c. Passenger (10l gross tons and over -.
d. Nautical SChool.
e. Oceanographic.
1. Inspected Barges (except Grain Loading): October iG, 19S5:
a, 'lank exceptt hazards cheimlicals). ------
. .Liitue 1rd Flammable ('s
5. Remaining Inslicted & Uninspected Vessels: April 16, 1rS1 ;:
a. Offshore Supply Vessels.
b. Miscellaneotis Service Ve ssels.
c. rug Boats and Towing Vessels except '4'-B.
Stability review of tile following types of' vessels will'ontinue lo be conducted

solely ' by the Coast Guard:
a. Small Passeiger Vessels less (han 1)1 urross tors .,
b. Grain arriving g Vessels.
c. Integrated-Tug-Barges i-'I-B.
d. Llazardois ('hemicat 13arge,.
e. M(I)Us.
f. ltull Forms with New and Ulnique Stability Characteristics. -

As described in our written testimony, AIS arid the Coast Guard have discussed a
number of possible areas tfr future delegation. To restate our views briefly, we can
serve the industry and the Coast. Guard in a nIunrber of new areas suci as: a) inspec-
tionsoof existing vessels; b) inspections of autonnated propulsion systems and fire-
fighting equipment; c general type approvals of equipment; d) type' approval and
quality assurance of life saVing equipment; e) inspection, of new and existing life
saving installations.

Another fit area for additional delegations is interim inspections overseas. ABS
has discussed the subject with the ('oast Guard but the Coast Guard has postponed
a.ydecjsion 'for the_' tjmne being :ABlS has offices worldwide, almost anywhere mer-
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chatit shipping is found. At a time when shrinking appropriations require the Coast
Guard to curtail its overseas operations, we-wotflcj be pleased to assume such duties.

ABS performs safety and pollution inspections for numerous foreign governments
and would be honored to prel'm these inspections on behalf of the United States.
In particular, ABS perforriis ins! actions under the International Oil Prevention Pol-
lution Convention on behalf of 31 signatory and non-signatory countries and per-
forms safety equipment inspections mandated by the-Safety of Life at Sea Conven-
tions on behalf of 27 countries.

Question 2. Is the ABS willing and able to conduct the review of ballast systems
on column stabilized MODU's as discussed by the Internalional Association of Drill-.
ing Contractors during the'October 9 hearing?

Answer. ABS currently reviews ballast system fletails land arrangements for the
column stablilized drilling units it classes and stands ready to review the details
and arrangements for compliance with Coast Guard regulations as soon as the Coast
Guard asks.

ABS is the pioneer in the development and application of Rules' and standards for
the classificati n of' mobile offshore drilling units (IMODUs), including ship-type, self-
elevating, and-column-stablized units. ABS has classed almost three-quarters of the
mobile drilling units in the world today. ABS has classed 116 of the existing 235
column-stabilized units. including 62 of theS2 that are of U.S. registry. Of the other
twenty units o)fATS, registry, IS were built before there were any Rules for mobile
offshore drilling units. ABS maintains a large permanent staff of engineers trained
and experienced in the implementation of ABS requirements and those of the regu-
latory bodieson whose behalf ABS may act. Technical staffs, located inl twelve cities
around the world, provide local r M'ponse and guid'Mce to designers and builders
that has become vital to avoid delays in construction.

In1 19144, the Technical Committevk of ABS adopted the first 'rules -to specifically
-address-ballast system and ballast control system requirements. Published in the

1985 edition of the ABS Rules for Building and Classing Mobile Offshore Drilling
Units, these 'equirements apply to all MOI)Us contracted for atter 6 May 1985. The
Coast Guard actively-p iprrred-h-the -developmetit of these ABS Rules, with rep-
resentation on both the ABS Special Committee on MODUs and a special task group,
on ballast systems for column-stabilized units.

On 4 December 1985, the Coast Guard submitted proposed changes to the IMO
MOI)LU Code to the IMO SUb-Committee Ship )esign and Equipment. The changes
proposed are based. on the same philoso)h' and procedure as 1985 ABS MODU
Rules. This woiAd seem to indicate that future USCG requirements for ballast and
ballast control systems on column-stabilized units will be in subAataitial agreement -
with current ABSRules and practice. -

The current close working relationship between ABS and the Coast Guard is gov-
erned by two Memoranda of-Understanding iNVC-781 and (NVC-l0-82). These
agreements establish the procedures under which ABS mhrv review drawings and
conduct surveys oh behalf of the Coast Guard for nost systems and equipment on
U.S.-flag ships, barges and MODIts.

-- at Fuarters acit s  laison witi -teCo Got-'duaiid
MMT and assures that local ABS offices acting under the memoranda of under-
standing provide consistent, uniform implementation of USCG regulations. Final ap-
proval action on behalf of the ('oast Guard and other Federal agencies, such as
MNIS' and NOAA, Copies of the Federal Register are circulated to staff riembers in
the Offshore Engineering, Ship Engineering aind Operatiorns Divisions assigned the
tisk votingg and implementing changes in governmental regulations, and where .
applicale, incorporating such changes into ABS requirements.

The technical expertise of ABS is recognized by regulatory bodies thoughout the
world. ABS is autlioried to pro,'ide Certificates of Fitness foi MOI)Us operating in
the territorial waters of the United Kingdom, NewfouLndland, and labrador, Linder
authority granted by the United Kingdom's 1)epartnertt of Energy, the Government
of Newfoundlani, and labrador's Petroleumn )irectorate, respectively. ABS became
a Certifying Authorit, for the U.K. IDepartment of Fnergy in 1975 arid has issued
niure than 75 Certificates of Fitness to date.

In its capacity as certifying authority on behalf of Iiheria and I'anama, ABS re- . ,
views MOI)Us Cor compliance with the International Maritime Organization's IIMO)
MOI)U. Code. Such certification is now a requirement for units being built to or reg
istered under these flags. A13S ilso conducts such reviews on a consultative basis for
owners. In addition, ABS has been authorized to act on behalf of the Canadian
-Coast Guard and the IDepartment of Mines of the Netherlands, in various capacities
relating to the certification of offshore oil and gas operations in the territorial
waters in their jurisdictions.
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ADDITIONAL (tPStIONS SUBMITrT'E BY MR. STUi)I)S AND ANSWERED BY PETER LUCIANO

Question 1. Can you identify the geographical areas or the waterways in-which
your member ctompanies are interested in performing aids to navigation work for
the Coast Guard?

Answer. The Institute represents over 80 domestic companies engaged in all as-
pects of the coastlil, inland, and Great Lakes. marine trades. As this Subcommittee
knows, these firms are struggling to survive the depression that is currently plagu-
ing the U.S. domestic marine trades. As such, our members are actively pursuing all
potential opportunities to employ their vessels, be it in the commercial or govern,
ment service markets. . ' 0 "

The Institute has contacted its membership to ascertain the level of- commercial
sector interest in providingservices related to short range aids to navigation. Our
conversations have revealed a great deal of interest in those solicitations ifth6 con-
tracts were for a minimum of three to five years to justify the requisite costs of ret-
rofitting vessels to accominodate Coast Guard requirements. In particular, interest
was Iexpressed in initiating trial solicitations for the Gulf Coast aid Intercoastal
Waterway, Chesapeake Bay, San Francisco Bay and tributaries, Colimbia River and
tributaries, H ouston Ship Channel, Missis ppi River, Great Lakes, and Puget Sauna
and Alaska, west of Kodiak.

The Institute is of the position that the Great Lakes and river aids to navigation
systems must be included in any trial solicitatioii program. These two systems com-
prise some )30 percent of all the federally maintained short range aids'to navigation
equipment. To exclude such a significant component of the overall short range aids
to navigation system Wot-5l"tih 11-Y congressional l intent of' the trial program in
that the capabitity of conimerci al operators to provide aids to navigation services
w would remain uInq ua n t iied.

Question 2. Ilow should the liability issue be handled in, Coast Guard Aids to
Navigation contracts?

Answer. We believe a reastnablh method to han,-Teliability would-be somewhat
along the lines of that portion of the discussion of the issues provided by the Chief
Counsel of the ('oast Guard in the SRAN Study 193(, part Tic. page 10 (copy at-
tached), except that the threshold figure should be set at some higher limit say).$10
million (subject to the coverage of insurance available).

.s__ton 3. At- there existing commercial vessels that are capable of servicing the
Coast Guard's large offshore navigating aids. What would be the cost to the Coast
Guard of procuring these vessels, as compared to the cost to 'renovate and repair its
existing large bouv tender fleet'?

Answer. here are numerous commercial vessels in the offshore servicing fleet ca-
pable of servicing large offshore navigational buoys, with modest modification. Our
member companies estimate those vessel modifications involving a powered crane,
two deck capstans and some deck and sideshell stiffening to cost between" $300,000
and $1 million for each unit. The Coast Guard estimates of those modifications at
more than ,.1 million each are excessive. A substantial number of those vessels may
n under the control of the Maritime Administration due to owners defaulting
on mortgage insurance payments The procuremlent cost oT-t-," ppivves-l,
ranging fronI 180 to 200 feet in length, varies from $S'00,000 to $.1 million depending
on vessel sophistication and age. because of excess vessels 170' to 180'.supply ves-
sels of 5 years of' age are current available through one gulf coast broker for $1.5
million each.

Question 4. Would you explain in more detail why you believe tile five areas
chosen by the Coast guardd for trail contracting will be difficult to service, in a cost
effective manner? I

Answer. At this stage the ('oast Guard has not yet released information on the
contract terms they are considering, thus our response is predicated only upon the
five areas identified For contracting. Unlike the offshore and coastal aids that are
currently serviced by offshore Coast Guard buoy te-nders with large crews, the five
"noncritical" areas identified are largely serviced by the local Coast Guard Aids to
Navigation Teams, known at ANT groups. They currently employ small craft and
low budget enlisted personnel to erform the work. We believe that concept of small
localized teams having mobile servicing units is the most cost effective method of
servicing and maintaining those noncritical aids. Therefore, we question whether
the, Coast- Guard effort to prepare, advertise and a%'ard small contracts in areas
where existing efficiency is comparatively high, will be 'ost effective as opposed to
the offshore coastal areas. We do not think this p)rogran will achieve substantial
savings to the Governnment. Instead it appears that this subcontracting effort is a
('east Guard compliance measure to the ('ongi1ssional mandate in an area of the
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Aids to Navigation program where efficiency is already high. Since we do not know
whether Coast Guard contracts will be solely in the 8-A category, our primary con-
cern is that tlre may be insufficient financial incentives in those noncritical areas
to attract well managed companies to bid.

Question 5. Aside from the appropriateness of the- waterivays the Coast Guard has
chosen for contracting, are you satisfied with the manner in which the aids to navi-
gation contracting experiment is being conducted?

Answer. As stated before, our member companies have..een polled and none of
them reports receiving any information on"tfie contracts. 'We understand that the--,
13th District in Seattle has awarded an 8-A contract for industrial shoreside maiii-
tenarce on. navigational aids, but, todate there is no concrete eidenc&thattherQ.:_ . .
giaining Coast Guard j)rograni is progressing beyond the planning stage. Inquiries
to several District ('ntracting Officers have revealed nothing since those individ-
uals are requirt'd to maintain silence regarding inipendihg contracts.

C. INDIEMNIFICATION

A second s tgificant tool to shift liability to the contractor is the indemnification
clause The clause would specify that the contractor is responsible for all claims up
to a limit (e.g., $25,0t0) which arise due-tothe negligence of the contractor, its em-
ployees, or its agent, regardless of whether suit is brought against.the Government,
the contractor, or both. The limit could be tied to the. dedutible limits established
by the insurance industry. The Government would be responsible, as a self-insuret,
for all claims above the agreed upon threshold figure. The threshold would have to
be high enough to dsSuJ).re that the contractor would have a sufficient economic inter-
est to conduct an acceptable investigation of t claii. The MS(' has used an indem-
nification clause witI. some success although the thresholds of $2000 and $4000
which are presently written into its long term contracts are too low. The contractor
is paying the' $2000 or $4000 simply to avoid the nuisance of a comprehensive inves-
tigatior, although the contracts with the $-1000 threshold result in a more timely
and more comprehensive investigation. Raising the threshold should help to reduce
these problems. I

I). DISPUTE, oiriON, AN) RETURN OF- VESSEL, CLAUSES

There are several ways in which the Coast Guard may protect itself under the
contract. First, the contract must contain a "dispute" clause which would specify
that the count rector would he required to continue to perform in accordance with the
Coast Guard's interpretation of the com)tract. (oncurrently, the dispute would be
heard ini either the Department of Transporration contract t Appeals Board or the
Clainis (Court. at the option of' the conttactor. This clause would provide protection
in may cases, but would be of no value if the contractor is physically unable to per-
fdrm.

V
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF KENNn!i T.-BLAYLOCK, NATIONAL PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
FEDERATION OF GOVERNMENT ,MPLOYF S (AFL-CIO)

My name is Kenneth T. Blaylotk. I am the National President

of the American FederAtion of Government Employees, AFL-CIO. We

represent over 700,000 government wooers, including many who

serye in the Coast Guard. I appreciate the opportunity to

express the concerns of our members about the Coast Guard's

implementation of OMB Circular A-76.

The American Federation of Governnmnt, Employe.es is alarmed

by the current Administration emphasis to increase the number of

'Office of Management and Budge.t (0%1B) Circular A-76 c6st studies

for conitracting-out purposes. Our concerns about the

contracting-out esc.latiton centers on a. number of major issues,-

including: (1) the l'-ck of comprehensive legislation on

contracting-out; (2) the f Liluro of the ExecutiVe Branch to

report actual cost data to Congress; and (3) strong

indications that contracting-out costs rapidly escalate, thereby

wiping out the cstimatedl savings expected ire,,n this program.

These areas of serious deft,:ienoy in the current A-T6 programn

combine to support a position that contractLrv,-oiit should not be

e.panded, but rather a spending free:zo or redut'.t ion is aecess,ry

to bring the program under fiscal control.

There has long been a need for comprehensive legislation on

contracting-out. The lck of accountability to Congress and to

stand-trds and control- be do-vl llpeid in this ar,'a. %t a minimum,

we call for contractitng-moit l m gislation thit would:.' (I)
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provide an annual report to Congress oh the extent and costs for

contracting; (2) stop.the'annual cost 'increases based on

contract modifications; (3) insure a competitive bid-process;

and (4) offer a 1516 cost savings differential, 'versus the

current 10%. W while this legislation is being considered, the

rapid-growth of contracting-out should be restrained by limiting

expenditures at the ,Fiscal Year 1985 level.

This action would force OM11 to put Eorie constraints where

there currently are, none in its service contracts. it would

force the Coast Guard to be more effictent and productive in its

contracting practices, thusr reducing the cost of operation!.

Such efficiencies and productivity enhancement could gd .a long

way toward this yeir's effort to cut the budget by 50 billion.

dollars.

In reference to rapidly escalating contracting-out-costs,

there are :t number of sources to d{dument these increases even

though OMB does not make an annual report to the Congress.

(AFGE conservatively estimates that contracting-out costs will

be 45-50 billion dollars in FY '86, roughly 'comparable o the

entire civilian payroll.) Let me 'revieW a few of these cost

increase cases that are available to the public, mostly from

GAO reports. In the first case, GAO audited service contracts

at Selfridge Air National Guivrd Base aind the- Tank-Automotive

Command in Michigan. The dollar facts .rt3 that the original

contract was Ictin

L__
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$ .9 million. Three years later, these contract costs had

increased to $11 million -- a 60" increase over three years. At

Richards-Gebaur AFB in Missouri, costs for a support contract

grew from $4.8 million in 1979 to $9 million in 1981 -- an 851

increase. At Kelly AFB 'in Texas; iGO reported that costs for an

equipment measurement laboratory contract jumped from $2 million

to $4 millionin two years. In the Army Southeast Region, a

telephone service contract with RCA e.ca~l.ated 151 in the first

year and negated the estimated savings ifor the entire five-year

period of the 2ontradt. rime after time, official reports

document that contracting-out costs are escalating at a rate of

o'er 201 per year and that the purported savings -- based on

"estimate to estimat&." economics -- are not being realized when

audited, on tnr :t jtel -o'it to -itiiil pj)ay,rint hasis.

Unfortunrtte.ly, we do no,. have, any .cost (data. on Coast Guard

contracts because none have beon nade ava ilable to the pblic.

But, I- would urge the 3ubc,)nmi ttee to insist that cost data be

brought forward to provide a picture of the original contractor

bid "or Co ast Guard work compirs d to the arnt of actual

payments at the end of the contract period. Far too' often,

government agencies have just Ified cont racting-out on "estimate

to estimate" savings that are not subst~ntitt,,d by actual

payment costs.

A report submitted to Congress in early 191 further

supports that contrfittl ng-out costs .,a lte rapidly. This dat-i

1C
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was tn response to the FY 1984 DOD Authorization Act (Public Law

98-174)'that requested data on.contracting-out between October

&, 1980, and October 1, 1982. The DOD report reviewed their'

experience with 235 contracts awarded under the' provisions of

OMB Circular A-76. As shown on the primary chart from this

report (Attachment 1), DOD asserts that the cost of contract

operation was 24% less than the bids submitted by the in-house

work force. It should be noted that the 24% savings (Part A of

the chart) is based upon estimate to estimate calculations.

Fortunately, this particular law, initiated by Representative

Roy Dyson of Maryland,-requtred DOD to report "the actual cost

of contractor operation". Sincethe 'actual costs of contracting-

out are not normally made public, DOD had to do some fait

calculating when the numbers came in (Section 11, line 3 of

Attachment 1) because the actual costs for cont.'racting had

increased substantially over the estimates (plus $89 1nillion -or

11.4%) in the first year (Attachmont 2).

The basic point made here is that more and more data is-

gurfacing that indicates that contracting-out doos not save

money when faced with actual cost numbers as opposed'to the

usual :'estimate to estimate" savings rhetoric.

We also want to point out that there is. another hidden cost

to the A-76 process -- namely, the cost of developing the work

statements, conductillg the bidding process, and performing the

cost calculations and compare sons. These costs should be
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included in the cost of the contract for comparison purposes and

these costs should be reported on an annual basis in budget

requests to insure adequate cost review.

Adding to this Information is a recent Army evaluation of

their contracting-out program. This report cites a number of

deficiencies in the contracting-out program, including a finding

that costs associated with contracting-out are escalating

rapidly. Further, the report concludes that the Army

contracting-out program Is inconsistent, inefficient, and

floundering. It should be noted thAt 0kMB is blindly continuing

to push all government agencies to do more contraoting-out --

even in view of these reports and cost data.

Our forecast is that "the Coast Cuard is heading down the

same path. Pushed by OMB budget cuts and personnel ceilings,

they will hastily do A-76 studies to meet work force reductions

and then end up- spending more money for,.less service. It is an

old story ... and ... the time has come for Congress to act in

this area by freezing, or reducing, spending on contracting-out,

bringing forth actual cost data, and developing legislation to

insure that this program is implemented in a- cost effective and

efficient way.

Thank you.



Table 1

Conversions-to Contract
Comparison ofOriginal Cost Estimates

with Revised In-House and Actual Costs
(S inthcusands)

A. Origina! Cost Estimates
1. In-house performance costs
2. Contract performance costs
3 Cost advantage (line I minus

tine 2)
4. Percent of cost advantage to

in-house cost (line 3 dived
by line 1)

Army Navy* Air Force D0 Total
527,77 25~9/

485,347 1,039,033
319.909 789,838

165,438 249.195

34% 24%

527.772 25i914
450,795 19.134

76,.77 6,780

15% 26%

B. Revised in-house cost estima telactual contract Costs
5 In-house revised estimates Y 579,590 27.893
6 Actual contract costs 505.463 21.862
7. Cost advantage (line 5 minus

l e 6) 70,127 6,031
S., Percent of cost advantage to

I.n-hou;e cost (line 3 divided
by line l) 12% 22%

524,617
351.265

1,.128,100
878.590

173,352,' 249,510

33%
Includes Marine Corps.
This revised estimate reflects chahcges in the scope of work not reflected in the original
estima-te and wage rate increases that would have occurred had the work been
accomphs-hed.

22%



DEPARTMENT' OF DEFENSE
CONTRACTING OUT COSTS

COMPARISON OF ORIGINAL CONTRACTOR COST ESTIMATES
) -'WITH ACTUAL CONTRACTOR COSTS

S } BETWEEN OCT. 1980 and OCT. 1982 *

" - ( $ in Thousands )

A. Original Cost Estim ates ARMY NAVY

1. Contractor Perfdrmance 450,795 19,134
Costs

B. Actual Payments

1. Actual Contract Costs 505,463 21,862

C. Cost Overruns 54,668 2,728

D. %,Cost Overrun 12% 16%

* Cost datafrom DOD s'tpdy submitted in accordance with 1984

( Public Law 98-9. ); 235 contracts awarded during period;

contracts in effect prior to this period.

DOD Authorization Act

does not include

AERICAN FEDEraTION OF GOVERtIMENT EMPLOYEES

I.
'I

4,

0

AIR FORCE
319, 909

351,265

31,265

10%

DOD TOTAL
789,838

878,590

88,752

11.14%
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TYHE COMMANDANT OF THE ONrI -O STATES COAST GUAR-O

WASH NOTON 2C593

Vt ror.-cndant of the Crast Cuard t<ks pteasure in present.in, the
COAr GUA20 U,71T CC",;Z:,:DATO;Ir to

U.S. COASA OV,!-9 YAPD
Balti.ore, Yaryland

for eu eice as set forth in the fo aZ . ""ing

CZTATIv i7:

"Forexopt~ir4U frro~~s~2c arl2Ll4'1980 to 20 Parch 1981
6U~ z~-z~Oi1. E~ itc'i zinq te 0not to

&rvs'toe to the fleett, ~dpro~~~dsi~~ehdthcselves by suc-
cessfuly a' ,"ishin2 :he repair of tbo Icebrea&ers, five High Er,'drz- e
Cutters, t--ee ,i- RczneCut ters, si-s 8140y Tnders, and ore zco
2W*J. In continued sup.7crt of La- Enforcemont and Search and Rescue :IC3-
#i-ons, Yard personnel. const.-ected the ne-j 41-foot Utility Roats ard 'r. -er-
ous 1-btor Surfboats to be used by major cutters; cad, in support of the

."Aide to Mavi;aticn Prcc-.z-.., by continued const.-acttcn of the najor'ry of
budys used to ,arc m viqsbe caters of the United States. Ya_-r persor:nl.

nhz-cr ed the ca:cbiZitfies and reliabiZitY of n--y cutters through nj7cr
relationss such a3 the 95-foot UPa end 120-foot WL3 projects. Their nuZ-

ti.-phased and ur.'que y profesa'ior4, renovation of training ship EA;GLE re-
#uited in a safer, -ore dep-r -bZe- trainiro ciatform. AdditicralZy, rer-
sonet of the Yard o s=zied cut the -niatrz:ive a d Ztoistica tzsks of
berthing, ressing, a-rd transportir4g shps' creus durig. reza:ed cvai"-
b3titics. With r-id response, and fac d L.th . a bbrevzated ptar.ir- cy-
cle. Yard personnel anoo=plihe5 the reactivation of fome, !,avy sh'--s U=
and UTPAN. .his work, whioh in.uded outfittir4 a d provisionio. tcs ac-

.. i-sh" d : ' "c ia" o teak Lor-:ccd and redured St a ei, e es.
.. e sp it e the ac cd .orkL-c:d, 'ar'aescne. e esqsrr gs

" peoificiorsns, acr- cont cts for r.n er-vus projccto and scnrt e-ted t;'Zir
assoi.sated equip ,- staging and st.cckir., 74e ct and ou:t-

,-tardig p ~~'f:'s La.teYrrfcgetcdi*t uon

L- ves -e-r unzt and thentd

Al1 persornet at!tahed to end servr- at the U, . Coast Cud .a.- 0fore d,', rrSt
one-half of the a.cve cited peri-o'd are hereby authorized to wear the Coast Guozmr
Nit Connendation Ribbon Bar.

J. B. HAYES
- d,trat, U.S. Coast Guard
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8A DE NC

fSO8S
ot 011.1-3Z SEPT ic-
FMl CCODtHREE NEU TUJRK 4Y
TO FA/COGARD YARD BALTIMORE MD//Co// RA
INFO CODT COGARD WASHINUrUN. tl;
CA/C3MLANrAREA COGARD NU YORK SY
USCOC DALLAS

UNCLAS FOUO //N10550//
SUIJlI TY MODEL-40 'NSTALLAI 11N iGC DALLAS
t. I NOTE UITH PLEASUKE YOUR SUPERB EF or IN COIFLETINO THE
MODEL-40 INSTALLATION ON DALLAS. YOUR FINISHING THIS INSTALLATION
Oh TIME ENABLED DALLAS TO PARTICIPATE IN THE MAJOR NATO EXERCISE
OCEAN SAFARI 8. YOUR UURIKINt) 24 HOURS A PAY OVER A UEEt;EHD TO
COMPLETE THIU3 WORK DEMNtSTRATES YOUR READIESS TO SUPPORT rHE FLEET
AND YOUR GREAT VALUE TO OUR MO'ILIZATION RESPONSIBILITIES.
2. THANKS FOR YOUR SPLEND.I) SUFPCRT AND TIRELESS EFPORTS.
".LL DUNE. YAOM YOST ENDS.

HNNNN
'RIO. NAME

fOP-09101 :18#15:14 O 'Cq

.0

FOROFFICIAL US ONLY ac'e Im ___

PUBJCAVAILA LU1YTOB olOO lor
DETERMINECI UNDER 5 U.S.C. 552 O&
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"6. SUPERIOR SERVICE TO THE FLEET.. ."

L14rfLO UTATCS S CGAZT GUARO
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NNt4 ZCJL A 4 q9
RATUZYU, RUEOEEA949 3571939-UuUU--RUE8LJA.-
ZNR UUUUU
R 221934Z CEC PC
flM CCGOTFEE N:E' YCPK'NY MSGR YARD
T.RUE@LJA/C-)rGAR0 YARO CURTIS BAY MD NR "*
INFO ZEN/USriC EVERGREEN
ZEN/C't.ANTAREA C(GARO NV-" Y OP NY
RUEBJGA/COMT COGARO W:ASHINGTON CC
CG GR NC

UNCLAS AAM0980//C
FPOLI 0 s
TO G-E
SUBJ: EVERGREEN AVAILABILITY
1. I EXPRESS MY APPRECIATION FOQ YOUR TIMELY COP LETION OF

EVERGREEEN'S AVAILABILITY. ADDITIMNALLY, I NOTE .vITH PLEASURE
THAT EVERGREEN CONSIDERS HER MATERIAL CONOTION. NARXEOLY
IWROVEO AS A RESULT OF YOUR EFFORTS.

2, PLEASE CONVEY PAY SATISFACTION TO ALL INVOLVED.
BT
19409

..
IIIII I I II I II - I.~ III IV - -" * - -,, _ _ rl

A

~-w*- - - ~*'- .. * -~

*1

I*~. pA. .. ~.1

a

'4

4 U

'..1 *~

b4
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a' .%'a
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... A Job Well Done...
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

UNITED STATES COAST GUARD
CararNJdi Cfficer

KAM.C 28-2)
Gmnra Deliver-
Wilrqton, "C ;?431

9900
17 March 19jI

Fn-rt: Cnrrsnpdirq CfieZ0GCrcm i,Cs 212)
To: Crrardarqn Offier, 0501 Yard

Subj: Crpletiun of Yard Availabllity

I. With Ve or'lc of --- r "SO availabilitv' at tlie Coast Gwed Yard plea-e
acce;t our sincere aer:ec:i3ticn fcr a jit .eL1 dcrs .0- 7eu wor a-s ccr-lec& ci-.
tirw etxd Ln a*hiy proeisoral -ao.si ,-.

2. In particular, I wc.id luke to thaM LZR mck j0 .-rAN for his excell ent
pe-ft'rca-wce as Lte s .ip superipnte:-det. His careful at a-lsn and detailed
cordip rio was ,rst arandsble ai -irt-nilly z1-s od jssccoss:I cs-leticn.
of t)e availability.

3. I ,-uld also loe to L- e U.-us tr$e c-ty to tarvx your u-aly skilled
craft.s-an 4.o d-crnstratel cor-ijiae 3zs 4d C-1: .. n tI -six W06ark. They
are:

Crew:

Pipafitters: Fore.o:

Fitzra 1,Sands
Stal I u-c s

. Dick I-stc
- . dn 'relaLs

aCew: SeckaC-r e e.-mr
Kesv
Kr a Is ase Cs
Selheu-er
Scott
Paer

Shco I de

Hof i-an
Metal f
Poo Ic

NeI sn

licgers: ")fut-ch, !. Pail rse:
Mr. A J' *Cores 4

Painters; Fcrren: u .vi . : ,i

weoldersrFce.ren: -'r. P-rrel PLul
Crew: AlI Cns:

Brandr r
R.srto n
Smith

KXnger

Pt Mloth i-,

w- O r,4- r, t.ar : yx. Pat C0-rwl
Mr. £c Ce-i-a
Friedel
Girvih

.Pitt -
ilolsec

Care Operator: ".';zy

chr-?is1 ste: I nr
- Mashe

4. Our fteartfelt trd-aks to all of ,ou for yoir ncyeraton and outsrdorc"
efforts co Q u rell.

COr G E)
coMT W2 01)

7.

.1
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Commanding Officer
" . " -, USCGC UTE(WMEC 76)
" -- "C/O USCG Station

-- ,- .Key West, FL 33040
A .PH: 305-269-3241

U.S.Cc ., G 12450 1
14 May 1g81"

*F• ei Commnanding Officer, USCGC UTE (WMEC 76)

14 Commanding Officer, USCG Yard, Baltimore, MD -

Subj: Letter of Appreciation

1. It is a personal pleasure to take this opportunity to formally acknowledge
the successful and very productive shipyard availability rendered to CGC UTE
during the period 22 December 1980 to 20-March 1981, and to recognize the per-
sonnel of your unit whose efforts and professionalism are directly responsible
for this fact. We on the UTE are extremely .pleased with the ouality and breadth,
of all work performed aboard the vessel. We are impressed by the obvious dedi-
cation, conscientiousness and "can do" attitude demonstrated at every turn by
your employees. The open and productive cooperation and teamwork which your em-
ployees demonstrated in assisting and working with UTE's crew is particularly
noteworthy. We have thoroughly enjoyed working with you and the Yard and are
deeply appreciative of the high quality work performed aboard and assistance
rendered to the UTE. Thank you very much.

2. For brevity's sake only the number of the shops concerned are listed below,
but will you please insure that all who worked aboard UTE receive our thanks
for a Jobtruly WELL DONE!

SHOP's: 11, 12, 21, 22, 23, 31, 40, 41, 42,'and 44 ,%-

Copy to:
CCGD'7 (ene)(osr)(eee)
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COMPTROLLER
UNITED STATES COAST GUARO

WASMINGTON, O.C. 20593 .

10 September 1984

-Captain-Donald P. Nachtwey
Comandinz Officer
U. S. Coast GuArd Yard
Curtis Bay
Baltimore, a.ryland 21226

De&r Captain Nachtwey,

I recently received a copy of CO, USCGC NORTHLAND's message ou fitting
out. It is with great pleasure that I pass to you my appreciation of
a job well done.

The preparat ion and leadership of ICP ,personnel led to an overall Well
coordinated and-successful operation which was completed in a timely
manner. Please convey a special word of thanks to CWO LISKO and
nKCS WILSON.

Keep up the good work!

Sincerely,

Rear Admiral, U. . oa3t Guard

i
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CHIEF, OFFICE OF NAVIGATION
UNITED STATES COAST GUARO

W ASHINGTON, 0,C. 20593

29 July 1983

Captain Barry Robe'rts
u. S. Coast Guard Yard
Curtis Bay
Baltimore, Maryland 21226

Dear Barry,

I had an outstanding, visit to GENTIAN, COWSLIP,

and CONIFER and was very pleased with the terrific

job being done on GENTIAN. Dave Cunningham took

very good care of me in your absence and saw to it

that all my needs were taken care of.. I really

appreciated the thorough fill-in on the SLEP project

that I got from Rex Snider and LCDR Gupman, it was

very informative.

I liked what7----srw-Br-ry, and wanted to let you

know how pleased I wa--with-the-GENTIAN!1!-... Please

pass on my congratulations to all the guys in the

shops. I'll see you in a couple months.

Sincerely, --

T. J. WOJNAR
Rear Admiral, U. S. Coast Guard
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U.S~epartment 1 C'f50~ne l5Ca~saayStreetFirit Coasl luilra 'Sir-cl Sao . MA 0C11offtonspo'ronof J ~ S yr~(e1 "7 Stf "sy" s<ON: (erie)

e(617)223-3664Coat Guardl]..-..
J•Z p87 21 Deaber 1982

FV=: Cozsander, First Coast Guard District
TO: Cbmi.nding Officer, U.S. Coast Guard YARD,

Subj; USCZX CHASE (UUC-719) YARD Availability

1. At the conclusion of CGC CHASE's August - Oeobr 1982 availaoility, I
axnd the Coast Guard YARD for outstandirng performance.

2. .The planned w.rk exceeded $1. ard was oue of the largest availabilities
performed on a First District Cutrer. The Ituscrial Uepatunot's
ordination of this cxcxprehensive workli'st was excellent as evidenced by the'
timely completion of these projects at- the estimated. -cst. LTJG BRUCE
CKINY, Mr. Richard Fink, and Mr. Nick Patagno deserve special recognition
for their important contributions to this availability.

3.- The catastrophic failure of the steering system on CHASE near tne eni oi
the availabillty threatened to delay sailing tor. wiy munchs. Ibe
accoplishzent of repairs in just six weeks is truly remarkable. Without the
ability to rapidly respond to this casualty, CHASE would not have sailed n
time to meet critical operational coamitments. The Industrial Department's
analysis of the failure and rec mendations for repair were invaluable. The
Outside Machine Shop was particularly vital in these repairs. Under the
supervision of !hr. Don Kaiser: r. Terry Hafko, Mr. Kenneth C-eron, Mr.
Donald Shields and Mrs. Melvin Dash are commended for their excellent work.
During a telephone conversation with my staff, Jered Brown, Inc. (the steering
system contractor), praised these men for their resourcefulness and
productivity during the reassembly of the steering system. I seriously doubt
that CHASE would have sailed to cett her cocmitzent if the availability had
been conducted at a commercial shipyard.

4. Please extend my congratulations for a job wall dune co all tse wh)
.participated in C X CHASE's availability.

COPY "TO: " d -C4=manant (G- 0) / /-.

/
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- ~ Atun, ss CoastC at~ro Sisf 5"1 rn GL.\T-4)

'dStates RC1~,• .'A:st Guaord R/---J EVIVED / .160 .',

from: Commandant MAIL R0 II')41
TO: Commandan t0 i, Coast Guard Yard l

Subji Letter of Appreciation,' USCGC EAGLE 198)-1982 Availability

I. 1 nte with pride and I am pleased to commend you on the excellent
perfovnance of duty by Coast Guard Yard ,personnel during GC EAGLE's Phase
1I Availability. , Faced with a prodigious workload, 'your- people maintained
pride in their work and a positive spirit. The 106,000 man-hours worked
within a relatively short 7-month period is commendable.....'-L,

2. The extraordinary effort put forth during the availability is
appreciated. Most noteworthy is your display of professionalism: Shop
workers demonstrated pride In their work and true craftsmanship; Oesign
engineers worked diligently providing critical guidance to the waterfront;
supply personnel worked continuously to minimize material delivery delays;
and lastly, the Industrial Staff did an excellent job coordinating and
managing the project. A true team effort was evident.

3. The profesi-oalism and enthusiasm displayed by Yard personnel In_
completing this phase of the project is noted and appreciated.

Ri S. LQCS
-Chie, OLce oi Ezneezin1
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F221
W/DBI-GLT

Kay 17, -1983

U.S. DEw', RTMENT OF COMMERCE
National Oceankic and Atmosphific-Admnnistiatof-

NOAA Doat Buoy Cent,
NSTL Station, MiWppi I9529 ROtW Ti.

CC 83-0429

Captain Barry C. Roberts
Commanding Officer

.... ..... st CAurd_ Yard.
Curtis Bay
BaltLmore, Maryland 21226

o

Dear Captain Roberts:

The subject i Project 45202 "NO,'{AD" Buoy Construction.

,The first value engineered (VE) NOMAD buoy, to be built, by the U.S.
Coast Guard-Yard, was delivered to the NOAA Data Buoy Center (NDBC)
on April 15, 1983. Subsequently, I want to take this opportunity
to commend you and t'.e Yard personnel for the outstanding work.
The buoy is an excellent exAmple of workmanship and quality con-
struction. Even though it was the first buoy of this type built
by the Yard personnel, it was completed within 11 days of schedule.
qhe delivered NOMAD buoy is a tribute to the professionalism and
dedication of the Yard personnel to, produce a quality product, and
I am confident that the remaining NO,-AD buoys to be constructed
will be delivered' with the same degree of workmanship.

Very truly yours,

Jerry C. I 1 . A
Director, NDBC

cc: Commandant (G-E)
Commandant (G-O)

* 9
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QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY MR. STUDDSAND ANSWERED BY THE U.S. COAST GUARD
.Qi.e... Q tih F'lhComimandant's-response-to- the Marine-Board- report on-the Marine•

Electric included a statement that "Action has been takento revise the marine
safety training program." Can you describe the improvements made to that pro-
gram?

Answer. A new Training and Qualification program for new Marine Inspectors,
was implemented in October 1984 which provides job directed training, allows more
in-depth training, and promotes greater experience gain in specific areas. Some key
elements of this new approach are:

1. Various program disciplines such as vessel inspection, licensing and certitica-
tion of seamen, and casualty investigations have been separated.

2. Qualification by specific task within the various disciplines such as the inspec-
tion of the full hull struc~turer-4ifeshving-equipment, firefighting equipment, and ma-
chinery.

3. Qualification by classroom training, professional reading, on-the-job training,
and examination. Approximately half of entry level course material has been re-

,placed to focus more intently on the immediate inspection duties of the student and
the rest has been revised.

4. The inspector may now qualify to perform less intricate inspections, and, while
serving in this capacity, continue to qualify in all other areas.

The;est~blishment of training ports in New York, NY, New Orleans, LA, and Se-
attie, WA, provides higher quality training, better control over training programs,
and more intensive training. This has considerably eased the problem of ensuring
uniform quality training as well as providing a varied exposure to many facets of
marine safety. Also, new training material is being provided which is more concise,
coordinated, better organized and current. Trainees must complete an on-the-job
training manual as well'- as being reviewed by a training board to determine qualifi-

-cations. Neither the manual nor the board existed under the old system. Finally, an
assessment of inspector competency at specified career stages assures training qual-
ity control, feedback to program managers and maintenance of defined p6rformance
standards.

With the summer, 1985 transfers complete, the three training ports are operating
at overall design capacity. Therefore, by summer, 1987 and certainly not later than
1988, no other Marine Safety Office should receive an untrained inspector.

Though the number of resident courses are about the same as before, there now
exists over 140 titles for the trainee to choose from for professional development uti-
lizing video tapes and correspondence courses. A number of these titles are required
of the trainee to complete the training manually thereby placing a greater responsi-
bility on the individual. Additionally, a comprehensive trainipg guide was published
in June 1985, delineating the goals and progressive training steps of the new train-
ing method. Updated on-the-job training manuals are waiting to be printed which
contain all of the elements necessary to be considered qualified in a skill area.

Overall, the new program is a systematic approach to training efficiently utilizing
personnel and honey in teaching individuals what is necessary to perform a specific
task and making them better qualified in less time than in the past. It also provides
the field unit with more complete data on what information and experience is re-
quired to produce a qualified inspector.

Question. The Coast Guard's fiscal year 1986 budget proposes a reduction of $2.3
million and 150 people in the commercial vessel safety program arid a reduction of
$10.5 million and 130 people in training. Hlow will the Coast Guard be'able to imple-
ment the planned improvements in its marine safety training program under the
constraint of these budget reductions?

Answer. These figures differ from the Coast Guard figures. The Coast Guard FY1 1986 budget proposes reduction.of $2.3 million and 70 people in the Commercial
Vessel Safety program and a training reduction of $1.625 million and 130 people'
Coast Guard-wide.- The training budget reductions were taken in areas other 'than
the Commercial Safety training programs. The cuts have not significantly impacted
on the planned Commercial Vessel Safety training improvements. -

Question. The Commandant's response to the Marine Board report (conclusion
# 17) included the following statement with regard to load line certificates: "There
is no statutory or regulatory grant of cancellation authority to the American
Bureau of Shipping or other classification societies. The Coast Guard will review
this matter to determine if a regulatory project should be initiated to grant the
American Bureau of Shipping and other classification societies this authority.'---
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What would be the benefits associated with granting such authority to thq Ameri-
can Bureau of Shipping? Is legislation required, or can the Coast Guard delegate
this authority by regulation? Has the Coast Guard decided-,to grant this authority to
....... thAT ii bureau of Shipping? If not, why not?

Answer. There are no plans to delegate cancellation authority to any of the load
line issuing authorities, since cancellation authority is enforcement related rather
than compliance related.

No significant benefits would be realized if the Coast Guard granted cancellation
authority to recognized load line issuing authorities. It is not labor intensive and

- would not result in personnel savings to Coast Guard nor provide for earlier corr'ec-
tion of deficiencies.

... -Additionally, legislation would be required to permit delegation of such cancella-
tion authority.

Current procedures (Navigation and Vessel Inspection Circular 2-85) provide de-
sirable direct feedback on vessel deficiencies.
. Question. Does the Coast Guard have the authority to penalize the American
Bureau of Shipping for inadequate performance of commercial vessel safety duties
delegated to it? Has the Coast Guard taken any action against the American
Bureau of Shipping for the inadequate load line inspections performed on the
Marine Electric?

Answer. The Coast Guard has no authority to penalize "the American Bureau of
Shippirng for inadequate performance of delegated commercial vessel-safety func-
tions. However, authorization to perform commercial vessel safety activities on
behalf of Coast Guard could be withdrawn.

No formal action has been taken against the American Bureau of Shipping for
the load line survey of the Marine Electric. The action that has been taken includes
the following:

1. The Coast Guard published Navigation and Vessel Inspection Circular 2-85
which established procedures for the American Bureau of Shipping to notify Coast
Guard of any conditions -that would invalidate the load line.

2. The Coast Guard published an internal instruction which formalized oversight
procedures of head line assignments and surveys performed by the American
Bureau of Shipping and other'recognized assigning authorities.

3. Discussions, with the American, Bureau of Shipping have been held concerning
performance of load line functions.

4. The American Bureau of Shipping has provided its surveyors with the Naviga-
tion and Vessel Inspection Circular giving guidance for surveying older vessels.
.Question. Please list the actions that have been taken by the Coast Guard to im-

prove marine safety as a direct or indirect result of the sinking of the Marine Elec-
tric, the loss of the Poet, and the capsizing of the Ocean .?anger and the Glomar
Java Sea. (Continued.)

Answer. The following actions have been taken as a result of the sinking of the
Marine Electric.

1. On 3/11/85 the Coast Guard issued Navigation and Vessel Inspection Circular
(NWVIC) 2-85which clarified the Coast Guard's oversight of the American Bureau of
Shipping-delegated Eunctions.

2. On' 5/4/84 an Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking was published in the
Federal Register which solicited comments on vessel drydocking intervals. The
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking on this subject is now nearing completion.

3. Specific inspection guidance for Coast Guard inspections concerning cargo hold
hatchcovers has been incorporated in -the latest revision to the Marine Safety
Manual published on 7/22/85.

4. On 12/31/84 an Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking was published in the
Federal Register which solicited comments on a broad range of lifesaving equipment
requirements. Final rules are scheduled for publication in July 1986.

5. On 3/30/85 all evidence of criminal violations by Marine Transport Lines, Inc.,
employees was forwarded to the Department of Justice for evaluation and appropri-
ate action. ,

6. On 3/25/85 an Advance Notice of Proposed- Rulemaking was published in the
Federal Register which solicited comments on requirements for installing flooding
alarms in normally unmanned spaces aboard Mobile Offshore Drilling Units. That
aspect, of the regulatory project has been expanded to include vessels as well as
Mobile Offshore Drilling Units.

7, In July 1983 the Coast Guard established an inspection program to det-iiiiin-
the effectiveness of field inspections with regard to vessels 20 years of age or older
and 4,000 gross tons or more in the U.S. fleet. In addition, the inspection records for

--- alvessels of this age and tonnage'are now forwarded to Headquarters for review.

ji
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Since the program's initiation, senior 'inspectors have made 8:3 visits-to 76 vessels.
Severe problems were discovered on'6-vessels--Four of these vessels-were scrapped, 1
awaits corporate decision on repairs, and special legisl-ition allows continued oper.-
ation of the remaining one.

8. Although a project to revise the marine safety training program had been initi-
ated prior to the sinking of the Marine Electric, the casualty investigation empha-
sized that project's importance. The revised training program is now in place.

9. In July 1984 the Coast Guard instituted a 24 hour toll free telephone hotline
over which merchant seamen can report safety discrepancies. The identity of per-
sons reporting is kept confidential.

Question. Please list the actions that have been taken by'the Coast Guard 'to im-
-prove marine safety as a direct or indirect result of the sinking of the Marine Elec-
tric, the loss of the Poet, and the capisizing of the Ocean Ranger and the Glornar
Java Sea. (Continued.)

Answer. The following actions have been taken as a result of the loss of the Poet:
1. In 1982 the Coast Guard and the Maritime Administration combined the sepa-

rate vessel reporting systems maintained by the two agencies, the -Automated
Mutual Assistance Vessel Rescue System (AMVER) and the U.S. Merchant Vessel
Locator Filing System (USMER,). As a result, U.S. flag vessels on foreign voyages
are now required to regularly report their position to MARAT) through AMVER.-

2. Mrchant vessel owners have been continuously reminded and encouraged
through published articles to equip their vessels with emergency position-indicating
radio beacons (EPIR3's) in excess of requirements. In addition, the Coast Guard re-
cently published a final rule which raises the number of required EPIRB's on Great
Lakes vessels 'to two. A sidfilar requirement for oceangoing vessels based on 1983
SOLAS Amendments is to be included in a final rule scheduled fori publication, in
July 1980. "

.3. Specific guidance for examining' double bottom tanks and cofferdams, and a re-
quirement for identifying and recording internal compartments not entered during 
variou.- vessel inspections have been incorporated in the latest revision to the
Marine-S'fety Manual published on 7/22/85.

4. AnJpdated Marine Safety Information System (MSIS) has been placed on line
in progressive stages since 1983. The system now provides much more detailed and
cut-rent information concerning a vessel's inspection, casualty, and violation histo-ries.\

, Question. Please list the actions that have been taken by the Coast Guard to in-
prove marine safety as a direct or indirect result of the sinking of the Marine Elec-
tric, 'the'loss of the Poet, and the capsizing of the O'an Ranger and the Glornar
Java Sea. (Continued.i

Answer. The following actions have been taken as a result of the capsizing of
OCe Rn Ranger:

1. On 3/25/85 an Advance Notice of' Proposed Rulemaking (ANPRM) was pub-
lished in the Federal Register soliciting- comments on requirements for installing

-'Iumpiug systems aboard mobile offshore drilling units which would be capable of
operating at excessive heel or trim angles.

2. On 3/7/85 an Advance Notice of Proposed. Rulemaking was published in the
Federal Register soliciting comments regarding lifesaving equipment requirements
for fixed facilities, and concerning the use of standbi vessels in an over all evacu-
ation plan for mobile offshore drilling units and fixed platforms. An ANPRM on
lifesaving equipment requirements published in the Federal Register of 12/31/84
'also addressed this subject.

3. On 5/29/85 a Notice-of Proposed Rulemaking was published in the Federal Reg-
ister to establish the type and number of devices an4_equipmelnt which should be
required aboard mobile offshore drilling_ unit standby vessels to properly effect a
rescue.

4. On 12/31/8-1 final rules concerniing the 1:equired carriage of exposure suits on
vessels operating in coh-vater latitudes were published .in the Federal Register.
The proposed exemption fiomi these rules for vessels carrying totally enclosed life-
boats was reconsidered and eliminated from the final rules. The subject of eliminat-
ing a similar exemption from Safety of Life at Sea ISOLASi standards will be re-
introduced at the next International Maritime Organization (IMO) Maritime Safety-
Committee meeting scheduled for 198;.

5. The Advance Notice of Proposed Rulenmaking, published in the Federal Register
on 3/25/85 solicited comments on flooding alarm requirements in normally un-
manned spaces aboard mobile offshore drilling units such as bilges, chain lockers,
-etc. A Notice of proposed Rulenmaking published on 9/23/85 also solicited copiments
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on flooding alarm requirements for iiormally utiiama ne4-,pace aboard mobile off-
shore drilling-units such as bilges, chain locker, etc.

6, Specific inspection guidance concerning watertight and weathertight closures
aboard vessels and mobile offshore drilling units has been incorporated in the latest
revision to the Marine Safety Manual published on 7/22/85. .

7. The Notice of Proposed Rulemaking published on 9/23 85 also addessed vital
. systems automation aboard mobile offshore drilling units and vessels as well as pro-

visions for alternative methods of operation of such systems in the event of failure.
Question. Please list tho~actions that haveb-en takin by the-C6ast Guard to im-

prove'marine safety as ii direct or indirect result of the sinking of the Marine Ele-
tric, the loss'of the Po,. and the capsizing of the Ocean Range, and the Glwizar
Java Sea. (Continued.).

8. On 9/30/85 a,Notice of Proposed Rulemaking was published in the:Federal Reg-
ister soliciting-comnments on mobile offshore di'illing unit operating manual require-
ments. Such manuals would contain, among other things, emergency operating pro-
cedures, evacuation plans, vital system schematics and operating guides, etc.

9. A Notice of Proposed Rulemaking is currenty being drafted which will propose
requirements for sound-powered telephone systcrns to be installed aboard mobile off-
shore drilling units between the ballast control room and the spaces containing the
ballast valves and lpumps. This N1RM is scheduled for publication in mid-1986.

10. On 10/2,1/85 a'SqpplementalNotice of Proposed Rulemaking was published in
the Federal Register which Solicited comments on revised requirements for licensed
officers an(d operators aboard mobile offshore drilling units.

Question. Please list the actions that have been taken by the Coast Guard to im-
prove marine safety as a direct or indirect result of the sinking of the Marine Elcc-
trtc, the loss of the Poet, and the capsiiing of the Ocean Ranger and the Glomar
.Java Sea. ('ontinued.i

Answer. The following actions have been taken as a result of the capsizing of the
Glomar ' a , : ....

1. On 10/,2.1485 a Supplemental Notice of Proposed Rulemaking w&vs published 'in
the Federal Register containing proposed manning'scales which, on drillships, would
require at least one additional mate with appropriate training to be on board at all
times while underway or on station. This mate would have the capability to assist
the master in all marine evolutions, a(1 could assume the d-eck watch if the vessel
had to get underway in an emergency.

2. On 12/'31 .1 an Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, was published in the
Federal Register which solicited comments on abroad range of lifesaving equipment
requirements for major inspected vessels, including mobile offshore drilling units.

- The publication of final rules is scheduled fbr :July 1986.
:1. On 3/29/83 The Coast Guard issued Nvigation and Vessel Inspection Circular

tNVI(' )1-8, which covers recalls and other corrective measures for lifesaving equip-
met.

4. On. 9/30/ 5 a Notice of' proposed Rulemaking was published in the Federal Reg-
ister which solicited comments-on mobile offshore drilling units operating manual
requirements. Such oprat4rng manuals would contain, among other things, emergen-
cy operating procedures, evacuation ptlanm-, vital system schematics and operating
gttides,_etc. a

5 3. On 3/*)-5/;5 ar Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking was published in the
Federal Registor which addressed the issue of iIarifyng which single individual on
a mobile oilshore drilling unit has the sole responsibility fur marine safety and for
personnel evacuation.

Question. Does the Coast Guard presently delegate to the 'American Bureau of
-Shipping any duties other than plan review and. site inspection of new vessel con-
struction,' assignment of lad lines, and measu,'ement of vessels?

. Answer. The Coast U;uard also delegates the following additional duties to the
American Bureai of Shipping:

I. Approval of container design and constrioct ion to deter'min0 compliance with
the International Convention -for Safe Containers.

2. Stability reviews on vessels with an American Bureau of' Shipping issued load
line.

3. Review of oil outflow calculations on tank vessels whose stability the American
Bureau of Shipping evaluates.,-

.1. Plan review and inspection of new inert gas and crude oil washing systems on
existing tank vessel.

5. Plan.review and inspection of' pollution pre:'eptjon syst-ems on existing oil tank-
ers between 20.000 and 10,000 dwt. -

6. Approval and testing of carg;ge,,r.
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7. lssuanc,& of Safety of Life at Sea 'SOL Si Safety Construction Certificates.
Due to the fact that the American Bureau of Shipping charges fees for its services

and the Coast Guard does not, the American Bureau of Shipping is performing only
minimal admeasurement and stability work on behalf of the Coast Guard.

Question, In 1981, shortly after--the Coast Guard and the American Bureau of
Shipping signed a memorandum of understanding regarding delegations to .the
American Bureau of Shipping in the area of new vessel construction, Admiral
Hayes testified before the Subcommittee that the Coast Guard intended to Iook with
the American -Bureau of Shipping at other areas that currently are of primary con-
cern to the Coast Guard in the law, such as safety equipment, to see whether. the
American Bureau of Shipping surveyors could contract for additional activities. 146&ts
the Coast Guard reached any agreements with the American Bureau of Shipping
with regard to delegations in these areas?

Answer. Change I to Navigation and Vessel Inspection Circular 10-82 added-the
American Bureau of Shipping plan review of structural fire protection, controls for
heating boiler and thermal fluid heaters, pollution prevention installations, and
electrical equipment in hazardous areas.

We intended td authorize the American Bureau of Shipping to be an independent
laboratory tor supervising production tests on lifeboats, liferafts and associated
equipment. A District Court case by U.S. Lifesaving Equipment Manufacturers As-
sociation declared that this third. party inspection without a fox mal regulatory proc-
ess is illegal. This regulatory process is now underway.

We will continue to explore additional areas of' delegation. However, our oversight
- and audits indicate that the process should not speedup until the problem areas en-
countered with the current delegations are resolved.

Question. Can you quantify the savings the Coast Guard has realized annually as
a result of delegations of Commercial Vessel Safety responsibility tp the American
Bureau of Shipping?

Answer. The savings cannot be quantified because implementation continues to
evolve ard at same time the industry is going through a severe recession.

Seventy personnel were cut from the Commercial Vessel Safety program in FY
1986 due to workload reductions that involved both the American Bureau of Ship-
ping delegations and the -recession.

Twenty-three of twenty-reven responses to our Federal Register inquiry concern-
ing the success of the Memorandums of Understanding indicate more efficient plan
review and vessel inspection has resulted. This indicates a savings to industry, cer-
tainly in terms of time. However, what, if any, dollar savings have accrued as a
result is unknown.

Question. Mr. ltiscock states, in his prepared testimony, that we are delegating so
much commercial vessel safety' work to the private sector that the Coast Guard per-
sonnel responsible for overseeing -the commercial vessel safety activities will not
have enough experience with the exposure to th.e commercial vessel safety progr-am?
Do you share this concern?

Answer. Yes, we share his concern, but wehave taket actions in conjunction with
our current level of delegation to mitigate this concern. These issues were consid-
ered in the formulation of our delegations and we have instituted program changes
to minimize the loss of expertise. Two of these changes, the Training and Qualifica-
tion program implemented-in October 1984 and the establishment of training ports,
have resulted in more qualified personnel.

Additionally, the local oversight programs associated with these delegations to the
American Bureau of Shipping have provisions allowing Coast Guard personnel to
accompany the American Bureau of Shipping surveyor for training purposes. This
training serves to compensate for any reduction in direct exposure to the tests and
inspections peculiar to new construction.

Question. Mr. Ifiscock, in his prepared testimony, states that The MarineInspec-
tion Offices were combined with the Captain of the Port to become Marine Safety
Offices in order to 'attain the maximum benefits,of the Coasi Guard's multi-mission
capabilities.' The result of this coinsolidation is assignments-including assignments
to leadership' positions-of personnel lacking necessary experience and dedication to

'x.- marine safety." Do you agree?
Answer.. I do not agree with the interpretation. The structure of Marine Safety

Offices is based on the various missions it -must perform which are unique to the
area in which it is located. The assignment process takes into consideration the
needs of the units as well as the billets being filled. Service records are thoroughly
researched and Program input considered to assure that the best resource is utilized

-in tilling vacancies. The end result is units that are staffed with dedicated personnel

f
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whose level of experience and training complement each other and the multi-mis-
sion requirements of the Marine Safety Office.

Question. Why has the Coast Guard declined to delegate to tho American Bureau
of Shipping the responsibility for the review of ballast control systems on column
stabilized' Mobile Offshore Drilling Units?

Answer. As a result of the kean Ranger casualty, the Coast Guard is re-evaluat-
ing its requirements for the ballasting of column stabilized mobile offshore drilling
units. On September 27, 1985, the Coast Guard published a Notice of Proposed Rule-
making on general safety criteria for automated systems including ballast control.systems. Also in September 1985,.the Coast Guard awarded a research project con-
tract to analyze safe ballasting modes and sequences on mobile offshore drilling
uniLts. Completion is expected in 1987. Until these projecTs-ar-e c-0-ompleted and the
revised standards established, it is not appropriate to consider. delegation of these
systems to-theAmerican Bureau of Shipping.

Question. In its prepared testimony, the American Bureau of Shipping states that
the Coast Guard should not delegate inspections to classification societies other than
the American Bureau of Shipping because it will lead to competition among classifi-
cation societies, which would in turn lead to lowering of standards. How do you re-
spond to this assertion?

Answer. While it is true that competition between classification societies could
lead to liberal interpretation of regulations and the subsequent lowering of stand-
ards, it could also provide positive results. -The competition could result in lower
costs to industry for work performed on behalf of the Coast Guard and m'ay also
cause an improved quality of the work being performed. It would- also eliminate a
perceived government sanctioned monopoly and give the owner a choice of classifi-
cation societies. Any lowering of standards due to competition can be eliminated by
oversight of the work being performed and withdrawing recognition of societies that
fail to perform at an acceptable level.

Question. Please provide a summary list of the status of A-76 contracting initia-
tives in Massachusetts, Michigan, and North Carolina.. Answer. During fiscal year 1985, activities were reviewed with the following re-
suits:

Contracted .. . . . . Data entry and computer
operations

Retained ........ ... . .....
Reviews begun in fiscal year

1985 and to be completed'
in fiscal year 1986 include.

Electronics maintenance .
Facilities maintenance .. .
Warehou ing. .. -
Food service.... ..... Woos- H . .

Boston . . -.

Security . . do.
Buoy maintenance-..-....... South Weymouth
Fire protection ......
Grounds maintenance . . . , .
ADP ..... .......

Reviews planned to start in Facilities and industrial
fiscal year 1986 include, maintenance at Boston

Total billets/positions to be
reviewed in fiscal year
1 98.6 are,

faclites maintenance at
Cape Cod

200..

Mhchigan, North Carolina

Buoy maintenance at Detroit ... Security at Elizabeth City.

Boat maintenance at Detroit...

D troit.
Detroit .. . . .

Sault St Mar~e . .....

do.-
do

0.
Do.

Fort Macon
Elizabeth City.

Do.
Do
Do
Do.

Warehousing, shipping and
receiving, and cataloging at
Elizabeth City.

32

Question. What effect-if any-will the A--76 induced reductions in personnel
levels have on the overall strength ol the Coast Guard, especially with regard to
military readiness?

Answer. Activities which are inherently Governmental such as those involving
Coast Guard operations and readiness, including our cutters and aircraft, are ex-
cluded from the A-76 pnocess.....

-Z
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The Coast Guard has established three governing -parameters to preclude going
too far with this process of contracting out:

(1) We will maintain enough billets in .each military specialty to insure proper, ro-
tation-capability: From sea duty to duty ashore; from isolated duty to non-isolated;
from overseas duty (including Alaska and Hawaii) to duty in Continpntal U.S.-

(2) We will maintain enough billets in each military specialty to insure a proper
and reasonabe..career progression and opportunity for Service members in the vari-
ous specialties..(3) We will maintain a force structure which includes the proper mix of military
specialities to meet our mission requirements and an overall military force size
which will enable usto meet our immediate mobilization assignments....Question.Although A76 saves the Government money in the long run, it often
tend nc ease the Coast Guard's operating expenses in the short run, since many

.... of t e savings will be made in future years. What increased operating costs does the
Co st Guard anticipated in fiscal year 1986 as a result of A-76 contracting?,

answer . Coast.Guard experience in fiscal year 1985 shows that A-76''has cost a
small amount of short-term dollars, from our budget base, to realize long-term avoi-
dances. It is difficult to project.accurately fiscal year 1986 increased, operating costs
or savings until the scheduled reviews'are completed and contracts awarded.

Question. The Comtnandant was questioned at the February 20, 1985, hearing re-
garding the effect of A-76 contracting- on the Coast' Guard's civilian.w.-(rkf9rce. He
responded that the Coast Guard would aid civilians in finding alternate. employment

,as follows: "If we contract out a program-one of the provisions is that the-existing
Government employees must be given priority consideration for hiring by the con.
tracting firm. To the extent that doesn't work, the employees are offered job oppor-
tunities 'elsewhere in the Coast Guard and, if they don't choose to accept that,
they're given a certain time to. find other employment within the Federal Govern-.
ment." The Coast Guard issued two A-76 contracts in the third quarter of 1985, in
which civilian employees were involved. Hlow many civilians were fired as a result
of those contracts? What assistance was given them in finding alternate employ-
ment?

Answer. Six civilian positions were reduced by the two contracts awarded in the
third quarter. No civilians were fired. Three 'positions were vacant. Three employees
were affected- twb retired and one was reassigned at the same unit following
normal Reduction-In-Forc'e procedures.

Question. I have received correspondence from a civilian employee of the Coast
Guard regarding the Coast Guard's implementation of the A-76 directive.

She has written that she and 3 other employees received Reduction-In-Force no-.
tices on September 24, 1985, which will be effective as of October 25, 1985. Accord-
ing to her letter, the Coast Guard has iriformpd them that it can. find no suitable
jobs for which they are eligible. Do you believe this isxin line With the Coast Guard's
stated policy of aiding civilians in finding alternative employment?

She also believes the Coast Guard's cost estimate on this contract has been .under-
stated, and- that the Coast Guard's costs of performing this activity are actually
lower than the Contractor's costs. What avenue do Coast Guard employees have in
providing information to Coant guard managers with respect to cost comparisons for
contracts that are being set asi ie for minority businesses?

Answer. Three of the affect, d employees have exercised their rights to compara-
ble employment on the data entry/computer operations contract for the district
office in Boston. Following stated policies', the Coast Guazd-w~lt complete prescribed
Reduction-In-Force procedures'

The cost of Government operation was carefully prepared by a professional ac-
countant and independently reviewed by another. Coast Guard costs are based on
the Performance Work Statement, as are the contractor's. Employee input to the
Performance Work Statement is routinely sought. Costs of operation were collected
from the Coast Guard staff in Boston. Affected employees have the right to examine
all costs in the analysis during the appeal process. Fiial determination on appeals is

'made by an official a level above the person who makes the initial decision to con-
tract' out or retain the activity.

Question. Please outline your plans for contracting L6ran and Onega.
-low many Coast Guard personnel will be affected?
Hlow many Coast Guard personnel will remain in supervisory positions?
Does the Coast Guard believe it will be possible to issue a single contract for these

functions?
What will be the effect of contracting oilt the operation of the Loran stations on

Coast Guard military readiness?'
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Has the Coast Guard considered the liability issues related to this type of con-
tracting?

Htas the Coast Guard solicited the. views of' Loran users with regard to the
. plaimed cot ractingof the;f-ro i oit-f01h e Lorani stations?

How do the average operating costs of the Coast Guard Lor-an stations compare to
the average costs of the Canadian stations under contract?

. ---.-- Answer.-We have-just-begun-the--A,-76 review of Loran and Omega:-Approximate- -
ly 550 Coast Guard billets and positions have been initially identified. The exact
number will. be determined as we review the system operating, maintenance, and
support activities.. . ..

There are about .50 Coast Guard personnel at monitor stations and those responsi-
ble 'for chain control who will be retained. -

A ingle contract is possible but we are riot far enough along in our. review to
mke a firm decision 6n that.

Tliere will be no adverse effect on Coast Guard military readiness.
The liability issue has been examined. The (.overnnent will retain control and

responsibility,
We have not solicited users' views on this issue because the same level 'of service

will continue whether performed by the ('oast Guard or contractor.
,A comparison of available fiscal year 198.5 operating costs at similar Canadian

and American stations shows the ('anadian station $21,'000 i1'7e) less costly. The Ca-
nadian station is operated under contract.

-questig,. What effect will contracting have on major Coast Gu'ard facilities such
as the Curtis Bay Shipyard, Elizabeth City Air Station, and Governot's Island'? What

.contracting plans--if anv-does the ('oast Guard have at these facilities for fiscal
year 1986? What. functions at these facilities will be censidered for contracting in
subsequent years?

Answer. The effect of contracting at the ('oUst Guard Yard -and Aircraft Repair
and Supply Center will depend on fiscal year'1986 Department of Defense legisla-
tion concerning ('ore ILogistics and the results of' our individual reviews.

The Air Station at Elizabeth City is an'bperating unit. Only support services that
are clearly commercial activities ilhble considered for review.

We will start reviews -of support services -and industrial functions at Governors
Island in.fiscal year 1986. Other reviews started in fiscal year 1985 that, will end in
fiscal year 1986 include: -Yard: Security, fire protection, g rounds maintenance, food serve.

Support Center, New York: Fodc service.
Aircraft Repair and Supply ('enter, Elizabeth City: AI)1.
Support Center, Elizabeth City: Fire protection, grounds maintenance, food serv-

ice. '" .
If major industrial activities at the Yard anud Aircraft Repair and Supply C'enter

are not exempt as Core Logistics they will be scheduled for review in fi cal year
1987. The reviews will probably be based on a Government owned. but contractor
operated facility

Question Please respond to the. following assertions made by the Federal Fire-
fighters Association.

"I.f fi'refighting iS contracted out, the Base Conmander will lose control over fire-
fighting at his base, since the contractor will become the sole supervisor for his con-
tract employees and the Base Commander is not permitted it] any way to interfere
with the Contractor or his operation except through a Government contract admin-
istration officer, and ti~en only within the scope of' the' contract between the contrac-
tor and the Glovernment.-'

"Contract employees have the legal right to strike, which could lead to a serious
disruption of' the mission of the Coast Guard1Base."

"Firefighting functions are "inherently Go'ernmental in nature" and should not
be contracted out."
, Answer. Firefighting 'is a clearly defined task. Perforinance Work Statements

have been written that describe requirements. The Commanding Officer cannot di-
rectly supervise contract personnel, but can ret4in control and can act by providing
specific direction for the Govei'niment in emergencies like oil pollution cleanup).

Contracts will be written with strike contingency clauses One factor in choosing a
responsible contractor is the contractor's Ibility to mobilize personnel and equip-
ment to assure satisfactory performance. in any contingency. Prior to a contract
award, the contractor must submit, for Coast guardd approval, a plan showing how,,.-
they would continue to provide services. in the event of a work slowdown or strike.
Usually these plans identify relief personnel available from other contractor sites or
from back-up rosters that are developed for thW local contract area.,
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In the event this plan fails, and the contractor does not bring in the needed per-
sonnel, the Coast Guard can call in another contractor for the duration ofthe labor
dispute, and charge the cost to the incumbent contractor. There are many private
companies providing fire protection services.

Most Coast Guard units also have mutual aid agreements witi local fire depairt-
ments who can provide assistance.

The Coast Guard does not believe firefighting on Coast Guard units is-so "inti--
mately related to public interest, to mandate performance by (Goveint 'nt employ-
ees" (the definition of Governmental function). Training Center P1et lurna uses vol-
unteer firefighters to augment Coast Guard employees and severolther units have'
reciprocal agreements that depend on civilian firefighters for primary protection.
The Federal Aviation Administration has been very successful in .contracting out
firefighting.

Question. Are you confident thai security at Coast Guard facilities will. not be
jeopardizedby contracting security functions out to the private sector?

Answer. Yes. Many Coast Guard units and the departmentt of Defense already.-
have successfully contracted for security services.

Question: Will the continued reduction of shoreside ljositions in the Coast Guard
through A-76 contracting ultimately result in Ionger tours at sea, and thereby cre-
ating retention problems. for.the Coast Guard?

Answer. No. Before any review invoLving large numbers of personnel in a single
rating such as'electronics techniciansl is started, 'the Coast Guard Office of Person-
nel examines the potential impact of military billet reductions on sea-shore rotation.
The extent of the review is then determined either in terms of the whole rating or
by grade level IE-G, etc.) within 'the rating.

None of the reviews conducted to date or in-process have created a sea-shore prob-
!em. In fact, the Loran and Ornega system review will, if' contracted. result in a re-
duction of sea/restricted duty billets and improve the ratio.

Question. What is the status of the Coast Guard's ATON contracting experiment?
Have private contracts expressed an interest in performing the A''ON/,'ork in each
of the trial areas? las interest been expressed in other waterways of ge ographical
areas'? If so. where?

Answer. We anticipate having the trial contracts ready for bidding early in FY
1986i. One district is'ready to issue a request for proposal, two others- are nearing
completion of their statements of work, and two are making progress on their pack-
ages.

11.R. 2466, an enrolled bill, however, excludes the New Jersey lntracoxstal Watr-
way (NJICW frorii trial contracting by prohibiting the determination of location or
placement of aids to maritime navigation by contractor in the waterway. The
NJICW is the largest and most diverse of the trial water0vays; exclusion of this area
reduces the scope of the trial an limits Coast Guard managerial flexibility. All of
the trial areas were chosen because we felt that there would be a good chance of
contractor interest and would be a fair test of contractor performance.

Contractors have expressed interest in each of the trial areas as a result 4 Coast
Guard news releases, Commerce Business Daily inserts, and newspaper andt maga-
zine coverage. Interest in cont-racting has been directed primarily at the designated
trial areas, although the intracoastal waterway between Norfolk, VA and Florida
has received some attention.

'Question. What is-the status of the Coast Guard's proposed rulemakitng to delegate
to third party "independent laboratories" the responsibility for pre-approval testing
and factory insp ction of' primary lifesaving equipment?

Answer. A Notice of P~roposed Rulemaking was issued 27 September 198-1. In re-
sponse to comments from the U.S. Lifesaving Equipment Manufacturers Associa.
tion, a public hearing was held 19 February 1985 and the comment period was ex-
tended to'21 March 1985. Public comments are presently being evaluated to prepare
the final rules.

Question. What is the status of the Coast Guard's evaluation of each of' the
U.S.navigable waterways in order to designate them as either critical or non-criti-
cal?

Answer. All navigable waterways have been designated as either critical or non-
critical. These classifications are continually reviewed and validated through Water-
wa ys Analysis'and Managelnept System \WAMS) studies.

Question. If this third party) rulemaking were approved, bow would the ('oast'
Guard be able to ensure that tests conduct by foreign laboratories would be ade-
quate to guarantee compliance with ,I.S: safety standa:'ds.

Answer. The performance of' foreign independent laboratories would be monitored
in the same way as domestic independent laboratories. For initial approval of a life-
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.. saving device, a complete report would have to be submitted as described Under 46
CFR 159.005-11. This is a detailed report that demonstrates the laboratory's under-
standng of the Coast Guard regulations, fully describes the way the Coast Guard

-,---required tests were performed, and provides the test results. The laboratory does
not make tie decision to approve or not approve the device. Coast Guard approval is
granted only by the Commandant after reviewi),g all the information contained in
the report.

For continuing production inspections and tests, the manufacturer is required to
submit an annual report of the inspecl/lons and tests conducted under 4(; CFR
!F9.007-11. This procedure is the same fbr both foreign and domestic manufactuers.

Finally, each new lifesaving installation on an inspected vessel is examined by a
Coast Guard inspector. If the lifesaving device is found not to comply with the regu-
lations, it may be an indication that the laboratory is not properly carrying out its
duties. If this is found to be the case, the laboratory's acceptance could be'terminat-
ed under 461 CFR 159.010.19. Again, the procedures for foreign and domestic labora-
tories are the same.

Question. One of the functions intended'to consider for contracting is the Loran/
Oniega system.presently requiring 551 positions. The Coast Guard, in a letter to me
on the subject' mentioned the fact that the 'anadians operate the Loran -system
with "'satisfactory results". )o you know, by any chance, how the operating costs of
the Coast Guard Loran station compares with the average cost of the Canadian sta-
tion operated under contract?

Answer. A comparison of two similarly operated Canadian and U.S. Loran sta-
tions follows. The data- includes only personnel costs since that is the only informa-
tion available in the Williams Lake contract. The data' is based on fiscal year (FYi
1981 costs.

W Iir Dike
6Mddlelown, CA 2

'C'"a s dtafs US dacsi
ius M arrs,

f fiscal year 1984 337,000
Fiscal year 1985 400,000 333,000 :351,000
Fiscal year 1986 488,000 310,000 "370,000

II station inaragers 3 tecr-mr - 11. rnl,' ni qin e Tra s"'!te 44'A 4C1 n1 and anterna 625 feet
I chief ,artant officer and IJ erlsled iq.,pmet io 41e 1t 421 W a' ,emnl F.?5 feet

S 4 9 recent ,Q~ t .Jenn .4octur
J 4 ,wrceol cost o hu R f,a0,'

Note -Wnitams Lake ncl de, a Ycon' t ,r , ct.n TI" re , , r, 3 .ri Tai USC ., r Io, ee though Ae wil retain that
aspect ote ,an-s'atem

57-149 0 - 86 - 6



I)RUG INTERDICTION AND MILITARY
READINESS

WEI),ESI)AY, OCTOI I R 23, 1985

'HousE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON COAST GUARD AND NAVIGATION,

CoN1MMEE: ON MERCHANT MARINE A I) FISHERIES,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee, met, pursuant to notice, at 10:20 a.m., in room
1334, Longworth House Office Building, Hon. Gerry E. Studds
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Studds, Hughes, Carper, Davis, and Cal-
lahan.

Staff present: Bill Woodward, Gina 1)eFerrari, Mary Pat Barrett,'
K.C. Bell, Duncan Smith, Jeanne Fling, Kurt Oxley, and George
Pence.

STATEMENT OF lION. (;ERRY E. ST'l)l)S, A U.S. REPRESENTATIVE
FROM TIlE ('OMMONWEAILTl OF P ASSA(III'SETTS. ANI) CHAIR-
MAN, SUw()CIMIPTTE ON COAST (,tARI) ANI) NAVIGATION
Mr. STUDDS. The subcommittee nets todav for the second of a

series of oversight hearings planned to prepat- for consideration of
Coast Guard authorization legislation next year. Our focus today
will be on two of the many important missions of the Coast
Guard-military readiness and drug law enforcement. We have
combined these two subjects for purposes of oversight because both
missions require close cooperation between the Coast Guard and
the U.S. Navy, and we are pleased to have representatives from
both Services here today. I "

Far less pleasure, however, may be derived from recent events in
the U.S. Senate. The Senate has presented itself this week with the
choice of cutting about $120 million from the-Coast Guard budget,
or else cutting $200 million, as recommended by the Senate Com-
mittee on Appropriations.- The Senate has already determined,
therefore, that.more people should die at sea next year than this
year; they have now only to decide how many more.

Let us remember, after all, what the proposed Senate cuts are
cutting from. President Reagan's budget proposal for the Coast
Guard was essentially a freeze budget; the House approved bill,
that is, the appropriations bill, appropriated $37 million below the
President's request. Under the House bill, the Coast Guard would
still lose almost 500 military positions, and it would have a budget
for procurement of new equipment th-it will be lower than that ap-
proved in any year since 1978. In real dollars, the bill approved by

I 159J
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the House will probably provide fewer funds for the Coast Guard
than in any year siice I have been a Member--of Congress. This
means--as difficult a,§: this is for me to say-that OMB has devel-
oped a more realistic-budget forthe Coast Guard than either the

..House, whose budget for/ the Coa-st Guard is inadequate, or the
Senate, whose budget will be a disaster.

Only in the Senate might it be possible'to believe that crippling
the Coast Gua'rd is an appropriate-or practical-way to reduce the,
budget deficit. We should not kid ourselves; the Coast Guard is not
the reason we have a deficit of $172 billion or whatever more it
may be. The entire Coast Guard-all 45,000 people, 240 cutters, 220
aircraft, 11,000 reserves, and even the retirement program-will

-cost this country less money this year than what wC will spend for
research on star wars.

The Coast Guard is not a drain on the Federal Treasury. It pro-
vides economic benefits to our country that far outweigh its-cost. It-
is essential to the safety of commerce, to the protection of the envi-
ronment, and to the public health. It is available for service in time
of war or national emergency. It, is made up of men and women,'
every one of whom joined 'or enlisted with the knowledge that they
might be called upon to risk their own lives itn order to save others,
and every one of whom deserves better treatment than they will
receive this week from the Senate of the United States.

Today's hearing will, I believe, further demonstrate the folly, of
the Senate's action. The Coast Guard is on the front lines of- the
battle against those who smuggle drugs into the United States by
sea, and it. has the major responsibility for protecting America's
harbors and ports from the risks of terrorism and sabotage. Last
year, Coast Guard officers were designated officially as the com-
manders of the Atlantic and Pacific Maritime Defense Zones, re-
sponsible for coordinating the coastal defense of our country in the
event of war.

We h6pe today to examine the, relationship, between the Coast
Guard and the Navy-in performing these tasks and to gain an un-
derstanding- of, the progress that has been made in each area since
the subcommittee's last comprehensive set of oversight hearings ,4
years ago. It is my hope and my determination to see that the
progress that has been made will not be. wiped out in theweeks
ahead by the irresponsible actions and the misplacfd priorities of
the ,Senate-of the United States.

Are there'any statements on this side? Do you have an opening
statement you wish to make?

Without objection, the ranking member's statement ill appear
at this point in the record, and also that of Congressman I.ent.

[Statements of Messrs. Davis and Lent follow:]
STATEMENT OF lI0N. tIOJIERT W. DAVIS, A US, REPRESENTATIVES: FROM THE STATE OF

> 5Nll(CI(;A1N

Mr.'Chairman, we h-ve very distinguished witnesses today, and I look forward tq..
discussing two very important missions of the Coast Guard, one which is well
known, and one which sometinies I think is forgotten.

Those two missions are law enforcement, specifically, the drug interdiction pro-
gram, a highly publicized effort to fight the war on drugs; .and the second is national
security, specifically the Maritime Defense Zones which are designed to ensure the
security of our ports and coasts in times of national emergency. The national securi-
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ty and military readiness missions of the Coast Guard are often lost in the day-to-
day operations of this agency, and I am glad to be able to take the time today to
explore and emphasize the extremely important role the Coast Guard can and willplay in a wartime situation. I know that the men .nd women 'of the 'Cost Guard

are, always prepared to carry out this mission; but -I will V-4inter,-,;ted to know if
these dedicated service people will have the equipment and the trairifixg to do every-
thing that we expect of them in national emergencies.

I look forward to hearing the testimony on these subjects. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF IHON. NORMAN F. LENT, A U.S. REPRESENTATIVE FROM TtE STATE OF
NEW YORK

Mr.'Chairman, I am glad that we are continuing this series of hearings designed
to investigate some of the issues of concern to the committee regarding Coast Guard
activities. This process of conducting hearings in advance will permit us to carefully
consider the testimony and information we receive when we prepare the 1987 atid
1988 Coast Guard authorization legislation. Today, the subcommittee will examine
two of the most fundamental programs of the Coast Guard: Law enforcement and
military readiness.

By law, under title 11, the Coast Guard has been given, as primary duties, (1) en-
forcing or assisting in 'the enforcement of' all Federal laws on the high seas and
waters subject to the jurisdiction of' the United States and 121 maintaining a state of
readiness to function as a specialized service in the Navy in time of war. Congress
has called for increased involvement of the )epartment of l)efense in law enforce-
ment in recent years. However, questions have been raised about the appropi'riate-
ness of the use of our armed services for law enforcement because of the limitations
placed on them by. the Posse Comitatus Act. Obviously, the Coast Guard does not
have any of these limitations and is therefore a unique national resource.

Our hearing today will concentrate or the drug law enforcement program of the
Coast Guard. Although drug law enforcement is an important effort and should be
pursued so that drug smuggling can be deterred, this should- not be done at the ex-
pense of the other important Coast Guard missions, such as search and rescue and
merchant marine safety. We must be sure that the Coast Guard has adequate re-
sources to cariy out all of its functions. In addition, we will look at the military
readiness program of the Coast G'uard. In particular, we will- be looking at the
newly developed Maritime Defe'nse Zone command concepts and the resources
needed to carry this. out and integrate the Coast Guard into the defense establish-

0 ment. Further, we should examine the ('oast Guard Reserve program and see if it is
maintained at the same level that otherReserve components are maintained.

I would like to welcome Admiral Gracey of'the Coast Guard and Vice Admirals
Costello and Yost, thetwo MDZ Commanders. In addition, we have from the Depart-
ment of Defense, Commodore Clexton to give the Navy's perspective on these issues.
Finally, we also have representatives of the Reserye Officers Association and the
Navy- League who should be able to. shed considerable light on both of these pro-
gramis and the resource needs of the Coast Guard.

Mr. Chairman, I look forward to working with you and the other members of the
committee.as we examine these 'issIes.

Mr. STUDDS. We will begin with Admiral Gracey, accompanied by
a number of vice admirals-Admiral Costello and Adiiiiral Yost,
and Commodore Edward Clexton from the Office of the Chief of
Naval Operations, Department of the Navy.

Commodore, welcome to this committee.
Commodore CLEXTON. Thank you, sir.
Mr. STUDDS. Admiral, welcome back, tind please proceed as you

wish.

STATEMENT- OF AI)M. JAMES S. GRACEY, ('()MMANi)ANT, U.S.
COAST GUARI). ACCOMlPANIEI) BY VICE AI)M, PAITL A, YOST.COMMANDER. ATLANTIC AREA, AN) VICE, ADIM. JOHN I). COS.

TElLO, COMMANDER, I'ACIFiC AREA
Admiral GRACEY. Thank you, sir.
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I have a prepared statement, Mr. Chairman., Which I would like
to summarize briefly, if I may.

Mr. STUDDS. Please.
Admiral GRACEY. And you've already'introduced the people with

me, so I wopT't do that.,
I would like to touch on the current trends that are being noted

in the maritime drug trafficking'first,--and-then-I'tl-go-on-to-ade---
scription of the maritime defense zone-responsibilities of the Coast
Guard and the status of that.

The'Coast Guard has devoted substantial time and resources to
maritime narcotics law enforcement, and the drug smugglers are
reacting accordingly. As law enforcement pressure in the maritime
region is increased, there has been some shift by drug smugglers to
other modes and methods of transportation. There has. been an in-
crease in air drop activity, the use of hidden compartments, the use
of tug and barge combinations-one of which We brought in just
within the last 10 days that had over 80 tons of marijuana-and we

- -- see-aempts-y-smugglers- ucircutmnavigate-ournterddio e-
sources through counterintelligence and the use of their own sur-
veillance aircraft. These tactics confirm the factVthat we. are having
a 'noticeable effect on maritime smuggling and we are causing
smuggling to become more difficult and more expensive.

In view of the more varied and complex tactics used by the smug-
glers, thie operational efforts to stem the overall flow of drugs have
become. increasingly dependent on the coordination of all law en-
forcement agencies' interdiction-and-inteli-gence-gathering activi-
ties.

No phase of maritime law enforcement is more important to -the
success bf the Drug Interdiction Program than boarding vessels at
sea. Analysis shows that while we must keep pressure on all facets
of the maritime drug scenario, interdiction of "notherships"-
which deliver contraband to smaller boats well off our coast or fast
contact boats near shore-has the greatest potential for disrupting
the maritime flow of drugs. In addition to removing other contra-
band, one mothership seizure may remove as much marijuana from
the market as. would 10 to 20 contact boat seizures. So the Coast
Guard drug interdiction operations have continued to concentrate
on tlse large motherships. Obviously, if we're going to continue to
-do that, we must continue to have platforms from which to do that

* boarding at sea; and as you have already noted, that capability is
significantly threatened under the present Senate action.

In addition to large quantities of marijuana, large quantities of
other drugs-prhmarily cocaine-are being found, which indicates a
distinct shift in trafficking trends. Previously, we were rarely able
to seize these higher-value, low-volume drugs because they were
usually disposed of "over the side" before we boarded at sea. How-
ever, this year we have seized over 6,000 pounds of cocaine,-.up"..
from about 1,900 in 1984 and well above the high of 46pounds in
previous years.

The Coast Guard's past drug interdiction strategy had bee'n.
mainly directed toward intercepting motherships as they transit,
the major passes of the Caribbean. Cutters also patrolled elsewhere
as available. During November and December of last yeavi howev-

, er, a new strategy was employed. The Coast Guard's Operation Wag-
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onwheel was the key element of a larger national -aind internation-
al operatio,- called" Operation Hat Trick, which was coordinated by
the National Narcotics Border Interdiction System. The latter in-
volved other U.S. law enforcement agencies, other U.S.- Armed
Forces, and foreign governments. In Wagonwheel, substantial
forces were massed in the Southeast United States for extensive op-
erations in the Caribben. Those fQrces employed a maximum

--degree-of flexibility and'deceptio7,--nplementing the antidrug op-
erations being carried out by Colombian forces ashore and afloat.

When the smugglers became aware of the fact that a sizable
interdiction force was operating in the southern Caribbean, a delib-
erate effort was made, to delay trafficking until the operation
ended. Stockpiles ashore then suffered severe losses due to shelf
life and coordinated Colombian in-country seizure efforts,

The success-esi-sF-oWagonwheal-nd-6ther subsequent joint oper-
ations point out the advantage of carefully timed offensive tactics
against trafficking organizations,. In 1981, Congress passed legislation clarifying statutory restric-
tions on the use of Department of Defense resources for law en-
forcement purposes. As a result, DOD resources have been playing
an important role in the Federal Drug Interdiction Program by
providing surveillanceand support services, such as using aircraft
to search for smugglers and Navy ships to tow, or escort vessels
seized by the Coast Guard to the nearest U.S. port.

In addition, Navy ships have been deploying with Coast Guard
law enforcement teams aboard. These personnel conduct boardings
of suspect -vessels from their Navy hosts in the same manner as
they do from Coast Guard vessels. The Coast Guard has ,also been
routinely deploying people on Navy Pegasus-class hydrofoil patrol
boats operating out of Key West' These hydrofoils are being used
for short notice, fast response situations such as interdicting fast
drug smuggling contact boats. ' -

" Other areas of DOD and Navy assistance have also been notewor-
thy, such as participation inou-r high interest vessel sighting pro-
gram, which helps us keep track of potential smugglers in-both the
Atlant- a-nd the Pacific. As -of September 1985, the Navy has been
involved in 37 vessel seizures and their assistance was invaluable
during Operations Wagonwheel and Blue Lightning.

Now I'd like to comment on another program in which the Coast
Guard is currently involved, and working very closely with the
Navy, and that is preparing for the coastal defense of the United
States.

The Maritime Defense Zone, or MDZ, concept grew out of a
review of Coast Guard roles and missions which Congress mandat-
ed to identify those: areas where the Coast Guard could enhance de-
fense capabilities within statutory Jimitations. The primary -recom-
mendations of a. study completed by a Navy and Coast Guard
board, which we call the NAVGARD Board, in 1981 concerned the
formal linking of existing Coast Guard command and control struc-
ture for U.S. coastal areas to the Nayy Fleet Commanders-in-Chief
on each coast,-and planning for the coastal defense mission. By a
.memorandum of agreement between the Secretary of Trans porta-
tion and the Secretary of the Navy in March 1984, the Coast Guard
Atlantic and Pacific Area Commanders were given collateral duties
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as the Commanders, Maritime Defense Zones Atlantic and Pacific,
respectively. In performing their MDZ duties they report to the-
Navy Atlantic and Pacific Fleet Commanders-in-Chief, even in
peacetime. Thus those officers are double-hatted as Coast Guard
Area Commanders and as Maritime Defense Zone Commanders.

The Maritime Defense Zones are Navy Commands, even though
the MDZ commanders are Coast Guard officers. Their primary mis-
sion is to carry out the coastal defense of the United States. Cur-
rently, the MDZ Commands are engaged in developing contingency
plans and conducting training exercises relating to that mission. In
wartime or in times of heightened 'tension, the MDZ Commanders
will perform those tasks relating to the coastal defense of the
United States as assigned by the appropriate Navy Fleet Com-
mander-in-Chief, anid they'lI use Coast Guard, Navy, and 6thr -
DOD forces as assigned. The normal relationship between the Com-
mandant and the Area Commanders for the performance of Coast
Guard statutory missions would not change.

The primary missions currently assigned to the MDZ Command-
ors include planning for and exercises of command 6nd control of
assigned assets; coastal and harbor defense; port security and
safety, and maritime surveillance. Other" missions which the MDZ
Commanders may perform jointly with other commands include
planning for and exercises of antisubmarine warfare; mine counter-
measures; harbor breakout, and naval control of'shipping. In addi-
tion, the following Coast Guard statutory responsibilities will be
carried out. concurrently with the MDZ mission: Search and.
Rescue, Short Range Aids to Navigation, Domestic Icebreaking, andCommercial Vessel.Safety.

Until such time as the planning efforts are concluded and exer-
cises'are held in greater detail, it's not possible to say exactly what,
if any, additional Coast Guard resources may be needed. Basicfinding will be such that the Navy will funid Navy mi ion-related
-Sts-,the Coast Giuard will'-fund those costs which are -oast Guard

statutory mission-related, and each Service will fund 'for its own
personnel.

That concludes my statement, Mr. Chairman, and as always, I'll
be happy to answer your questions. -

[Prepared statement of Admiral Gracey follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT oF Awsi. JAMES $. GRACEY

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I am pleased to have the opportu-
nity to meet with you today to provide and update on the Coast Guard's drug law
enforcement and our Maritime Iecense Zone (MDZ) programs. With me today are
VADM Paul A. Yost and VADM John I). Costello, Commanders of the Coast
Guard's Atlantic'and Pacific Areas, respectively.

I would like to briefly touch on the nature of maritime drug trafficking, and at
the same timepresent current trends that are being noted. I will follow that with a
decription of the Coast Guard's Maritime Defense Zone responsibilities arid status.

MARITIME DRU(; iAW ENFORCEMENT

The history bf the Coast Guard maritime law enforc'me'iit-prograni is recorded as
one of the firstt and primary responsibilities of the Revenue Cutter Service estab-
lished in 1790. These responsibilities are still extremely important today to stem the
flow of' drugs into'the United States, The ('oast Guard has 'devoted substantial time
and resources to this effort, and drug smugglers are reacting accordingly. As law
enforcement pressure in the maritime region has increased, there has been some
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shift by drug' smugglers to other modes and methods of transportation. There has
been an increase in airdrop activity, the use of hidden compartments (compartments
incorporated into the design of a boat or ship for the express purpose Of hiding con-
traband), the use of tug and barge combinations, and attempts by smugglers to cir-
cumnavigate our interdiction resources through counterintelligence and the use of
their own surveillance aircraft. These tactics confirm the fact that we are having a
noticeable effect on maritime smuggling and we are ca using smuggling to become
more difficultaiidexpensive. In view bf the more varied and complex tactics used
by smugglers, the operational efforts to stem the overall flow of drugs have become
increasingly dependent on the coordination of all law-enforcement agencies' inter-
diction and intelligenc--g,tihr-ing activities.

No phase of maritime law enforcement is more important to, the success of the
drug interdiction program than boarding vessels at sea. Analysis shows that while
we must keep pressure on all facets of the maritime drug scenario, interdiction of"motherships", which deliver contraband to smaller boats well off our coast or fast
I5oats near shore, has the greatest potential for disrupting the maritime flow of
drugs. In addition: to removing other contraband, one mothership seizure may
remove as much marijuana from the markets would 10-20 contact boat seizures.
Therefore, Coast Guard drug interdiction operations have continued to concentrate
on these large motherships. In addition to large quantities of marijuana, large quan-
tities of other drugs (primary cocaine) are being found, indicating a distinct shift in
trafficking trends. Previously, we were rarely able to seize these higher value, low
volume, drugs because they were usually disposed of "over the side" prior to the at-
sea boarding of the vessel. I-owever, this year we ha ,e seized over 6,000 pounds of
cocaine, up. from the 1,967 pounds seized in 1984, and well above the high of 46

- pounds in previous years.
Most maritime drug trafc destined for Florida, the Atlantic, Pacific and Gulf

Coast regions of the United Atates departs'from Sou'th American or Caribbean stag-
ing areas, such as the Guaji a Peninsula on the'north coast of Colombia. As sea-
borne smugglers proceed north, they normally pass through one of the four inter-

.island.channels we call "choke points"-enroute the Bahamas, Florida, or the Gulf
Coast. Some. vessels attempt to avoid the increased law enforcement pressure of
Florida by transiting the Eastern Caribbean and offloading further north along the
Mid-Atlantic or the New England seacoasts. There has also been a substantial in-
crease in drug smuggling on the West Coast, which could be a further reaction to
increased enforcement pressure in the Caribbean,

The Coast Guard's past drug interdiction strategy had been mainly directed
toward intercepting motherships as they transit the Caribbean choke points. To
effect this "choke point" strategy, the Coast Guard conducted continuous~surface pa-
trols and frequent surveillance flights over the waters of interest, and an intense
program of boarding and inspecting vessels at sea. Major resources were concentrat-
ed in the choke points with emphasis on the Yucitan Channel between Mexico and
Cuba and the Windward Passage between Cuba and Haiti. Cutters also patrolledelsewhere.as available, such as the Bahamas, Eastern Passes of the Caribbean and
the Gulf, Atlantic and Pacific coastal areas. However, despite our stepped up efforts
and increased vessel seizures, the, amount of contraband seized remained fairly con-
stant.

During November-December 198-1, a new strategy was employed. The Coast
Guard's Operation Wagonwheel was the key element of a larger national and inter-
national operation called Operation tint Trick, coordinated by the National Narcot-
ics Border Interdiction System (NNBIS). The latter involved other U.S. law enforce-
ment agencies, other U.S. armed forces, and foreign governments. In Wagonwheel,
substantial forces were massed in the southeast U.S. for extensive operations in the
Caribbean. The major choke points (Yucatan and Windward) were covered by a re-
duced number of cutters. As the operation progressed, ships and aircraft were de-
ployed close to the territorial sea of Colombia. Those forces emnplovetd a maximum
degree of flexibility and deception, complementing the anti-drug operations being

, carried out by Colombian forces ashore and afloat.
I)uring the first month of the operation (November, 198-j4, a higher than usual

qantity of ma -ijuana was seized compared with previous Noveniber seizures. When
the smugglers became aware of the fact that a sizable interdiction force was operat-
ing in the southern Caribbean, a deliberate effort was made to delay trafficking
until the operation ended. Seizures dropped to a very low level last winter in )e-
cember and January. Given the thorough coverage off the Guajira Peninsula, it is
considered unlikely the low seizures meant an increased amount of marijuana was
getting through, but rather that the operation effectively shut down maritime traf-
ficking from the north coast of South America. Stockpiles ashore, therefore, suffered
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Severe losses due to shelf-life problems and coordinated C'olombian in-country sei-
zure efforts.

Operation Blue Lightning was another'major offensive action against the traffick-
ing organizations coordinated by NNBIS. During two weeks this past April, the
Coast Guard participated in Operation Blue Lightning, a joint law enforcementeffort between the Government of the Bahamas and the U.S. Its goals were to dis-
rupt-the primary maritime smuggling routes through the Bahamas, destroy cached
contraband and facilities on various islands throughout the Bahamas, and intercept
those smugglers approaching the Florida coast who had been "flushed out" by the
pressure in the Bahamas.The successes of Wagonwheel and Blue Lightning point out the advantage of occa-
sional offensive tactics against trafficking organizations. However, regardless of the
p pressure applied, the smuggler will take the action necessary to maintain future
profitability: thus it would not be prudent to repeat the same strategy option very
often. Instead, options must be varied and applied in a manner which will keep the
trafficker "off balance" by being concerned about what the Coast Guard will do
next. Strat-egies must be employed which ,'illfoic' the trafficker into a position or
mode which increases his vulnerabiity.

In 1981 Congress passed legislation clarifying statutory restrictions on the use of
Department of Defense resources for law enforcement purposes. As a result, the De-
partment of Defense now has greater 'freedom to support federal law enforcement
agencies. DOI) i-esources have been playing animportant role in the federal 'drug
interdiction program by providing surveillance and support services, such as using
aircraft to search for smugglers and Navy ships to tow or escort vessels seized by
the Coast Guard to the nearest U.S. port. Additionally, Navy ships have been de-
ploying with Coast Guard law enforcement teams aboard These personnel conduct
boardings of suspect vessels from their Navy-hosts in the same manner as they do
from Coast Guard vessels. To increase further the number of surface assets avail-

,able for interdiction, the-.Coast Guard has lXen routinely deploying personnel 'on
Navy Pegasus-class lydrofoil Patrol Boats operating out of Key West. These hydro-
foils are being used for short notice, fast response situations such as interdicting
fast drug smuggling contact boats.

Other areas of 1)OI)/Navy assistance have also been noteworthy, such as partici-
pation in our high interest vessel sighting program, which helps us keep track of
potential smugglers in both the Atlantic and the Pacific. Most Navy ships and air-
craft squadrons on both *U.S. coasts ha've received specialized training- provided by
Coast Guard law enforcement teams on how to recognize drug profile vessels.

As of September 198,5, the Navy has been involved in 37 vessel seizures and their
assistance was invaluable during operations Wagonwheel and Blue Lightning.

I would like to now comment on another program in which the Coast Guard is
currently involved, that of preparing forthe coastal defense of the United States.

MARITIME IjEFENSE ZONE RESPONSIBILITIES

The Maritime Defense Zone or .MI)Z concept grew out of a review of Coast Guard
roles and missions which Congress mandated to identify those areas where the
Coast Guard could enhance defense, capabilities' within statutory limitations. The
Navy and Coast Guard (NAVUARD)- Bbard, on March 19, 1981, forwarded" the
"Review of'Coast (Guard Wartime Tasking" study to the Chief of Naval Operations
and the Commandant. The primary recommendations of the study concerned the
formal linking of the existing ('oavt Guard comnmand'and control structure for U.S.
coastal 'houas to the Navy Fleet ('omnmanders-in-Chief on each coast and planning
for the coastal defense mission. By a memorandum of agreement between the Secre-
tary of Transportation and the Secretary of the Navy on March 7, 198-1, the Coast

-- Guard Atlantic and 'Pacific Area Commanders were given collateral duties as" the
Commanders, Maritime, Defense Zon,.s Atlantic and Pacific, respectively. In per-
forming their MDZ duties, they report to the Navy Atlafitic and Pacific Fleet
CINC's, even in peacetime.

The Maritime Defense Zones.are Navy commands. even though the MDZ Com-
manders are Coast Guard officers. Their primary 'mission is to.carry out the coastal
defense of the United States. Currently, the MI)Z commands are engaged in devel-k
oping contingency plans and conducting training exercises relating to that mission.
In wartime or in .tinies of heightened tension, the )MZ Commanders will perform
those tasks relating to the coastal defense of the United States assigned by the.ap-
propriate Navy Fleet ('onmmander-in-Chief utilizing iS('G, USN, and other D)OD
forces as assigned. The normal relationship between the Commandant and .he Area
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_.T. Commanders for the performance of Coast Guard statutory missions would-be unal-
tered.

The two Maritime Defense Zones are each divided into Sectors. These Sectors gen-
erally follow the Coast Guard District boundaries. Most Sectors are commanded by
the local Coast Guard District Commander, with a senior Navy officer serving as the
Deputy Sector Commander. However, there are four Sectors (two on each coast)
where the-situation is reversed; they are commanded, by Navy officers and -senior
Coast Guard officers serve as the Deputies.

The primary missions currently assigned to the DMZ Conimanders include. plan-
ning for and exercises of 11) command and control of assigned assets, 12) coastal and
harbor defense, (3) port security and safety, and (4) maritime surveillance. .Other

- missions which the I)MZ Commnanders may perform jointly with other commands
include planning for and exercises of (1) antisubmarine warfare, (2) mine counter-
measures, (31 harbor breakout, and 14 1 naval control of shipping. In addition, the fol-
lowing Coast Guard statutory responsibilities will be carried out concurrently with
the DMZ mission: tl ).Search and Rescue, (2) Short Range Aids to Navigation, (3) Do-
mestic Icebreaking, and (4) Commercial Vessel Safety.

Todiy, small joint Coast Guard/Navy elements exist on the,staffs of Admirals
Yost and Costello. The plat ning staffs were formed a year ago and have produced

plans that are under review by the appropriate Navy. Fleet Commanders-in-Chief.
ollowing approval, .subordinate plans will be prepared and exercise held to test

them and determine the adequacy of resources assigned to this mission.
Upon implementation of the DMZ contingency plans, Coast Guard and Navy regu-

lar and reserve personnel, ships, boats, and aircraft *,il) be assigned to the DMZ
commands. Assignment of about 75 percent of '(oast Guard regular aiWd reserve per-
sonnel to MDZ in a National emergency is anticipated. Until such time as the plan-
ning efforts are concluded and exercises held, it is nokpossible to state exactly what,
if any, additional -resources the Coast Guard may need. Basic funding will be such
that the Navy will fund Navy mission related costs, the Coast Guard only those
costs which are Coast Guard statutory mission i-elated and each service will fund for
its own personnel on joint staffs.

This concludes mny statement, Mr. Chairman. I wili be happy to answer any ques-
tions you or the members of the committee may have.

Mr. STUDDS. Thank you, Admiral. 1, it will come as no surprise to
you, have a number of questions; I'm sure that Mr. Davis does, as
well. I will begin, and when he tugs at my left sleeve that will
mean that I've gone far enough, and we'll go back and forth here.

Oh-I'm sorry,. Commodore Clexton. Unused as we are to having
the Navy here, you have a statement, and it is your turn, not mine.

We welcome you, sir.

STATEMENT OF COMMOD(ORE E)WARI) W. ('LEXTON, JR., U.S.
NAVY, DIRECTOR , TOTAL FORCE,'- FLEET OPERATIONS AND
REAI)INESS DIVISION, OFFICE, CIIEF OF NAVAl, OPERATIONS
Commodore CLEXTON. Thank you, Mr' Chairman. I will read just

pieces of a prepared statement that I am prepared to put into the
record.

Mr. STUDDS. It's difficult from up here to recognize a suit as dark
as yours. That's the problem from up here. Hard to see. Go right
ahead. [Laqghter.]

Commod6re CLEXTON. I am Director of the Total Force and Fleet
Operation§.Division on the staff of the Chief of Naval Operations.

Under --y Fleet Operations hat, I am the flag Officer responsible
for coordinating the Navy's response to tasking from the Secretary
of Defense, as requested from the Vice President's Office for Na-
tional Narcotics Border Interdiction. In this r6le, I promote Navy
doing whatever we can to help the Coast Guard and Customs meet
national drug interdiction objectives. lain responsible as well, how-
ever, for ensuring that those same eff6rts-do no! adversely affect
fleet readiness.
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I am also the Navy's Total Force Advocate, overseeing proper in-
tegration of regular and reserve force missions across the Navy,
and promoting greater readiness of our reserve components to be
able to meet Wartime needs. As the Navy's Total Force Advocate, I
have become knowledgeable of Maritime Defense Zone matters be-
cause the Navy Reserve-will significantly fill in these commands
upon mobilization.

The U.S. Navy and -the U'.S. Coast Guard have enjoyed a long
and beneficial relationship for two centuries; however, this rela-'
tionship did not encompass ties with regard to the U.S. Coast
'Guard drug interdiction mission until 1978. Based on a favorable
decision by the Department of Justice, the Chief of Naval Oper-I
ations approved Navy cooperation with Federal law enforcement
agencies in support of the Nation's drug interdiction program.
Since that time, and in recognition of the 1981 congressional
amendments to the Posse Comitatus Act; it has been the Navy's
policy to provide the fullest cooperation and assistance to the ap-
propriate Federal law enforcement agencies, consistent with our
national defense readiness, requirements and applicable public

*lIWs.

I will not cover segments of my statement that would be repeti-
tive of-Admiral Gracey's comments on 8pecific applications.

Coordination of Navy support to Coast Guard drug interdiction is
accomplished through the National Narcotics Border Interdiction
System. For predictable requirements, the System makes a request
through the Secretary of Defense to the Services. The Navy solicits
Fleet Commander inputs on those requirements which can be sup-
ported, and so reports back to the Vice President's office through
Defense. This system works well; it allows Navy to'consider inter-
diction requirements in consonance with other Navy operational
and training requirements at the Fleet Commanders' quarterly,
scheduling conferences.

I will not address in detail the numerous areas in which the
Navy supports our law enforcemen.t agencies, but we have provided
and are providing Coast Guard law enforcement teams with re!
sponsive interdiction platforms.

Before I shift to the Maritime Defense Zone, I assure you that
the U.S. Navy remains firmly committed to supporting our law er-
forcement agencies at every 6pportunity within the law and within
our operating budget when military readiness is not adversely af-
fected.

As an overview for the Maritime Defense Zones, the Navy Sea
Frontiers were established in 1942 to provide a coordinated coastal
and harbor defense in response to the wartime threat to the United
States. Following the conclusion of World War II, Sea Frontier

--assets gradually diminished over time and they were themselves
disestablished in 1975. Responsibility for coastal defense was then
assumed by the Naval Districts until t he.ir disestablishment in
1980. The harbor defense mission at that time was passed to local
Naval Base commanders, but no additional resources were as-
signed. This arrangement provided for limited-harbor defense but
did not encompass an integrated coastal - defense plan. for th6 .
United States.
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Thofree ond open use'of U.S. ports, harbors, and waterways to
supjiort the Navy's maritime strategy and the reinforcement and
resupply of our allies requires an integrated harbor defense net-
work, ergo, the mission of the Maritime Defense Zones.

The NAVGARD Board in 1982 approved the concept of MDZ for
coastal and harbor defense of the United States, and a memoran-
dum of agreement- was signed designating the Coast Guard Area
Commanders as Maritime Defense Zone Commanders, responsible
to _th-e Navy Fleet Commanders-in-Chief for the performance of

'peacetime planning and training for coastal defense..
To provide Coast Guard area commanders with the capability of

'performing their peacetime 'mission as Maritime Defense Zone
Commanders, small joint planning staffs of U.S. Navy and.U.S.
Coast Guard officers were established at the two headquarters.
These modest staffs are the only full-time assets assigned to the
Mari-time. Defense Zones during peacetime. As plans-are developed-
for coastal defense, they will be exercisedto test command and con-
trol, interoperability, readiness of forces, and executability of the
plans.

The vast majority of the forces available to the Maritime Defense
Zone Commanders in wartime will come from the U.S. Naval Re-
serve, U.S. Coast Guard, and U.S. Coast Guard Reserve. Maritime
Defense Zone Commanders will exercise naval command authority
for coastal and harbor defense for the Fleet Commanders-in-Chief,
and will exercise Coast Guard statutory authority for the U.S.
Coast Guard Area Commanders.

In summary, Mr. Chairman, I can speak -to both the subjects of
Navy assistance to the Coast Guard in drug interdiction under the
National Narcotics Border Interdiction System ai-d to Navy/Coast
Guard coordination under the Maritime Defense Zone organization;
but there is no link by design or intention between them except
that both the Navy and the Coast Guard are participants in each
effort. In fact, the naval forces dedicated to assistance in the drug
interdiction business are primarily full-time active duty- Navy
forces, yet the Navy forces intended to fill out the Maritime De-
fense Zone forces during wartime are primarily part-time naval re-
serve forces in peacetime'

Thank you for this opportunity.
[Prepared statement of Commodore Clexton follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF COMMODORE EDWARD W. CLEXTON, JR., USN
Mr. Chairman, I am Commodore Ed Clexton, Director of' Total Force and Fleet

Operations Division on the staff of the Chief of Naval Operations.
Under my Fleet Operations hat, I am the flag officer responsible for coordinating.

the Navy's response to tasking from the Secretary of Defense, as requested from the
Vice President s office for National Narcotics Border Intbrdiction.

In this 'ole, I promote Navy doing whatever we-can do to help the CoastGuard
and Customs meet national drug interdiction objectives I am responsible, as well, for
ensuring those same efforts do not adversely affect fleet readiness.

I am also the Navy's Total Force Advocate, overseeing proper integration of regci-
lar and reserve force missions across the Navy, and promoting greater readiness of
our reserve components to be able to meet wartime needs'. As the Navy's Total
Force Advocate, I have become knowledgeable of maritime defense zone (MDZ') mat-
ters because the Navy Reserve will significantly fill in these commands upon mobili-
zation.

The U.S. Navy and the U.S. Coast Guard have enjoyed a long and beneficial rela-
tionship for two centuries; however, this relationship did not encompass ties 'with
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regard'to the U.S. Coast Guard drug interdiction mission until 1978. Based on a fa-
vorable decision by the Department of Justice, the Chief of Naval Operations ap-
proved Navy cooperation with federal law enforcement agencies in support of the
fmtion's drug interdiction program. ;ince- that time,, and in recognitionof 1981 Con-
gressional amendments to the Posse Comitatus Act, it has been the Navy's policy to
provide the fullest cooperation and assistance.to appropriate federal law enforce-
ment agencies, consisent with our national defense readiness requirements and ap-
plicable public laws.

Early during this new relationship, both Services established a high interest
vessel sighting program, Aherein U.S. Navy ships and aircraft were provided with
lists of suspect vessels promulgated by the Coast Guard. Upon sighting by naval
forces, the Coast Guard was notified and a Coast Guaid cutter or aircraft was dis-
patched to intercept and perform follow-on law enforcement action as appropriate.
While this effort was productive, it suffered from the disadvantage that the smug-
gler often had significant time to ?vade between sighting and the arrival of the
Coast Guard. This deficiency was partically resolved in 1982, when U.S. Coast Guard
Tactical Law Enforcement Detachments IEDETSt began embarking in U.S. Navy
ships. I use the term "Partia+ly resolved" because, the Coast-Guard simply does not
have-the- manpower to place a detachment- on every naval ship of opportunity. For-
example, in 1984 we had 114 ships operating in the Caribbeap performing oper-

'ations that could have accommodated-a detachment in anticipation of drug interdic-
tion operations. luring these opet-ations, Coast Guard was ony able to provide 24
law, enforcement teams. In 1985, there have been 13 detachments to date embarked
on the.75 ships available.

Coordination of Navy support to Coast Guard drug interdiction is accomplished
through the National Narcotics Border Interdiction System.

For predictable requirements, the National Narcotics Border Interdiction System
makes a request through the Secretary, of Defense to the Services. The Navy solicits
Fleet Commander inputs on those requirements which can be supported, and so re-
ports-back to the Vice President's office through Defense. This system works well; it
allows Navy to consider interdiction requirements in consonance with other Navy
operational and, training requirements at fleet commanders' quarterly scheduling
conferences.-The adequacy of the system is perhaps best reflected in the scheduling
of Navy Maritime Patrol Aircraft tP-31 operations in 1984, of which the Navyflew
nearly 3200 hours in direct support of Coast Guard.:-

Additionally, National Narcotic Border Interdiction System is the vehicle by
which "short fuze" requests lor support from Navy are handled. The best example I
can offer here is the use of lydrofoil patrol craft with law enforcement detach-
ments embarked, Patrol craft in Key West is usually maintained in a "ready alert"
status. Correspondingly, U.S. Coast Guard in Key West Maintains a "ready alert"
de tachment. This joint team can be underway in a matter of less than an hour, en
route to a known or suspected smuggler. The success ofothis Navy-Coast Guard team
can be measured by the fact that in 1984 these teams seized over 117,000 pounds of
marijuana.

In effect, the present method of coordination provides the Navy the flexibility to
tailor support to Coast Guard and other law enforcement agencies both in the long
range and in quick reaction situations, while being highly responsive to their needs.

I have not addressed in detail the numerous other, areas in which the Navy sup-
ports our law enforcement agencies but have focused on our providing their teams
responsive interdiction platforms. Before I shift to the maritime deferise zones, I
assure you again that the U S Navy remains firmly committed to supporting our
law enforcement agencies at every opportunity, v'within the iaw, and within our oper-
ating budget when military readiness is not adversely affected. -

Nowv I will brieflv discuss maritime defense zone. An overview of' the development
of this concept might be helpful.

Na%:v Sea Frontiers were established in 19-12 to provide a coordinated coastal and
harbor defense, in response to the wartime threat to the United States. Following
the conclusion of World War II, Sea Frontier assets gradually diminished.oer time
rand the Sea'Frontier ,'oniniands-themselves were disestablished in 1,75. Responsi-
bility foil coastal defense was then assumed by the Naval Di'stricts, until their own
disestablishement in 19t1. The harbor defense mission at that time was passed to
local naval base comma l ters, but no additional resources were assigned. This ar-
rangement provided for limited harbor defense, but did not encompass an integrated
coastal defense plan for the Lnited States..

The free and open use of U]S. ports, harbors, and waterways to support the
Navy's maritime strategy and the reinforcement and I-esup-ply of our allies requires
an integrated harbor det'fense network. the mission (f maritime det'ense zones. -
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In 1982 the Navy/Coast Guard Board approved the concept of maritime defense
zones for coastal and harbor defense of the United States. In March, 1984 the Secre-
tarv of Transportation and tile Secretary of the Navy executed a mremorandum ofagreement designating the, U.S. Coast Guard area commanders as maritime defense
zone commanders, responsiblh- to the. Na,'y fleet commanders-in-chief for the per-
formance of peacetime planning and training of coastal defense. In wartime, or
when directed.by the President, maritime defense zone commanders will perform
those tasks, assigned by their respective Fleet commanders-in-chief relating to coast-
al and harbor defense of the United States.

To provide Coast Guard area commanders with the capability of perfornming'their
peacetime mission as maritime defense zone commanders, small joint planning
staffs of three U.S. Navy and three U.S. Coast Guard officer,3 were established for
each maritime defense zone at Governors Island, N.Y. and Government Island,'Ala-
meda, Calif. These modest planning staffs iafe the only full-time assets assigned to

* the nmritime'defense zones during peacetime. As plans are deve'.oped for coastal de-
fense,. they- will be exercised to test commandand control, inte,'operability, readi-
ness of forces, and executability of.the plans.

The vast majority of the forces available to the maritime defense zone command-
-ers-in wartime will come from the U.S. Naval Reserve, "U.S. Coast Guard and U.S.
Coast Guard Reserve. Maritime defense zone commanders will exercise ria',al com-
mand authority for coastal and harbor defense for the Fleet commanders-in-chief,
and will exercise Coast Guard statutory authority for the U.S. Coast Guard Area
Commanders. N/'assistance

In summary, Mr. Chairman, I can speak to both the subjects of Na.to
the Coast Guard in drug interdiction under the National Narcotics Border Interdic-
tion System and to Navy Coast Guard coordination under the maritime defense
zone organization, but there is no link by design-'or intention between them except
that both the Navy anti the Coast Guard are participants in each effort. In fact, the
naval forces dedicat-ed to assistance in the drug interdiction business are primarily
full time active duty forces', yet the naval forces intended to fill out the niiritifiO"
defense forces during wartime are primarily part time naval reserve forces in peace-
time.

I thank you Mr. Chairman for the opportunity to testify before your subcommit-
tee, and I would be pleased to answer any questions whichyou ot the members of
your subcommittee may have.

Mr. STUoDS.-Thank you very much, sir. -
I'll begin the first round of questions, gentlemen, focused on the

drug law enforcement component, and the second time around
we'll deal with- military defense and readiness

Admiral Gracey, I know that we went over this question general-
ly at the preceding hearing, but let me ask you again. Given the
last few weeks you've had to further digest and contemplate the
possible consequences of what appears to be likely Senate action on
the Coast Guard budget, and given my understanding that as we,
speak the full Senate may be considering that bill, could you de-
scribe in as much detail as possible the effects that either a $200
million or roughly $120 million reduction in the Coast Guard
budget' would have on the drug law enforcement and the military
missions of the Coast Guard? Bearing in mind-I'm sure you are
aware of the aside, which apparently was not tongue in cheek--the
instructions in the committee report from the Senate were to
endure those cuts without affecting your drug law enforcement ca-
pabilities. Only the Senate, I suppose, could entertain those two no-
tions simultaneously, but I'd like to have your reaction to that.

Admiral GRACEY. Well,. I share your bewilderment about those
instructions, Mr. Chairman. It's-,q little bit along the lines of the
old sailor saying of",liberty, buit ni boats."

There 'is: just no way to comply with the pr oposed OE cuts and
not himpact on drug interdiction. We set out to try to develop a plan
which, as I explained previously, would' preserve the basic charac-
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'ter of the Coast Guard. We would do what we do'now; we would
juqt do it in less places, a lot less places, and with a lot less intensi-
ty in those places where we continue to do it. But, considering my
determination to keep the basic character of the Coast Guard
intact and the direction to continue spending a given level on drug
law enforcement-we found it simply was not Possible. We could
not make the kinds of changes we would have to make because of
the personnel-intensiveness of what we do, without having an
impact on our drug program. Anytime you take a military service
and you take away one-third of its operating assets-over 50 ships,
over 45 airplanes, and so forth-you take a tremendous whack at
your ability to perfornj one of the Armed Forces of the United
States, and to perform in the defense of our country. It certainly is
going to-impact on the rharitime defense zone mission and I would
point out that the Coas Guard wartime missions are not totally
wrapped up in MDZ. There are-some other missions that we have
that are beyond that, that we've always had.

Soto focus in primarily on your question about drug law enforce-
ment-we really have been hoping and praying that some miracle
wouid occur and we would really not have to go through with
this-we recognize that to come anywhere near close to what we're
talking about, we would have to move a lot of ships around, disrupt
families, interfere with missions they're now performing and per-
haps move some west- coast ships to the east coast-that sort of
thing. Even with that, we conclude our cutter operating hours for
general law enforcement would be reduced by 51 percent.

Mr. STUDDS. How much?
Admiral GRACEY. That's 51 percent; 100,000 ship-operating hours.
Our aircraft operating hours in this arena would be reduced. Our

ability to deploy helicopters aboard ships, which is a very, very val-
uable part of our interdiction effort because it extends the eyes and
ears of the ship-that deployment capability would be reduced by
75 percent. Our long-range aircraft surveillance-that's with the
C-130-would be reduced by about 51 percent.

You put all those things together,',and the bottom line is that we
would probably come out with an. impact on overall drug interdic-
tion capability that would be somewhere on the order of magnitude
of 20- percent. I am not sure that I can explain to you how we can
take two 51's and a 75 and come up with 20, but that's our best
guess of the end effect.

And of course, as I said before, you take those things and apply
them to the military capability, and the impact is going to be, in
that sense, almost a straight lihe relationship.

M-'STUDDS. Well, I guess logic would ask one to try to figure out
that. The overall cut is less than some of those percentages that
you're telling us--

AdmiralGRACEY. Im talking to you abott the numbers of hours,
the cutter operating hours, and numbers of aircraft hours and so
forth. I think perhaps I wold like to leave it at that if I may,'Mr.
Chairman, and we'll pursue it later. It necessary, I'll try to provide
something for the record to illustrate the other figure I gave you, if
that's all right.

Mr. STUDDS. But you're fairly confident about those figures at
this point?
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Admiral GRACEY. Well, yes, sir, in terms of percentages of reduc-
tion time, yes, because they're based on the numbers of vessels, and -
the numbers of aircraft that we perceive we'll have to lay up at.the
$200 million cut level.

Mr. STUDDS' Supposing the Senate wero to go along withthe $120
million cut, roughly, rather than the $200 million. Would that
make a dramatic difference in those numbers, or would you just
have a slightly less severe problem?

Admiral GRACEY. No, it's more in the line of slightly less. Some-
body asked me yesterday about how I felt about the two alterna-
tives, and at that point they were talking about $100 million versus
$200 million. And I said, "You think maybe I'm going to tell you
I'm only half as unhappy with $100 million as I am with $200 mil-
lion," but it isn't a straight line relationship. I'm disturbed about
both of them; I'm obviously not as disturbed about $100 million as I
am about $200 million, but no, it is not a straight line relationship.
I just don't know what the end impact would be. But it-won't be as
dramatic a reduction in the nature of the cuts we'd have to raike;
it would be less, of course.

Mr. STUDDS. I'm also curiotis if you've got some estimate as to
what effect those cuts would have on the- Haitian migrant interdic-
tion operation Which the Senate committee also directed you con-
tinue full speed ahead, notwithstanding the cuts.

Admiral GRACEY. I'm sorry, sir?
;Mr. STyDDS. The Haitian migrant interdiction program-the

Senate decided that, notwithstanding the cuts, it would be nice if
you kept .that up at -full speed, as well as the drug law enforce-
ment. What would be the effect on that program?

Admiral GRACEY. We will continue that, sir.-There won't be any
significant effect except to the extent that we would have less ves-
-sets, perhaps, to return them. But we do not plan to impact on
that.

I think I can explain that anomaly in impact' figures I was talk-
ing about a minute ago, Mr. Chairman. The percentage time fig-
ures I gave you were general law enforcement, including all as-
pects. That includes fisheries enforcement and everything else. The
20 percent is drdgs alone; so in terms of the aircraft and cutter
hours, I was talking about reductions in total law enforcement
effort. The 20 percent would be the impact on drugs. There would
be about 70-percent reduction in fisheries effort.

Mr. STUDDS. We'll discuss later the relative priorities implicit in
those calculations: [Laughter.)

Comniodore, you may be in a state of shock. You folks aren't
used to discussing these kinds of questions in terms of dramatic
budget reductions. Maybe this is good practice for what you may
face if the Senate has its way on something else that they're con-
sidering.

Admiral GRACEY. We have to explain to the Commodore, sir, that
$200 million in our terminology really is a dramatic reduction.

Mr. STUDDS. Yes. And when he says $200 million, he's talking
unitary dollars, not thousands or billions. [Laughter.]

The decimal point is different from what you're used to.
Commodore CLEXTON. Thank you.
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Mi . STUDDS. Admiral, 4 years ago'we were told that the four Car-
ibbean choke points were effectively patrolled by Coast Guard ves-
sels and aircraft approximately 18 percent of the time. What is-the
current figure? And in what other ways, if any, can you quantify
the extent to which progress has been made in drug law enforce-
ment?

Admiral .GRACEY. Well, Mi'. Chairman, the current figures indi-
cate we have one cutter in the Yucutan 90 percent of the time; we
have one cutter in the Windward Passage 98 percent of time, and
in the Mona and Anagata Passages are about 36 percent, which is
up from 15 percent last year. HoWever, percentage of time in a pas-
sage iS' not a good way to judge the effectiveness. We also have to
take a look at aircraft patrol times. You have to take a look at
what hinds of other things you are doing which impact on what
goes through that area.

But the direct answer to your question is in those percentages I
gave you . In the Yuccitan last year we averaged a little less than
two cutters at any given time. In the WindwArd Passage, a little
less than one and a half.

Mr. STUDDS. Now, you-touched on this in your statement a little
bit, I think, but to what extent and in what manner has the strate-
gy for deploying Coast Guard vessels and aircraft dedicated primar-
ily to drug law enforcement changed during the past 4 years? In
other words, What have you learned? What do you do differently?
And I guess I should also ask, what do the smug$1ers do different.:.
ly?

Admiral GRiACEY. Well, the smugglers are doing a lot of things
differently. In fact, they are doing some interesting things. I men-
tioned in my statement that they're going to great lengths to avoid
us. They have surveillance aircraft; they're going out around the
traditional routes; they're concealing their cal-goes; they're doing a
lot of air drops. All of those things we're happy to see because they
indicate we're having an impact. If they have to hide their cargo,
then they can carry less, although I did mention the fact that
we ve now had a couple of tug/barge situations with bargeloads of
marijuana. There were over 160 tons in the seizure we brought into
Florida last week, which was picked up well out at sea in the At-
lantic, by the way, not down in the Caribbean.

What we we think we're seeing, because of the strategy which I
will describe in a minute, is an impact of the drug smugglers decid-
*ing that there's almost no place out there that's totally safe, and
they night as well go back and take a'shot at going through the
shortest and quickest routes. We'd like them to keep thinking that
way. We don't have any intention of going back to a straight block-
ade strategy. One of the major shifts we've made is away from the
straight blockade of the choke point idea and into a flexible,_tacti-
cal, strategic situation, if you will, moving around, becoming unpre-
dictable.

If we're going to fight a war, let's fight a war; let's not fight it
with our hands tied in that we're' only allowed to fight it in four
particular pieces of geography. And that was essentially where we
were when we were pressed to use a straight a choke point strate-
gy. We developed, some 31/2 years 'ago, what we called a three zone
strategy which talks aboul a departure zone.. We've gone into
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multiagency-'operations.like Wagonwheel and Hat Trick last fall-
and Blue Lightning last spring. They are major concentrated ef-
forts, carefully timed but hopefully not at previously divulged and
unpredictble times, so that we can keep the smugglers off guard.

I think the most simple way to explain the change'is from a.
blockade philosophy to a wartime strategic/tactical philosophy.

Mr. STUDDS. Staff wants me to ask you who makes up the names
of these operations.

Admiral GRACEY. Wagoiiwheel atid Hat Trick?
Mr. STUDDS. And Blue Lightning.
Admiral GRACEY. If you really want to know, sir, I can--
Mr. STUDDS. No, I don't think we do. [Laughter.] \
I've taken more time than I had anticipated. I'll suspend at this

point and turn to the gentleman. from Michigan.
Mr. DAVis. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Admiral Gracey, let me pursue some questions on the $200 mil-

lion cuts. I know we've discussed it before, but have you had an op-
portunity or have you been asked by Secretary Dole to discuss
what effect the $200 million would have on the Coast Guard?

Admiral GRACEY. Oh, yes, sir. I havre discussed with Secretary
Dole and the Deputy Secretary and any number of people up there
at some considerable length. In fact, I discussed it with the Deputy
Secretary on the Friday morning after what we have come tp call
Black Thursday.

Mr. DAVIS. Has the Secretary indicated that she will try to help
in restoring that money?

Admiral GRACEY. Yes, she's addressed a letter to the Chairman
of the Senate Appropriations Committee. Obviously, she's also very
concerned about the FAA cut, as we all are. She addressed both
those issues and proposed alternative ways to bring the Function
400 appropriation into line with the budget resolution.

Mr. DAVIS. I'm sorry-did you say she had in her letter recom-
mended-how the committee could. come up with the $500 mil-
lion---

Admira'l GRACEY. Yes, sir.
Mr. DAVIS continuingg. Rather than cut...
Admiral GRACkY. Yes, sir.
Mr. DAvis. Are you aware, is .anyone on the Senate floor going to

try to make an effort to restore the money?
Admiral GRACEY.7'Ie spoken with several Senators, Mr. Davis,

as you might imagine. I have yet to speak to one who wasn't dis-
turbed b y this whole thing, and I've heard several different ideas
about how it would be handled on the floor. But I really don't know
what the final result will be-who is going to do what in the final
analysis.

Mr. DAVis. A couple other questions. It seems to me in your testi-
mony before, on the $200 million of cuts, that you indicated to this
subcommittee that beyond the $200 million, if you were to have to
mothball many'of the ships-and airplanes, the ,'cst of doing that
and other things related to the $200 million in cu'.s would result in
another $100 million coming out of your budget'?

Admiral GRACEY. Yes. Essentially, Mr. Davis, an eyeball figure-
the best we can do at this point-is that we would have to actually
reduce spending by $300 million to get the $200 million down. I
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really don't believe it's possible--o--get rid of 6,000 people in what-
ever time is left in this fiscal year, but that's what we would have
to do. I suppose you could -always resort to draconian and inhtman
measures but even if' we could, and even if it were a 6-month
saving, it would cost us $35 million in severance",pay and that sort
of thing to haye those people leave. The military service is simply-.---
not geared up for major abrupt changes-the enlisted- personnel
have contracts; your.officers have certain, rules by which they're
governed, and you're simply not geared upto~major swings down-
.Yard in your population. It takes-really, as I said, draconian meas-
ures to try to do it.

Mr. DAVIS. I think th.e chairman of the committee and myself
have said on different occasions, Admiral, that a $200 million cut
il yoir budget-and which you're now telling s would actually
end up ais'$3f--6miTon--wouil cost lives. Do you agree that that's a
possibility, or do you think that very definitely would be a reality,
that that kind of cut would cost people's lives?

Admiral GRACEY. Well, I can'put it this way, Mr. Davis. Consid-
ering the kinds of units we're talking about having to close, there
were abbut 4,1000 cases that they responded to last year. Overall
last year, we saved 5,645 lives out of 66,000 cases. Now, if you want
to take a straight line, you can come up with numbers; I don't -
think that's a valid thing to do, but the simple answer to your
question is that if there-are 4,000 cases that you might not be able
,to respond to, you've got -to assume that the answer to your ques-
tion is yes.

Mr. DAvis. How much of-yo it total budget would you estimate is
allocated for drug interdiction, when you take personnel, airplanes,
helicopters, boats-can you give us just a rough figure?

Admiral GRACTY. Well, I want to explain- briefly first that we
don't have anyting-or very little-dedicated. We go on a multi-
mission basis.-We have a ship that sails, and pai't of its time is this
ard- part or its time-is that. But the figure was about 30 percent.
I'll adjust.-that for the record to give you the right figure.

[The nlormhit ion folli)ws:

COsT iW )RU(; IN FMIMICTION

About -,W p-'r vnt (r , 7 milion I ot the ( oast (uard'stotal operating expenses
approplliltl m of, .. 1.767 1 T lT i- lion-lcatd In 1w ,,il['orceinent in general;-IS per-
Cent -ot th iotal a pproI[ p ration i( r ,+ _ 25 _ i )lion) got,, Ir drug law enforcement speci-
ficiallv.

AdMirad GACY. Well, the Senate, in effect, said "keep going to.
S300. millfio-nsonc-Odd." That will give you an order-:of-_nagnitude
of"~ v'hat it wa_+_and_ tlit.-of-l'~, 7- billion, is -about one-fifth -so 20-
some percent. - .. ..

Mr. l),DVIS. Tiht ,,nati laHIguage, as I understand it, dictates to
the ('oastGuard that VOti colitinu1e that program without any- uts,
as I unllderstan(i it.

Adll iral (_ RACFY. Yes, sir.
Mr. l)AVIS I think you ha\C indicated to this colitlittee'-that

that ts socthing. 'at k'vast as fi fi.s you ar e onVWerne(d, that would
be an impossil)ility to be able to do.

k
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Admiral GRACEY.'I took it on my own responsibility when we
were taking a look at how we would approach this, Mr. Davis, to
say that I hear that message; but to do that and follow it 'to the
letter would be to destroy the Coast Guard as we know it today. It
would make it a pure maritinie law enforcement agency with none
of the other aspects. The military capabilities would obviously be
there because the drug program sh.ifts over, but you would essen-
tially destroy the character of the Coast Guard as it is today,.and I

--don't want to do that. I don't think that's responsible-.-
So we-came, as close as we could, but we had to nick that figure.
Mr. DAVIS. I appreciate that, Admiral.
Let me turn to Commodore Clexton and ask you aquestion, Com

modore. As I understand it, Nav--p-rsonnel do not presently hav
the-authority to arrested suspected drug smugglers. The question is
do they, however, have the authority to seize and detain them until
a Federal law enforcement officer arrives off the scene? And do
they havp the authority.to use force to assist- Federal law, enforce-
ment officers in need of help during a law enforcemelt--operation-.--

Commodore CLEXTON. We do not have the aut-hQrity to detain, or,
seize suspects while awaiting law enforcement officers. But what,.
we do is,. if a U.S, vessel without a law enforcement detachment
aboard oomes across a suspect vessel as notified by the Fleet Com-
maider, we report that. The immediate Navy Commander in the
area could very well decide that we shadow that unit soit's not. lost
before the connections could be made, but there would not be an
actual confrontation between the U.S. Navy vessel and a suspect
vess(l..

If we have a detachment aboard, as far as the use of fbrce, that
c61u5 _d one because, with the law enforcement detachment
aboard, they have tie authority. Action to that degree would be by
agreement worked out between the Navy vessel and the detach-
.rnent and the headquarters. And so use of foi:ce could be imple-

. rnentedafnd has been on at least one occlasion inthe past.
Mr. DAVIS. What if they were not aboard the ship? Could you

then? Let's say you were there and the law enforcement people
came on another boat, there was a big strtlggle, and they were
losing. Could you then legally--

Commodore CILEXTON. In defense of U.S. forces, yes, sir.
Mr. DAVIS. You could?
Commodore CLEXTON.,Yes, sit-. By the Rules of Engagement that

we operate under around the world, in defense of' our own forces.
Yes, sir.

Mr. DAvis. Thank you, M'. Chairman. -/
.Mr. STUDDS. The gentleman from Delaware.
Mr: CARIPEk: Thank you-,- Mr. (lairman.
I'd like to welcome the Admiral-the Admirals--and the Conimo--

dore. Thank you -for your testimony today.
Let me start off with a qtestioi ,about the source of' drugs that

we're trying to interdict. Generally, what are the sources of the
-drugs, the origin?

Admiral GRACEY. Well, South America is still the primary
source, Mi-. Carper, although iri theiPacific we have the so-called
Golden Triangle and there are shipments coming across from

°Southeast Asia. But the primary sources still re'nmain South Aer-
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ica. Some of itis -moving up through Central America into, a couple
of the countries there.

Mr. CARPER. In terms of the relative quantities of drugs that are
.corning into-our Nation, you're saying that South America is some-
what greater than the flow from the Pacific sid-?. Or a lot more?

Admiral GRACEY. Well, I don't mean to sound smat, but they
don't give us an invoice when they ship it so we really don't kriow.
We have intelligence and" weknow where our seizures are; we
know what is picked up in the streets. 'I'ifiiolt-9ure I am: able-t6
give you a definitive answer tothat. Either-of my area command-
ers may be able to, but my view is that South America remains the
predominant source :of marijuana and cocaine.

Mr. CARPER. And the drugs that are coming from South America
are coming-through the Caribbean into the Atlantic or the gulf, is
that'correct?

Admiral- GRACEY; Well, they're also going up the Pacific coast. (
was out there-I had Admiral Costello's job several years ago, and
we had a lot of stuff coming oat of the west coast of South America
at that time. I ;have no reason to believe that it's not still doingit:.

Mr. CARPER. Given the amount of coastline and so forth, which is '....

the most difficult to interdict? Froni the Atlan'tic side or the Pacific'---
side? -

Admiral GRACEY. Well, the Pacific is far more difficult because
in the Atlantic you have some natural choke points through the
Caribbean. You have the Windward Islands and all of teat chain
out there. Along the west coast, they can go out to sea and come
back in anywhere. And they may be coming in from Asia or they
may, be coming up from the west coast of South America. The west
coast, I think, is by far the more -difficult.

Mr; CARPER. If you had to hazard a guess as to what percentage
of the drugs that are being shipped by sea, what percentage is actu-
ally-being interdicted today? Would you say less than half? More
.th n half?

Admiral GRAGEY. Well, it depends on what you're talking bout.
In the alteration whose name the chairman decries, Wagonwhuel,
lasr year we have reason to believe we got about 50 percent of last
fall's ha;vest of Ynarijuana in Colombia. In terms of interdiction at
sea, we don'tt really know. We'-would guess somewhere, perhaps,"
around 30 percent, but -that's poure guess. We really don't know -

what it is. .
Mr. CARPER. I don't van t to compipronise any intelligence sources

or ask you to say sbmething that."i2seebst kept quiet, but could you
describe for us the intelligence that we have that enables-us to -
know where -wt- should be, when we- should-be on- station?--And--
given the assets that weohave, loi' we colild best maximize them?
. Admiral RACEY. Y'd reilly rtither not' go into that, Mr. Carper, if

you don't mind. Some of the sources are \avy units that help us
with sightings; our own ships and aircraft, obviously, have sight-
ings; and DOD aircraft 'provide--sightkaigs-for us. That kind of basic'
intelligence is pretty obvious, but there are-also other sources. We
now 'have the Coast Guaed Intelligence 'Center that we've-set up

-- hei:e in Washington as a separate command within the last 2 years.
Because 'of te kind of work thvoy do and their ability to ,handle
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high-level intelligence, we are getting a great deal of input working
as a partner in the intelligence community.

Mr. CARPER. The shipments that coine out of South America, are
they generally shrouded in secrecy or are they open about what
they're doing down there?

Admiral GRACEY. It's both. They're more secret now thai they
used to be. It used to be they'd just load it up and. go. You'd walk
aboard and there'll would be,, all stacked, and we're talking about
a wide variety of vessels.* You're talking about somebody who takes
his yacht and sails it down there and figures he's going to make '.
fast killing; you're talking about tugs and barges; you're talking
.about ersatz fishing vessels; 'you're talking about the rusty old
interisfand freighters; the whole assortment is there.

Mr. CARPER. Going back to the intelligence 'question, let me ask
the flip side/of the question. We presumably are'using, to. the best
of oi7a~iiitfy, sources of intelligence so that we know how to better
use our assets. Are they, in turn, deploying intelligence operations
of their own to find out how we're usidg our assets so that they
might.-then counter their utilization?

Admiral GRACEY. Indeed they are. They are flying surveillance
flights, and we have every-reason-to-believe that their intelligence
sources are working quite well. We know of some things that
couldn't possibly happen without inside information. We're at war;
we're at f41-scale war, let there be no doubt about that, and the
enemy here is a very, wily enemy and he is also well funded--
Would that the U.S. Coast Guard were as well-funded.

Mr. CARPER. What are we doing in-the way of counterintelligence
to'undermine their efforts, for example, to find out where our P-3's
are going to be flying, where your ships are going to be deployed?

Admiral GRACEY. We're using all the tricks of the trade, Mr.
Carper.

Mr. CARPER. One last question of the Commodore. I think you
mentioned in your testimony that there are roughly 3,000 P-3,
flight hours that had been flown; I don't know if it was within a
given year. What (1o we have to show in terms of interceptions, in
terms of detections, interdictions for all of that effort?

Commodoe CLEXTON. In that reference, the data were for 1984.
In the case of P-3 sulri-eillance,, it's simply a matter of providing
information to the system so that the system can operate, We don't
necessarly get the feedback to measure effectiveness, if you will,
on how inany vessels"were just suspects and how many detections
actually led to arrests.

Mr; CARPER. low do we know that that was a prudent utilization
of those assets?-
- Commodore CI.EXTON:-That's the- tough part. lowmch-hat w

.. are doing,-the-requirements that are laid on us, and how much ac-
tually ends up as effective use of' the assets is very difficult to de-
termine, just as is the cutter time at sea that does not lead to im-
mediate results. So it's hard to measure the effectiveness; I don't
think, on the air side, it's that good.

" Mr. CARPER. OK. Thank you very much.
Admiral[GRACEY. Mr. Carper, I think'l have a little more detail,

and I may be able to give you a little better look.
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We've got a list of 38 ships that were seized in °the last 3 years as
a direct result of our law enforcement detachments or Navy assist-
ance. And I'm looking down- that list, and here's "P-3 sighted,
30,000 pounds and 4 arrests"; "P-3 sighted, 40,000 pounds, 21 arrests
and 46 pounds of cocaine"; "P-3 sighted, 23,000 pounds, 8 arrests";
"P-3 sighted, 29,000, 3 'arrests"; "P-3 sighted, 61,000 pounds, 8
arrests"; "P-3 sighted, 44,000, T Arrests"; and the P-3 assisted in the
search for the tug/barge, the big bust that we just made.

I'm just mentioning out the ones where the P-3 was involved, be-
cause that's what you seem to be asking about.

Mr. CARPER. Yes.
Admiral GRACEY. It's a help.
Mr. CAR~iR. Thank you all.
Mr. STUDS.' Admiral, your 'observation about the possibly superi-

or-, funding of the oppositibft reminds me of a tactic that the com-
.. modore's Department uses all' the time. You might try an assess-

ment of the funding available to smugglers, and an analysis of
whether or not they're subject to annual budget cuts. [Laughter.]-

Do you have any--this works very well for the Department of
Defense, assessing enemy funding levels., e ea n o

Admiral GRAQEY. I 'would guess the trafficker's board of-directors
is a little more centralized and unidirectional than ours, sir,'

Mr. STUDDS. I was just wondering; there are an awful' lot of
people in this room for a hearing on this subject. It's entirely possi-o
ble that some of these folks may be the Washington law-firms rep-
resenting some of those people. You can never be too sure.

Admiral GRACEY. They may also be gathering intelligence.
Mr. STUDDS. This is true.
The gentleman from New Jersey.
Mr. HUGHES. Thank you.

. I want'to welcome Admiral Gracey and his colleagues, Admiral
Yost and Admiral Costello and Commodore Clexton. It's particular-
ly good to see Admiral Yost again, of the Atlantic zone.

I don't want to repeat many of the questions that-have been
asked about drug enforcement in particular, but I do have some
questions.

It seems that we know from all the strategic intelligence we've
leen able to gather, that if anything, the problem's getting worse.
The price of cocaine on the street is down, and the purity is up.
That's a good indicator of the fact that we're awash in cocaine. Is
that your belief also, Admiral .Gracey?

Admiral GRACEY. I don't know whether it's'getting worse, but it
certainly is bad. I know we're getting a lot more, so I don't know
whether it's just that we're getting better or it's just that there's
more coming.

Mr. HUGHES. We've taken a lot of testimony--, the Subcommittee
on Crime and Select Committee on Narcotics-and we really don't

.have any good measUres It's hard to really get 'a hahidle on'what's..
coming in, but the best indicator we have, really, is how ;much it's
selling -fr on the street anc how.pure it is. Using that as a yard-
stick, it would seem that the problem has gotten worse.

Admiral GRACEY. Yes; it would. I wouldn't dispute that at all..
'Mr. HUGitEs. So what we're proposing'to do at a time when the

problem's getting worse-we'ie going to have bumper crops of
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heroin coming out of the Golden Crescent and the Golden Triangle
this year; we're making some of the largest busts in India that
we've ever' made, 80 and 90 kilograms of heroin. It seems that what
we're doing is taking a major step backward bycutting our inter-
diction and enforcement efforts.

Law enforcement, as you well know, is a labpr-intensive function.
I look at our success rate, and you've indicated in past testimony
that we're interdicting about 15 to 20 percent of the marijuana
coming in. I've seen no estimates on the amount of cocaine, which
is a lot harder to try to measure, because we really have no idea
how much we're interdicting,

Admiral GRACEY. That is fair. We know that we've gotten over 3
tons of cocaine this year. That's got to mean there's a lot more out

because wegotall that. in only a few.busts. . .
_- ........-- Mr. HUGHES. All of the intelligence I've seen would indicate that

the -difficulty of interdicting is becoming more difficult. Patterns
have changed; they have tremendous resources at their disposal.
They have the fastest boats. There's so much money involved that
they've often managed to buy intb-ireas where the routes are effec-

- t1v14 n- bringing contraband to this country. It would seem to me
--"-'--that you're already having difficulty dealing with that. You've fec-

ognized that-just maintaining a presence at the choke points is not
adequate; you've gone to other strategic types of interdiction, yet
you don't have the equipment to do it. For instance, you need addi-
tional C.-130's for long-range capabilities. You need radar capabil-
ity. You' really have neither in ;any- great suppl The- C-130's
you've needed for some time, at a cost of $78 million; it's still not
in your inventory, is it?

Admiral GRACEY. We've been increasing the numbers.
Mr. HUGHES. What ar&-you up to now?
Admiral GRACEY. We're up to 26, sir.
Mr. HUGHES. The last figure I saw was 22. You've increased it to

S26?
Admiral GRACEY. I'm including the on order figure.
Currently that's 19 operational. We have four that are operation-

al support and three on order.
Mr. HUGHES. Having any problems with parts?
Admiral GRACEY. Not on the C-130, no.
Mr. HUGHES. How about the four additional long-range surveil-

lance aircraft you've needed for some time? When do you expect to
have those in inventory?

Admiral GRACEY. Well, we had magnificently high hopes in the
1986 budget, as a matter of fact. Certain Members of Congress in
both Houses were, supporting additions with some additional fund-
ing to come over through the Department of Defense, as has been

----....-.done iii-7the past with the idea of specific purchases, and there were
going to be some-C-130's in there. But--.

Mr. HUGHES. Well, for four (-130's you need about $78 million
with parts?.:

Admiral GRACEY. Approximately that.
, Mr. HUGHES. So what is proposed in the other body is to cut your
budget by $200 million. Much of that impact \vili fall t6 drug ifliter-
.diction as well as the other missions yot4- have, obviously, so if any-
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thing you're going to be stretched even thinner. You're not'going to
be able to do What you're presently doing at that funding level.

'Admiral GRACEY. As a matter of fact we're probably going to
have to ground some C-1-30's. We're going to have to take the extra
crews away from --me of them that we have augmented so we.can
get more time out of the airfranie.

Mr. HUGHES. What's that going to do to your new.strategy of
long-range surveillance? -

Admiral GRACEY. Knock it in the head.
Mr. HUGHES. Well, you know, one of the things that I hear much

about is the impact of the Posse Comitatus.law; and I'm very
happy and proud of thp, faQhat I'm one of the people that worked
to develop the law'that we have to modify the Posse Comitatus law.
It's been rather effective in trying to use military- equipment-and-
their-othrresoor ces and wHe i-efs compatible with their needs,
personnel to operate that sophisticated equipment and sharing of
intelligence-and there was a great hue and cry a few weeks babk
on the floor when we we'e going to put the military in the direct
business of law enforcement. There were proposals to give them
arrest, search, and seizure authority, notwithstanding the fact that
they're noQt trained in that area, that they could be tied up for
weeks and weeks in court after subpoena by defense counsel await-

..... ing grand jury action or motions to suppress by defense attorneys.
But the perception was that we could use the military much

more effectively. We have used, as a matter of fact, some aspects of
that modification effectively with the tactical units. As I under-
standit, We ha-d-about 114 ships ~and im taking this from Commo-
dore Clexton's testimony-in -the Caribbean last year that could
have accommodated some of our Coast Guard tactical law enforce-
ment un-Rs. We could only utilize about 24'in that period of time,
just because we didn't have the personnel.
. rTellqme what a $200-million cut would mean relative to the tacti-
cal units,

Admiraf GRACEY. I can't tell you specifically in numbers of
people, Mr. Hughes, but obviously we're going to squeeze it. The
one 'area that we probably won't squeeze very much is in the tacti-

'cal law enforcement teams, the TACLETS and LEDETS, because
they let us operate off of somebody else's platform, namely, the

'Navy's, and they have been effective. There are some ways they
.could become more effective, and we are exploring-them.

We figure there are about 12 Navy vessels a month that have
been available operiaflng in the area where we go, and-we've only
been able to get aboard about a third of those. We had 53dqiloy-
ments list year---

Mr.-HuGH ES. Were they effective?
'Admiral GRACEY. Some were, some weren't. We made a number

of seizures. There are some policy problems that we're working out -

in terms of a balance between the basic mission of a naval vessel
and the dcug effort, and we're looking at working out ways to have
naval vessels-divert for whatever period of time to go after a sus- -

pect. We're looking at boarding not only U.S. vessels but f6reign
vessels consensually-those kinds of things are policy determina-
tions. We're working on thetm add, as It,,iideistand it, the decision
paper has gone up, on this? Is that right, Commodore?
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Commodore CLEXTON. Yes, sir, the Navy's positionon consensual

boairding is in the"Secretary of Defense's office.
Mr. HUGHES.' Commodore, in the brief time I have left, maybe

you can explain to me how we.save any money by using the Navy
in all instances to combat drug enforcement. It seems that there
are certain missions, certain vessels, that can be used for staging
areaspfor tactical units; but it's not very feasible, is it, to use a de-
stroyer to chase a cigarette boat?

Confmodore CLEXTON. Sir, our vessels are in the area for- other
reasons. And, when we are, we think it's cost effective, to have the
detachments aboard--

Mr. HUGHES. My question is, Does it make sense to use a destroy-
er to chase a vessel? See, the, percepVion aroUnd here is that we can
use Navy vessels to chase drug traffickers. The traffickers I've seen
have either used old fishing vessels or very fast vessels, particular-
ly when they make a run from the' Bahamas over to the Florida
coast. And most of the Navy vessels we have in the area just don't
seem to be suitable for chasing those vessels. NoP does it seemto be
cost effective to take a destroyer, for instance, and have. that de-
stroyer tied up while they permit a boarding of a fishing boat, then
wait for the Coast Guard to arrive if they're not in the area to
escort that boat-th t vessel carrying contraband-'to some port in
.the.United States.

Tell me how that's c\)st effective.
Commodore CLFEXTOr. In the way'you put it, as far as chasing it

down-:no, there's not--
Mr. - HUGHES. Tell ug how 'it's cost effective to hay" 'Navy person-

nel making arrests, searc ies, and seizures, on board t- Navy vessel.'
I Commodore CLEXTON. /he Navy doesn't believe it 'is., We don't
believe we should be in---

Mr. HUGHiE,. How about the Coast Guard?
Admiral GRACEY. You mean, how do W-i feel about the Navy, sir
Mr. HtUGHES. Yes. My problem is that, as we cut back on Coast

Guard resources, the excuse I hear is, "Well, we're using the modi-
fication of the Posse Comitatus law; the military is more directly
involved." They're not suited for the mission. They're not'law en-
forcement personnel, and it just doesn't make sense to me to cut
back on your resources and then try to depend upon 'the Navy or-
other branches of the militar-y to pick up the gap. That isn't going
to happen, is it?

Admiral GRACFY. No, sir.
Mr. HUGHES. Any question in your mind about that?
Admiral GRACEY. There's 'no question in my mind at all, and

'from having heard the Commodore this morning, and fromf the
people that I know in the Navy, I don't believe they believeit is,
either.

Mr. IIu(,mIEs' I don't think there's any question that we've got to
maximize that cooperation. Certainly, intelligence sharing is ex-
tremely important and the sharing of equipment, where that's com-
patible-with their military mission, makes abundant good senseand we certainly, need to improve our communication and address
the problems of reiinbursenent to the military fbr equipment, all
of which creates some problems. I share your concern, as is obvious
from the tone of' my voice, that we're doing a total reversal at a

I
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time when in fact drug trafficking is increasing in this country,
when it's become a multibillion-dollar industry, one that's threat-
ening the basic social fabric in this country'why, we re just doing
a 180-degree turn. And there is no free lunch; it's going to catch up
with us.

We've-seen what's happened. We let the Miami area go for so
long that drug trafficking became an institutional problem. It's
become a nightmare. They had more homicides in Miami, as you
know, just a few years ago because we left it go too long before we
moved -in and tried, to deal with it. And the very same thing is
going to happen up and down this coast and throughout this coun-
try.

_ _Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. STUDDS. I just want to say that-I want to commend the gen-

tleman from New Jersey. I couldn't agree more with the import of
what he has to say. I think that his leadership has been an exam-
ple of reason in a sea of emotion and irrationality around here, and
fortunately the gentleman is speaking common sense which some-
how dwindles within the beltway, I understand. [Laughter.]

But I think that the officers at the. table from both services, I
suspect, concur in large measure with what you've said. I certainly
do. It's going to get worse before it gets better, I'm afraid, given the
activities of recent weeks around here.

Admiral, the conference report, as you were just discussing in,
part with Mr. Hughes, on the Defense Authorization Act for this
year includes, as you know, a section providing for the mandatory
assignment of. Coast Guard personnel on naval vessels. This section
authorizes $15 million for the Defense Department for transfer to
the Coast Guard to be used only to fund Coast Guard personnel as-
signed to Navy vessels.

I wonder if you've given some thought as to how that provision
would be implemented, and do you believe-if it would become
law-that it is appropriately drafted? Or do you think, aside from
needing more money, that it could be improved as it stands?

Admiral GRACEY. I think that the program to add Coast Guard
personnel so that they can deploy with Navy vessels is a practical
and logical ,vay to go. It's a way to take advantage ofonaval assets
that are in the area. It increases the deterrent effect of having the
vessels there.

You're absolutely right, Mr. Hughes, it's not. cost effective to
start from scratch and send a destroyer to chase down a cigarette
boat, but I don't think we would try to do that. We're talking about
intercepts, and we're talking about observation, craft of opportuni-
ty, being i-n an area where it's going on, using intelligence, and per-
haps diverting from track for a half a day or a few hours to make a
boarding and then come back-that kind of thing. And l think it
would be a good program.

Mr. STUDDS. Commodore, from the Navy's point of view, again--I
assume that you both had an opportunity, or your agencies have, to
take a look at the drafting of that language. Is it adequate? Does it
present problems to either service as currently drafted?

Commodore CLEXTON. Well, the drafting I saw was in theAu-
thorization Act. For us to get it for action it would have to ionie
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* through. appropriations, so I'm sure there's still'some latitude f0r
some wording, depending on how definitive it needs to be.

We wouldn't see permanent assignment of Coast Guard- pson-
net to our vessels as very efficient because most of the ,ear thy're
not in the areas where they could be used in the law enforcement
role. And there are other periods of time when we are in. the de-
fined interdiction. areas where their utility would not be very good,
either. For instance, a ship going down to the Guantanamo area for
training should have a detachment aboard for the transit down and
back; but while they're actually doing theii immediate training in
the vicinity of Guantanamo, it would not be..

So I think we could work together to get the.wording to where..it
would allow the latitude and the coordination. I .

Mr. STUDDS. I appreciate that. I sure hope youwon't charge the
Coast Guard for room and board and grog when they're--- [Laugh-
ter.]

Admiral GRACEY. Sit', I'm not familiar with the language of the
proposal, but if it calls for permanent assignment to the Navy ves-
sels, it is not good wording and it is not a good way to go. I think it
should be expressed that there are 500 people available, and the
primary intent is to put them aboard naval vessels in as many op-
portunities as possible. But let us use them in other Coast Guard
law enforcement functions when Navy deployments are not avail-
able.

Mr. STUDDS. Well, we're trying to set some kind of a record that
will justify broad construction of the intent of the Congress here so
as not to get ourselves in a straitjacket.

Switching to military readiness, now, a recent article in the
Coast Guard Alumni Bulletin included the observation that "in the
operating and support programs, both on, staffs and in the field
where personnel and units are often hard'pjied to handle today's
problems, t--lost missions of hard defense and domestic emergen-
cy preparedness get pushed not just to the back burner, but right'
off the stove."

Admi)al, is it fair to say that the military readiness and port se-
curity .4AissiOns of the Coast Guard are frequently neglected as a
result of the attention demanded of your personnel by day-to-day
emergencies in other mission areas?

Admi 'al G'RACEY. No, I don't think.:it's fair to say that, Mr.
Studd,. It depends on the nature of the unit that you're talking
about.

To refer to defense readiness and domestic emergency prepared-
ness as "lost missions" in this day and age is just not accurate. It
may be true at a given unit, depending on the emphasis of whgit
that particular commander sees at a given time; but I know 'from
talking to my district commanders, and I *think my two area com-
manders beside me will verify this because they have oversight-of
operational readiness of the districts in their areas, that readiness
is a very high priority with 's.' We've established an Office of Read-
iness and Reserve specifikfllv to oversee that, our ability to handle
both+these kinds ofthings. "" ,+

However, therc-'s no question but that on a given day or a given
week or at a given period of the year an operating unit of the Coast
Guard is not going to be able to take time out for some piece of/
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training'or perhaps an-exercise.-But we a'e scheduling exercises;
we're putting a 'very hard emphasis on this; we've-beefed up the
kifids of personnel we're putting into this readiness oversight pro-
gram so that we're keeping a sharp focus on it, and we've stepped
up-the numbers of exercises.

So I would need to talk t6 the author of your-quote and find out
the basis for his comments*

Mr. STUDDS. What I'm trying to get at-and you're helping'-is
the way in which each service really views this mission. Would it
be fair to say that the MDZ function is primarily a planning func-
tion supple-m6nted to an extent, as. you say, by training exercises
and by a very modest bit of additional procurement?

Admiral GRACEY. In peacetime, all military functions are essen-
tially planning and exercising functions. The purpose of a military
force is .,to fight a war w-hen a war is necessary. If you're going to
do that, you've got to plan and you've got to exercise. That's what
it is, and the MDZ is a wartime function. So in peacetime, that is
their function. 'But to say that it's a paper tiger, that the MDZ
function is only to plan and exercise in peacetime,'is not accurate.
The MDZ commanders will be force commafiders under the fleet
commanders-in'chief, Atlantic and Pacific, and they will command
forces as assigned in the coastal defense of the United States arid
the internal security along the waterway regions.

Mr. STuI)ms. All right. I'm going to ask the same kind of question
of theNavy. I think I know tie answer, but this recent attempt to
rationalize coastal defenses is just that; it is fairly recent.

Commodore, how does the Navy view this program? Ihate to ask
you this, but to-what extent do you view it seriously? Or,. in the
Navy's view of their mission, is coastal defense something of an
afterthought?

Commodore CLEXTON. Sir, as we have gone through recent revi-
talization of our forces, our forces are built for a maritime strategy
which primarily puts our naval forces away from the United
States, forward, in other parts of the World. And when that hap-
pens, we feel that it leaves Iu r own coast rather vulnerable; and
therein, the Maritime I)efelse Zone and the links between the
Coast Guard and the naval forces, primarily the Naval Reserve
Forces, can fill in that gap.

Mr. STu)Ds. I'm sort of wondering-I guess, the obvious question
is, what kind of a threat are we preparing ourselves against? Are
we assuming an all-out conventional war, for example, against a
superpower? Is that the kind of' assumption upon which tl~is train-
ing is based?

Commodore CLEXT 6 N. Yes, sir; the maritime strategy is on that
basis.

Mr. STUuDS. Forward defense?
Admiral GRACEY. The Secretary of I)efense recently wrote the

Secretary of' Transportation along those lines, and- was conveying
some concerns as viewed from the (ombmnder-in-Chief of the
Readiness Command, with whom I had confei'red at some length,
about the threat to the United States' -"threat to North Aiierica"
is-the term Secretary Weinberger used. We're talking about all-out
war, but we're also talking ondown to something less tl)an that. In
fact, in a "something less" situation some of the kinds of' threats

(I
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that. one would be concerned about could become even more dan-
gerous;

In. the- MDZ business, we're talking about protecting shipping
along our coast;' we're talkiiig about keeping our waterwa ys and
our ports open so that not only. the supplies of war can flow, if nec-
essary, hut so that the economy of the United States won't be
'choked off, or some vital segment of industry won't be shut off
from its raw materials. We're talking about high-speed boats, espio-
nage, sabotage, swimmers, special forces, terrorists, the whole
range, including offshore surveillance and mining, whatever kind
of mischief may go on out there.

Mr. STUDDS. I may have misunderstood the Commodore's answer,-
but in response to my question about all-out conventional war-with
another superpower, I assume you were/viewing the entirety of th6
Navy's mission when you answered in the affirmative.

My question was intended -to get at specifically the MD&bmpo-
nent. Is that also-viewed as having as its principal, or a major,'pos-
sible function the defense of our coasts in the event of an all-out
conventional war'?

Admiral GRACEY. WeIl, yes.. That's- the--
Mr. STUDDS. All right.
Are the challenges faced in the Atlantic and Pacific coasts,' in

that respect, significantly different?
Admiral GRACEY. I think t.he basic challenges are different, but I

would like to let the MDZ/Coast Guard Area Commanders speak
on that one. But they differ in my mind just as the requirements of
the 1st Coast Guard District differ from the ones of the 7th and the
12th. They differ With topography, geography, demography, what
goes on out there and how many ports there are, what kinds of-wa-
terways are involved. So to.that extent they would be different: Ob-
viously, the west coast of the United States is not as dir'ctly-or
certainly, as closely--concerned With some mischief from Cuba as

.would the Southeast United States, so you've got that kind of a sit-
uation.

With that, I would have each ofthe area commanders give you a
short answer, sir.,

Mr. STUDDS. Fine, if you promise it's shOrt. [Laughter.]
Admiral YO T. Very short. Vice Admiral Jack Costello and I look

at the.threat as being very, very Similar. Our organizations are
very, very similar. The geography and th hydidrography are much
different, however, which causes, in the Atlantic, a different kind
of antisubmarine wai'fare problem than you w. ould have in the Pa-
cific- because we hive a shelf in the -Atlanic. In the Pacific, the'
water drops off immediately.

Mining, the same problem. It's much more difficult to mine a Pa-
cific harbor than it is an Atlantic harbor because you've got that
shelf,' the shallow water that you'need for mining. The same prob-
lemns happen in protective mining. If' you want tb mine your own
approaches so that you can control them, with just passages un-
known to the enemy, it's much more difficult in the Pacific than in
the Atlantic.

.So although our plans are the same, the threats are the same,
the geography makes each solution a little different.

Thank you. 1 ,

t/
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Admiral GRACEY. Admiral- Costello points out to me that he's the
shortest officer in the Coast Guard, so----[Laughter.]

Admiral COSTELLO. I'll try to stand tqll on this, Mr. Chairman.
;There are some very significant differences, as Admiral Yost has

pointed out. The west coast, of course, is closer to the potential
threat from the Soviets than the east coast is. We have a domestic
SLOC which is carrying roughly 20 percent of the crude oil supply
from Alaska to the west coast. This is not replicated on the ,east
coast--

Admiral GRACEY. A SLOC is a Sea Line of Communications.
Mr. STUDDS. Thank you. You spared me having to ask. about that.

[Laughter.]
Admiral COSTELO. Just trying to be brief there,. sir. [Laughter.]
Mr. STUDDS. I asked for it.
Admiral COSTELLO. The distances are somewhat greater. We have

responsibility for Hawaii and' the -awaiian Archipelago out to
Midway, and it does pose some organizational a t(L~ogistc polems
that don't ekist on the east coast. But overall, the fun mental
threat is the same.

Mr. STUDDS. Mr. Hughes says that he thought'a domestic SLOC
was what was being deposited off his beaches. [Laughter.]

Admiral, do even the largest Coast Guard cutters have the abili-
ty to survive in a wartime environment? For example, do they
have any serious defense against aerial bombardment or against
antiship missiles, similar to the Exocet, or will they be sitting
ducks?

Admiral GRACEY. They have some ability to survive, Mr. -Chair-
man. After they finish the FRAM, our high-endurance cutters will
have the Harpoon missiles and they'll have the Phalanx close-in
.weapons system, which is an antimissile, antiair defense system.
The 270-footers don't have anywhere near that kind of proteFtive
capability. As of now- -

Mr. STUDDs; Do you want to reclaim that microphone for yourself
there?

Admiral GRACEY. 'As of' now, they are really suited only or low-
and medium-threat envirolnimets The Chief of Naval Operations
and I discussed this early on in bth our tenures; I went to talk to-
him about my concerns, and we took another look at those ships
and what we call ROC's and POE's: required operating capability
and projected operating environment. They are being revised so
that we will plhn appropriately for the use of those ships.

Mr. STUDDS. In the same line, Admiral, are your cutters manned
to the same extent that Navy vessels are, to permit prolonged oper-
ation at a high state of readiness in a-wartime environnint'L . , / -

Admiral GRACEY. No, sir. The Navy operates -on- what- we call a3
Section Condition 3 capability for 24 hours a day. That's a full war-
time capability, figuring on a 60-day period. Condition 3 is the max-
imum state of readiness short of battle stations. Coast Guard cut-
ters have the ability to go on Condition 3 watches fol" about 20'
days, but only on a 2 Section basis. So all our ships are lacking
about 20 percent of our wartime allowance during-pq-acet i me.

MrSTUD1-s1.-,It me see if I can get more precise with the planss
for retrofitting with sophisticated militar-y equipment, the 2 s
and the 378's. This equipment, for which space and weight taye

("I'S.
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been made available, includes the Harpoon missile, as vou said; the
TACTAS Towed Array Sonar System, and the Phalanx close-in
weapons system. There's been a lot of confusion about this arrange-
ment in the past. Am I correct that the Navy and the Coast Guard
have finallycome to an agreement, and that the-Navy -- lans t'o
purchase the- equipment in. 1989 for the 378 fleet only? Is that cor-
rect?

Admiral Gid:Ey-.' For the Phalanx and the Harpoon, yes, sir;
that's correct.

Mr. STUDDS. Commodore, is that the Navy's understanding, as
well?

Commodore CLEXTON. Ad niral _G-ceywould know rtiore on that
than I would. I know there are plans for lose-in weapons system
procurement in 1988-89, but don't know about the Harpoon.

Admiral GRACEY. The Harpoon is something that was decided by
the NAVGARD Board several months ago, sir, and 1 really don t
know where it is in the budgeting process. But we're looking at de-
livery somewhere out, in 1989, 1990, and 1991-3-year program
total.

Mr. STUDDS. That suddenly became a bit less precise.
Admiral GRACEY. But the idea of retrofit of equipment on mobili-

zation that we talked about earlier, and to which you refer, has
been determined by the Navy-and we agree--to be impractical to
execute.

Mr. STUDDS. Now we're getting less precise by the minute.
Admiral GRACEY. No, we're talking about a different kind of ret-

rofit. You were talking about the philosophy of, "Don't worry; we'll
,get it all after the war starts." We're going ahead on sqme parts of
that; we're not going to wait. For other parts, we're just going to
take a different tack, ond that is being reviewed. now. People fig-

Sured out that retrofit creates problems. It creates problems With
tiMe, the availability of shipyard capacity, and all of that, so we'reTrying to take a more realistic look <at equipping our ships. That is
growing out -of our increased look at readiness and our" increased
communication with the Navy through the NAVGARD Board.

Mr. STUDDS. I think 1 am going to ask both the Navy and the
C-dast Guard, if you will, to take a look at the written record of the
question that I asked and come back and try' to see if you can hone,
to a higher 'degree of precision, your responses to that. The long
question I asked you-the long' introductory statement was fol-
lowed by the question, :'Is that correct'?" and I interpret the corn-
hined answers to be, "Not exactly."

Admiral GRACEY. Thai's right. That's the correct answer. [Laugh-
tev.J

[The information follows:]

HARPOON ,N I'HAi.ANX SVIti'

TO uL111111111IZt,. the Navy plans to provide Harpoon aniid I'hllao X starting ill U)SO
a nd f iiishing, ill 199i tor o0 u .,T W7, .(",F 'l'he Cmicpt of retiofi, ilg eqOtiiplinenl
11pon thI OUtbreak ol \w'ai" is no longelrl c'o trc'd I'easibte bly us or the Navy

Commodore ('ILXTON. You Wallt that back tor the record; is that
correct?

Mr. S'ruDms. Yes, if' we could.

57-1,19 0 - 86 - 7
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[The information follows:]

NAVY SUPPLY OF.MISSILES AND ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS

The current DOD budget. contaihb no funding procurement of Harpoon missiles
for Coast Guard. This recognized deficiency is being addressed during ongoing devel-
opment of the Navy's proposed budget for FY-88 and the outyears. Within budget-
ary limitations ad priorities, planning is t, procure sufficient Harpoon missiles and
launch systems for twelve 378 class cutters (4 each in FY-88, FY-89, ind FY-90).
Planning, preparation, and procurement for the Phalanx close-in weapons system
are bing pursued for installation in Coast Guard WHEC vessels at the rate of four-
systems each in FY-89, FY-90, and FY-91.

There are no present plans for installation of the TACTAS Towed. Array Sonar
System, but Navy is providing twelve LAMPS Mark 1 shipboard electronic systems,
consisting of SQR-17 acoustic processors SKR-4A antennas, and RD-420 tape re-
corders. Six systems'have been procured and are available for release with two sys-
tems each to follow i-, FY-86, FY-87, and FY-88.

Mr. STJDDS. Finally, compared t previous years- Admiral, are
the Coa &t Guard's larger vessels, experiencing a higher or lower
rate of operational readiness? Are your maintenance problems
more or less severe than those we've heard so much about in past-
years?-

Admiral GRACEY. Some of both, AMr. Chairman+ We've got a
couple of-Yeas-Ti athiaie had major casualties. But ,in ter mS of
general operating capabilit- and general operating condition,.
thanks to some money hi t- we were able to put into maintenance
programs over. the last couple of years and thanks to some in-
creased attention-and again, our' focusing on the state of -readi-°
ness tof our fleet--we've made a steady and dramatic improvement.
I'm basing that. on what we call casualty reporting, CASREP's.
That's things that are broken that need to be fixed. I don't know
whether it would be meaningful to you or not;'but just ii case, I've
got a couple of sheets of paper here and I will provide these for the
record.

[Material supplied follows:]

-A~A Y RIM HOMEPORT OPERATING DAYS

Fiscal year

1982 1983 1984

WMEC0Vigilant ....... ... 176 112 '2 161

Active. ..... . ..... .........-...... . . ........ 89 2 180 134
Decisive................................ ...... 165 132 2 181
Vig0..us........ . .. ... . ... .... 182 123 - 2 163
AJert _ --- -.... . . .197 127 2 196
Tamaroa ................................ ..... Ill. 158 77
Evergreen ................. 132 97 2102

Reine................... ...... ...... ... ... i? 25 13Relime__ 1.... 1i2 2 155 130
Cherokee.. ..... .. 124 81 2 114-
Chilula.. 111 2 156 92
Diligence......... .......................... 147 99 2 131
Courageous ............... '2 -144 2 19!
Steadfast 1 2 144 97
Steadfa............................................. 13 - 2144 19
Dauntless.. . . ................. ..... 2 " 134 2 10
Lipan ........... .... .............. . . ...... . 12 2129 129
Ue, .... .. .. .. 1 2 2o 2153
Escape- 74 2 167 1
Valiant .- , 120 105 2711
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AWAY FROM HOMEPOR$ OPERATING DAYS '--Continued

./ [iscat 1eAr

1s? 1983 1984

Dependable
Durable
Acushnet
Venturous
Cover
Resolute
Yocona
Citrus

--- onidence -

Storls

Total,
WMEC (not operating priJr to 1984

Bear
Tampa
Harriet ltne
Northland. k

Total
WIIEC

Bibb
Duane
Unimak
Hamilton
Chase
Dallas

Gingham
laney
Sherman
Morgenthau
Rush
Midgetl
Mellon
Boutwelf
Muro
Jarvis

Total
WAGB

N hWivhind
Westwnd
Machnaw
Glacier
Polar star
Polar sea

Total

An AFHP opeoirn, day 2 3t i ,i sIeft ,,m ,c- polf i.,. 3? ,o 3 l3qn, ny3rL% net 3
indcalos ships tha!is ,l AIFHP .OV3irtl 'v. Coj lp.9,ed 1 e pfr y

144
161
13?
138
126
90

117

101
139
112

3.661

N'A

N/A
NiA

*115
139

98
181
100
14

464
143
179
161
145

114
164
133
133

8 11 "
155
38

2t55

119
2148

I I'1

133
2 142

2 3,666

N'1A
NiA

N/ANIA

1 160
2 127

133

166
' 189

189
58
o106

2 183
2176

132
167

!50
173

131
156

166
136,

2 164
t: 117 ,

t 49

2171

2 148
2121
2 153
,148

2 3:986

40
67
13
31

?1 1

2 - 135

129--
106
168

-2 168

128
145
98
94

176.
141

2 153
2 187
2 182
14 177
2 188
S13

2382 ' 2 497 L 2.554

206
15
15

189
71

183

134
2 145

42

144
206

157

2 177
144

2 70
0

114
2240

679 - 828 745

Admiiral GRACEY. -The three.columns are 1982, 1983, and 1984.
Each vessel her which has a green mark next to it is one which
sailed more days in that year than it did the year before; and as
you can see as you go across, there are a lot of green marks in
there.

So the fleet is operating. It's not in as good shape as we would
like; needs a lot of work to be done, butit's imp-r-v ing.
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Mr, Si'urans. The staff just handed me- a copy of your weekly
public affairs press clips-Vice Admiral -Costello, I see here-and
there's'a reference to what I think has to be the acronym of the
week, at lest: COMUSMARDEZPAC. Even the definition boggles
the mind. "'MARDEZPAC is a Navy echelon three-contingency
command within the CINCPACFLEET organization." And then- t
says, "COMUSMARDEZPAC responsibilities include"-do you

__-want-to say something to that, Admiral? Some of our colleagues
around here,' as I understand it; have introduced legislation to
make English the official language of the country. [Laughter.]

My response to that is that. it's absolutely futile since it.hasn't
been spoken in. Washingtoi. for years. Would you, just for the fun
of it, like to translate this?

Admiral COSTELLO. I think.that says Commander, U.S. Maritime
i Defense Forees,-Pacific, but just ask for the short one, Mr. Chair-

man.
'Mr. STUDis. Thank you.

Mr. Hughes.
Mr. HUdHES. Relative, to thilitary readiness, I note from Commo-

dore Clexton's testimony that ;we have three U.S. Coast Guard offi-
cers assigned.to the Joint Planning Staff; the Navy has assigned.
three, both in the Pacific and in the Atlantic commands. Is that
adequate to do the planning that you're called upon -to do, to main-
tain readiness capability and do the strategic -and tactical plan-
ning?,

Commodore CLEXTON. Mr. Hughes, I'm not the' right one to
-' answer the question because the two commanders are at the table,-.

and I defer to them for what it takes on their staffs to do that plan-
ning."

Mr. HUGHtES. Whoever wants to answer.
Admiral Gracey, is that adequate to do the planning mission?
Admiral GRACEY. I think it's adequate to start, Mr. Hughes.

There are more people than that who are involved, but basically in
the long pull, it's certainly' not adequate. Both Admiral Yost, and
Admiral Costello and their, people have made amazing 'progress,
and they've done it by taking it'out of the hide of some Coast
Guard missions.

If you are going to do it a it should properly be done, you sepa-
rate ,the Maritime Defense; Zone Commander from Coast Guard
Area Commander- functions, even though they involve the same
person. You really need to keep them apart because one is a Navy
role, and one is a Coast Guard role. If you're going' to do that, and.
keep them totally apart, no; it is not anywhere near sufficient.

Mr. HUGHES. All-right.
What would be the expectancy of your mobilizing if you were

forced to do that? I 'found-as, a matter of fact, Retired Rear Admi-
ral Bob Spiro's testimony very interesting insoftir ,as the needs and
the shortfall.Uil his testimony, and he'll be testifying very shortly,
he indicateS that we would, need something like 35,000 Navy and

Coast Guard personnel within the Pacific alone. We've' lost ground
with our reserve strength over the ears' Where would we turn for
personnel if we had to mobilize? YoU don't have anywhere near
what you would need in the event of a full mobilization.

I-
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Admiral GRACEY. No. We have been forced for the last'4 years,
Mr. Hughes, to come to grips with thefact that we are at about 50
percent of the Selected Reserve strength we need: And when we
add that to the regular personnel we've got, we find that we have a
shortfall of some 20,000 people based on the'joint plans thAt have
been made. You should understand that. the Maritime Defense
Zone plans are shifting over into a new organizational relationship.
A lot of things that-have tobe done are things that have had to be
done by somebody, atid we don't want to understate the work-
quite the contrary--but we are doing-things that we've been doing
for a long time, or have known had to be, done. The tack we've
taken is, "Look, we all know those things haveto be done. We'd
better figure out the place where it's going to be the most impor-
tant." We're going to have to build in -as much flexibility as we can
because if you're going to try to fight. a- war with 50 percent of your.
strength, you're'going to have to concentrate on the 50 percent
that's the most important. That's what we've been doing.

Mr. HUGHES. It seems that we can do all the planning we want,
and strategic' and tactical planning is extremely important; but if
we don't have tha depth in reserve strength, how could we-possibly
mobilize? I mean, he suggests that, for instance, we've only added
688 personnel since 1.975;- 12,500 to all' liission,.' and then-only in a
supplemental mode.- No dedicated equipment.

Admiral -GRACEY. I should point out--that's true, and we have
some real shortfalls in terms of equipment and manpower for the
reserves. We have been vairiously lauded and flagellated for our
augmentation training programs for reservists, but the beauty of
our augmentation program is that our -reservists train hands-on
with the real equipment, the real stuff. They are operating it day-
to-day on real missions when they are in training, so that's good.

We've had a balance of training for reservists of about 65 percent
augmentation, 35 percent in looking at, mobilization requirements.
Over the last 2 or 3 years it's become clear, as we've gotten more
and more into exercises and have focused on the results of those
exercises, that we need to shift the balance, that it's a much more
technical world. The Maritime Defense Zone is bringing in some
new problems, so we're shifting that training balance to slightly
less augmentation, slightly more in terms of the direct mobilization
training. ,

In terms of equipment, we are short of protective equipment; we
are short of boats; we are Short of' hardware of all kinds; we are
obviously short of people. All that is going to have to be addressed
sometime. In the meantime we're going on making priorities and
planning how to do the best w, can do with what we can get.

Admiral Costello, can you shed some direct, day-to-day'light on
that for Mr. Hughes, if you would like to? -

Mr. HUGHES. We dont have those pi'obl'ems with the other mili-
tary commands, not nearly as much'?

Admiral GRACEY. No,-they're ' running pretty close to 100 percent
of Reserve strength. Their target was 90-some percent, and the last.
I heard, the' were all there.

Mr. HUGHES. And in fact, they have programs where they've
budgeted moneys to make sure that they augment that strength to
keep it up to 100 percent.
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Admiral GRACEY. That's right. The Reserve forces are--
Mr. HUGHES, The Coast Guard seems to haye been left !out some-

where along the line.
Admiral GRACEY. The Reserve Forces Policy Board of the Armed

Forces sends a 'eport over to Congress regularly, and they've been
decrying the problem for the last 2 or 3 years.

Mr. HUGHES. Admiral Costello.
Admiral COSTELLO. Well, the flatout answer to your question, Mr.

Hughes, as to whether we could respond to an all-out war, is no; we
cannot. I think that's well known. The exact number of people that
are required to do that, I canjiot-tell you; we're in the process of
.developing that as the -maritime defense zone plans are being--com-
pleted. They are not yet complete.

Mr. HuGHEs. Well, the other body has an answer to that; they've
solved the problem. They're going to. cut you by $200 million.'

Admiral COS'rELLO. We have to-be realistic, though; in the mean-
time, although we know the numbers thaf we have to do our job
are less than required, we're going to have to do a credible job at
what our responsibilities are. And the tactic that, we've taken, if

____you_ can liken it to a situation in a football game, we're going to use
the free safety system. We must prioritize; we must go and handle
the ports that are of No.J .priority, and the others will just have to
go. We will not be able to protect them.' And they will shift, de-
pending on what the scenario is. They will all not be simultaneous-
ly exercised. So ir the interim that is our approach, that we Will
attend'to thefirst-things first; .I

Mr. HUGHES. It seems that' what we should be doing is setting
some benchmarks as part of our planning -process and, attempting
to get that reserve strength .up. I don't know of anything more im-
portant, aside from repacingeuipmenAhaLisobsolete-

Admiral GRACEY. Well, it isn't a case of replacing equipment that
is obsolete. As far as the Reserve is concerned, they don't have any.
They did have some boats but they wore out years ago, and that's
the end of that.

That's exactly what we are doing. We have a benchmark/pacing
plan for growth of the selected Reserve over a period of time at a
level that we can handle it, at a rate that we can handle it, but

we've had trouble getting that through.,
Admiral COSTELLO. Mr. Hughes, I might add that in my investi-

gations or associations with Naval Reserve units, which will be as-
_'!_ signed to MARDEZPAC, maritime defense zone Pacific, they also

are suffering some shortfalls. So it is not unique to the Coast
Guard.

Admiral GRACEY. Let's not. be totally gloomy. I would like to
have you know that in terms of performance, the kinds of people
that we have and the training they have, our reservists do very
well. -But exercises show up short falls In some specific types of
training and equipment. We have yet to participate in an exercise
where-the exercise commander has not come back to me personally
to compliment the Coast Guard's performance. In fact, General

} Nutting made a special .trip' to Washington to talk to me about the
performance of Coast Guard reservists in Exercise Brimfrost in
Alaski last year and the kind of work my people did. I have re-

--- i ed rave, notices after every single exercise. So the people are
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doing well; and- the basic training is good and the quality of people

is good, but they're doing it on -h "shoestring, often without the
proper equipment.
--Mr. STUODS. I didn't mean to suggest that everything is gloomy.

Yesterday we had a-very important.bill. to extend 'daylight'saving
time. [Laughter.],

-Admiral CoSTELLO. If I might put a footniote' on that, sir, Brim-
frost demonstrated that we could do, (he job; but the numbers, and
how long we could do it for, come to question.

Mr. STunn)s2What did you say? What was the name?
Admiral COSTELLO. Brimfrost.
Mr....STUDDS. Brimfrost. Is that -something like a hat trick?

[Laughter.] ..
Admiral COSTELLO. No. It's in'the other ocean,.sir. [Laughter.]
Mr. STUDDS. Why do you have-things like Wagonwheel? Can't

you do things like sextant or star or things remotely nautical?
Admiral, CosTELLo. Brimfrbst was the defense of continental

Alaska.
Mr.-STUDDS. I understand. I appreciate, thdt.0
I want to thank you all. Commodore, I appreciate particularly

your representing the Navy. I hope you will use whatever mystical
powers that your service has been able to exercise over this institu-
tion in the past on behalf of the Coast Guard, as well. They need it.

Admiral, this is my 13th year on this subcommittee, and I think
every one of those years we have ended up saying to you and your
predecessors well done,-arid extremely well done under the circum-
stances, given the resources with which you've had to operate. I.
think once-now, for the first time ever, it's clear that your great-
est enemy is not drug smugglers or potential combatants in war-
time, but the folks who work on the other side of this Hill at. the
moment, which is an ironic situation .to find yourself in. I don't
know how you keep the good humor that you do under the circum-
stances; I suspect that's an order, so you have no choice in a mili-
tary operation.

Admiral GRACEY. Well, I've 'found sometimes that it clears the
mind if one smiles a little bit, sir. But my immediate staff and my
wife do listen to some tirades and take some lumps. [Laughter.]

Mr. STUDDS. Bruises, Mr. Hughes.
Gentlemenwe thank you very much, and thank you for your pa-

tience. We hope to see you soon again.
We go now to our second and final panel. Rear Adm. 'Robert

Spiro, representing the Reserve Officers Association of the United
States, and Peter Finnerty, representing the Navy- League. of the
United States,

Admiral Spiro and Mr. Finnerty, I appreciate. your patience inwaiting all this time, and I understand that you have, agreed With
the staff to confine your oral comments to 5 minutes, and we will
place your written statements in their entirety in the record. That'
is very good of you under the circumstances; we appreciate it, and
we appreciate all your help in the past.

Admiral .Spiro.

i(
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*.STATEMENT OF REAR AIMIRAl ROBERT I. SPIRO, JR., USNR
,(RET.), NATIONAL EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, RESERVE OFFICERS
ASSOCIATION OF TIE UNITE[) STATES
Admiral SPIRO. Mr. Chairman; I am pleased to have this opportu-.

nity to appear for this discussion o1 the:Coast Guard's military
readiness with emphasis on the recentlyestablished Maritime De-
fense Zone, these commands and their4sfgnificance to national se-
curity. In our written testimony we have asserted, as Mr. Hughes
adverted, that mobilization plans for the Coast Guard as outlined
in prepared legislation are sorely inadequate, and that is the basic
presumption that we wish to take.

As reserve officers, we represent 121,000 of all the services, in-
cil'ding the Coast.Guard.

Successful implementation of the MDZ initiative demands that
we have tested plans, total force training, and joint service exer-
cises'with at least the basic equipment and personnel necessary to
mount a credible coastal defense effort on short notice. An effective
coastal and haibor defense is an indispensable prerequisite to the
currentmilitary forward deployment strategy.

Since World War' II, the, coastal Maritime Defense Zones have
been sadly neglected by cyclic inattention, shifting commands and
command'decisions, and by :budgetary constraints. In 1980, a joint
Navy/Coast Guard board began to focus on this problem, but it
took 4 long years to effect an interservice Navy/Coast Guard agree-
ment that would order the establishment of jointly staffed Mari-
time^ Defdnse Zone commands. If it took 4 years just to discuss
what seems so evident and to reach a formal agreement, ROA.que-
ries how many more years will elapse before credible defense zone
forces are in place in our Atlantic and Pacific regions.

With the mounting attention on the -Federal deficit' and the
recent drastic proposed reductions in appropriations for Coast
Guard regular operating forces, it is our recommendation that we
now focus more on Navy and Coast Guard Reserve core commands
with floating units of their own to fulfill the MDZ objectives. To
this end, the Reserve Officers Association notes, that the Selected
Reserve strength of the Coast Guard has grown only by some 688
personnel since 1975, to a level of 12,500 for al1 missions, and then
only in an augmentation mode without dedicated equipment..

Our statement includes a table which illustrates the lack of sup-
port provided to the Coast Guard Reserve as! compared to the re-
serve components of the four DOD Armed. Services. You will see
that at the top of page 4 in our prepar-d testimony. All Depart-
ment of Defense reserve forces are programmed to be at. 100 per-
cent of mobilization requirements by 1988. This represents an ap-
proximate growth of 50 percent.. During the same period, 1980-88,
the Coast Guard Reserve strength will have grown only by 6.8 per-
cent.

The Secretary of the Navy, in his 1985 annual report to Congress
on the Navy's total force, focused on a principal new mission for
the Naval Reserve, that of the Maritime Defense Zone. Secretary
Lehman, in his report, advised that Sbviet naval capabilities and
Soviet agents in the United States both pose serious threats-to the
ports, harbors, and. the littoral approaches to the Uited States,
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and referred -'to "plans being developed to respond to these
threats."

Now, the Reserve Officers Association- urges this committee to es-
tablish timetables for "plans being developed" or else there Will be
interminable delays and the inability to counter such threats
within -a re 'sonabb1e-time. Such plans must identify the need and.
budgetary requirements for supporting materiel; 'otherwise, for
secure communications, we mnay have to-resort to carrier pigeons,
as was the case between the Coast Guard's coastal Corsair Fleetand its Salem Air Station in New England at the beginning of
World War IL

In-this buildup, I trust thaf th Congress and the Coast Guard
would have t~e unqualified suppo t'of the Secretary of Tran~porta-
tion who, i spf6aik=iing to the N tioral Guard Association, of the
United States earlier this year, recognized -the Department of
Transportation's often unheralded nationaldefense responsibilities,
exercised principally through the Coast Guard.

Secretary Dole went on to recall a classic Douglas r'iacArthur
story. He wrote

The history oe failure i-war can be summed up n two words: T(36 late. Too late
in comprehending the deadly purpose of a potential enemy; too late in realizing th
mortal danger; too late in preparedness; too late in uniting all possible forces for
resistance,

The Reserve Officers Association of the United States reiterates
that we needed yesterday a vital andp'epared MDZ force in being.
We urge that this Congress not wait for too many tomorrows for
that force to become a reality.

An irony exists- in the recent congressional movements that ear-
mark 'additional moneys of up to $300 million for Coast GUard
hardware and personnel to combat and. interdict drug traffic while
stripping that service of $200 million essential to operations at sea
and in the MDZ. These kinds of.perverse logic make it more likely
that we may need to conduct exercises on commandeered Vietnam-
ese shrimp boats, New Bedford scallopers, or Newport yachts that
.h6pefully havebeen maintained in'good operating condition and
are strategically located.

.We strongly recommend that, as a minimum, the Coast Guard
Selected Reserve strength be increased in afinual increments to 75
percent of stated current requirements,. up to, 18,750-interestingly
enough, a figure very close to the Coast Guard Reserve strength in
the early 1960's.
- ROA is greatly ''disturbed by other trends. For example, Coast
Guard buoy tenders are assigned to the Navy uppn mobilization.
Their presence is critical, not only in ensuring proper markings in
the event that a harbor undergoes damage, but also in providing
essential aids to navigation in undeveloped overseas ports which
may be needed-in the mobilization effort. Nevertheless, the Admin-
istratidn-approach is tW cbnstrtft single mission, limited usage
ships and to propose contracting out more and more 6f the aids' to
navigation responsibility.

ROA has continued to recommend that national security be a
paranmount iteni of consideration when the Coast Guard budget is
being evaluated. Furthermore, we have recommended that the De-
fense Department, the Joint Chiefs of Staff and -the National Secu-
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rity Council be required to comment specificaly on the national se-
curity implications of any proposed reduction, modification, or con-
tracting out of any role, mission; or function of the Coast Guard,
including proposed reduction of personnel strength. .

The Reserve Officers Association also asks, Mr: Chairma,--that--....-
the members of this subcommittee -initiate efforts t-9ensure that
the Commandant of the Coast Guard testifies annually before the
full House Armed Services Committee concerning the capability of
the Coast Guard fully to carry out its national security role as part
of the seapowerteam.

We are also greatly concerned that the adverse effects of the Def-
icit Reduction Act. on the Coast Guard not be made more serious.
Application, of this act has been considered inappropriate by sever-
al agencies,. especially DOD,- but not by, Transpprtation. The De-
partment- of Transportation's indiscriminate application. of these
travel reductions has already €dused significant damage.and readi-
ness reductions throughout the entire Coast Guard. The require-
ment that the Coast' Guard reduce fiscal year 1985 trav#I- pendi-
tures to about, 82 percent of 1984 would, by itself, be significant;'
but because of Selected Reserve growth to 12,500 and increased em-
phasis on readiness exercises, the Coast Guard Reserve has
planned to increase fiscal 1985 travel by 25 percent over fiscal
1984. The net effect, then, is a cumulative reduction of up to 43
percent in planned fiscal year 1985 travel money.. The situation
only gets worse in 1986. A i i c N. '

The Reserve Officers Association strongly supports recent
House amendment to the fiscal year 1986 DOT appropriatiofi bill
intended to avert indiscriminate application of sectifh 2091. We
urge that this bov' pass an appropriate amendment. p.prmanently
to exempt the Co!st Guard and the Coast Zt;ard Reserve from itsprovisions, at least as they pertain to trailing and operational
readiness travel and transportation. The military readiness of the.
Coast Guard, Mr. Chairman, and its Reserve must be increased,
-neither permitted to diminish nor to remain At a level below that
which is required. Both, we believe, are absolutely essential to the
successfuL implementation of the concepts of a forward defense,
rapid deployment, and strategic mobility.

Thank you, sir.:
[The prepared statement of Admiral Spiro follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT.t? EAR ADM. ROBERT If. Spio' JR., USNR (RE TIRED

Mr. Chairipan and- Me444br-€ the committee, I an pleased to have the opportu-
°'15 ,tppo his ~cussio~i of the Coast Guard's mirltary readiness with em-

phasis on the recq qestabtished Maritime Defense Zone (MDZ) c6mmands'and
their significance to national security. This concern conforms to ROA's Congression-
ally chartered objective to support a military policy for the United States that will
provide adequate national security and promote its development and execution.

As a corollary, stemming from General Pershing's action to organize ROA in
1922, it is our mission also to insure that the United States hais a trained-cadre of
Reserve officers capable of leading troops incombat--and to implement the MDZ is
to enter into a combat environment.

Successful implk-mentation of- the MDZ initiative demands that -we have tested
plans, total force training, and joint service exercises, with at least the basic equip-
ment and, personnel necessary to"mount a credible coastal defense effort on short
notice. Certainly, an effective Coastal & Harbor Defense is an indispensable prereq-
uisite to the current military-forward deployment strategy.
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° ROA notes that since WWII the coastal maritime defense zones have been badly
neglected by cyclic inattention, shifting commands and command decisions, and by
budgetary, costraints-with certain Naval Reserve components and the Coast
Guard's Port Security Forces (which is the Coast Guard's mjor Reserve program)
holding the fort. In- 198,0,-a joint Navy-Coast Guard Board-%3gan to focus on this
problem-but it took four long years to.effect an.interservice (Navy-Coast Guard)
agreement that would order the establishment of jointly staffed Maritime' Defense-

. Zone commands. It, it took four years just to discuss what seemed so evident and to
reach a formal agreement, ROA queries how many more years will elapse-before
credible MDZ forces are in place in our Atlantic and Pacific regions.

Many envision the core MDZ forces as cadres of Regulars to be augur mented by
-'Reservists; however, with the mounting attention on, the Federal deficit and. the

recent drastic reductions in appropriations for Coast Guard Regular operating
)forces, it is our recommendation that we now focus more on Nay and Coast Guard
Reserve core commands, with floating units of their own to fulfill MDZ objectives.
We- have seen references to the MDZ organization of today as merely a "peacetime
planning and exercising mechanisitt," but with heightenod tension throughout the
world and nationally sponsored terrorisni spemingly ever-present, ROA seriously
doubts that we can any longer treat this as a "peace-time" exercise to which we can
give only-passing attention-oi paper!

To this end, ROA notes-that the Selected Reserve strength bf the Coast Guard has
grown only by some 688 personnel since 1975to a level of 12,500 for all mnissions-'-
and then only in an augmentation mode, without dedicated equipment. Total Coast
Guard Reserve forces, SelRes and IRR, have ctuaily declined in numbers during
this period. These kinds'of numbers are hardly responsive to an estimated total
need for some 35,'000 Navy and Coast Guard personnel within the Pacific MDZ
alone-at least on half of whom would be Reservists. Couple tnis- with the require-
'ments of the Atlantic region and we should really begin to worry about our short-
falls.

The following table illustrates the lack of support provided to the Coast Guard
Reserve as compared to'the Reserve Components of the four Department of Delbnse
Armed Services. Significant increases in the paid Reserve strength have been sup-
ported by DOD, with further strength increases planned.

'Manper "1ho*n mn Ito ndsI

Army' Navy Ai, Fiorce Marine Cops Coast Guard

1980 .- 202 86 58.. -. 33 !1l
1981 ' 212 87 60 37 114
1 982 7 242 93 63 40 12
1983 '.251 10? 67 '43 12
1984... 255 110 70 43 12
1985 ' 763, 118 70 42' 12.5
1986 . 273 125 156 43 12.5
1981 - -273 125 756 46 12 5

-1938 .292* 130* 1756' 149* 212.5*
Percent increased 44 6 512 303 48 5 68

O -tperce rn*t rzat r requfrnements
50 percent mobizatworr requirements

All Dqpartment of Defense Reserve forces are programmed to be at 100 percent of
mobilization requirements by 'TJ88. which represents an approximate growth of 50
percent. During the same period, the Coast Guard Reserve strength will have grown
by only 6.8 percent.

The Secretary of the Navy, in hi 1985 annual Report to Congress on the-Navy's
Total Force, focused on a principal new mission for the naval Reserve, that of the'---,-
Maritime Defense Zone for the-protection of the coast of the U.S. and our sea lines
of communications. lie emphasized the necessity for joint force-cooperation "rather
than relying exclusively on the Naval Reserve." This suggests that the nucleus of
MDZ focus in the past was'the Reserve establishment. ROA sees no reason why we
should not preserve and build upon that foundation today. Secretary Lehman, in
that same report, advised that Soviet Naval capabilities and Soviet agents in the
United States pose serious threats to the- ports, harbors and littoral approaches of
the U.S.-and referred to "plans being deveeloped to rvsponsed to these threats" (un.
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derscoring supplied). ROA urges this Committee to establish timetables for "plans
being developed'-or else' there will be -interminable delays and the' inability to
counter such threats within a' reasonable time. Such plans must identify- the need
and budgetary requirements for supporting material. Oherwiso, for secure commu-
nications, we may have to resort to carrier pigeons ag was the c -se between the
Coast Guard's coastal Corsair Fleet and its Salem Air Station at the beginning of
WWII. For coastal patrol vessels, we may havd to rely on commandeered fishing ves-

--. selsrlike-- those -old- Gtoucester- Sch-oiers--in -the 19.12 Cosair Fleet, or 'yachts out of
-Newport or Santa Barbara. .Wld -it_ot be irnic.hif those comntande-ered fishing-
vessels included the Texas Vietnamese shrimp boats, since Viethim was once the
recipient of'the Coast Guard surplus vessels.

In this buildup, I trust that the Congress and the Coast Guard 'would have the
unqualified support of the Secretary of Transportation, who irr speaking to the Na-
tional! Guard Association of the U'S. this year, recognized DOT's '"often unheralded,

. national defense responsibilities," exercised principally through-the Coast Guard.
Secretary Dole referred to transportatiqn safety as her highest priority-and that is
a principal focus as wilLof the Ml)Z commands and forces,

Secretary Dole went on to recall a Douglas MacArthur story. Ile wrote "The his-
tory of failure in war can be summed up to two words: Too late. "Too late in coin-.
prehending the-deadly purpose of a potential enemy; too late in realizing the mortal
danger; too, late in preparedness; too late in uniting. all possible forces for resist--
ance -. '" ROA reiterates that we needed yesterday a vital and 'prepared MDZ
;'orce-ir-b being. We urge that this Congress not-wait for oomany-tomorrows for that
loree to become a reality.

Referring back to Secretary Lehman's identified deed to prefect our sea lines of
communication, I take note of an article in the August issue of DEFENSE '85, a
DO') publication. The article, Force Projection BX Sea. Cornerstoneof'Contingency,
asserts that strategic sealift has taken _its place alongside sea control aW1d power pro-
jection as a major Navy function-as part of the.forwyard defense strategy of'the,U.S. Strategic seaiife support for any cont ingency includes two etiii bT shipping,
surge and resupply, The one lifts the bulk of continental U.S.--based equipment and,
initial sustaining supplies; the other immediately follows to meet daily consumption
rates and the buildup-of reserve stockpiles. I would reiterate that the presence and
readiness of MI'Z forces is essential to these shipping efforts and to this strategy--
and to the landing of vital raw materials into the U.S. to feed such nlaterial needs.

ROA senses that some would relegate the MDZ program to a simple peacetime
role of planning and exercises, on a collateral duty basis, for existing personnel;
with no significant funding or budgetary- line item status--persumably basking in-
the false sense of a peacetime coastal and'sealift security. It would be ironic if such'
a sense of security is transmuted into insecurity because too much reliance is placed
upon it.

A similar irony exists in the recent Congressional movements to earmark addi-
tional monies 'of up to $300 million. for- Coast Guard hardware and personnel io
combat and interdict" drug traffic,. somewhat of a reverse sealift operation, while
stripping that service of some $200 million essential to operations at sea'and in the.
MDZ. These kinds of perverse logic make it more likely that we may need to *con-
duct exercises on commandeered Vietnamese shrimp boats, New Bedford scallopers,
or Newport yachts, thai, hopefully, have been maintained in good operating condi-
tion and are strategically located.

ROA has testified before the various Coast Guard authorization and appropriation
committees urging adhIerence to at least the levels of operation established for FY-

* 86 by Pl, 98-557, with emphasis on pre-existing at-sea operational missions.. Add to
this the MIDZ mission, and it is readily apparent that neither we, the Administra-
tion, nor the Congress have yet addressed iff specifictdetails th& personnel and
equipment needsof the future and of our national security. -

To this end, and with emphasis on the Coast Guard Reserve, I will generally reit-
erate ROA's testimony before the Senate Appropriations Subcofnmittee on 'rans-
portation and Related Agencies this past April

The FY 1986 requested Coast Guard. Reserve le'el of 12,500 represents only 50
ercent of its stated wartime requirement of 25,000. In cdmparison, the other Armed
ervices Reserve-omponents are. authorized and funded to stf-engths-approaching

an average 90 perc,.nt of mobilization requirements and are still increasing.The total strength of the active Coast ;uard, the Coast Guard Selected. Reserv;
and the IRR still results in a deficit of approximately 14.000 people short of the re-

.centlyw-vili'ed'i-,n).lization requirement for the ('oast, (Guard,--Accordingly, .OA
cannot concur with a bu~tget submission which requests no growth in ('oast Guard
Selected Reserve strength. A
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ROA strongly recommends that, as-a minimum, the Coast Guard Selected .-Reserve.
strength be increased n__an putdiricnemettto75percent -of, current stated require-
ments-18,750 (interestingly enough, a figure very close to the Coast Guard Selected
Reserve strength in the early SixtiesL ROA further recommended that the FY 1986
Co -lcc-d-Res-_ pa--streogth---Jnc-oase-d-rn. 12,,to
strength of 13,201-the strength level retquested by the Commandant, but ignored by

O- I)T and OMB. A-
ROA is greatly disturbed by *other trends. For example, Coast Guard Buoy

Tenders are assigned to the Navy upon mobilization. Their presence is critical,,.not
only in ensuring proper imarkings-in the vent a harbor undergoes damage, but also
in providing essential aids to navigation in undeveloped overseas ports which may
be needed in the mobilization effort. Their presence is-vital to ensure the safe move-
ment of war materials, troops and quite possibly, the Rapid Deployment Force, out
of ihte harbors..a sigpificant MI)Z responsibility. Nevertheless, the-Administration
approach is to construct single missions, limited usage shfps and-to.-propose cori--
tracting out more and more or the aids to navigation responsibility. (Of the proposed
personnel reductions in the F Y I986 budget, 339 are dedlicated primarily to the ajd.o
to navigation mission.) Such -policy. if unchecked, will eventually phase out all Coast
Guard o4uoy Tenders. The Navy, and our sea lines of communication, will receive no
aids to navigation support :from the Coast Guard. This furthers Administration ef-
forts to civilianize and contract out various Coast Guard- functions without regard
for national secyirity impli0'ations.

-ROA has continued to recommend that National Security be i paramount item of
-considerati6n when the Coast- Guard budget is being evaluated. Further, we have
reconimbndedthatthe Defense l)epartmen't. the'Joint Chiefs of Staff, and the Na--
tional Security Council be required to comment specifically on the national security
implications of any proposed reduction, ridificatidn or contracting-out of any, role,
mission, or function of the Coast Guard, including proposed reductions of personnel
strength. --

The Coast Guard certainly has the support of the Anieri~an people. Does i have
the full support of the Administration? Certainly, as in past years, it needs yours.
ROA also asks that the members of this subcommittee initiate efforts to ensure that
the Commandant of the Coast Guard testifies annually before the full House Armed
Services Commiftee concerning the capability of the Coast Guard to fully carry out
its national security role as part of the Seapower Team.-.ROA is als greatly concerned about the adverse impacts of the Deficit Reduct,
Act on the Coast Guard.-e 'ction-2bfi Vf-the Spending Reduction Act of 1984, a divi-
sion of the Deficit Reduction Act of. 1981 (P:L. 98-:369t, expressed-the sense of Con-
gress to effect some $750 million in executive branch savings by management im-
provements in "travel and transportation of personnel and transportation of things

. for personnel." 'Application of this aci has been considered inappropriate.by several
agencies, especially by the Department of l)efense, but not by' the )epartment of
Transportation.

---- :-(The ef-feet--of-I)OT compliance has been to significantly reduce travel for all Coast
Guardsmen. This will have a seriously adverse impact on the training, exercising
and overall readiness of the Coast Guard in carrying out specialized and essential
missions as one of the -Aoned Forces of the United States, and as an essential part
of the MDIZ team.

DOT's indisci:iminate application of these travel reductions has , lready caused
significant damage and readiness reductions througout the entire Coast Guard.
however, -I %%ould like to describe the adverse impacts on the ('oast Guard Reserve
inpa!-tieular. The requienment that the Coast Gualrd reduce FY 1985 travel expendi-
tures toabohit 82 percent of FY 1984 would, by itself, be significant. But, because of
Selected Reserve growth to 12,501) and increased emphasis on readiness exercises,
the Coast Gua'-d Reserve had planned to increase F ' 198,5 travel expenses by about
25 percent over FY 198-1 actual expenses. The net effect then, from a planned FY
1985 travel fund of 25 percent over FY.19.I to one 18 percent tinder FY 198-1. is a
cumulative "reduction" of up to,-I3 percent in planned FY 1985 travel money. The
situation only gets worse in FY 1986.

Several formal training schools have been cancelled and Reservists formerly as-
signed to those schools will now perforin oJT. a very poor substitute, ata loctil site.
Annual Training away from home, where no quarters or messing are available, will
be severely curtailed to reduce payment of per diem (which counts againMi the
travel accoUtt 1, Reservists who would have gone to locations requiring per diem will "
also iertform local OJT. Some Selected Reservists may .have their annual training
cancelled entirely, J. "



Using secondary training sites in lieu of the, preferred sites will be disruptive.
However, the alternative of providing only a few people full training and providing .
no training. to the remainder is not acceptable. A second alternative of permitting
some Selected Reservists to waive per diem and perform Antidal Training pt the.
scheduled site was considered and rejected. To require the waiving of an e-ititlement
as a "conditionof employment" sends the wrong message!- tI

ROA strongly supports a recent House amendment to the FY 86 DOT Appropria-
tion Bill that is intended to avert 'indiscriminate apolicatibn of Section 2901. We
urge.that this body pass-an'appropriate amendment to permanently exempt the
Coast Guar4 and the Coast Guard Reserve from its prbvisions, at least as they per.
tain to training and operational-readiness travel and transportation.

SUMMARY

In closing, I lirst wish to commend the dedicated' NavykCoast Guard MDZ plan-
nersg on the staffs.of the cognizant Atlantic and Pacific commands. They are work-
ing out new intercommand relationships, the effective integration of forces while de-
,elo'ping a common language, and, hopefully, essen iiiT iVhiyofequipment.

Thus in the MDZ program, I would expect to see early elimination of some of the
criticisms now being leveled at the DOD) and JCS, current targets for Administra-
tiori a-h-dCongressional reorganization and reform.
. The military readiness of the Coast Guard and its Reserve must be increased-
i neither permitted 'to diminish nor to' remain at a level below that required. Both are
absolutely essential to the successful imple: entation of the-concepts ofta'forward--'
defense, rapid deployment, and strategic mobility. The Coast -Guard-is ia vital part of
the Naval community with specialized knowledge and skills. Upon mbbiliiAtion, the
Navy will ask 'more of the Coast Guard than current capabilities can probably pro-'
vide. Its contributions to the Maritime Defense Zone initiative and its recent sup-
port of operations in Grenada "exemplify why the Coast Guard must be always ready
and preparing better* for unexpected contingencies in a volatile world. As a multi-mission 'force, one never knows what demands are going to be put pn the Coast
Guard from one day to the next. The Department of Defense and the National Secu-
rity Councii have recognized the contribution-+of the Coast (uard'to-national de-
fense. We 4imst, as a nation, do likewise by authorizing and findirhg the necessary
-increased strength.levels and modernized capital assets.
* The Administration appears unwilling to ask the Congress for those increases nec-
essary to meet milit-ary readiness requirements. 1OA solicits your support in joining
with other members of Congr -ss in the maintenance of a Coast Guard which is fully -
manned, trained, and equipped t6 medt both.its peacetime and wartime missions. It-
is imperative that the Coast-Guard and Coast Guard Reserve be fully prepared to
meet their statutory military duties as prescribed it 14 USC 1, which provides for
the Coast Guard tq be " . . a iiilitary service and branch of the Arme I-Forces,.of
the United States at all times."

Mr. Chairman, thiit concludes my presentation. I will x pleased-to-respond 'to-any---'
questions you or other coinmitlee members "ivy have.

MI. STUDDS. Thank you very much, Admiral.
Mr. Finnerty.

STATEMENT OF PETER J. FINNERTY, NATIONAL VICE PRESIDENT
FOR MARITIME AFFAIRS AND COMMUNICATIONS, NAVY
LEAGUE OF THE UNITED STATES . .,

Mr. FINNERTY. Thank youi Mr. Chairman. I will abbreviate my,
remarks.

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you today, repre-
senting the elected leader of more than 51,000 American citizens
dedicated to the support of- seapower 'for--our, Nation and for the.
U.S. Coast Guard as'an element of that seapower'. "."...

We are united in our desire to see that thi smallest of the sea
services remains adequately manned and equipped And highly mo
tivated in its quest to retain and improve the operational versatili-'
ty which makes its services so cost-effective and invaluable to the
Nation.
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We deplore the action taken by the Senate Commitee on Appro-
priations earlier this month when they reduced the Codst Guard's
budget by $200 million in'operating expenses 'for fiscal 1986. We
find it difficultto understand this decision, particularly when it is
$200 million below the President's requested budget level for fiscal
year 1986.

The increased emphasis on drug interdiction and the recent shift
of responsibility for the Maritime Defense Zones from the Navy to
the Coast Guard increases its participation in defense prepared-
ness, making this' a very imprudent. action on the part of that
Senate committee.

Already shortchanged during the highly-publicized defense build-
up of the past 4 years, the-Coast Guard is in the unfortunate posi-
tion of having to take this additional drastic cut in funding and
personnel. On, the other hand, the Navy's budget for fiscal year
1986 provides a 4.5-percent real growth over fiscal 1985, with a 7.5-
percent average growth for each of the-past 5 years.

While the Navy League recognizes the absolute necessity of re-
ducing the budget deficit and cutting Government departments and
agencies, we firmly believe that an exception should be made for
the Coast Guard because of its vital role in drug interdiction and
national defense. The Navy League regards the war on drugs as a
vital element of the national security. Illicit drugs are an insidious
threat domestically because of their social and economic impacts.
They offer a means for our adversaries to finance-ironically, with
purchases by Americans-their support of terrorism and civil dis-
turbance.

Last year.the Coast Guard seized 18 million pounds of illegal
drugs with an estimated street value of more than $11 'billion. Sen-
ator Dodd of Connecticut stated it eloquently when he declared,-
"We are at 'war in America. We are fighting a war. gainst drug
abuse, and we are losing." He spoke for all of us when he Said he'
was deeply concerned about drug abuse and the.threat it poses to
the Nation's'youth, to their families, and to America's future. If
the estimate of an $80 billion illicit drug trade is eveh remotely ac-
curate, the U.S. should. invest more in the Coast.Quard's operation-
al equipment and personnel to. support intensified air and surface
operations to th wart this ever-increasing threat to our Nation's se-
curity.-

With the action of the' Senate /Committee on Appropriations,
drug interdiction would be reduced by about .20 percent.

The Navy League, applauded the establishment of the Maritime
Defense Zones last year, and we believe that it marked an impor-
tant milestone in defining and expanding the Coast Guard's overall
role in defense preparedness. It will enable the Navy and the Coast
Guard to assist and complement each othei in time of war. Since
the Coast Guard is, by liw, one of the five U.S, Armed Services,
military readiness must rank above all other' responsibilities. Be-
cause the U.S. Navy npw has responsibilities' in three oceans, its'
assets are spread thinner than ever. In time of tension or war, it
will have far-flung responsibilities in tho North Atlantic, the
Indian Ocean, the Mediterranean,. and, the Western Pacific. As a
consequence, in such times the Coast Guard wilA be required to con-,

-. N
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tribute far more to'the 'deferise of U.S. coastal waters and.the Car-
ibbean, despite its limited assets.

Current peacetime operations for drug interdiction could Well
become antisabotage patrols. Port safety would become port securi-
ty. Cutters on fisheries. patrols would have an added ASW responsi-
bility.

Our Nation is committed to the strengthening of its defenses and
the Coast Guard, as an integral part of the defense structure, must,
be provided modern equipment and personnel that it needs to ful-'
fill its role. These resources are necessary also for its many peace-
time missions, which are unlikely, to diminish in the years to come.

Congress is the final judge of h6'v much military preparedness is
enough, The Navy League, however, hopes that the Congress will
provide the necessary commitment to the Coast Guard to make it a
more effective force in the war against drugs; and as a wartime
partner of the U.S. Navy.

Thank you. - I
[Prepared statement of Mr. Finnerty follows:]

PREPARED.STATENMENT OF PE TER J. FINNERTY

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Comimittee: 1 welcome the opportunity to
appear before you today as the elected loader of more than 51,000 American citizens
dedicated to the.support of seaIower for our nation--and of the United States Coast
Guard as an element of that seapower.

,We aretunited in our desire to see that this smallest of the sea services remains
adequately manned and equipped, and highly motivated in its quest to retain and
improve the operational versatility which make its services so cost effective.and in-
valuable to the nation.

I should poirit out that, unlike most military support organizations, none of our"
"mertbers is on active duty with any branch of. the armed services, nor are we an-
organization restricted to officers or other ,career military. Mostly, we are ordinary
citizens from all walks of life dedicated to the support of seapower.

We deplore the action taken by the Senate Committee on Appropriations earlier
this. month when they reduced the Coast Guard's budget by $200 million in Operat-

*ing Expenses for fiscal 1986. We find 'it difficult to understand this decision, particu-
larly when it is $200 million below the llrtsident's requested budget level for FY '86.
The increased emphasis on drug interdiction and the rectrit shift of responsibility
for the Martime Defense 'Zones (MDZ) from the Navy to the Coast Guard increases
its participation iii defense preparedness, making this an imprudent action on the
part of the committee.

Is it that some members of Congress and the Administration, are so concerned
about budget defi~v'as and the need to reduce federal spending that they mandate
reductions in some agencies to the point that public, needs'suffer? Already short-
changed in the highly publicized defens, buildup of-the past four years, the Coast
Guard is in' the unfortunate position of. having to take this additional drastic cut in
funding ,ind personnel. On the other hand, the Navy's budget for FY '86 provides a
4.5% real growth over FY '85, with a 7.5% iiverage growth for each of the past five
years.

While the Navy League recognizes the absolUte necessity of reducing the budge'
deficit and cutting government departments and agencies, we firmly believe that an
exception should be made for the Coast Guard because of its vital role in drug inter.
diction and national defense.,

The Navy lAagu6 regards the Administration's Wat on l)rugs as a vital element
of our national security. Illicit drugs are an insidious threat domestically because of
their social and economic impacts. They offer a mtans for our adversaries to fi..
nance, ironically with purchases by Americins. their support of terrorism and civil
disturbance, last year.the (ost Guard semzed 1S million pounds of illegal drugs
with an estimated street value of' more, than $'1 I billion.I Senator Christopher J. l)odd D)-cT), ranking I)emnocrat on the *ubcominittee on
Childr(,n, 'Fifamillcs, li-tigs and Alcoholism. stated it eloquntly when he declared,
"We are at war in America. \We are fighting t war-against drtg abuse, and We are
losing.'" lie spoke for all of us when he said that he was deeply concerned fibout
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drug abuse and the threat it poses to our youth, to their families, and to America's
fut u re.

If the estimate of an $80 billion illicit, drug trade is even remotely accurate;-how
can we not invest niori' in the Coast :Guard's operational equipment and personnel
to support a greater" tempo of air and surface operations to thw art this ever increas-
ing threat to our nation's security! Examining the. Coast Guard's budgets over the
past several years, on a constant dollar basis, it ig difficult to detect a real budget-
ary emphasis on the curbing of this problem. With the action of the Senate Commit-
tee on Appropriatifons drug interdiction would be reduced by 20 percent.

The Navy League applauded the establishment of the Maritime Defense Zones
last year, and we believe that it marked a major milestone in defining and expand-
ing the Coast Guard to assist and complement each other in time of war. Since the
Coast Guard is, by'law, ofe of the five U.S. Armed Services, military readiness must
rank above all other responsibilities.

While in recent times the U.S. has not had to defend its ports, harbors, etc., it is
clearly tnb longer safe to assume that. at enemy cannot -penetrate our coastal waters

'and threaten our ports and waterways as well as shipping. In any military action
lasting over 24 hours, resupply from the U.S. will be necessary,-and in any extended
conflict, 9,5 of that resupply'm aterial m ust be'shipped by sea. . : I t. . . -- -

The threat is real. The Soviet Navy W'ith 1704 ships- is |14e most--visible-ol 4444-f
Russia's growing global reach. The Soviets have built up their Navy iito a- world.
class-fighting force that includes not only the largest number .f subjnarines-.conir,
rolled by one country, but all classes of surface warships (a large-deck aircraft carri-
er is now under construction in a Black Sea shipyard. In jst the past 20 years, he
Soviet Navy has been transformed from a coastal force to a blue-water fleet.

Today; "heSoviets sit astriie.our vial maritime vulnerabilities in the Caribbean
Straits, th(. Southeast Asian choke-points, the East and West African oil sea lanes.,
the Middle East oil sources and off the Northern and Southern flanks of NATO.
Our economy and security require not only oil from the Persian Gulf and the Carib-
bean, but strategic minerals from Southern Africa.

i our own hemisphere during .1984. the Soviets again deployed a major surface
task force, including the MOSKVA guided missile helicopter cruiser, a new
IJDALOY class guided missile destroyer, a replenishment ship, and a submarine to
theCaribbean. This was followed later in the year by another surface task force de-
ployed to the Caribbean- with a- new SOVREMPNNYY class guided missile destroyer
and four other ships. These were the 23rd and 24th regular deployments to the Car- .-
ibbean by the new Soviet*blue-water fleet. This is one more-:Manifestation.0ftheir .._
projection of maritime powet into the hemisphere most visibly evidenced by the flow
near-continuous off-loading of Soviet military hardware from East-Bloc ships in
Nicaragua.

-- I.at.-'.month Navy Secretary John Lehman testified before the House Armed Serv-
ices Subcommittee on Seapower that, today, Soviet submarines, armed with 300-mile
range cruise Missiles, are off our coast,; on a permanent basis.' arBeca'use'the U.S. Navy no: has responsibilities in three oceans, its as
spread thinner than ever. .Ir' time of tension or war, it will have far-flung tesponsi-
bilities in the GIUK gap, the Indian Ocean, the %lediterramwean and the Western Pa-
cific. As a consequence, 'in such times, the Coast Guard will be required to contrib-
ute far more to the defense of our own coastal waters and the Caribbean, despite its
limited assets.'

'Current peacetime operations foir drug interdiction could well become anti-sabo-
tage. patrols. Port safety would become po0t secirit,'. Cutters on fisheries. patrols
would have an added ASW respnsibility, etc.

Our nation is committed to the strengthening of its-defenses and the Coast Guard,
as an integral part of the defense structure, niust be-provided the modern equip-
ment and personnel it needs to lulfil, its role. These resources are necessary also for
its peacetime missions, *vbich are unlikely to diminish in the years to come. Con-
gress is the final judge of how much military prep:nrctdness is enowigh.

The Navy League hopes that Congress is ready to make the necessary commit-
ment to the Coast Guard making it a more efflectiV e Iorce Ol the Wat against drugs

and as a wartime partner of the U.S. Navy
Thank you.

M-. STUDDS. Thank you, sir.
Gentlemen, the bells you heard are going to pr-eclude the asking

of questions that .J would have done.
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I want to say that both of you and both of your organizations
have been extraordinarily helpful-in the past in supporting the
Coast Guard through your memberships and through your testimo-
ny here, which has been unusually-historically-in English,,' and
well presented. And I appreciate that. I

I note that between you, if your figures are correct, you repre-
sent some 172,000 citizens. My arithmetic tells me that if each of
them sat down and wrote- a letter' tonight, that might have an
impact across the street. We've made that kind of a plea to you, as
I recall, in previous time's when the Coast Guard was under duress
in terms of their budgetary considerations. I trust--well; I'm sure
it wouldn't be quite proper for me to make such arn explicit sugges-
tion, but, the implications of my wishing that I could do vo are suffi-
ciently clear to see that you do that. They need to hear from
people. As you have put as well as anyone, what has been suggest-
ed and apparently is being done over there will undo much 'of what
it is that brings you together in the first place and brings you here,
and much of our'own responsibility. So--

Admiral SPIRO. Thaihk you, sir. All of out members do write and
speak in English. [Laughter.]

Mr. STUoDS. Well, that's wonderful; but nonetheless, they might
be -incomprehensible to the Senate, and I hope that they will un-
dertake that chore.

I apologize for the fact that-lhose are the second bells on a vote
and that we are going to have to adjourn at this point, but I thank
you in-great sincerity for your contributions, both now andat times
past.

Mr. FINNERTY. 'Thank-yoL, Mr. Chairman.
Admiral SmI RO. Thank you.
Mr. STUDDs. We appreciate it:
The-subcommittee-stands adjourned.
[Whe-reupon, at 12:15 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to recon-

vene at the call of their Chair.]
[The following was received for the record:]

ADITIONAL, QUESTIONSo St'IitrrIEi) mIY N STL'I)DS AND ANSWERED BY TIlEI)E'ARTM.:NT 1-"- 1ie NAVy

Quest Ion. The Conference Report on the l)efense Aiit hdrization Act of 11985 in-
cludes a s&tion providing for the mandatory assignment of Coast guard d personnel
on Naval Vessels.

This section appropriates -5 million t- the l)ef'nse I)epart ment for tranist'er to
the Coast Guard. to he used on lv to fund Coast Guard personnel assigned to Navy
vessels.

The following questions are intended to explore the manner in which this an-
guage, once it becomes law. will be implemented:

iat Will it be practical to assign as many as -5UII ('oast Guard personnel to Navy
'essels operating in so-cal led "drug-interdict ion" areas?

Ib) ('an drug law enforcement activities be carried out on a high priority basis on
all Navy ships operating in so-called "drug-interdiction" areas without damiaging
.the military readiness of those Navy ,vessels and personnel?

i) tnder this section, would money be available to Jpay lbr the training and salary
I of a ('oast Guard qfficer or enlisted mn nIlV during periods that the officer or 'en-

listed man was assigned to a Navy vessel, or do you believe i( would be consistent
with the intent of the authors of the language br the money to finance 51(1 addi-
tional (' personnel to he used' -In the most effective mlnner possible to assist in
drug law enforcement operations. including- -but not linlited to--service on flaivol
vt'sse S'.'
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Answer.- During 1984, 147 Navy ships operated in drug threat areas off the South-
eastern United States, in the Caribbean, and off the Southern California coast that
could have accommodated Coast Guard law enforcement detachments. Assuming a
complement of 3-5 Coastguardsmen per ship. it would be feasible to utilize-500
Coast Guard personnel in this role.

All Navy ships operating in drug-interdiction areas -ann.t categorically- be as-
signed priority drug interdiction support without consideration of military require.
ments. Certain phases of training or operations do not lead themselves to this role.
To avoid compromise of essential military training or unproductive periods of Coast-
guardsmen on Navy ships withou.pro!cts of performing an interdiction function,
Navy and C6agt Guard must coordinate the scheduling of the qoast Guard detach-

........ nwatsfpior (lhe appropriate times and ships This system has prov'en effective in the
past-but Coast Guard resources have been insufficient to take, advantage of avail-
able opportunities.

It would'not be prudent to assign Coast Guard personnel, on a permanent change
of station basis, to a specific Navy ship. These chips remain in port for maintenance
periods, perform intensive training operations at times which are not conducive to
drug law enforcement, and conduct extended operations to forward deployed areas
overseas. Thus, the most.elfficiet use would be for.them to remain uhder Coast
Guard control arid to be used to perform other priority Coast Guard functions until
assigned to Navy ships by coordinated scheduling between Coast Guard and Navy.
The Conferenice Report on the Defense Authorization'Act of 1986 "authorizes", not
appropriates-, $15 million to the Defense Department for transfer to. the Coast
Guard., The Department of the Navy'will be to transfer, the $15 million to the Coast
Guard only if the provision is also incuded in the Defense Appropriations Bill.- Once
the funding is transferred to the Coast Gua'rd, it will be their responsibility to
comply with the intent of the language in the Appropriations Bill. Specifically, if
the intent is to fund salaries and benefits-of-an additional 500 U.S. Coast Guard
personnel, additional language is required in the Operation and Maintenance, Navy
Appropriation since that appropriation does not currently fund military personnel
costs.

Question. The subcommittee has received testimony, in prior years, concerning
plans to retro-fit certain types of equipment on the Coast Guard's 270' medium en-
durance cutter fleet and its 378' high endurance cutter fleet. Funds for the purchase
of this equipment were expectedio be provided by the Navy. Please provide a specif-
ic, item li.3ting that describes the present nature of the understanding between the

Navy and the Coast Guard regarding Navy plans to purchase:'
HARPOON Missile systems;
TACTAS towed sonar array systems; and

- Phalanx close-in'weapons systems, for the 27(0' cutter fket and the :378' cutter
fleet. Please include, in this listing, a description as to whether the decision'to make
or not to make'specific purchases are considered to be tentative or final, ad also.an
identification of the fiscal year in which the purchases are to be made. Finally,
please state whether present plans are to purchase equipment for immediate instal-
iation on vessels, or to pre-position equipment f'or pqssib!e retro-fitting at a future
date.

Answer. The current DOT) budget contains no funding procurement of HtARPOON
Missiles for Coast Guard. This recognized deficiencyis being addressed during ongo-
ing development of' the Navy's proposed budget for. FY-88 and the outyears. Within-

'budgetary limitations and priorities, planning is to procure sufficient HARPOON
missiles and launch systems fr twelve 378 class cutters (I each in FY-88, FY-89,
and FY-90). Planning, preparation, and procurement for the PHALANX close-in
weapons system are being pursued for installation in Coast Guard WIIEC vessels at
the rate of four systems each in FY-89, FY-90, and FY-91.

There are no present plans for installation of the TACTAS Towed Array Sonar
System, but Navy is providing twelve LAMPS Mark I shipboard electronic systems,
consisting of SQR-17 acoustic processors SKR-IA antennas, and RI)-.20 tape record-
ers, Six systems have been procured .and are available for release with two systems
each t6 follow in FY-86, FY-87, and FY-8.

ADDITIONAL. QUESTIONS SYMiiiTrt By MR LENT AND ANS'WhIMn iv TIlE 1)EPARTMKNT
OF i1w NAVY

Question. The Maritime Defense Zone responsibilities call for the execise of both
statutory authority-and Naval command authority. What is tie difference between
these tw'? What statutes are being relied upon for carrying out ,MDZ responsibil-
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cities? Are Navy personnel able to exel-cise this statutory authority in time of war? If
not, should they be given this authority by statute or be deputized as needed i.ri a
wartime situation?

Answer. The transfer of the Coast Guard from the Department of Transportation
to the Navy is specified under 1H U.S. Code Section 3. The Commandant of the Coast
Guafd reports Co the Secretary, of the Navy for statutory authority ,and to the Chief
of Naval Operations fpr Naval command authority.

The Maritime Defense Zone iMI)ZCommander,, per 3e,-does not receive or exe-
cute any Coast Guar'd statutory authority. The senior Coast Gu~ard officer in each
MDZ command has, or can be given,-statutory authority from the Commandant to
carry out those statutory missions which interface with the MDZ coastal defense
missionslte receives his Naval command authority,which is fulfillment of the mili--
tary mission of coastal' amid harbor defense, from his Navy Fleet Commander in
Chief.,

Both in peacetime and time of wari the statutory authority must flow through the
Coast Guard chain of command an'd cannot be exercise by Nivy personnel. This au-
thority properly rests with the Coast Guard and should not be extended to Nayy
personnel in time of war which could jeopardize the military mission.

'Question: Is it realistic to assume that critical equipment shortfalls for the mili-
tary readiness responsibilities of the Coast Guard can be made up at short notice
from the marketplace or Federal supply systems? If not, should some level of criti-
cal items be- stocked centrally or issued to active andreserve units for use in train-
ing and execises?.

Answer. It is realistic to assume that all items imocessary to enable Coast'Guard to
perform their military readiness responsibilities can be met from either the market
place or the Federal Supply-System nor does Navy make this assumption. Many fac-
tors are considered when determining where to apply resources to overcome critical
deficiencies. This is particularly important when considering that a large number of
Coast Guard ieadiness deficiencies are extensions of Navy readiness deficiencies. In
terms of fiscal reality, Maritime I)efense Zone Commilnders' requirements are prior-
itized along with other Navy shortfalls.

Both the Navy and the Coast Guard, through refinement of their logisiti support
and mobilization plans. are actively reviewing-shortfalls and- themineans to correct
them. Some critical items will have to be procured and stocked for use upon mobili:
zation. Some of these items are also valuable for training and exercising so, within
budget limitations, we will attempt to ensure that some critical items are procured
for that purpose. -The Coast Guard is. in the early stages of' item shortfall idetntifica-
tion. The Navy will continue to review these items for. readiness impact and funding
considerations.

Question. 'here Iave been some recent proposals made for reorganizing the Do-
paritment of defensee 'and, in particular, how the ,Joint Chiefs of StafC operate. Would
these proposals'in any way affect the Coast Guard or the Coast Guard/Navy rela-
tionship?

Answer. Reorganization of the departmentt of l)efense or the functioning of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff should not impact on U.S. Navy/U.S. Coast Guar'd relation-
ships.

Quesiion. The recommendations of the NAVGARI) Board anticipated the submis-
sion of a joint budget for Coast Guard needs by the Coast Guard and Navy. Ilas a
joint budget been prepared? If not,, why has this not been done?
- Answer. A joint budget for U.S. Navy and U.S Coast Guard has riot, per se, been
prepared. Within the Navy budget, certain items for Coast Guard have been includ-
ed when they provided Coast Guard with a capability to perform a wartime mission

.a:s an arm-of the Department of the Nav . a S
- A joint budget for 'U.S.. Navy,'U.S. Coasf Guar( is not colasidered appropriate for.
several reasons. Coast Guard budgetary requirements to provide Coast --uard with
resources to perform Law Enforcement, Pollution Control, Seaich and Rescue and
other Coast Guard peacetime missions are suibmitted through the Coast Guard's

-. parent, the Transpor-tation I)epart ment. US. Navy submits resource requirements
to perform national defense missions through the l)epartnient of' Defense. Resources
needed to provide Coast'(uard the capability to function in a wartime role under
Depirtnent of the Navy are considered within the department of Navy budget.

Question. What Navy'or Departme.nt of l)ek-rnse'componelnt is responsible for- eval-'
uation of the Coast (GuaLid budget to ensure that the necessary resources are being
committed to tie implementation of t t Maritime Defense Zone concept?

Answer. The I)eput ('hi,'1 of Naval Operations (Surface Warfare) maintains a
Coast (Guard. Prograin Coordinaqt4r ILiaison "Officei oi his staff to review Coast
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Guard and Navy budgets to ensure that the necessary resources are being commit-
ted to the MDZ concept.

Question, The Coast Guard Reserve strength is approximately 55 percent of the
mobilizatian requirements whereas the Navy Reserve components of the other serv-
ices are operating at approximately 90 to 100 percent. Would this deficiency'in the
Coast Guard Reserve numbers hinder the MDZ commanders from fully carrying out
their assigned missions?

Answer. The capabilityof'the Coast Guard to fully carry out assigned'inissions
would be hindered by a serious shottfall in Coast Guard Reserve personnel.

QUESTIONS SvnMriirED BY MR. STUDDS AND ANSWERED BY THE U.S. COAST GUARD

Question. Will it be practical to assign as many as 500 Coast Guard personnel to
Navy vessels operating in so-called "drug irterdiction" areas?

Answer. It would be possible to assign as inany as 500 Coast Guard personnel to
Navy ships while those ships we'e-operating in drug interdiction areas. it would not
be effective- to assign these people permanently tW the vessels, however, as they

-would have little to do during long periods in port or cruises to places'outside our
area of concern. We would establish TACLET commands in major Navy ports and
air stations, each consisting of a number of law enforcement experts, with the pri-
mary mission of providing boarding teams of Navy ships. These individuals when
not at sea would be assigned other related tasks such as pre-cruise briefings, train-

_.ing, pre-flight briefings for naval patrol aircraft and act as observers on patrol air-- -
craft. When not fully employed in Navy/CG law enforcement related activities,
these people would be used to support local Coast Guard commands in their law en
forcement mission.

Question. Can drug law-'enforcement activities be carried out on.a high priority '

'basis on all Navy ships operating in so-called "drug interdiction" areas without
damaging the military readiness of those Navy vesse and personnel?

Answer, Certainly there is some level at which the time and effort spent on law
enforcement by a Navy unit will affect military readiness; Only the Navy is in a
position to determine what that leyel is.

Question. Under this section, would money by available to pay for the training
and salary of a Coast Guard officer or enlisted man only during periods that the
officer or enlisted man was assigned to a Navy vessel, or do you believeit would be
consistent with the intent of the auth6rs of the language for the money, to finance
500 additional Coast GUfard-personel to be used in the most effective manner possi-
ble to -assist in drug law enforcement operations, including-but not limited to-
servic6 on-naval vessels? __-

Answer. Coast Guard personnel, lille other military personne!, cannot be paid
only during periods-of use-they are full time' personnel,. Therefore, /we believe the
intent 'of the act is to fully fund 50 Coast Guard personnel to improve drug law
enforcement operations, including service on as many Navy ships as possible. The,.
vast majority of these personnel-would be V§-ed to p ovide fully trained Coast Guard",
law enforcement boarding teams to U.S. Navy ships. However, other assignments
could also fulfill-the purpose of the act to "enhance drug-interdiktion assistance.

,*Suc'h assignments could consist of air observers to fly, with long range maritime sur-
ein aircraft o o seive as intelligence analysts for maritime narcotics traffick-J"ing information. '-

Question. What is the relationship between the Coast Guard and the Customs
Service with respect to maritime drug interdiction? I

What is the number and capability of vessels available to the Customs Service for
this purpose?

Where do Customs Service vessels operate?
To what extent to Coast Guard authorities and responsibilities differ from those of

the Customs Service with respect to maritime interdiction?
Answer! The Customs Service has about 100 small, low endurance vessels of vari-

ous tyjes and capability. It also has 'about 41' fixed wing-aircraft and 20 helicopters., •
of various types and capability. Singe Customs Service maritime responsibilities lie.
'withiii the customs waters (12nm) of the United States, its maritime resources a-re-
matched closely to the inshore environment and are generally not capable of work
far offshore.
- The Coast Cuardand Customs Service Share statutory responsibilities for inter
dicting contraband within the customs waters of the United States. The Coast
Guard has the primary responsibility for at-sea enforcement,, while the Customs

,- Service has the primary responsibility for airborne and shore-side drug enforce-
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ment. As designated Cust6ins Officers; Coast Guard commissioned officers, warrant
officers and pelty officers--h-,e-the-sa-nmet-uthority as Customs Service officers, but,.
in addition, have specific Coast Guard authority.
. A memorandum of understanding between the Coast Guard and Customs Service,
signed July 10, 1978, prescribes the jurisdictional responsibility under which each
agency operates, promotes the effective utilization of personnel and resources, and
defines the nature and extent of mutual assistance. It also provides for the timely
interchange of information. As a result, intelligence is routinely shared and each
agency supports requests for *assistance from the other. Joint efforts, such .as the
Customs Marine Module Evaluation and both services' efforts on aerostat systems,
have further enhanced cooperation and coordihation. Since each agency's resources
have different capabilities, those resources complement and supplement the other's.
_ .QzTstion. Does the Coast Guard have the ability, at the present time, to play .any
significant role in the detection of narcotics'smuggling by air'? Does the Coast Guard
have a potential roie to-play in this area?

Answer. Of the major cutters,, only the 378 foot high endurance cutters Are cur-
rently fitted with air search rudars., No aircraft have the necessary sensor equip-
ment to detect, track or intercept suspect aircraft. At present, the most significant
Coast Guard contribution would be to detection, and in selected cases, with proper
equipment, the Coast Guard could also identify, track, andintercept incoming air-
craft.

The Coast Guard has a substantial fleet. of 1Iqag and medium range search aircraft"
which, we fly regularly in maritime search and surveillance work. So, we have the
basic infrastructure and'experience necessary for operating a fleet of long* range air-
craft. However, Coast Guard aircraft are not equipped, with aircraft detection-and
tracking sensors. Nor do we have enough people o aircraft, even if properly
equipped, to take on the aerial role. We are in the process of acquiring mobile aeros-
'-,s which, could be outfitted with an air detection as well as maritime detection
capability.

The disadvantage is that current missions and surface interdiction efforts' have
fully engaged all available ships and aircraft. Enhancement of the detection capabil-•
ity of our existing ships and aircraft would appear to be more' cost effective when
compared.to the purchase ofadditional resources specifically designed for air detec-
tion. With. the appropriate application of resources and availability of equipment,
the air detection. capability could be integrated with operations against surface

' smugglers, whose routes are often the same as-or in proximity to--aerial routes.
Question. In 1984, the CoastGuard and the Navy cooperated in testing the useful-

ness of' the Navy's PIIM Hydrofoil for drug interdiction purposes. What was the
scope of that test'?

Answer. In 1984 the Navy conducted latest program with the Coast Guard to de-
termine the utility of PHMs for drug interdiction. The PIIM evaluation consisted of
two separate deployments of one PHM in' the Gulf of Mexico with a Coast Guard.
Law Enforcement Detachment on board. Th patrols-took place ofg" the Mississippi
coast and north of the Yucatan peninsula of Mexico.

Question._What were the results of the test?
Answer. This test showed that the PHiM lacks the capability to be an effective

Coast Guard law enforcement, patrol vessel. It is effective responding to specific in-
telligence with a Coast Guard Law Enforcement Detachment on board.

Question. flow do the capabilities of the'hydrofoil compare with the Surface Effect
Ships the Coast Guard operates in Key West?

Answer. The following is a comparison of PHM and Coast Guard SES characteris-
tics:

(a) The PIIM has a higher maximum speed (over 45 kts for the PLIM, 30 kts for
the SES).

(bt.The PLIM has better seakeeping and can maintain high speed in heavy seas
with a more comfortable ride thanthe SES.

(c) The PHM has more armament, better electronic sensors and better communi-
ation equipment than the SES.

(d) The PHM has an economical low cruising speed (10 kts) whereas the SES must
.drift to conserve fuel.

(e) The PHM has one third the endurance of the SES at maximum speed (1/2 day
for the PHM, I V/, days foi- the SESL

(f) The PIMh'as io-accommodations for the Coast Guard Law Enforcement De-
tachment, which becomes a problem during missions that extend beyond one day.
The SES has accommodations for the required personnel.
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(giThe PItIhas no installed smell boat or boat lowering equipment. The Coast
Guard provides a small rubber boat that is lowered manually. The SES has a pe e
manent small boat, an installed davit and a power winch..

(h) The PHM requires deep water and canuiot safely -operate on the shallow Flori-
da and Bahamas banks like the SES.

(it The PIIM is not equipped to tow disabled seized vessel'. The SES is equipped
for towing.

(j) The PIHM is more expensive'to operate than the SES.
Question. At a hearing. held by the Select Committee o'i Narcotics in May 1984,

the Coast Guars] testified that it was conducting several long tern tests and evalua-
tions of various 'methods of using'additi6nal personnel resources to derive additional,
operating time frofi cutters and aircraft. Examples were given of using four crews
on the three Surface Effect Ships'in Key West, providing the equivalent of one extra
cutter; and of manning two patrol-boats in Miami-with three crews, achieving the'equivalent of three, single crewed boats. .

What are the conclusions of these long term tests on multiple crewing, in terms of
the number of additional personnel in Coast Guard needs to make the fullest use,
possible of its cutters and aircraft?

Answer. The Coast Guard has -concluded that multiple crewing can work with
patrol boats. The Coast Guard-intends to multiple crew eight IslandClass patrol
boats in the Seventh- District. \%Ye anticipate these eight new patrol boats will be
capable of 180 underway days annually per hull wfeii provided with ten 16 person
crews and supported by their squadron staffs. 3-1 crew and support billets and addi-
tional operating funds are required to implement' this program. Multiple crewing of
the Surface Effect Ships in Key West was not productive, primarily because the in-
creased tein'w of operations exceeded the designed capacity of the vessels and there
was not sufficient time for proper maintenance.

The Coast Guard has conducted long term multiple crew'ing tests on-two types of
cutters. Two $5 foot patrol boats in Miami were provided g, third crewlin-1981' t'o
obtain a 50% increase in underway time. The three Surface Effect Ships in Key
West were provided a fourth crew in 1983 to obtain -i3%-increase in underway
time. Both classes of vessels were provided with central maintenance support teams
to keep the vessels running at the increased pace with less maintenance time than
similar single crewed cutters. The 95 foot patrol boat tests successfully provided
50% additional underway time. The Surface Effect Ships required too much mainte-
nance time and could not maintain the underway pace of operations hoped for with
multiple crews. Smaller aircraft are' already multiple crewed in the sense that sev-
eral crews (watch sections) are assigned to each aircraft.

The Coast' Guard has been directed recently by Congress to procure or lease sever-
al aerostats.

Question. How many aerostats does the Coast Guard currently have in 'operation?
Answer. There are two leased aerostats presently. in operation.

* Question, What-vessels does the Coast Guard plan to use to moor the additionalaerostats? Where are these vessels currently homeported.
Answer. Leased Aerostats come with vessels provided by the prime contractor.

The procurement contract has the vessel lease as a separate option. . / k ....
The two leased aerostats are based in Key We3t, FL. Operating bases for the addi-

tional systems have not been identified.
Question. flow many Coast Guard personnel.are required to support an aerostat?
Answer.-Each leased aerostat is directly supported by a Mobile Aerostat Platform

Detachment (MAPDET) with a 20-perspn Coast Guard crew, in addition to the vessel
crew and support personnel ,provided by the contractor. The full complement for the
procured systems has not been developed.

Question. What types of information do the aerostats provide to the Coast Guard?
Answer. A radar on the aerostat transmits the' location of surface Contacts to a

display screen contained in a small operations center aboard the support vessel.
Watchstanders use a computer to analyze target information deter ine the course
and speed of the target, and predict the target 4 location at a future time.

Question. How useful is that information to the Coast Guard?:
Answer. The enhanced detection capability of aerostats reduces search time, thus

improving cutter effectiveness in identifying and intercepting targets.
Question: What is the optimal number of aerostats for the Coast Guard to oper-

ate?
Answer. Until the production aerostat systems become operationsal it is difficult

to assess the optimal number, for the Coast Guard. The priority focus is to provide
continuous coverage of the Caribbean chokepoints. Without the benefit of actual ex-
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perience with on-scene availability and system reliability it is estimated that six Sea
Based Aerostats will be able to provide continuous coverage of the chokepoints.

-Questioh. Since 1983, the Coast Guard has been evaluating lighter-than-air vehi-
cles, better known as blimps, for coastal surveillance missions. What conclusions has
the Coast Guard drawn, as a result of these studies, regarding the potential -value of
blimps for service in the Coast Guard.

Answer. Prior to 1083, several Coast Guard and Navy conceptual studies indicated
airships might be cost-competitive and more fuel-efficient, compared 'with conven-
tional Ships and aircraft, in maritime missions. In fiscal year 1983, the Coast Guard
and the Navy conducted tests of d limited capability airship in simulated missions.
Because the test airship was smaller and less capable than required for actual mis-
sions, we did not obtain enough performance data to pass judgment on many aspects
of feasibility. Nonetheless, we concluded that a modern technology airship may be
capable of performing many Coast Guard inidsions.

Currently, the Coast Guard is again working with the Navy. The Navy.is develop-
ing a battle surveillance airship that should be at least as large as the airship enyi-
sioned for the Coast Guard. Many of the technologies and capabilities needed in a
Coast Guard'and a Navy airship are similar. The Coast Guard should be able to
derive information on cost-effectiveness, survivability, avionics, airship systems, in-
tegrated logistics support, ground handling, and humari factors from the Navy pro-
,ra m.

Question. To what extenlt are 180 foot buoy tenders involved in drug law enforce-
ment? Can you supply for the record a list of drug seizures or arrests in which 180s
were involved?
- Answer. Coast Guard 180 foot buoy tenders have had a steadily increasing role in
law enforcement, particularly those operating in the 7th District. In FY 1983, drug
law enforcement accounted for 6.0 percent of total resource hours; in FY 1984 it was
8.1 percent, and ill FY 1985 it was 12.2 percent (through the first :3 quarters). Seago-
ink buoy tenders, like all Coast Guard vessels, check suspect vessel lists in the
course of their normal operations an divert to law enforcement if one is discovered.
These ships aire vessels of opportunity because they are frequently underway or in a
high readiness posture due t ) their aids to navigation missiotr< Buoy tenders are also
used often to assist other units in drug enforcement or on patrols alone. They will
be used in the latter capacity as the need arises to make up for the cutter days lost
to the 378-foot FRAM and 210 foot MMA renovation programs.

A list of cases.in which 18(0 foot buoy tenders were involved follows:

COAST GUARD DRUG INTERDICTION CASES WITH 180-FOOT BUOY TENDERS AS PRIMARY UNIT

Aog 23. 1915 No Vessel 1 86280 0 CGC Sheeigum 1
June 4. 1911 No vessel 1.180 0 CGC Papa, 1
Aug 8. 1978 Heldh 224-300 23 CGC Sagebrush 1
Aug 18, 1918 Arda - 36 930 16 CGC Sagebfush 1
Sept 20, 1-982 lnr avor II 42 600 9 CGC Sagebrush 7
Dec H1, 1982 No vesse i 60 0 CGC Sagebrush 7
Api 1, 1983 No vessel 2 2 CGC Sweetbrer 1
May 26, 1983' foad , 32?. 2 CG( Sagebrush 1
0ki 18. 1984 No vessel . 3 0 CGC Sweetgum I
Nov 6, 1984 Ronar 1 25 000 9 CGW Gentian I
Nov 21, 1984 Prmcess 31 300 2 CGC Gentan I

Jan 14. 1985 C3rey 9./4 7 CGC. Sagebrush 1Mar 5 1985 Crui Del Sur 3 16 CG Mesquite t
Apr 20 1985 No vessel. 125 0 CGC ?apaA 1

SIi's case a k)ss 5, boar1joi pd '4a3% j !y L(C Sirc'lbdif r Sl o fcit la rou,. dqvede 1A0 p* oqe ,ere arrested aid
tkn e r 1 t ical 3 nst es lie esse! A not 0 .eize,

Question. Why does th-e Coast Guard's own chain of command differ in tine of
war and time of peace? Why is it logical fer a District Commailder to report directly
to the Commandant during peace, whiie in time of war he reports to the Area Coin-
mander who reports to the Commandant?

Answer. The Coast Guard's own chain of command -does not differ in wartime.
However, reporting relationships are affected by the flict that the Coast Guard
shifts to the Naxy department in wartime. The C"ommandtant, as indicated before,
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reports to the Secretary of the Navy for matters concerning statutory missions and
to the Chief of.Naval Operations for those military functions that concern the orga-
nization, training and 'readiness of those elements of the Operating Forcqs of the
Coast Guard assigned to the Operating Forces at the Navy.

The District Commander always reports to the Commandant for administrative
and support matters. The Area Commander in peace and'war coordinates operation-
al matters and specified resources which impact on more than one District. Thp Dis-
trict Commander, ,in operational commander, reports to the Area for coordinated
operations and reports to the Commandant for specific statutory missions.

Question. What are the procurement needs required to carry out the MDZ mission
effectively over the next several years? Will the Coast Guard. require any additional
cutters and aircraft to carry out itsMDZ responsibilities, or will MDZ needs be met-. olely through Ni-iv' equipment and through Coast Guard equipment obtained pri-I. warily for other purposes?

Answer. The initial concept of MDZ was to meld Coast Guard and Navy resources
already assigned toa coastal or harbor defense related mission into ore command to
maximize the combined efforts of those resourcesIt was recognized -at the outset
that there would be deficiencies that needed to be programmed, Some Coast Gurrd
cutters and aircraft will undoubtedly be assigned to other Navy missions besides
MDZ. To date, deficiencies identified and programmed by the Navy, for both coasts,
have been solely cantered around Command, Control and Communications equip-
ment. It is too early to identify additional resources, which may be required, be-
tause MDZ planning is not complete, nor has it been adequately tested.by exercises.
The Navy will continue to be responsible to provide Navy wartime mission equip-
ment and the Coast Guard will remain responsible for its statutory mission eqgtip-
ment requirements, much of which is also applicable to wartime functions, of
,ou rse.

Question. Ilas either the Navy or the Coast Guard thus far received any appro-
priations to carry out MDZ functions,- or have the resources thus far been obtained
"out of hide?"_

Answer. From FY 1984 congressional budget action; 3- Coast Guard officers and 1
enlisted were provided for the Atlantic Area MIYZ Staff and 3 officers and 2 enlisted
for the Pacific Area -MDZ- Staff. The Navy reprogrammed 6 officer and 3 enlisted
billets for. Zone -Commander Staffs in FY 1984. In FY 1985 the Coast Guard repro-
grammed existing billets to provide Coast Guard liaison planning officers to the four
Navy Sector NDZ Staffs. WE anticipate-the Navy will provide a Navy liaison plan-
ner to each of the 11 Coast Guard MDZ Sector Staffs from within their available;
resources. ..oesIQiestion. Does the Coast Guard have a wartime anti-submarine warfare (,ASW)
mission? If-so, what equipment is available to the Coast Guard that would permit it
to perform this mission effectively?

Answer. Yes, the Coast Guard does have an ASW mission. Coast Guard WHEC
378 Class cutters are equipped with: Hull mounted active/passive sonar; ship
launched torpedoes.

WHEC :378 Class cutters are undergoing Fleet Rehabilitation and Modernization
(FRAM) and will be upgraded to also include full'Light Airborne Multi-Purpose
(LAMPS) MK I support capability. Coast Guard WMEC 270 Class cutters are
equipped.With a flight deck capable 'of landing a-id refueling LAMPS helicopters.

Question.. About 2 anj V2 years ago, the Navy and the Coast. Guard signed a
Memorandum of Undersanding (MOU) establishing a mine countermeasure (MCM)
mission for the Coast Guard. Please summarize: The nature of the peacetime and
wartime MCM responsibilities of the Coast Guard; the craft of opportunity program;
the extent to which the Coast Guard does have or might have a role in minelaying;
the extent to which the Coast Guard equipment' could be useful in minesweeping;
and the Coast Guai'd's training program in matters related to MCM.

Answer. The Coast Guard provides peacetime support to Navy MCM initiatives by
conducting environmental route surveys, .providing logistic support to the Craft of
Opportunity Program (COOP) program, and 'through participation in MCM exer-
cises. hi wartime, both Navy and Coast Guard assets conducting MCM are expected
to bo under MIDZ operational control. Coast Guard wartime MCM responsibilities
include prevention .of minelaying, environmental route sur\'ey, swept channel
escort, bouying, logistic support, and command control' Th(e'_ rjnar)_(.ast Guard
afloat forces involved in peacetime MCM training are:.

Buoy Tenders (WLB/WI M)-Lay exercise minefields, provide command aid con-
trol, act as on scene SAR platform, and air ontrol platform for airborne MCM.

270' MEC's--Comnmand and control platform for MCM commander.
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CG Small Craft-Provide support platforms for Navy EOD teams. The 'Coast
Guardprovides support to the Navy reserve COOV program by serving as a home-
pgrt ald logistics base for COOP units.scheduled to be located outside of normal
Navy n torts. Many Coast Guard officers, both active and reserve, involved with
MAPI)EZ planning, atind classroom training in Noqvy schools and many Coast

/Guard district and COTRttaff elements are receiving MCM training through par.
ticipfition in Navy MARDEZ exercises. Few Coast Guard assets would be capable of
safely and efficiently conducting minesweeping operations without substantial modi-
fication (such as efforts to reduce the vessels magnetic and acoustic signature),
Coast Guard vessels better servel as support vessels and,with some modifications, as
potential limited area minelayers.

Question. In 1984; according to statistics the subcommittee has seen, the average
Coast Guard cutter was on standby 27.4% of the time, and in maintenance 36.7% of
the time. Are these figures accurate? What ire the comparable numbers for 1981,
1982, and 1983? How do these numbers compare to the planned availability and uti-
lization rate of the cutters?

Answer. The figures cited accurately represents the'percentage of hours during
the year our cutters were not engaged in the performance of specific'tasks (mainte-
nance, high readiness inport operations such as training, or underway). Comparable
figures for 1981, 1982 and 1983 are attached.--.

Also atached are figures for the percentage of days during 1981, 1982, 1983 and
1984 that our cutters were not engaged in the spt cific tasks indicated above. Since
activities are planned and exee-uted based ulSon the days available, this is a more

-meaningful statistic. F)- example, 'f the-ship's cref was engaged in a full day of
training, t-he second method would show 0% time "available" for anything-else that
day. The first method would indicate 67% of the time was "aveilable"for other ac-
tivities-which is no. realistic. (Midnight to 0800 "avai/able', O00-1600 training,
-1600-midnight "available".) •

The second set of numbers coincide with plans and expectations for our cutters
daily activities. In 1984 method #1 indicates 1.12% of the polar class icebreakers
time (WAGB 399) was available. In reality only ( 14 of the days in the year were
truly "available".

1981 STANDBY--OTHER HOURS

q o , 5!ardby Slardby m lena e Maintenance
horp efcer! hJr percentn)

WAGB 269 2 17.520 3.688 2105 10,854 6195
WAGR 290 1 8./6 D 2,320 2648 2,894 33 04
WAGB 310, 1 8.760 610 165 5,609 64 03
WAGB 399 2 17.520 638 364 9,521 5434'
HEC 31i 1 1 8,760 352. 4 02 4,814 54 95
HEC 327 5 43,800 4,431 1012 26,183 59 78
HEC 378 12 105.120 15,185 1445 55,165 5248.
WIX 295. , 1 5552 .0 0 4,145 63 26
WL 180 21 236.520 71,082 32 59 67,526 2855
WLI 65 4 35,040 6,504. 1856 6,418 1832
W 100 2 17,520 10,121 57 71 4,559 26.02
WLIC 75. 10 81.600 49,326 563] 22,033 2515
WLIC 100, 4 3b,040 15,963 45 56 9,481 27 07
W OIC 160 4 35,040 19,833 5 60 8.445 24.10
WLM 133 -1 61,320 . 34,608 5644 14,300 2332
WLM 157 5 43,800 28,219 64 43 8.953 2044
WLM 175 3 26280 13153 5005 6.595 . 0J.Q_
WLR 65 6 52,560 22,628 4305 13,117 2496
WLR 66 0 0 0 0 0 ... 0
WLt 15 9 78.840 41,767' 5298 11,80 14 56
WLR 80 1 8,760 A 033 4604 1,244 14 20
WLR 114 1 8,160 3,299 3766 3.766 4299
WO. 115 1 8360 3,495 3990 2.903 33i4
MEC 180 2 11,520 869, 496 13.326 1606

- MEC 205 5 35.064 608 1 13 23.654 6746
MC 210 15 131.400 9,622 132 18,169 5995
MEC 213 3 21,912 3,099 . 1414 11,638. 5311
[EC 230 !- 8.160 492 5 62 3,079 3515

MEC 270 0 0 0 0 0 0
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1981 STANDBY-OTHER HOURS-Continued

Ip ENR -Jota- hurs - Standby Standby MWnlenance Maintefancehours percent hours (percent)

WP8 82 53 460,800 87,054 1889 147.610 . 32,03
WPB 95 26 194,184 25-758 13.26 59,130. 3076
SISlIO . 0. 0 0 0 0 0
WtGR 146 6 49,158 7,99,1 1606 16,17 3239
WYTI 65- 15 131,400 24.386 -18 56 33,380 25,40
WYIM 8 :0. 1 8,760 0 0 6 007
WfTIM 110 10 80,031 12,37 5 1547 28,734 3590-
WAO 180 1 83160 439 501 4,308 49 18
WTR 210 1 8,760 24 0 21 6,451 73"64

All cutter 248 2,109.741 530035 25 12 726,813 34,45

1982 STANDBY-OTHER HOURS
N .R Tula! hours Slandby S-a ndoy Mantenan,,e Maintenancehours percent hours (percenl)

2 17,520 2,185
8,160 2,872

1 8760 600
2 17,520 0
1 6,600 67

'5 39.408 3,355
12 105,120 8,867
1 8,760 213

28 244,405 88,509
4 35,040 11,017
2 17.520 9,712
10 97.600 50,649
4 35,040 16.675
,1 35,040 20,631.
1 61,320 35,329
5 43,800 23,460
3 19,680 9,831
6 52,560 26,622

. 0 0 0
.9 78,840 41.370
1 8,760 4,114
I 8,760 4,168
1 8,760 4,287
3 21912. 8,310
5 43.800 165

17 133,608 9,564
3 26.280- 3,726
1 8760 950
0 .0 0

53 462,072 72,428
25 201,322 '17.144
0 0 0
6 52.560 13,169

15 127 248 27,000
1 8,760 . .0
9 75,158 8.930
1 4,368 360
1 6,552 314

,250 2,2!2,973 526,602

12 47 9,505 54.25
32.79 3,321 37.91
6 85 4,889 55.81
000 11,549 65.92
102 4,972 7533
8 51 23,265 %59,4
8 14 59,673 56.71
2 43 1 6,601 75.35

36 21 69,919 2861
3144 8,196 23.39
55 43 5,598 3195
57 82 20.569 2348
47 59 10,020 2860
58.88 8,467 24.16 -
57.61 13,461 21,95
5356 10,381 23.70
49 95 5,969 30,33
50 65 10,604 20.18

0 0 0
5241 13,964 17.71
4696 1,695 1935
47 58 2,503 28 57
4894 796 9.09
3792 7,776 35.49 --
038 29,671 67.74
7 16 74.800 5598
14 18 14.994 5705 _
10 84. 4.493 5129

0 0 0
15 67 145,588 31,51
852 72,813" 36 11

0 0 0
2506 14.1/3 2697
2123 33.112 2602
000 903 1031

1188 31,283 41.62
8 24 2.903 66.46
4 19 4,127 6299

2482 742,553 3499

-WAGB 269
WAG8 290
WAGB 310
WAGB 399
HIC 311
HEC 327
HEC 378
WIX 295
WLB 180,,
WLI 65
WLI 100
WLIC 75
WLIC 100
WLIC 160
WL 133
WLM 157
WLM 175
WI.R 65,
WLR 66
WtR 75
WLR 80
WL.R 114
WLR 115.
MEC 180
MEC 205
MEC 210
MEC 213..
MEC 230.
MEC 270_
WPB 82.,
WPB 95
SES 10

WY, 65,
WYTM 85,
WYTM 110 ,

1WAGO 80
WIR 210

S Al "(tter
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1983 SIANDBY-OTHER, HOURS

Type

WAG6 269
WAGB 290
WAGB 310.
WAGB 399.
HEC 31-t-
HEC 327
HEC 378
WIX 295
WLB 180
WLI 65..
W? 100,
WLIC 75
WLIC 100
W/LC 160

WLM 157
WLM 175
WLR 65
WLR 66
WLR 75
WLR 80
WLR 114
WILR 115
MEC 180
MEC 2G5
MEC 210-
MEC 213
MC 2i0
MEC 220
WPB 82
WPB 95
SES 110.
WIG8 140
WYTI 65
WYIM 85
WYIM 110

All culler

1984 STANDBY-OTHER HOURS

2 17,;68 1.854
8,184 2,1171 8 184 . 0

-- 2 11 568 1 62

4 35 136 1118
.- i 105.4?:8 8199

8,781 0
29 245,952 95,632

1 35 136 21211
11,568 9.063

]0 81.840 36,59
35,136 15,138

4 35. 136 13.591
/ 61.488 28,992

43 920 20 513
S 8 784 4 1

3123 151,269 35 35%

Stan ,,tty Mo ,nooce MantenanCe

10 55 8,798 5008
.27 86 3.555 40 47

0 8,149 9960
9 12 8.833 50 28
442 6262 _ 7129

316 4 23,578 -67 10
i 18 55,251 5242

1 61,14 6995
38 88 71,762 29 18
60,32 9.099 2590
5I 59 4,588 76 12
41 64 2091 . 3084

.43 08 9 281 2641
38 68 10,388 29 51
41 1 1 10 25 16
45 84 9924 2260
45 99 ?.203 25 08

248 21 2 z.5 027 663,671

WAG8 269
WAG8 290
WAGB 310
WAGB 399
HEC 311
HEC 327
HEC 378
WX 295
WLB 180
WLI 65
WLI 100
WLICG5 '

WLIC 100
WILC 160
WLIM 133
WLM 157
WLM 175

SNR t ady Stadoy ?3a!,noce Mainenancehoh os percenl tcul s {ercenht

2 1,.520 3,614 2063 8,577 4896
1 .8760 2,693 3074 . 3,921 44 76
1 8,769 656 7 49 5294 6043
2 11,520 522 298 8,674 49 51'
i - 8 160 354 4 04 5,106 6514
4 35,040 86) 2 48 24,421 6969

I2 105,120. '16,654 15 84 48.056 45 72
1 8,760 1,084 , 12 37 5,908 67 44

29 245,261- 113,140 46 13 70,678 2882
4 35,040 23917 68 26 8053 2298
2 17,520 10.614 60 58 4,129 2699

Ia 87,600 39.238 471 19 31,026 3542
35.040 16,124 46 02 14098 28 82

4.. 35.040 19,485 5561 6,459 48.43
1 61,320 33078 53 94 13,575 22,14
5 43,800 23,057 52.64 10.138 23 15
1 8,760 4.080 46 58 2,457 2805

43,800 26,130 5966 6,457 14 74
1 8,760 3,324 3195 3.399 3880
9 . 78,840 45.813 58 if 8,639 1096

8 760 1.982 2148 5,004 57 12
1 8,16C 5.386 61 48, 465 531

8,760 3.94i 149' 1,659 1894
3 26280 2837 29 82 10,681 4064
5 13800 156 264 27,540 . 6288

i6 140, 160 11 385 .8 12 82,367 58 77
3 26.280 3775 14 36 16,534 6291

8760 2385 2723 3.119 3561
5,736 0 0 5,041 8194

53 6 28? 86.599 18 65 i43,701 30.95
2 200.5 46,688 23 29 74.371 37 10

3 i179T 1.880. 10 148 10,641 5930
A S256 0 27,117 51 59 17,444 3319
14 122 64( 56 792 46 31 35659 2908
! 8,760 0 0 731 834
8 ,080 22,4 08 31 91 30.028 - 4285

. .... t., .
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1984 STANDBY--OTIlH HOURS--Contiqmed

WR 65
WIll f55
WIR 25
WLR 80
WLR ll
WLRl 115
MC 180
MC 205
MEC 210
MEC 213
MIC 230
M[C 2'0
WPB 8i

SS 110
WIGS 14O

WYIt 65
WYIM 8
WYIM I1'

T t

SP T
ota: hQLS Standty

hours

5 '.43.920 20.28]

8,184 2901
9 79,056 33,510

8,784 5, 646
1 8/184 4.316'&2tt .. .I .-/-74 650

3 26.352 6,110
5 43.920 2490

16 1 40,544 12 201
, 26.352' 3,228
1 8184 1,896
4 3817 2,184

: _ :€, !;.? 8 872

20325 36.284
26,52 435

'. 5704 24.256
1A. 122 916 -57,198

i- 81784 0

8 702i . 22,993

2.18 152/1 599914

1981 STANDBY --DAYS AVAILABLE

%, T ', 7., 
5 e1r (Cr

WAGS 253
WAGB 2%
WAGE 310
WAGE 339

"WAGO 180
HEG 311
11EC 3i8
SEC i/S
WIX 2%

WLS 18
WE 65
WU I 0,'v

WLIC 15

WLM J3i

WLM 1
, WLR 65

WLR I
WIR 30
WLR III

WtRl 115
MEG 183

*MEC 705
MEG 210

- M, [C 2i3
MFC 230

16PB 8
WPB8

WYI M,
WM S

7 ,3

'3

130

I 4
1322

I 4'O

1 2'

3i
1

101

208

231.

113

'18--

83

/99'
462
8s0
.441
150
103
138
31

183

,1

Standby Maintenance Manlenance
percent hours , (percent)

46 18 9,535 2171
3303 ---7 9 31 83
42 46 15 191 1922
64 28 1,190 13.55 -

49 13 1,944 22 13
52'94 1,181 13 51
23 19 1'2,849 48 16
561 28,342 64.53
8 69 76,159 54 19

12 25 14,423 54 73
21358 4,265 48 55
11 02 14,590 13 62
19 09 159,372 34 23
1/96 72,555 3591
1 65 16,242 6163

4602 13,909 26 30
46 51 36,281 29 50

0 1,125 1281
32 15 27.509 39.18

2/ 85 790.440 3669

S!3adby Matenance Mantenance
Pt, ei, I lays (percent)

5 21 445 6096 '_.,-

21 10 120 32 88
0 219 i57.53
0 391 53 56
0 222 6082
0 195 5342

4 93 1,063 58 25
115 2,254 51.46

0 11 6264.
23 19 2.725 27 65
1541 279 1911
4/ 81" 191 26 16
5126 ' 864 2367
28 29 383 2623

...49-18 ... ..353-.....24-1S-

38 V 595 - 23 29
43 I8 365 20,00
42 19 272 24 84 -
38 81 471 21-51
.4 05 484 14 3
411 0 " 52 14-25
282 2 154 42 19
3781 171 3205
4 25 549 15 21
0 89 968 6626
517 3,190 - 5826

J5 126 3452'
109 5675 29 56
S 2I I ;9 2' 8 284 L

J3
1 110L

92 IC' 81

1536

1368K

3193
68 11
24 99

0

?'1
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1981 STANDBY-DAYS AVAILABLE-Continued

IR Tota days Standby days Standby Maintenance Maintenance
percent days percentl)

10 3,335 401 1 12 02 ,1.141

248 81,905 15,955 -18 15 29.071

1982 STANDBY--DAYS AVAILABLE

StandbyNR -Tolal days Standby days percent
.... . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .e n .

'Maintenance . Maintenance
days (peret)

130 4 0 5' 390 53.42
365 113 30 96 137 3153
365 . 0 0 V 8 4603
130 0 0 476 65 21
182 12 659 115 319
215 0 0 205 74 55

1.642 88 536 934 56 88
4.380 202 4 61 2,319 54,32

365 0 0 211 1425
10,184 2,793 2143 2,83 21 12
1.460 351 2404 263 1801

130 - - 48 08 232 31 18
3 650 1,884 5162 858 23 51
1,460 501 34 32 423 2891
1,460. 199 54 13 337 2308-
2 555 1,041 4014 574 22,47
1825 ilo 3890 425 23 29

820 347 42 32 243 29.63
2190 994 45 39 446 20 31
3285 1.468 44 69 589 179 .,:,

365 . 152 4164 69 180
365 143 39 18 104 28.49
365 163 44 66 31 849
913 28? R0RO 309 33 84

1825 3 0 16 1,194 6542
5561 213 3 83 7981 5366
1,095 112 10 23 601 5543

36" 0 0 203 5562
19. b - 2,049 10 64 5,623 2921
8389 502 5 98 2,808 3347
2P 30 295 13 41 568 2594

373 6 2 20 156 51 4t
5 302 899 1696 1,299 24 50

-- 365 ..... L L 28 10 41
3 132 3__ !Z3 ....... 1041 1,254 4004

88.4 H _ 16803 1900 29.538 3341

1983 STANDBY-DAYS AVAILABLE

NR t01a t,3', S!ndy tayN

10

130
365
30

1 462:
4730

9379
0

14Q

Standby Mjmenance Mantenance
peient days spetcent!

12 14
2164
000
014
0 00

0 97

351
159
219

229
994

2006

4808
43 56.
6000
j4918
62 14
6808
4580

Type

W.YIM 110

All cutlet

34 21

3308

WAGB 269
WAGB 290
WAGE 310
WAGB 399
WAGO 180
HEC 311
HEC 327
HEC 316
WIX 295
WLB 180
WLI 65
WLI 100-
WLIC 75
WLIC 100
WUC 160
WtM 133
WLM 151
WILM 115
WLR 6k
WLR 15
WF 80
WLR 114
WLR 115
MFC 180
M C 205
MIC (110
MEC 213
MIC 230
WPB 82
WPB 95
WTG9 140
WVR 210.
WYTL 65
WYW SI --9 -
WIfM 110

All culler

2

3
6

12

5
'4

2
I0

4

6

3

16

54

259

WAGB 269WAGB-290

WAGE 310
WAG8 399
H C 311
HEC 321
HEC 38



type

WIX 295
WLB 180,
WII 65
WLI 100
WiC 15
WLIC 100
WLIC 160
WLM 133
WLM 157
WLM 115
WLR 65
WR 75
WLR 80
WIR 114
WLR 115
MFC 180
M(C 205
MfC 210
MEC 213
MEC 30
MFC m3"
WPB 82
WPB 95
SIC 110
WTGB 140'
WYIL 65
WY'TM 85
WYIM 110

All culler
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1983 STANDBY-DAYS AVAILABLE-Continued

N R Total days SI,'-dty days stndby

30
4
2

10

3

5
16

53
25
3
6

14

16

8

365
10,218

1,460
/30

3,65U
1,460
1.460
2,555
1.825

365
2190
3283

365
365
365

1,095
1825
5.840
1,085
.365
239

19,345
8354

149
2.190
5.110
365

2920

8 2 19
3,439 3366
851 5836

9 51 92
1,451 3S515

608 41 64
126 49 13

1,049 41 06
691 38 19
135 3699
9'11 4251
1 1973

132 36 16
149 49 82

5 25 11
, 3 016

207 3 54 3297
96 8 11
93 2548
0 000

2,82? 14 59
1.491 1 /85

39 521
809 36 94

1,26 35 13
146 40 00
125 2483

248 88,545 21,423

1984 STANDBY- -DAYS AVAILABLE

24 19

Ma-nenance Mamlenance
days percent)

WAG8 269
WAGB 290
WAGE 310
WAGB 399
HIC 311
HEC 321
HEC 318
WIX 295

___ WLB 180
W~I 65.
Wt 1O0

-...WLIC 15--- ....

WLIC 100
WLIC 160
WLM 133
WLM 151
WLM 115
WIR 65
WLR 66

-W1R 75
WLR 80
WLR 114

--- - R- - 4 1b ... ..

MFC 180
MIC 205

12

11)

.3

132 5
366 6;
366 0
i32 I
366 0

1164 13
4 392 29"

366 0

" 1 -46 - - .... 65l I
73: 298

3,660 i,65
1,161 48)
1 464 516
2 562 930
18330 459.

366 129
1 8313 644

366 7b
3,234 1 03

366 189

1098
1 ch0 If)

6,15
18 03

0
0 14

0

089
2210

0
24 58

-444k-
40 /1
3102
j? 99
35 25
36 30
2508
35 ?5
35 19
20 17
92 51

2 22

103

365
140
362
361
253
980

2.210
255

2.858
40 7------
190

1,111
377
420
646-
406
91

408
48

603
46
81

526
121!4

4986
38 25
9891
4932
69 13
6694
5032g.
696/
2189

2596
3036
2575
2869
25 21
22 19
2486
223.0
1311
1831
12,51
22 13

14791
6634

Maintenance
days

t42
2,837

307
198

1,246
417
213
579
418
101
j69
328
208
18
65

421
1,110
3,297

674
126
199

5,535
2,806-

388
685

1,413
31

1.200

29,815

Maintenance
(percent)

66 30
2116
21 03
27 12
34 14
2856
18 10
2266
22 90
2761
1685
998

56.99
521

1781
3900
6082
5646
6155
34 52
83-26
28 61
33 59
5180
3128
21 65
849

4110

3361

Slandtv
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1984 STANDBY--DAYS AVAILABLE-Continued

Slandby Maintenance Mamteriane
I De NR , Iota! Cap 1. dy dIys . percenI days (percent)

Mf- . 16 5,856 2!2 362 3,037 5186

MEC 2133 1,098 72 6 56 587 53'46

MFC 230 1 366 34 9 29 116 4809

MfC 2/0 4 826 0 .0 579 0 010

WPB 82 53 19,398 2.801 14 44' 6,104 ,3147

WP8 95 23 8,418 1,197 14227 2,790 33 14

S(S 110 3 1,098 10 091 595 54 19

WTG8 140 6 2,196 685 31 19' 548 2495

WYTLW 65 14 ' 5,.124 1,142 34 00 1,150 2830

WYTM 85 1 366 0 0 5 51 1393

WYTM 110-- 8 2.925 608 20 79 1,076 36 79

All culter 248 89.761 17,328 1930 31,403 34 99

Qoeslr l. lease provide a .suninar) of the reports to \VWMCCS of operational

readiness of the Coast Guard's high and medium ondurhnce cutters for the period

from 1982 to present.
,Answer. -Cutter readiness reported in Unit Status. and Identity Reports (UNI-

TREP) has remained substantially the same in 1983 and 1)84. Lower readiness re-

ported in 1985 reflects increased and more stringent training requirements. Equip-

ment, supply/spare parts, and personnel readiness remained high. The overall read-

iness (-rAkting for the period 1982 to present is displayed in the following pie charts

as the percentage of the year the vessels in a class, high or medium endurance,

were in a specific (-rating. The overall ('-rating indicates the degree to which a unit

is capable of performing the Coast Guard missions for which it is tasked.
C-I---Fully Ready; ('-2---Substantially Ready; C-3---Marginally Ready; C4-Not

Ready; and C'-5-Not Ready, Service Program med.

j
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U. S. COASTGUARD MEDIUM ENDURANCE CUTTERS (WMEc)
(1982 TO PRESENT)

WMECs 1982

I(C-) 7%

L .. ...
f) 37%

WMECs 1984

WMECs 1983'

(C-3) 127.

2%
(C-2) 257.

'(c- 1) 3 8

WMECs 1985

(c-4) 15%

* Lower readiriess reported iti
requirmunts.

FY 35 rcficr-t. rir- rj', and 'erc .trin ,nt '

..

3%

(C J:2) '37%

.(C- 5) 25,%

"(c-1) 32.
) 6%

57-149 0 - 86 - 8
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U.S COAST.GUARD HIGH ENDURANCE CUTTERS (WHEC)

(1982 TO PRESENT)
'WHECs 1982

,(c-4) 87
i-(c-5) 8%

(c-2) 60:

WHECsgl 983

(C-3) 1 18%

13%15%
(C-2) 40%

WHECs 1984

7%
(C-5) 18%

1) 10%

WHECs 1985 *

(C-4) 16% ,

(C-3) 42

(C-2) 27%

* Lower readiness report.
r, quiremrcnts.

incre. i.ed anm more stringent triiir.;

(C-3)

. ,l F Y 8 5 ,r f I ' t
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Question. How often does NAVGARD meet?
What studies or projects are currently on the agenda 6f NAVGARD? What is the

status of those studies and projects?
Answer. The NAVGARI) Board meets semi-annually and at'any other time when

mutually agreed upon by the co-chairtuen, the Vice Chief of Naval Operations and
the Vice Commandant of the Coast Guard. The ongoing studies/projects of the
NAVGARD Board include:t-.-_._

210 Me'dium Endurance Cutter AVMEC) :3'/50 gun replacement: Joint working
group is currently determining required capabilities of the replacement gun. Poten-
tial replacement weapons will be investigated once required capabilities are defined.37$' High Endurance Cutt& tWIIEC)-Fleet Rehabilitation and Modernization
(FRAM): FRAM began in October 1985. A joint management team has-been estab-
lishedoto oversee combat 'systems ihstallations.

Maritime Defense Zohes (MI)Zt: MDZ Commanders are preparing material re-
quirements f6r input to the Navy Program Objectives .Memorandum 1OM) for 1988.

Question. To what extent are the Coast Quard's 180 foot buoy tenders included in
the, Maitinie Defense zone tMDZI plans, or in other military readiness missions?

Answer. AUl Coast Guard assets including 180 foot buoy tenders have roles in
MI)Z plans. Specific plans have not been finalized, however, aids' to NavigqtiQn'
(ATON) will remain a major task in wartime. In addition, the MDZ command&r is
refining the role of buoy tenders for surveillance and interdiction, shallow .water
swim iner/swinner vehicle detection and defense, and in support of the Navy mine
warfare/mine countermeasures missions. uit otherr details are classified. Additional-
ly, 'some buoy tenders specIifically, support contingency--,nd-gentvrul-w-pans--for-
overseas deployment, the details of which are also 'classified.

Question. The subcommittee has received 'testimony, in prior years, concerning
plans to retro-fit certain types of equipment' on the Coast Guard's 270' medium en-.
durapce cutter fleet and its 378' high endurance cutter fleet. Funds f6r .the purchase

, of this equipment was expected to be provided by the Navy. Please provide a spbcif-
ic, item-by item listing that describes the present nature of the understanding be-.
tween the Navy-and the Coast Guard. regarding Na'y plans to purchase:

Harpoon Missile systems; Tactas towed sonirr array systems; and Phalanx close-in-
weapons systems; for the 270' cutter fleet and the 378' cutter fleet. Please include,
in this listing, a description as to whether the decision to make or not to make spe-
cific purchases are considered to be tentative or final, and also an identification of
the fiscal year in which the'purchases are to be made. Finally, please state whether
present plans are to purchase equipment for immediate installation on vessel,. or to
pre-position equipment for possible retro-fitting at a future date.

Answer. The llarpoon Missile system is scheduled to be installed on the 378' high
endurance cutters beginning in' fiscal year 1989. Four cutters will receive larpoon
each year thi-ough 1991, The flarpoori decision is final. The Navy will provide the
systems and Coast Guard will pay for .their installation. The 270' medium endurance
cutter fleet will' not receive Htaiepoon.

Tactas is not scheduled for any Coast Guard cutters. Thi' Phalanx cldse-in-weapon
system is scheduled to be installed on 378' high endurance cutters on the same
schedule as Harpoon. Four systems per year beginning in !989 and ending in-1991
The decision concerning Phalanx is final" The Navy will provide the systems and.
the Coast Guar'l will pay for their installation. The 270' medium endurance cutter
will not receive Phalanx.

, Retro-fitting vessels- upon mobilization with identified pre-positioned equipment .
has been replaced by the concept of installing the systems ard making timely

-system upgrades.
QUESTIONS SuBMia':i E ,RY MR. l.VN'r AND A'WE:RwD BY TIM- U.S. ('OAST GUARD

- Question. By statute the Coast Guard is to operate as a service in the Navy during
time of war. flow will this shift be made from the Department of' Transportation to
the l)epitrtment-of l)efense? What is the role of'the Commandant in, time of war?
Who does the Lwmandant report to and who reports to the Commandant?

Answer. '1lle 14 USC 3 applies to the transfer (If the Coast (uard to the Navy
during 'war. This can happen in either of two ways. First, transfer will occur mime-
diately upon declaration of war or national emergency. Second, it can occur by Pres-

- idential direction, prior to war. There is a Presidential Emergency Action )irection
(PEI)J in place for execution. At the execution ofeither action the Secretary of the

.. y-. NvwiI-- assume- the-Sevi-etaV--oUry WripTrikiii-'tllu ry respomilsbflieii;-T6o
'Coast Guard missions.
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The Commandant is responsible for training,.organizing, and equipping, and con-
tinued administrative and logistics support to the Coast Guard forces in time of war.
The Commandant reports to the Secretary of the Navy for matters concerning stat-

Tiltory missions and to the Chief of. Naval Operations for Naval assigned missions.
The. Coast Guard chain of command remains unchanged for statutory Coast Guard,
missions. Headquarters units remain under the'Comrnandant.

Qi4estion. Within) the Department of Defense, a joint staffing organizational
system is used in the various commands. As a result, the Department of Defense is,
organized in peacetime the same way it would be organized in time of war. Are
Coast units including Districts and headquarters, organized along these lines? Is the
Coast Guard organized in the same way that it would be in time of war? If not, what
are the reasons for not doing so?. flow will they fit into the defense established in
time of war? Could peacetime missions be carried out under a wartime organiza-
tion? If not why not? I

Answer. Within the Department of Defense, there is a Joint Staffinig organization,
but it is for unified commanders and other specific joint service commands. It is not
applicable to the Military services per se. The Services are each organized at vani-
ous levels by various staff means. The Coast Guard is organized along programmatic
lines at Headquarters, along operational and support lines at the'field level. All
services have operation plans which include the chain of command and coordination
with other services, commands and agencies. The Coast Guard is included in these
plans and ours include the other services; commands and agencies. Our larticipa.
tion in Joint Chiefs of Staff sponsored worldwide Command Post exercises has not
indicated any problems with integration into the Defense organization.

Question' Is all or part of the current organizational structure of the Coast Guard
specified by law? If so, what statutes dictate this organization?

Answer, The current organizational structure of the Coast Guard derives from the
-statutory authority that provides for the appointment of the Commandant, the Vice
Commandant and the 'Area Commanders. Title 14 USC 44 provides for the appoint-
ment of the Commandant as Chief-of the Coast Guard. The Commaidant's exercise
of authority as the Chief of the Coast Guard is through Area Commanders and Dis-
trict Commanders, as appropriate, to the lower echelon operational commaders.
Statutory authority is: Appointment of' the Commandant (14 USC 44); Appointment
of the Vice Commandant (14 USC 47); Appointment of the Area Commander as in-
termediary between the Commandant. and District Commanders for selected matters
(14 USC 50).

Question. Is there adequate staffing at all levels in the MDZ organization to per-,
form the planning and exercise tasks required without detracting from other impor-
tant peacetime functions?

Answer. It is too early to tell if all planned staffs will be adequate for MDZ plan-
'ning and exercising. Additions to present levels are envisioned'as shown below.

Presently, staffing has been provided or identified as follows:
Joint staffs of 6 officers and 3 enlisted at each Zone level provided.
Coast Guard staff officers have been provided to 3 of 4' Navy Sectors, with the

remaining Sector pending assignment by Coast Guard Ileadquarters.
Assignment of Navy staff officers to I I Coast Guard sectors is anticipated.
Three, additional 'Navy enlisted billets have been approved for MARDEZLANT

Zone Staff.
Additional staffing, must notably at the subsector level, is currently under study.
Quest wj.-'Ilow much training emphasis is given ty joint planning by the Coast

Guard? For example, how many officers on an average are s6nt per year to receive
joint planning training at DOD schools?. Further, does the port securitymen rating
training reflect MDZ responsibilities?,

Answer. The Armed .Forces Staff College at Norfolk is the primary source of joint
training for officers. About two to four officers per year attend the Armed Forces
Staff College where joint planning is introduced. Joint Planning is, to a lesser
degree, also included at thi NavI War College in Newport, RI. Approximate 'y six
officers attend the Naval War College per year. Approximately twenty officers.per
year attend various Department of Defense sponsored joint planning-courses and
-seminars. The port securityman rate training expands upon our peacetime role and
as such includes much of the Maritime Defense Zone responsibilities such as port
safety and-port -physical- security-training -AdditionaLtraining.or porjt security per-
sonnel is available in explosives handling, hazardous materials hand-Iig -K -new
course 'available in late fiscal year 1986, titled Specialized Port Physical Security.

Question. The MDZ responsibilities task the Coast Guard with supporting the uni-
fied.commander of the Atlantaic and Pacific Commands. In addition to these respon-
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sibilities,'does the Coast Guard have any other tasking in support of other- unified or
specified commands?

Answer., The MDZ responsibilities are subject to the direction of the Fleet Com-
manders in Chief, not the Unified Commander. The Coast Guard does support Uni-
fied Commanders in other geographical areas, normally through their Naval confpo-
nent Commandee. Specific support tasking is classified.

Question. There have been sonie ;ecent proposals made for- reorganizing the De-
partment of Defense and, in particular, how the Joint Chiefs of Staff operate. Will
these proposals in any way affect the CoAst Guard or the Coast Guard/Navy rela-
tionshi p?

Ansv4er. The Coast Guard has a direct link to National Command *Authorities
through th'e Chief of Naval Operations. This direct link would be altered under the
proposed reorganization. A Coast Guard Liaison ,would have to be established with
the 'oi'nt Military Advisory ('ouncil. There would be-very little impact on Coast
Guard/Navy relationships.

Question. lt, is my understanding that the Maritime Defense Zone commanders
are nott in the chain of command in peacetime for port security responsibilities. Yet
these commanders would be tasked with port security responsibilities in time of
war. Isthere any effort to change 'the responsibilities of these commanders so that
they have.da.--to-day responsibility for port security matters at all times?

Ar(swer. The officers who have been designated as Maritime Defense Zone tMI)Z)
Comnrnmaders are. Coast Guard officers who are also Coast Guard Area Commanders.
When acting in their MI)Z capacity. thby are in the Navy cfaiih of command. In
their Area capacity the are in the Coast (Guard chain of command. Those relation-
ships do not change, in time of war. Their MI)Z dut ies become predominant in war-
time, but their Coast Guard statutory duties and authority remains and they
remain responsible to. the Coast Guard Commandant for the performance of those
Coast Guard duties. I ... .. ,

The point of the question regarding port security has to do with the specific statu-
tory authority of the officers designated as Captain of the Port .COTP). This is es-
•entialjy a safety and enforcement authority, and it rests with officers filling specif-
ic billets-viz., the Commandant, each District Commander, and one officer in each
COTP Zone, COTP authority was not given to Area ('ommanders because theirs is
primarily an oversight and coordination role, except where an event involves re-
sources of more than one district or occtirs int a region Which spans more than one
district or is' beyond normaf'distrivt-opetrating areas. Incidents involving COTP dis-
cretion/act ion are site specific& without a given district or port.

The issues raised in the question have been under discussion for some time in the
Coast Guard. There are potentially difficult statutory and operational issues in-
volved. A final decision has not been made. In the Coast Guard soune matters flow
direct from our virtually autonomous District C(ommandkrs to the ('6mmandant.
COTP functions are among those.

Question. What is the difference between the port safety and port security respon-
sibilities under the MIlY ,:oncept?

Ans, wer. The port security program is concerned with preventing damage to ports
'by both accidental and intentional throats, Port safety concerns the prevention of
accidental 'damage. 'Both involve actions to ameliorate the impact of any disaster.
Physical port security concerns the prevention of intentional damage, i.e.. sabotage,"
theft of critical assets. espionage, etc. These include fencing, lighting, patrols, elec-
tronic surveillance, and access control systems.

Question. The Coast Guard is responsible for certain ort reainessfunctions and
miust interact with a variety of governmental and private agencies and organiza-'
tions to carry out this activity ('an you describe this Coast Gunrd program for port
readiness? lave local port readiness committees and lo$ al port memoranda of un-
derstanding been developed-so that these agencies nIay-interact- effectively? If not,
what -da'htibeeh set to accomplish this?"

Answer. Tihe Multi-Agency Memorandum of' Understanding (MO) on Port Readi-
iiess t(COM[TINSTli;i;06.5 dItd :3 JUL !1)85k identities the responsibilities of federal
port agencies. The goal of the Coast Guard Port Readiness program is to provide the
maximum possible support. to enhance .strategic mobility to insur-e sUccess in'a mili-
tare confrontation or national emergency. and, secondarily, to maintain strong na-
tionkil economic health. This is accomplished by many of the same measures used it)
peacetime to insure the safety and security of US. ports, including inspwcting yes-
sets; enforcing vess , cargo, andfit i lity r1,gulations; licensing mariners; enforcing
customs and other laws; establishifig and enforcing limited'acvss areas (safety/secu-
rity zones, personnel access control and operation of Vessel Traffic Services. The

- ----- -- enure-- i Iit a ry-ctit omrtria I port- readiness trthe-deployment of-militn r
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personnel and cargo in the event of mobilization or national defense contingency.
- Local ILOJs are being actively developed at this time. Many should be completed

this fiscal Year.
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• CVIOTINST 16601.5
" . "3 JUL 1985

COMMANDANT INSTRUCTION 16601.5
Subj: Multi-Agency Memoran'dum of Understanding on Port Readiness
1. PURPOSE: This Instruction publishes the subject memorandum. Supplementalp-y-and guidance is provided for Coast Guard personnel involved in port•ecu1'lyactivities during mobilization or national defense-contingencies.
2. StOPE. The policy and guidance herein is a planning aid for those Captains of-te-ort through whose area combat units may. deploy. However, the liaisonactivities discussed 'are not restricted solely to wartime planning. All CoastGuard planning, whether for pollution contingencies, natural disasters ornational emergency short of war, can be enhanced by applying the generalguidelines for multi-agency coordination in this Instruction.
3. DISCUSSION, Enclosure (1) isa sUmmary of COTP involvement supporting a combatepTyoient. A more detailed discussion paper was originally provided in June1983 to those COTPs directly involved. Since that time, movement plans of theMilitary Traffic iManagement Co mand (MlTI.C) have changed, as has Leplrti.ent ofthe Army .doctrine on ammunition shipments. MT.C plans o w i oicate that -virtually any seaport can be used for a combat deployment -- or resupply --depending on various conditions. Therefore, because of the wide application,this sunmary is furnished to all COTPs in a general , unclassified format.

4.' BACKGROUND.-

a. Enhancing the strategic mobility of deploying combat forces and strategiccargo through commercial seaports of emuarkation (SPOE) is theresponsibility of several Federal agencies. Representatives from the CoastGuard, Military Traffic Management Command, Military Sealift Ccr-and ( ,SC),Maritime Administration (MAPAD), U.S. Army Corps of Engireers (USACE) ,ndthe Naval Conttrol of Shipping Crganiz&tion (f;CSOPG), for-ed a Port"

DISTRIBUTION-50LN,

A a. '
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4. a. (cont'd) Readiness Working-Group (PRWG) in June 1983. An objective Of the
Port Readiness-Working Group was to develop an umbrella memorandum of -
understanding which addressed each agency's capabilities and requirements
for support and assis.tafce in U.S. ports in times of mobilization. ,Tnis
would help assure coordination of poet activities at the locil level.

(I) Initially, only those agencies operationally involved in Sea Ports of
Embarkations (SPOE) during mobilization have been included in the
Multi-agency MOU. Other federal, military, and civil-agencies (e.g.,
FEMA, OET, REDCOM, AAPA, etc.) will be invited to join later when
definitive coordination needs are identified.

(2) Enclosure (2) is the MOU on port readiness developed 4y the,:PRWG. For
the first time, responsibilities of key federal agencies involved in
port throughput of strategic cargo are presented in a single document.

b. The MOU directs the formation ofla national level steering group composed
- ep-e e-ntatives from each agency to coordinate-and direct the port

readiness activities of their suboe-inates. The Chief, Officef Marine..
Environment and Systems (G-4) i' the Coast Guard representative-to the
steering group. Representation and support from'other programs will be'
detailed as necessary.

c'. The'new Maritime Defense Zone cormanders willintegrate all Navy and Coast
Guard wartime port responsibilities under one:Commander. His
responsibilities entailall aspects of wartime port readiness and
security. In addition, the Maritime Defense Zone Commanders have
responsibilities for approaches to ports, dispersal areas, and in coastal
waters, all of which impact upon port readiness. -Accordingly, when
Maritime Defense Zone Comandmrs are fully online, they must be included in
this document.

-5. ACT I ON.

a. Office chiefs ald chiefs of special staff divisions at Headquarters shall
ensure that changes in wartime -,issi ons and goals of operating programs are
incorporated in the MOU on Port Readiness.

b. Chief, Office of Marine Environment and Systems (G-W) shall:

(I) Manige implementing Coast Guard responsibilities outlined in the MOU
on Port Readiness;

(2) Represent the Coast Guard, on the national-level steering group on p6rt
readiness activities."

d. Area comanders shall require that subordinate commanders coordinate port
readiness activities as follows:

(I) District commanders shall support, encourage and promote port level,
multi-agency planning, cooperation and coordination committees,

-2-
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5.C. (2) Captains of the Port and/or Commanders, Coast Guard-Forces shall:

(a) Identify -those-Federal, state, civil and private agencies with-
wbom coordination will be requlrel during national defense
emergencies. 1

(b) Participate in the formation of local port readiness committees
to accomplish the objectives of this Instruction. It is

.. ..recognized that local committee membership will vary Irom port to
port depending on agency involvement and activity in particular
areas.

(c) Develop local memoranda of understanding with Involved agencies.
A minimum requirement-is-to outline each agency's
responsibilities for particular port areas.

(d) Forward a copy of each MOU to Commandant (G-WPE-2).

6. REPORTS. Captains of the Port shall report staff-hours expended in the-
IOBILIZATION PLANNING section of the PES/MER Activities Repor (RCS -WP-14013).

Encl: (i Guidance for Coast Guard Support of Deploying Combat Forces
(2) Multi-Agency Memorandum of Un-erstanding on Port Readiness

-3-
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GUIDANCE FOR COAST GUARD.SUPPORT OF DEPLOYING COMBAT FORCES

1. The Coast Guard maintains the only nationwide military/Federal agency
infrastructure providing continuous Jptvices in strategic and economically
important ports, The authorities, tools and resources available to the
Captain of the Port are invaluable in supporting strategic mobilTf3 ' general ,-
and especially a deployment of combat forces,. By coordinating port security
efforts to protect and enhance the safe handling of materials critical to th-e
national interest, the COTP provides a significant contribution to national
security. L

2.' To meetmission objectives, a sound interagency framework for effective
coordination.is crucial. This is essential not only among principal players

(USCG, MTMC, MSC,_MARAD, etc.), but also among those organizations (unions,

civil authorities, etc.) without whose cooperation and support the ability to
effect rapid deployment would be hampered. The importance of interagency

coordination cannot be over-emphasized. Past CC planning experience has shown
it cannot be assumed all players will be familiar wit! each other and their
respective responsibilities. The COT? must contact, and maintain liaison
wuith,-each-agency in the port area with whom coordination will be required in
a deployment scenario. Some organizations (MTMC Terminal Transportation Unit
(TTUs), MSC, NCSORG) may be in various port areas only during mobilization
with no peacetime presence. The COTP should include these organizations in,

coordination activities.

3. In March 1983, the Coast Ciard ,nd the Military .raffic ,Managemen, Co=cand
(MTMC) signed a mezorancum of understanding on- port saie ¢ and security. The

MOU-outlines each agency's responsibilities and assures a cros4-flow'of
information at all coymand levels. This MOU, copies of which were pro&-ide4 to

those COTPs supporting combat deployments, spawned a larger, and more
comprehensive MOU concernrng port readiness among six agencies. The Coast
Guard, MIMC, the Maritime Administration (MARAD), Military Sealift Com-idnd

(MSC), U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE,. and the Nav-al Control of' hipping

Organization (NCSORG) agreed at the rational level to coordinate port

readiness activities.

4. The Coast Guard role during a deploymeniis to provide maxi,o' possible

support to enhance strategic mobility -- the rapiJ transport of war o,,Js tr,.a

points of, origin to points of destination. CCOPs should recognize tnat :an-

of the regulations routinely enforced during peacetime, ray requ,-ire

modification during a ma]or deploy, nt supporting a mi t ar' contingency,

national emergency, or war. Prevention and entorce:ent activity ,?stajst be in

consonance with the national interest 3t tne tiS.'. Special exemptions icO a

DOT E-3498 bay be predetermined to allcw escmptcin otf certain hazardous
materials regulations due to natson*i t crests.

5. Concept of deployment.

a. A rapid deployment force, consisti;in at Are-identt tel Army, Naw, Air

Force and Marine electeitis, l|s beetn established to coiJnt er vatious thrtac
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worldwide. The size and composition of deploying forces will depend on the

threat. Possibly not all combat elements will deploy and probably only a'few

seaports of embarkation (SPOE) wilL be used.' HTMC has pre-assigied SPOEs to

deploying Army combat units.

b. Troop movements throughSPOEs are not planted. 'Only those personnel
necessary for maintaining vehicles (drivers, mechanics, etc.) and those

security forces necessary for the duration of the, voyage -will ride the ships.

c. Large quantities of military explosives will not accompany unit
equipment through commercial SPOEs. Five Army units are currently authorized

to deploy with full ammo basic load (ABL) consisting of DOT Class "A", "B" and

"C" explosives (ABL being that quantity needed until resupply can be made).

The COTPs at.the pre-assigned SPOEs for these units have been provided cargo

dta for use in planning. All other deploying Army units will deploy mainly

with small arms ammo and possibly very small quantities of Class "A" and "B"

explosives. Ammo resupply'will be accomplished through various naval weapons

stations and Army military ocean terminals -- not at commercial ports. -

(l) Ammo accompanying unit equipment to the' S*POE is planned to arrive-

within organic vehicles. Any military vehicle capable carrying amo will

probably be so used. Army Materiel Command (AMC -- formerly DARCOM) has

developed loading and bracing standards for vessel movement of ammo-laden

vehicles. Whea these vehicles arrive in-port,-' COlPs can expect the ammo to be

adequately braced tor sea.

(2) Amino compatittlity withinn venicles and containers will be

maintained insofar as psserc le. Hwever, DOT E-3498 allows for incompatible

stows as may be necessary to expedite unit deploy.:ient: This issue was

seriously considered in developing the DOT exemption. in view of modern

packaging methods (palictizing, bandng, strapping, etc.); the method of

vessel stowage:(RGRO/contaiier); the nature ot the operation; and the

Relatively small quantities oa aamo iuvolted, ii-Ws determined that a..

relaxation of compatibility requirements woild bej serve the national
F interest-. --.. . . .. . . .

3 Y -() I t i in poss -ei -t I at-ti r i -±eo'd'-1 j t rir tt-_'- - s-it 7m -saIL- -- arrivo- inr-port

for breakbulk stowage. The C(OP sho,;l. consider dli factors before
determining segregation requsents.

d. Generally, 48 h'Purs or ,ore will elapsr from, the time the President

orders a deployment bejro, material begins arriving ir port. This may vary

depending on proximity of eploying units to the port area. It is also

possible that material" will rove betore a deployment is ordered. Vessels

planned for use are beris bulk, con'a yr and;or PCF ,O-type. hes" vessel--re

scheduled to arrive in port as soon is avalaole.

e. Some ports will be tisier than others. hile sore COPs carl expect

more than-a two-week let 500 activity, others cain expeCt i-ess than a week.

The size and compositiCoLl l t'la Je;'.,ilig -- alld 1-he OP AN being executed --

will dictate the durtroo.
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f. A staging area(s) will be required, the location and size of which
must be coordinated locally with M1C.. Ihe types of material arriving in port
is governed by the type unit deploying.

6. Physical Security.

a. Physical sec uityis critical for the success of any deployment.

Probably no other aspect of the evolution will impact -',,re on-Coast Guard-

resources. As military cargo is most vuliferable to subversive activity while

in, the port area, to say security is important is an understatement. Cargo

security, vessel security, facility security, water and shoreside security,

personnel security -- all requirIe extensive preplanning, i.fiteragency
coordin. tion, and allocation of resources to insure mission accomplishment.

(1) Waterside security is a Coast Guard responsibility. Waterside

physical security by definition addresses those unauthorized individuals who

seek to gain access to a facility or 'ship by using the water as a pathway to

penetrate the perimeter. The"historic'ally documented groups who have
demonstrated this capability range between small grods- of non-destructive,

politically motivated demonstrator , to trained, armed terrorists using

underwater swimmer equipment to assist in covert anti-shipping explosive

attacks and on to formal unconventional wafare units that would act either as

a prelude to a state of war or as ac adjunct to war. 1he threat, as humanly"

described, may range from a lone individual to a small group'-- nominally six;
and, as a target of detection, may encompass an unaided swir.Aer, low or high
speed small boat, or sw ',irm.er delivery venicle. the'technological threat.

target trend would have to admit the possibility of robotic vehicles or diarine

animals being used to gain unauthorized access-through waterside perimeter

security boundaries. The A'ost 'iik 'ly threat, and least damaging, is theosmall

group of non-destructive political dem onstrators. The least likely

nnn-wartime threat, but most damaging, is the squad of trained terrorists

seeking to seriously damage a high vailuo target such as a moored ship.

(2) Cargo security is primarily the ,responsibility of deploying. units

and the Mitlitary Iraffic Management Coi-mand (X,1 C). .Nhiere required, deploying

military forces can be expected to protect those areas where their military.

cargo is stored (s tagging areas, warhouses, etc.). Y1.MC Transportation

Terminal Uaits (TTU) are authorized to cuntrict wi-h civilian security
agencies where necessary when ot.ry forces are not sutficient. 1he port

security responsibilities of the COT? rcqu'ire him to determine and nonitoe the

adequacy of cargo security, and to recoirm=0d and direct (and 'in the most

extreme circumstances., provide) improvements to cargo security if necessary.

-I') Primary res'porlsibilt"Y for physical s'cursty of vessels and
facilities rests with rhe owoer/uperstor. In exercising his port security

responsibilities the CILP is expeLrco i monitor physical security ettorts ol
owners and operators to ensure theit adequacy. The COrP will advise, the

owner/operator when facility security measures are not adequate to meet the
level of threat. State anid local authorities will be asked to assist in
achieving the required upgrade or Security. Coast Guardi-provided security

forces may augment for short por )ots as Jetteituined by local conditions,

-3- 5
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(4) Onboard vessel security and access control is the responsibility
of the Military Sealift Comm4nd (KSC).. If a substantial security force is
appropriate dockside or aboard the vessel, interagency coordination will
determine the best use of resources to augment vessel-provided security
services.

- Personnel.security- is a shared responsibility of the entire
maritime community.

(a) The Coast Guard Port security Card Program is currently
constrained by limited governmental resources to conduct background checks.
This program is being evaluated to determine whether a nationwide on-line
program is in the national interest. In the interim, issuing temporary port
security cards is acceptable, provided applicants meet minimum criteria as
outlined in Annex P, CAPLAN. (33 CFR 125)

(b) Private identification card programs may be a suitable
alternative for individual facilities or complexes, and a wide variety of card
systems are commercially available. Since primary responsibility for physical
security rests with industry, adoption of private ID card programs would
enhance the security posture of the facilities with a corresponding
enhancement .to the security of. the port overall.

7. Vessels to be used for military deployments will be contracted by the
Maritime Administration (,X4ARAD).' Crews will be obtained by MSC. In addition,
MARAD will contract for terminals and terminal services at the SPOE. The

'?WAD Federal Port Controller will coordinate'port terminal operations to
assure fast throughput of military cargo. Vessel loading will be accomplished
by military-' a'Tiiivillan personne-T "1-'-NC TTU is responsible. for
coordinating the efforts of loading crews and work scheduling for 24-hour
operations. This may vary depending on cargo availability. Quality assurance
personnel from TTUs will monitor al-l evolutions fro-i a safety point of view.
Coast Guard personnel are expected to coordinate safety-related enforcement
activities with the 'FU.

-4-
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RESPOSI&.E PRUARY CQCR0.
AGNC'f USER REQ. 1WITH

III. SHOMIDE CAFMO OPEMATION

Av Hdiing K I

B. Sa-fty (Hazmt, Fire, etc.) mTwC

C. Physical Security

D. Caxqo Identification

E. Frstrated Cargo Dispos. 4Ths2

F. Crictairkr Interrril wiC!

Fqui . ent Acyq isiticr MAPAD

IV. KiAkmJR CPAT'"CVS

A. Pert Safety

B. 'Watervays Sc--rlty.

C. Water Polluticn Pespzcse US'2XG

D. Aids to Navigation LSX

E. Larute ' Accss Areas

1. Desigration U s

2. Enforc-ret USC

F. Archoragz Cntrol UC

C. Cu-re~~nei ntenare

I. Dredging

2. Other ?4interwince U& -l(sennning & c1~sr~n )

~)rcrgenCy ctstru.-tLTI
P*~roova1

US.aLz

I/ tlitary C'4od faci iaty.
2/ 41er• activated.
3/ Deleated -t'genrdral agents Ly eAPAD urder
vessels.

?'W uscs/xsc/ce-.u 4

M 6 sc0/Mc/c.N-cP
4

M12 U.tlMSCcl.,-o.P
4

14ThE USC42

All

All

MS C

USAE

All

: .vC,'MI_1 iFAAD

WAD
MAAD

MAAZ

U

M,~" L: SkI

MC/M:i,'.$,2' ets USCf se-,.ei:'..t

Ce_'.er.l A.senc Aured-ects for reser, e fIeet

-W-y ewhdor/operatcr of the vessel or facility cxicerned,
S/ May be conducted by harbLar defense orxraeder if plan is activated.
6/ Task delegated to USCG by Navy FLXIr;C.
7/ W4-<)p las primary resptrsibility uryler USMG Puervisicn. USCC-provided shoreside

security forces can auqnent for short pericds as deterrniod by lc-al corditions.

INFO-NfllS
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ARNEX D ---

AGENCY ADDRESSES

U.S. Army Corps of lngineers
Directorate of Civil Works(nNEN-CWO-E)
20 Massachusetts Ave., N.W.
Washington, C 20314-1000

Cornder
ilitary Traffic mannmr't Ccrmnd

ArrN4: Mr-SS
5611 Columbia Pike'
Falls Church, VA 22041-5050

Ccmandant
U.S. Coast Guard (G-WFE)
Washington, DC 20593

Maritime Adhinrstrat icn
VAF- 373/,AR 830
400 7th Street, S4 .
Washington, DC 20590'

Camander
Military Sealift Cz-mand (M-6)
4228 Wisccri-n Ave., .N.W.

-Washington, DC "0390-5J20

Department of the Navy
Office of (-iief of Naval Cperaticr.4 (C? CN)
Assistant for Naval Ccntrol of 51jLT",
Washinqtan, DC 20390-5320

Dl
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ANNEX E

KATRIX OF PORT ACTIVITIES

Purpose:- This Annex identifies Atlantic, Gulf of Mexico and Pacific coastal
locations of activities and general capabilities of thesignatory agencies.

Legend:'

1. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE)

A - District/Division Office location
B -. Field Office location
C - Maintehar- e priority port (designated by MThIC)

2. U.S. Amy ilitary-Traffic.Mnagement Colmand (MTMC)

E a Pre-assigned port for combat unit deployment
F - Pre-designated port for ombat, resupp, ____

G.- Ports for which USCG Hazardous Material Handling Pemits are
pre-positloned

H = Ports at which Transportation Terminal Jinits (TTU) will mobilize-
I - MTMC owned or controlled ports/outports
J = H4h!C Port Detac.-ment location

3. U.S. Coast Guard (USC;)

L - Captain of the Port/$arine Safety Office or Marine Safety
,-etachment lcatlon

M-*--istrict Offi.ce location
N - Group Office location (usually includes subordinate units with a

primary mission of SAR}•0 0= Base or Support Center location

P - USCG Air Station location
Q = Vessel Traffic Service

4. Maritime Administration (WARAD)

R = Port vhere a MtAPD Federal Port Contrpller is designated
S = Port where negotiations pend to.designate a Federal Port

Control ler
T = Regional-Office location
'U - Resident MARAD Construction Representative
V MARAD Reserve-Fleet locaton ,
W = Maritime Development Staff to promote U.S.-flag shipping to carry

U.S. imports'and exports

5. U.S. Navy Military Sealiftt Cccwand (MSC)

X - Location of MSC office during peacetime
Y - Location of uSC office during contingency or robilization

6. -U.S. Naval Control of Shipping Organizatior, (NCSORG)

-Z - Location at wiich' Naval Control of Shipping Officer will be
located upon mobilization

/1
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I -CATION USACE IT:.lC USCG " ARAD A j SC NCSOR G

'Rangor,,ME _____JL_________1totw tHro , .HE' N,O .' I ..

Fec:Traw-, RE I__
Scth Portan Pt
Rortsmoutn, , --- _________I

B~~c • ' i U Ir
W r o'd s '.4, .... ... ..
OtI 8. F-'TE y - "-P •i,,_______ __,-__A_,_- __,__,O._R, r, Z_ _
Newport, R! _AC _F- __ I _ ____ __
Providenrce, Ri AZ S~T ___ ________

N~w Ilondon, Ci L____ z____I
New Piaven, 7C -- _

Pailton a5s .NY N__ _ _ _

A I rti 11cN~ - _______

W ew K YNY Y____JO7 T T
rohklyn, NY
~ay n e 1 J A , H,_ 'I _ __ ~~
Pt%-q.-k0.'lizabeth,NJ IAC r
fh~rlands1 ____ _______

=0 ____ 0 - z___

Portm.- t , --- .
Wizabet' tro, NC . . . _ __--..

a _ _ __ _ _ _____ __5__ V 1

Wc-st Palm Beach, FL
Mari, FL
ley -'e st, FL _

Tanrp,a FL

Pieari cty,r-n ,--T- - --=-

{S- Juan, PR
uaUdela PR N'-O l -C n C e,PR-

•* includes Earlei NiJ-'

PT ____

~ ~
B-

L

ii" _ _--

;--

T-

A

x

j



.'o "e, AL A,B, C E,F iJ IL 0N,O,P R_ Y____ Z
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

BETWEEN

THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

AND

THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

CONCERNING

PORT READiNESS

1. WHEREAS: The Departieht of Defense requires use of dorresticcivil'portfacilities and s'orvices to support deployment of military personnel and cargo indefense cOntingencies, including situinios less than a declaration of war or
national defense emergency.

2. WHEREAS: The Secreta'ry of"Transp'ortation has been deleyated authority underprovisions of the Defense Production Act of IgO, as amended, and in accordance
with statutory and administrative authrorities; e.y , regulations, exer'utive,.-" orders, and 9ther~ Departrenta orders and issuances to acquire such service and
facilities for use by 'e-fense agencies.

3. NOW THEREFORE: This MOU his been concluded !twe. .he responsiblecomponents of both Departnents to effect close co,)rdination to assure the rapid
execution of deploym,,nt- for national defense.

* y -. A0it~n -e'eb fo- T r -a s p u rta-L).t
(Policy and International Aflfairs)

Dae ____

.ret3ry fi .fonse
(Mnpower, I rista 1 t Ons and

7 JAN i~s,
D)at e
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H RAN-" OF DE RSAND.NG
CO POR READINESS

1. 'The purpose of this Marorandum of Unerstanding (M0) is to ensure'
military and ozziercial port readiness to support deployment of military
personnel and cargo in the event of mobilization or national. defense
-contingency through enhanced coordination and cooperation amrog the foll0cn'ir
signatory agencies:

a. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE).

b. U.S. Army Military Traffic Mviagaent Carrnd (I1mc).

c. U.S. Cast Guard (USCG).

d. Maritire Actninistration (MAPAD).

e. U.S. Navy military Sealift Caxcind (,C).

f. U.S. Naval Control of &ippirq Organization,(NCSKOr ).

scoPE

2. This MYJ:

a. O(tl'ines ,he areas of )urisdlcticn and responsibilities of the
agencies.

b. Provides for tiely exch.rnge of infcrr.aticn acng the agenV.ies to
pezr.it proper plannr;g, exercising, execution and evaluation.

c. Proriotes the best use of perscnn.el and rescp.rces thrcxgh coperative
effort.

d. Identifies the type of agency activity at each port.

N3O<G tJD

3. Each agency has a responsibility to support the mcvcrwt of military
___frces and supplies through U.S. ports in peace and in war. Past field

training -'exercises. (FIX), ccrmvnd post exercises (CPX) and mcbilizatim
exercises (MDBEX) have shcan the reed for inter-agency coordination in pxortareas. Enhancing the movarent of crarbt forces through U.S. ports is the

respcnBibility of several Federal agencies. Various statutory authorities,
regulations and agretfnents enable these agencies to carry out their missicns.
fkb.ever, the responsibilities and capabilities of various agencies are not
clearly understood by all and there is o officially sanctioned forxn for
ensuring coordination. Effective defense operate is can be pruroted and the
irpact on comexce mninu-r-ed by coordiroted planrng an. execuion of
emergency defense operations in ports.
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V..

DEFINITIONS

4. See AR X A. /

/-aECY Au7HORITI ES XqD REFEENCS

5See ANNEX B

PQc~SIBILITICS

6. USACE Crnstructs, operates apd maintains navigation projects in ports,
and watenays'. USACE e erc.s and prevents throughh permit requirements)
ctstructicns endangering navigation in or over (except for bridges) any
navigable water of the United States. USACE provides planning, design, and
cnstruction support for port areas including necessary real estate

acquisition..

7. M a: Mages Deparitent of Defense land transportat ion, n'litary ocean
terntinals, and intirmolal containers; KPIC identifies and uses military ani
commercial ports to rove troops and cargo to support contingency or
mobil ization operations.

,8. U5CG: Responsible for assuring safety and security of U.S. ports. Its
services, authorities, and capabilities includes enforcing vessel, cargo and-
watetfront facility regulations; inspecting vessels; licensing of trri ers;
enforcing custans laws; establishing and servicing aids to navigation:
regulating and administering bridges cver navigable waterwayst port eergency
response; search and rescue; establishing safety and security zones; and
operation of Vessel Traffic Services.

9. MARAD: Provides U.S.-flag ships and, as necessary, U.S.-sned, foreign ,

flag ships by rejuisition or by volupnt. 3r agreement to meet DOD requirements
in tire of war and non-NATO contingencies and acts for the United States in

SATO shipping affairs, Aquires European NATO ships for NATO-relater
reinforcement operations. CoordinAtes the use of com-ercial shipping
services, containers, and port facilities and services for use by defense

, agencies.

10. NWC: Manages Depart-"ent of Defense ccean trarsporticon. MSC functions
include operating ani ranagkrg DOD corani user ozean shipping, fleet- support,
and special mission vessels; planning for cxpnigencies; coordinating seali t
ehancement progrars/transporlbil1ity issues: initiating action to obtain
sealift augmentation fran "ARAD or through the usb of Qhe DO Sealift.
Readiness Program in wartLye; Id operating Military Sealift Comrand Offices.

11. NCSo23: The Naval control of Shipping Orginirz-tion provides for the safe
ocean movement of rrrchint shiPPing in ts re of war or during a contingency.
Performs the functions of routing, reporting, diverting shipping, and where
necessary, ceration of convoys.

2
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12. Specific funiticcal respcnwsillities pertaiung to this M.V'j are
contained in A.,N c.

13. Each agency is resx<r.-icle for costz it incur6s under +-his M.
EThICV OF IXISTING AT':T:

14. Nothing in this MAU skall detract frcm the existing respon sibilities or
authorities of each agency.

15. The 1fl-E wi-1i--provide &ecretariat support to adtrJnister this MYJ.

EF=IrVE CA=- , PiVISICGS, 1NDM u~~t

16'. Prcvisions of this KOU slha£l. be effective for planning a.xd oordination
%,ben signed. This .'ICJ will rc!Tain in effect until rescinded by all parties.
A party ray withdraw 1-/ written notifi aticn to all other signators.
" rezxtwents ray be made at zny, tu-re as a ,reed Lrcn by all parties. Ozgnizant
agency 6taff eler~ents aze listed at A.\NX D.

AC 711 CS

17. The agencies agree to fo:t- a rnticsnal level steering group of designatecz
agency representatives that will meet regularly to aco~rplish the pir e of%
this 14AJ. Thrcu th e steering; gcup. the agencies will:

a. Coordinate contingenc-y pelan ran- at MI levels for the most eco.rac
and efficient: joint rose of c-perations ce-ters, cxi,-tL'catiors system, messing
and berthing facilities, tra spotatior., and other s,4 rt activities A.IX
E identifies existing agency port activities.

b. Coordir.ate cperatio.owl procc2,res a.- . fc-.at exchange to
acca-plish the fmnction.sl reIrsic es in ;Xt~l:= C.

c. C-;IJct Joint exercises, cc.ferncees, irkv z-T, aM traL-a to
evaluate plans a d prYc' 3ues.
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1a. Tj,. \signatcry ager ciee will issue this !,r4U to s.xz9rdir-ate activities and'
frm local port oai-rittees to develop specific geogra u c ar fucticiml
agretvevzts. -The merbership of port =nrattees ill reflect the actxvit;S at
each port. /

I/i

, tie ot )eerst (1.e:2, t'SA

-vice Cal, UR.

Mili r-y Se a' r:

M.r 'erai, USA

Mi t~ay Traffic
,v,1ara,-e .n t .Cxrri~

4- 2zk~!S'
j~"' rO.~.r :2. jxk!ar

'41:2~t LT' A~otmstr~tcr
of

~; -~ ~T~3~A

~-~..2cr'~t'.' 2f0f

~2:'.a. 2r.troL of
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ANNEX A.

DEFINITICS: The follo-ing definitions apply to this mOu.

ALULXTION: transportation capability made available to users for execution
p.1rpose@. -

BRID"; any structure over, on or in navigable waters used to transport
persons, vehicles or physical matter and which affects navigation through or
under it by the horizontal or.vertical clearance, It provides.

•C.FPTAIN-OF THF PORTi: that Coast Guard officer designated by the Ccnzmwnant to
direct Coast 'G~uardlaw enforcement activities within a designated port area.
A Captain of the Port enforces regulations for the protection and security of
vessels, harbors, and waterfront facilities; anchorages; bridges; security
zones; safety zones; and ports and waterways safety.

(AJM: supplies, materials, stores, baggage or equipment transported by land,

water or a it.

CARG) HOLD: a cargo -stowage oo-partzent aoard ship.

Q'WAD POST EXEIISE: an exercise involving the cTrmander or equivalent, his
staff, and communications within and between headquarters.

OONIPV22= 'L% a p&-- for contingencies which can reasonably be
anticipated in the principal gecqraphic sub-areas of the ccrard.

CCtMVCY: a nurbee of merchant ships or naval auxiliaries, or both, or~a single
merchant ship or naval auxiliary under surface escort, assunbled a d organized
for passage together.

FEDERAL CONTROL OF USE OF PORT FACILITIES:, the exercise of jurisdiction over
the use of port 'facilities, equiprent arZ services (other than port

-facilities, equipret and sei-ices owred ty, or orgar c to any agency or
department of the United States) in tire of emergency to meet the ne(&is of the
national defense and maintain" the essential civilian eco~rrry.

FE)ERAL POr MMXWLER: - a public port authority or private corporate
official who" is activated in a defense Eiergency under agreement with MARAD t
transmit instructions frcan the National S ipping Authority to local agenci-es
and activities and to ccilect and tran ,r.it local port operating status to the

.. .- Nat-io -Sh iping Authority-.- -.. .

FIELD TRAING EDFRCJSE: an exercise conducted in the field under sirulated
W cr)ditions in which txrops' and arne.ent of one side are actually present,
while those of..the other 'side may be i'raginary or in outline.

tF1JSTRAT2 CApoO: any shirent of cargo which while enroute to. destination iB
stopped prior to-receipt and for whichh further disposition instructions nust
be cbtained.-

Al
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HARBR DEFl'5- VSSEL INSPETIONG: inspectic of rrechat vessels to
dertni.ne threats to harbor ojieraticor by subversion, sabotage or espionage.

HAR3OR -IYENE O'"AN\7DtR: the Navy-designated Coast Guard or Navy offic ,r wso
will oarwr ar harbor defense operations.

LLADIING- the process Qf putting trcos and cargo into ships or other means of
conveyance.

MILITARY C TgRUCTICC 'any cnstruction, develoyrnt, conversion, or
extension of any ki"d carried out with respect to a military irstallation.

MILITARY CCGSTRtrICt, PRi!I--'I: all military construction vA)rk necessary to
produce a crplete and usable facility or inrprovasenr to an existing facility
(or to produce such portion of a complete and usable facility or ixprrvement
as is spc'cifically authorized by law).

MILITARY CCZFAN' T2'2.0PkL: a military-o d and MIC-operated ter terrunal
that provides reTlar, 1 erinral services, such -%s ::eceipt," processing, stoguyg,
loadi-g and loading of DCD) carco.

MILIT;FY SA~IFIl?-.k-3 Ct'F!Ct: an office responsible for support and
control. of M SC otefdt c..s at the port level including vessel husbanirng.

MOBIL7zT1C. L'-'IS: an exercise involving the Lipler-rentation of
.moc 1 lz plans.

NAtaLCLW i OF -i.I. OFIIC13q a raval officer appointed to control and
oordirae the routirpg a mavereas of mrch xnt convcrys, independently sailed
merchant ships, and hospital ships in and out of a port or base, subject to
the directions of the Cperatiocl Cri.Lrol Authority. See "_- eratic.sl Czoitrol
Authority."

NSA AIa:CATC(i ORcEFI (-) an order al -atirg the exclusive use of a
vessel, a container or a p,;rt facility to a defense agency for a specif-ie
period.

NATIC-L' IPPI C ASIHI;F.: (!;SA): an cryuzat in respcri ible for the

emergency shippIog operations activity of the ,oritire A-knistrat ion %%fien
specifically activated during an ar*-' gecy affecting national security.

h7iC'AI WAKjtE1S OF hE L:I77-D STATES: thse waters that are vubj t to the

etib ari flow of the ticji or are presently us d or have been used in the past,
or n-y be sus-eptible for use to transport interstate or foreign col-Serce.

NSA SEPVMICy PkIOPIT OKEE. (S ZF): an order issued by 3A directing

priority of service to the rcve-eont of carqges of e defense agency.

OBT)XIOICN: any sxr',en vtssel, tcat, water craft, raft, or other.siotiar
ct7structicn that eniraogers or LTpdes rvigiation in any navigable water of the
united States.

A2
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OBSTRtXTTVE BRIDGE: any bridge which the OnmrNdant of the Coast Guard
determines to be an unreas& able obstruction to navigation..,.

OPERATIONA, CCVrL AUT)RITiY: the naval oxtrnder' responsible for the
operaticnal control of all maritime forces assigned to him and for the
mOverent and protection of all merchant shipping under U.S, or Allied naval
'control.

O(l'PORT: a MT4C activity having a mission to plan for and ensure the
ejd ious morvwent of DOD sponsored cargo through designated orrrercial

facilities. The mission is accomplished by contract(s) nmnaged by cutport
personnel,

PHYSICAL SECUR1TY: that part of security concerned with physical measures
designed.to safeguard personnel, to prevent unauthorized access to equipment,
facilities, material and docitrents, and to. safeguard them against espionage,
sabotage, darage, and theft.

PORT: any zone contiguous to or a part of the traffic network of an ocean
port, or outport location, military or civilian within which facilities exist
to transship persons and/or property between &xnestic carriers and coastal,
intercoastal and overseas carriers.

PORT FACILIT CwR A.D/OR OPERATOR: any public port authority or private
agency, or firm that (1) ons port--facilities; (2) owns and operates port
,facilities. (3) operates such facilities under lease fran an o*ner; or (4)
otherwise owns, leases, licenses, and/or operates a port facility. See
"Federal Port Controller."

PORT FACILITIES.OAND SERVICES: (I)-all port facilities, for coastwise,
Intercoastal--(except as' to shipping between the U.S. ports on the Great Lakes)
and overseas shipping, including, bat not limited to wharves, piers, sheds,
warehouses, yards, docks, control towers, container equipment, maintenance
buildings, container freight stations and port equiprent, including harbor
craft, cranes, and straddle carriers: and (2) port services normally used in
acooplishing the transfer or interchange of cargo and passengers bet,e
ocean-going vessels and other modes of transportation.

PORT SfXURITY: the safeguarding of vessels, harbors, ports, "bridges,
waterfront facilities and cargo fran internal threats such as: destruction:
loss or injury, from sabotage or other subversive acts; accidents; thefts; or
other causes of similar nature.

SECIUTY: a condition *tich results fram measures established to prctcct
designated informTation, personnel, systems, crrponents and equipment against
hostile persons, acts, or influences.

SAFETY ZCNE:, a designated water or shore area to which access is listed
to persons, vehicles, vessels, or objects authorized by the Captain of the
ort. It may be stationary and described by fixed limits or it may be

described as a zone around a vessel in motion.

A3
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SECURY ZONE: all areas of land or water which are -,o designated by the
Captain of the Port for such time as he deems necessary to prevent damage or
-injury- to any vessel or waterfront facility, to safeguard ports, harbors,
bridges, territories, or waters of the United States or to secure the
cbservarce of the rights and obligations of the United States.

SHIPPIN SERVICE:"- a cxrrercial service for the waterborne moveent of
passengers or cargo in the overseas, coastwise, intercoastal or Great Lakes
shipping trades.

STAGING AE: a place to assemble, hold, and orge-ize personnel, supplies or
eqTuinet Er or.-ard movement.

STRATEMIC OBILITY:. the capability to deploy and sustain military forces
worldwide in support of national strategy.

TRANSPORTATION TEPMINAL WNIT: a NTW. designated Army Reserve unit with a
mission to tranage traffic and monitor caxrercial contracts to move DOD cargo
through designated port facilities. Mhen reserve TI's are mftilized they will
activate or augment MIYC Outports as needed.

VESSEl: .a vessel vrploced in oc xrcial service for waterborne rmve'ent of
passengers or cag. in the overseas, coastwise, intercoastal or Great Lakes
shipping trades.

VESSEL huSxzrD]Z3: activities that include notifying proper authorities of
ship's estifrted Lize of arrival; arranging for pilots, tugs, turxkers, stores,
etc., meeting ships ai briefing Mster/Cmnrmnding Officer; submitting

* operational reports; cocrditrtirg sailing tie.

VESSEL TPuF-IC SZfCi: a vessel mowv-ent reporting system using surveillance
and VHF oon-uncaticrn facilities to en'hnce vessel traP.it safety and expedite
port moavreots. Surveillance includes shore-based radar, and in sore cases,
closed-cirouit television.

WATE71M.F FACILITY: any pier, uharf, dock, cr sirila' structure to Whioh
vessels rray be secured; areas of laM -r -ater in irrediate proxirity to them;
buildings on such -structures or ccntiguous totho-n; and eqaiprent and
materials on such struc-tures cr in such huildings.

A4
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AN= 8

ANMRrrEs AND RE~aMS

------4 US- AR Y 0PS OF ENGL\'ES (USMCE)

a. Title'33, U.S.C., various sections: A ozrrliaticn of authorities
regarding the responsibility of theSecretax-y of the Army, acting through the
Chief of Engineers, to protect and regulate the navigable waters of the United
States, as well as iprovearsnts and structures in the navigable meters of the
United States.

b. 7he authority for the Oorps of Engineers to construct, operate, and
maintain a navigation project is fund in the specific legislation authorizing
tat project.

c-. PL 95-269, DrT 26 April 1978 (33 U.S.C. 662, 92 Stat 218). Gives
authority for the Corle of Engineers to maintain a minijn dredging fleet.

d. PL 90-483 section 117, DTD 13 Aug 1968 (82 Stat 737). Gives the Corps
of. Engineers the authority to mrainrtain Federal navigation projects to depths
in,excess of the depths authorized by 0Cngress wben required for defense
purposes and wliere the project also serves the essential needs of o=rerce.

e-' 10 U.S.C. 2662et seq. Describes real estate acquisition authority
and c:nstra ints.

f. 10 U.S.C. 2801 - 2808. Describes military construction authority for
general, emergency, and contingency militaryy construction projects.

2. U.S. AFMY MILITARY TFA.F1C GI'" CC tA\D (K{PMC)

a. DOD 5160.53, Single Manacer Assicrnent for Military Traffic, Land
Transportation, and Cacrson-User Ocpan Terrranis. . Outlines the general russon
and functions of MIh5 for *rlcfdride COD traffic onagarent. It states
relationships and responsibilities of the various military services with
respect to KTDC functions, and outlines specific functions of M.ftC and the
services with respect to.the various type nrosent operations.

b. AR 55-355/N5yVSUPINST 4600.70/APM 75-2/M020 P4600.14A/1LAR 4500.3,
ilita, affc Manag-eent Ps nationn. States general traffic nimaagTsntpolices, transportation officer duties and functions, authorities and

Jurisdiction-of various transportation rranagerent elar ents, interface with
carriers, an-1 emergency management procedures. It details procedures to
effect proper mrovement of freight and passenger traffic within the Continental
United' States.

c. DO 4500.32-R. Military Starndard 71ransportation and Mover-ent
Procedures. Presents a system -9ftandardized policy and procedures to
facilitate the interchange oflcgistics data between military services and
agencies. it details system functions and responsibilities for the servici6
and various transportatlc operating agencies.

Bl
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- -t- e Ut~ed ates oast Guard and'
S ili Managemet o ,. subject Port Safet _ Security.. Ths
agreement was developed to coordinate peacetie 1 ort safety and security
support and to facilitate deployment or mobilization of Armed Forces and
acoxpanying resupply It establishes requirements for joint mxunicatiois,
exchange of information relative to port security, mutual participation at
Headquarters and port levels, and joint exercising.

e. Military Traffic Managesent Coarand Mobilization' Plan (Volume IV, Ary
Midbilizat'ion Plan, AR 500-5). Establishes concept and provides guidance to
"ri for expanding fw--tions and operations, including those at rdilitaiy aT
csrmercial ports, during periods of rrbilization.

3. U.S. MOAST GUAP (UscG)

-a. Espioraqe Act (50 U.S.C. 191); MAbn'sson Act (50 U.S.C. 191); Executive
Order 10173, as ended. Dining National ElTergency or Presidential
deterdination of emangered national security, USCG controls reverent activity
of vessels in U.S. ports. Provides perrnent port security reTilations.
Drpowers USCG to make regulations to prevent damage to harbors and vessels.

b. Ports and Waterrw.ys Safety Act, (33 U.S.C. 1221 et seq). Provides
port safety authority ana capacii ty beyond Magnuson Act to protect use of
ports as transportation facilities, to establish Vessel Traffic Services to
aid against degradation of rnarine envixorrmnont and to enhance safety.

c. 46 U.S.C. ,title II. Requires more stringent standards for manning
and irnspection of .k vessels. Ixprc-ies supervision and control of tark
,vessels in U.S. waters and provides insr-ction and cipliance program for tank
vessels carrying oil and hazardous cargoes. Requires UE.2X to issue and
enforce regulations for vessels to elirdnate the release of oil into the
marine enviroritent due to lightering operations.

d. Federal Water Pollution Control c't (33 U.S.C. 1251 et sea), Lxecutlve
Order 11735. Prohibits discharges of oil nd hazarabus substances %,iich may
be harmful. Also su-pported b-y: Refuse Act, Rivers and hKabors Act, Act to
Prevent Pollutior Fran Ships: National l)vircrental Policy Atct: Marine
Protection, Research, &nd Sanctuaries Act; Executive Crder 11514.

e. Hazardous Mterials Trans-_rtatic'. Act (49' U.S.C. 1801 et seq). Dr
authority to regulate transport of, hazardous rroterals in ocrmxec,, LCG
develops and enforces those rqil' ,ctis gcoverring coa-rercial vessel shipnenks
of hazardous raterials. I,

f. 33 U.S.C. 1224,2030, 471. Fkables $CG to develop and enforce
anchorage regulations ThuS. ters, . /

B2
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g. 33'U.S.C. 1223(c). Authority to designate port access routes.

h. 33 U.S.C. 401, 491 et seq., 499-502, 512 et s , 5-5-535. X4 U.S.C.Auhoit to prsrieai

85: 49 U.S.C. 1651 et seq. Authority to prescribe navigate_ ,0n lighting on
bridges; reulate drawbridge operations, permit soonstructir/nil fication of
bridges: and order removal or alteration of obstructive bridges.

- 14 U.S.C. 81. Authority to establish, mair,tain and operate aids to
i and air navigation,' and electronic aids to navigation systers to

.erve the armed forces and U.S. maritime and air commerce.

J. 46 U.S.C. 86, 88. Enables USCG to force vessel loadline -
regulations. ...

k. 10 U.S.C. 101, 261-280, 2511, 2571, 14 U.S.C. 1-4. 93, 144, 145, 632,
633, 701-746, 891-894. Enables USCG to develop and maintain the capability to
respond to emqrgencies and manage crises in all U.S. ports and waterways and
in overseas areas as tasked.

1. National Security Decision Mesorardrn (NS[t4) No. 340. Establishes
national port security program ard initiates the Special Interest Vessel
Program.

m. Titles 33, 
4 6

,c 
49

, Code of Federal Recglations, various sections.
Regulations enforced by the USCOG to enhance the safety y and secrity of U.S.
ports and waterways, vessels.-and waterfront facilities.

4. MARITLvE AEJNISTRATION (MAPAD)

a. Executive Order 11490, as arrended. Part 9, Secticn 90, states that
the Secretary of Transj ortation shall prepaLre national eergency plans and
develop preparedness proras covering federal emergency operational control
responsibilities with respect to ocean shipping, ports ariJ facilities, except
those owned by, controlled by, or under the jurisdiction of the Departrent of
Defense, and except those responsibilities of the Departrent of the Treasury
with respect to,-the entrance and clearance of vessels.

b. COD Instruction 5030.3, subject: Mrs-crarxdfn of Acre+uWent Between the
Departet--oF-efe:se and Ceairtnt of Trasr action, Deall[ with-
Utilization, Transfer and Allocation of Merchant Ships ("Wilscn Weeks
Agreement*'), dated 20 October 1954. This instruction dissEnanates subject
agreerant.

c. MARAD Operations Plan 001, Basic War Plan. Sets forth the concepts
for IVRAD operations in majo '- onventircl wax or defense-related national
emergency in anticipation of such a war ard initial organization and
procedures. It is designed specifica ', to rove MAPAD from peace to war
footing, with the elaboration of the war o izatin ar operaticnal
procedures to be evolved as the war develops.

B3
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Enclosure (2) to COHDTINST 16601.5

d. Memorandum of Jgreenent "Between the Dee rtment of Defense, and theOf TE! rtticn 0g Prooedu[es for hippin Support of ilitar

2eations. Provides f the establish ent and updating as Oeed oq se d
interdepartental roceiduras for peacetime planning for shipping support to
NATO wartime and non-NATO contingencies, preparation during rising tenslof,
for shipping support of military operations, and civil support of military
operations when U.S. forces are deployed to foreign areas.

e. Merchant Marine Act, 1936, as amened. Title 46 U.S.C. Section 902
ide. the. authority to purchase or requisition U.S.-owied vessels and to

reuisitlcn or charter the use of such vessels during any national emergency
declared by proclamation o _the President.

f. Emergency Foreign Vessels Aclisitin Act, 1954 (50 U.S.C.A. 196 et
seq (Law e iPron, 19 1)). Pvides authority, to purchase or reqLisiticn
any nerchant-vessel which is not,. by citizens of the United States, to
charter or, requisition the use of such, vessel, and to acq4iNreby voluntary
agreement of-purchase or charter the ownership or use of any vessel not owner)
by citizens of the Uhited States,.-

g. 46 CFR Part 345 - Restrictions Upon the Transfer or Change in Use or
in Terms Governi2 Utizatin of Port Facilities. Provides-the National
Shipping Authority during the existence of a sE--Ee of war or national
emergency with control of ports in the United States ard its territories as
rmy be necessary to neet the requirements of the national security. Control
shall be consistent ;ith the orders of the Coist Guard Captain of the Port
relating to the safety and security of the Port.

h, .49 CFR Part 346 - Federal Port Controllers. Prescribes the standard
form of the,service agreement to be entered, into I/ the United States of
America, acting by and through the Director, Naticnal Shipping Authority, with
port a4g,(orities or, private corporations, covering the appointment of
individuals within their ergamicaticns as Federal Port Cctrollers, and
providing the required supporting staff aid resources.

5. -U.S. KAVY MILITARY SEALIFT C'MkND (.,C)

a. 00D Directive 5160.10, Single inarger Assi nit. for Ocean
Trarsportation. This directive includes sections on the purpose: Jefinitions;
applicabiliE-and scope, ccnp66ition; functions of ,4SC; general
responsibilities and relationships of DOD couoxnents with respect to MSC and
MSC functions; specific responsibilities and relatiorships of MTt and DOD
ctixnents with respect to ocean passenger, cargo ar*d bilk petroleum traffic:
authority; and administration and finuincing.

b. OPNIAVINST 5440.20E, SI1wl *MAIkwER AssICin-- MR OCFAN
TRANSPoRTATICt4. Establishes respcnsbilities and relationship bVeen the .
FAcretary of the Navy as Single Manager for Ocean Transportation, Chief of
Naval Operations, and CcrTwmsier, Military Sealift Carrrssd as the Executive
Director for the Single Manager Cperating Agency for Ocean Transportatioi.
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Enclosure (2). to COMDT1NST 16601.5

c. -CaMSCINSr 3120.17, Dry Cargo Ship Operating Instructions (Cargopins).
Provides guidance in the area of operations,---ysical security; maintenance
and repair material, supplies and services; entry and clearance; cargo and
inspection of ships for the MC Dry Cargo Controlled Fleet.

d. QakCINSr 3121.3D, Tanker Operating Instructions (Tankqains).Provides guidance for MSC controlled tankers in the areas of operation;

classified security smoasures raintenance and repair; zrateria-ls,, supplies, land
services: entry and clearance; cargo; inspiection of hips, safety/pollution
abateent and control, and voyage chartered tankers.'-

e. OL*SSCIlST 3121.IE, Operational Control Prgcedures for MSC Cntrolled'
Ships (less tankers). Includes inforimaticn on cargo ship scheduling,
operational control of special projects ships and fleet support ships, voyage
sailing orders,- in-port control, rovesent reports, schedule mdifications,
search and rescue, diploatic clearance, and security classification of ship
-movemts. A section on ships sailing under NSORG routing is also included.

f. OCYSCINST '4335.1G, Contracts to Provide Husbsndinq Services to IC
(USS/LISS) Ships at Overseas P6rts (Except URS Contract - rated Tankers).
Provides general information Cr obtaining hus ding services -or-- ships.
A list of husbanding contractors and the areas served is included in enclosure
(1). an enclosure (2) describes services furnished by the contractor.

g. COSCINST 3120.5C, Responsibilities of Subordinate Ccmsnkwds in
Ha in SC Qhartered and General Agency )5reeernt (GAA) Dry Caxgo§Tzips.
DeScribes the two ar " Ot responsibility (Ship operations and car9g
operations) of area and sub-area oo-,ands and offices for MSC tirme chartered
and voyage chartered ships and GAA allocated ships. Pro'edures for reporting
ship data at eath port of call are also outlined.

h. (XkiSCINST' 5510.11, Shipboard Physical Security Prcqram. Provides
guidance on impleentin eM5 Physical Security Program on board MSC
vessels.

i. MSC Report 3110-4, MSC Controllod Fleet Inventory. Gives nurber of

full operating status (FOS) and reduced operating status (R S) ships and total
in the nucleus fleet (UShS) and cxserciaL fleet; lists ships in the two
fleets by name and type; gives 'ru rbr of ships in the sealift readiness
program (SRP) by type and lists ships %i the ready reserve force (RRF) by nm.-r
and type. Published mnth ly.

j. Navy Capabilities and MobiliLation Plan (NOTY) Arunex 0 l1,gistics. .
Includes appenUoes on Ixgistcs SurPcrt Plaunln3, TrinspOrtation, Base
Support,, Modical/Dental, Material, Ship and Aircraft .maintem-ance,-and Irnzti.'n
Fleet/Service Craft. Covers the logistics necessary to. support the Joint
Strategic Capabilities Plan (JSCP), the Urf ted COmrarw Plan (UZP), the Joint
Operating Planning System (JOPS), Navy planning, a-i other objectives.
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Enclosure (2) to COMDTINST 16601.5

k. StCNAVINST 5430.11D, Military Sealift OCmsad; Prescri Channels--of
Iesple~sibility For. Pmecribes the otima--on of the -ilitary -Sealift

an a i-m-T oarpment of the Operating Forces of the United States lavy
and those channels through which the Executive Director for Ocean , /
Transporta"on shall be responsible to the Secretary of the Navy and e Oief
of Naval Operations.

1. QY.%S Instruction 54..IW MSC Ciomrarw Organization. outlines the
worldwide organization of the MilitarySealift, Camwid and identifies
geographical areas of MC operations.

m. OPNAVINST C3450.14 (Series) Naval Control of Shipinq (NC) of
Mli an 'rcnt. Shies under MSC authority
d!jri Peacetime and Continency situatib (U). Delinaeates the
re pnsibilities for the Naval Ccntrol of MSC Ships and Merchant Ships'
operation under MSC authority during peacetime and contingency operations.

6. U.S, NAVAL OCTROL OF SHIPPING OIfANIZATION (NCgORG)

a. CNO Letter to Distributidn, Serial 391/P31, 19 Ju,! 1950., Establishes
the United St.'tes Naval Cantrol of Shipplng.Organczatin effective the date of
issue of the letter.

b. OPNAVINST C3450.4H, 31 Jan'ir_ 1990. Details the activities of the
Naval Conto of Snipping Orqani Z Acrl

B/

B6
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ErL-losv- .(2) to COxTjTi:Nr 16601.5
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Question. In developing a'port security program, can you tell us what has been
done in the following areas:

The development of Risk Assessment Methodology and information. The collection
and evaluation of intelligence data. The procurement of equipment for port security
operations such as secure comunications, weapons, small boats, surveillance equip-
ment,.

Answer. Doctrine/Training: The USCG is drafting a Port Security Manual to be
included in Marine Safety manual. This manual collects, in one volume, existing
port security policy, including tactical and policy information (such as use of force)
from other programs which is applicable to port security operations. We are devel-
oping additional port security policy/tactics in consultation with DOD physical secu-
rity experts. The USCG completed a job task analysis of port security duties. We are

.'refocusing the port securityman rating to concentrate more on physical security, in-
stead of port safety. We are developing a new course'to train officers and petty offi-
cers (both active duty and reserve) in port physical security tactics and doctrine. I

Risk Assessment Methodology (RAM): Development of the RAM has been complet-
ed, and it is now ready for testing in selected ports, The first test of RAM will be in
the Commander Coast Guard Forces (CCGF) Baltimore zone where it will be used to

:develop and validate plans for an upcoming mobilization exercise. It will also be.
used for problem solving during the 'exericse.

Intel: The Coast Guard receives intelligence data from- many sources. We have es-
tablished the Coast Guard Intelligence Center, as a separate command, specializing
in the evaluation of intelligence from all available sources. Eventually, the Coast
Guard will incorporate intelligence gathering, evaluation and countering techniques
into the port security course.

Procurement: The Coast Guard has several initiatives for improving our port se-
curity posture including scheduled procurement of secure communications as well
as participation in the Tri-Services Requirements Working Group (TSRWG). The
Office of Command, Control and Communications" (G-T),is currently evaluating
secure communications for Coast Guard use including use in the port environment.
The Navy is evaluating waterwise intrusion detection/surveillance systems. Coast
Guard requirements have been included in the Navy's test parameters for waterside
sys ems. Results of the evaluations are expected by the end of FY86. The Navy ex-
pects to procure systems for naval facility protection. Other initiatives include eval-
uationi of improved riot shotgiins for port security use,. designation of the riot shot-
gun as the primary port security weapon, and evaluating possible replacement(s) for
the 32' PWB as their expected end of service life draws near. This includes a new
generation of -"quick response" small boats. (Experience at the Olympics and exer-
cises will be considered). Another initiative is the test/evaluation of access control
systems for use landside in a port (upgraded Port Security Card system). This test-
ing is.scheduled for late FY86. The equipment procurement will provide adequate
tactical and defensive equipment for active duty as well as reserve forces engaged in
port security duties. We currently reprogram to make the best use of-resources at
the most critical ports.

Question. The recommendation of the NAVGARD Board anticipated the subnis-
sion of a joint budget for Coast Quard needs by the Coast Guard and the Navy. Has
a joint budget been prepred? If not, why has this not been done?

Answer. No joint budget-has been prepared, nor does the Coast Guard have any
record that the NAVGARD Board recommended a.joint budget. The NAVGARD
Board originally envisioned that the resource needs would be documented through.
the planning process and the Maritime Defense Zone (MDZ) Commanders would
"forward requirements to the service .chiefs who will develop a coordinated budget
support scheme."

T he MDZ commanders are tasked by the Fleet Commanders to identif the re-
source requirements for their individual MDZ. The Fleet Commanders then seek
budget support through the Navy POM process. To support these efforts there is
much exchange of information between the Coast Guard and the Navy and each
service keeps track of the other's budget efforts.

Beyond this coordinating process, there is no single focus of budgeting responsibil-
ity for the Coast. Guard M DZ mission. Given the federal budget structure of sepa-
rate committees for the separate services, a joint budget submission would be diffi-
cult.

Question. What Navy or Department of Defense component is responsible for oval-
uation of the Coast Guard budget to ensure that the necessary resources are being
committed to the implenientation of the MDZ concept?

Answer. Coast Guard budget items for MDZ support are not subject to formal
Navy review. MDZ budget items are submitted by the Coast Guard-Area Conmnnd-
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er/Maritime Defense Zone Commander to Coast Guard Headquarters for Coast
Guiard mission peculiar items and to the operational Commander, the Fleet Com-
mander in Chief (CINC, for Navy mission items. The Deputy Chief of Naval Oper-
ations for Surface warfare (OP-03) is responsible for MDZ program support issues.
The Navy Offite of Plans, Policy, and Operations (OP-0i will address MDZ in Mari-
time strategy appraisal, and act as a focal point for coordination; and the Navy
Office of Command and Control tOP-0944 will ensure MDZ command, control and
communications (C3) requirements dire addressed. The Coast Guard Office of Readi-
ness and Reserve will coordinate necessary information between Chief of Naval'Op-
erations tOPNAV) and Coast Guard Headquarters support and program managers.

Question. The Coast Guard-Reserve strength is-approximately 55 percent of the
mobilization requirements wherejis he. Navy Reserve is operating at approximately
90 to 100 percent. Why is there a difference in the emphasis in these two services?
Will the deficiency in the Coast Guard Reserve numbers hinder the MDZ cormmand:
ers from fully carrying out their assigned missions?

'Answer. The strength objectives for the Department of )efense Reserve Compo', •
nents are'stated in the [)efense guidance, which spetifies'a Selbcted Reserve torce
adequate to meet 90- percent of the mobilization requirement. The Coast Gdtard
budget supports a SeleCted Reserve force of 12,500 personnel. The FY 1987 budget
requests an increase of-500 in the size of the Selected Reserve Force. That force size.coupled'with Coast Guard's active duty force.can satisfy about 748 percent ofwlhat
Coast Guard's estimates to be its early-response mobilization needs. Depending upon
the level of mobilization needed to meet a specific contingency requirement, this
shortfall could hamper the full performance of Coast Guhrd wartime missions
within the wartime Defense Zone (MI)Zi framework.

Question. In 1981 our Committee's report on the state of the Coast Guard entitled
"Semi-Paratus" recommended that the Coast Guard increase the Selected Reserve
to a level of 15,500 by 1988. The ROA recommends a level of 18,750 by the same
dat6:' Do you expect to reach this goal by the 1988 target date?

Answer. Our FY 1981 Selected Reserve authorized strength was 11,700 personnel.
Our FY 1996 Selected Reserve authorized is 12,500 personnel. The FY 1987 budget
reflects a growth in the Selected Reserve strength to 13,000. Most likely we will not
achieve a Selected Reserve level-61 15,500 by the end of PY 1988.
. Question. Coast Guard Reserve training time is spent, in part, by augmenting

-active-duty Coast Guard units. What percentage of time is spent in augmentation.
flow much of this augmentation is devoted to performing peacetime rather than
mobilization functions of the Coast Guard? If augmentation were terminated, what
would be the impact on the Coas( Guard?

Answer. Over a.recent three-year period, augmentation training activities ac-
counted for about 55 percent of the Selected Reserve training performed. The pri-
mary purpose of all reserve training activities, including augmentation training, is
to adequately prepare reservists to perform their mobilization assignments. Aug-
mentation training activities are unique in that, while meeting much- of our mobili-
zation skills training needs, they also contribute to the performance of peacetime
functions. Termination of augmeiitation training would clearly reduce the cost-effec-
tiveness of our Reserve training program, lower morale and, thereby, the retention
of Selected Reserve members. It would also lessen the cohesion' between the active
force and reserve force that is so essential for the effective performance of Coast
Guard wartime missions. Additionally, such a change would noticeably increase the
working hours for active force Ineti)bers, thereby also lowerihn-fhir-mi-ae arl- -
tention.

QUsTIoNs SUBMITTED i"yv MN. YOUNG AND ANSWEFED BY TilE U.S. COAST GUARD

Question. In three separate acts passed in the last Congress, icebreaking capabil-
ity was highlighted as an important natio nal security matter. Further, out of a Con-
ference oh Maritime Commerce and Port I)evelopment known as "MARITIME
ALASKA '84" came the idea that there is an icebreaker gap between the U.S. and
Soviet Union. Will you explain the importance of icebreaking capability to national
security'?

Answer. The United States is a polar Nation. National security, research, and
'U.S. presence in the polar', regions all require the ability to penetrate ice-covered
waters. Some military bases annually require icebreakers in order to be resupplied.
It is necessary to de monstrate the ability to go anywhere we belong when we need
to go there, including the hig l-ititudes. The Coast Guard is presently marginally
capable of fulfilling current U.S. polar interests due to the overall age, declining re-
liability, and low icebreaking capability of the older units in the current fleet. There
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are active plans to design a new class of polar capable ir -breakers to replace two of
the'older vessels. The Coast Guard estimates that these new ships-,ill -be operation-
al in the 1993-199.1 time frame.

Under 14 USC 2, the 'Coast Gu'ard is responsible for maintaining"and operating-_
ic.e-breaking facilities, with due regard to the requirements of national defense. The
icebreaker mission in the polar regions is'in pursuit of the objectives of Presidential
Memorandum of February 5, 1982 on Antarctica and National.Security Decision Di-
rective (NSI)D) 90 of April 14, 1983 for the Arctic, which provide national policy di-
rection for the Antarctic and Arctic, respectively. The United States must maintain
the capability to move within the polar regions. Coast Guard icebreakers are the
only U.S. surface ships capable of independent operations in the polar regions.

Ques tion. What progress is being made on building dditional icebreakers for the
Coast Guard under the 1984 Authorization Act'?

Answer. The following progress has been made:
July 1984-Completion of the U.S. Polar Icebreaker Requirements Study.
August 198.1 to the Present'Icebreakers User Council Working Group studying

the scientific requirements for.New Icebreakers.
September 1984-The Mission Needs Statement for Maintenance of Polar ice-

breaking Capability in Support of Polar Missions was completed.
October 1984-The Sponsor's Requirements Document for Replacement Polar Ice-

breakers was completed.
November 198.1-The Acquisition Paper for New Polar Icebreaker's was complet-

ed. I
November 194--Preliminary cost estimates for New Polar Icebreakers were com-

pleted. J
July 1985-Preliminary Manning Study for New lo.a'r Icebreakers was complet-

ed.
July 198f--Acquisition Paper was approved by Transportation Systems Acquisi-

tion Review Comnimttei"
September 19S5---Cncefptual Design of New Polar [cebreakers was completed.
September 19S5--Preliminary Design was commenced.
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Quick Reference Guide:

* World Polar Icebreaker Fleet
As of 1 January 1985.

U.S. Coast Guard
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Question. How does the U.S. icebreaking capability compare with that of the
Soviet Union and other Arctic rim nations'?

Answer. There arp currently :30 polar icebreakers operating in the world; 15 in
the Soviet Union, .6 in Canada, 5 in the United States, 2 in Japan, and one each, in
Argentina and West Germany. Of these, the Soviet Union has the world's only nu-
clear icebreakers and are currently building ,a fourth and world's most powerful
(150,000 shaft horsepower (SHPI) nuclear icebreaker. Two Soviet Union icebrea1kers --
the BRESIINUV and the SIBER, are currently the world's most powerful (75,000
SIPi. Canada is currently upgrading its icebreaker fleet to assert sovereignty and
control in Arctic waters. They have built. 3 RADISSON Class icebreakers since 1978
and are going to build a POLAR 8 icebreaker 100,000 SHIP) capable of winter oper-
ations in the Canadian Arctic.

The U.S. fleet of polar icebreakers is the oldest-in the world with a median age of
30 years, corn pared to the median age of 10 years for the Soviet fleet. Of the U.S.
icebreakers. the POLAR Class compares favorably, with the Soviet fleet, being the
free world's most powerful icebreakers (60,000 SIIP). The other U.S. polar icebreak-
ers fall substantially below present day icebreaker standards due.to outmoded sys-
tems and deteriorating material condition. The age, declining reliability, and lower
icebreaking capability of WESTWINI) '41 years, NORTIWIND (40 years), and
GLACIER :30 years) limit the Coast Guard's ability to project U.S. presence into the
polar regions: This places the U.S. significantly behind the Soviet Union in terms of
ability to operate in the polar regions. Design of replacement icebreakers for two of
the older polar icebreakers is ongoing. The Coast Guard estimates the replacement
ships will be operational in the-1993-199-1 time frame.

The Soviet Union has superior strategic capability to support Northern Sea Route
activities. The Soviet Union cari project anywhere irn the polar regions during most
of 'the-year. BRESIINEV (then named ARKTIKA) transited to the North Pole in
197i7, the only surface vessel ever to do so. It is difficult for the U.S. to project simul-
taneously into the Western Arctic, Eastern Arctic, and Antarctica.

Question. Please give us a status report on the AIREYE prototype of the IIU-25A
aircraft and its potential for I)MZ application. Wlhat plans does the Coast Guard
have to equip its remaining :15 IfU-25A aircraft with additional sensor systems?

Answer. Implementation of the prototype AIREYE system began in October 1985
when Air Station Miami started to fly operational AIREYE missions in support of.

, the Seventh District Law Enforcement Program. In April 1985, the ,Coast Guard ex-
ercised its option to buy 5 additional AIREYE sensor systems' to be delivered by the
summer of l9S'A. Of these 6- AIREYE systems, Air Stations Cape Cod, Miami and
Sacramento will each operate 2 AIREYE systems.! Beyond these 6 AIREYE systems,
there are currently no other plans to procure'additional IIU-25A sensor systems.

The potential application of AIREYE sensor capability in support of MDZ oper-
ations is the subject of an ongoing study. Under a. Coast Gu'ard contract, the Naval
Air Development ('enter (NADC is currently stt1Miing-t-tu.47,-and potential,
NMDZ mission capabilities offered by each Coast Guard aircraft and sensor system,, to
include AIREYE equipped It-25A aircraft. t

Question. The Maritime )efense Zone ('ommanders will have the responsibility,
among other things, for maritime surveillance related to our coastal defense and
become, involved in joint missions such as anti-submarine warfare, mine counter-
measures, and naval control of shipping. In addition, the Coast Guar'd would, of
course, continue tU have responsibility for Search and Rescue, drug interdiction, and
enforcement of fishing laws and treaties. To do all these jobs, long-range surveil-
lance capabilities is e sential to be effective. Would you tell us what your plans are
for equipping the long-range surveillance aircraft--the ('130's---with sensor systems?
Would a modified Aireve-type system be incorporated in the C-130 as contemplated
by-section 12 of the 19,4 C(oast Guard authorization act?

Answer. The primary ('east Guard surveillance platform for use by Mardez Com-
manders in wartime is currently the Coast Guard IIU-25 aircraft augmented by
USN platforms provided by the Navy. The Coast Guard C- 130 aircraft -are- not-- pri---
marily assets of the Mardez Commander. The specific tasking for Coast Guard C-
130 aircraft is classified. In answer to your.ques.tion, the Coast Guard has already
begun upgrading the capabilities of the sensor system in its C-130's. A multi-vear
procurement is underway that v.il equip all Coast Guard C-130's with st'ate-of-the-
art AN/APS-137 surface search hiadar that will be comn atible with the Navy sys-
tems by the end of FY 199110. This all weather raar wil provide-grt.atly improved
surface search capabilities e.g. it has the teapabiltty to detect periscope size targets
at distances of up to 'S nautical miles in moderate seas). lence. it is not only an
effective sensor for Search and Rescue (SAR) and Law Ejflorcement operations, but

.has military applications as well. Furthermore, a joint ('oast Guard/Naval Air De-
velopment ('enter study has been initiated to determine an optimal C-130 sensor
system, capble of supporting all ('oast G'uard missions.



PROCUREMENT PLANS AND POLICIES

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 1. 1985

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITFEE ON COASTGUARD AND NAVIGATION,

COMMrI-rEE ON MERCHANT MARINE AND FISHERIES,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call,' at 10:30 a.m., in room
134, Longworth IIouse Office Building, Hon. Gerry E. Studds
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Studds, Iughes, Hlutto, Carper, Davis,
Young, Hartnett, and Callahan.

Staff present: William Woodward, Gina DeFerrari, Andrew M.
Schwarz, Mary Pat Barrett,- Jeanne C. Yling, Kurt Oxley, Roger
Sullivan, K.C. Bell,- I)uncan C. Smith, George 1). Pence, and
-Edmund B. Welch.

OPENING STATEMENT OF GERRY E. ST"i' A "".. "E""EsENTA-
TIV iEJ.)M THE STATE (WIASSACHUSET'S. ANID (,lA IMAN.
SIWB()MMI7EE ON COAST GUARD ANi) NAVIGATION
Mr' STUDns. The subcommittee will come to order.
The Subcommittee meets this morning fo' the third in a series of

oversight heat'ings .intended to prepare ,for the consideration of
Coast Guard authorization legislation next year. Today's hearing,
will focus on the procurement plans and procedures of the Coast
Guard. --

The* first thing. to be said about procurement plans is that._you
need money to implement them. Although we are now more than 2
months into the fiscal year, the Coast Guard is still not certain
what its le,,el of appropriations will be either for operating ex-
penses or f qr procurement in 1986. And although the question of
funding fbr the Coast Guard this year has been confusing, the out-
look for thefuture is just plain grim.

This means that an even greater emphasis will have to be placed
in the future on getting the most out of every dollar spent by the
Coast Guard. In this connection,a series of' recent studies have in-
dicated that significant improvements can and should be made in
the Coast Guard's l procurement Program, and we will discu,.o3 the
Coast Guard's response to those studies today.
- '-Despite the focus--of this hearing, 1 want the record to reflect mny
understanding that it is difficult to IUn a procurement office more
effectively if you have to spend thre-quaLters ol' your time answer-
ing questions fropl-those-who want to kdow wihy.you-are not run-
ning your office more effectively. The Coast (Iuard has been and is
being studied into paralysis. It needs breathing space, but it also
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needs to recognize and to respond to the problems that have
plagued its procurement program in recent years.

It seems to me that 'significant structural changes will be t'e-
quired if the Coast Guard is to be able to attract and retain people

*with enough experience and talent to manage major procurements
successfully. I also believe that better coordination is needed be-
tween the Coast Guard and officials of the Department of Trans:
portation and also between the Coast Guard's procurement officers

- and its program people. Coordination ought to come easily-you
are, I have always thought, all supposed to be on the same side-
but apparently this has not necessarily been the case in recent
years.

The Coast Guard has long enjoyed a reputation as one of the
most efficient and versatile-, agencies of the Federal Government,
the equivalent, I suppose, of being considered a very fast snail. But
the strain on the Federal budget is such that an even greater
degree of efficiency will be required in (he future if the Coast
Guard's missions are to be capably and comprehensively, per-
formed.

We intend to explore some of the means by which this goal may
be accomplished. For this purpose, we are delighted to welcome
Adm. James Gracey back to his familiar, place at the witness table,
where he is-I am confident--equally delighted to be.

Before IVbegin, Mr. Davis, do you have an opening statement to
make? -

Mr. DAVIS.. I would like to 'first enter into the record the state-
ment from Congressman Lent, a member of the full committee.
And let me welcome the Coast Guard, once again, to one of our fur-
ther hearings.

I guess you might say we had hoped by now we would all know
what the funding level for the Coast Guard was going to be'in 1986,
but wedo not know that yet. I think all of us hold forth optimism
we will be ableto fund you at the level of the I-l0use-passed version
of the bill. We are certainly not here to criticize the Coast Guard in
its area of procurement. We think you do a reasonably good job,
understanding I suppose all of us can do better.

So we are, frankly, here to, have a good thorough, open discussion
on how we might assist you in your procurenient procedures and
anything else that we can do to help the Coast Guard.

* Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The statement of Norman F. Lent follows:]

* STATEMENT OF lI0N, NORMAN F.- LENT, A U.S. REPRESENTATIVE FROM TIE STATE OF
NmW YORK

Mr. Chairman, today we are concluding our series of' oversight hearings designed
to investigate some of the issues of concern to our committee e regarding Coast
Guard activities. Specificall', the Subcommittee will examine the Coast Gutrd's pro-
curemcnt plans and policies and I welcome Admiral Gracey hei'e today to discuss
these matters with us,

So often we are preoccupied with budget conflicts and priorities and concentrate
merely on insuring that the Coast Guard budget is maintained at a certain level so

they have the money to cat ry out their important marine safety, maritime lhw en-
forcemen t. and military readiness functions. This hearing will give us an opportuni-
ty to fully examine the manner in which the (ast Guard actually\ spends those
funds. Thus, we will be able to look at not only the material purchased but also the
procureinent planiiing and contracting process itself.

-#. .
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Accordingly, it will be important for us to find out ho well the Coast Guard com-
plies with government-wide procurement laws and directives and what steps it has
taken to streamline and simplify the process. We should look into the internal
agency controls so that we are certain that it carries out its procurement activities
in the most efficient, effective and economic maouner. Further, we should examine
the level of competitiveness in its contracting activities as part of its competitive
advocacy program: Of equal importance in this process is the relationship and inter-
action with other parts of the government including the Office of the Secretary
within the Department of Transportation, OMB. the Office of Federal Procurement
Policy, and the Department of Defense, especially the Defense Logistics Agency. Fi-
nally, it is important that we look at the personnel situation to make sure that the
Coast Guard has the right people- to carry-out this important function. We need to
look at their career development, training, and retention initiatives.

Mr. Chairman, I want to commend you once again for conducting this series of
hearings this year in advance of the development of the next authorization bill for
the Coast Guard. The information we obtain from these hearings will give us a big
advantage as we prepare for that legislation at the beginning qf the next session.,

Mr. STUDDS. Does tle gentleman from Delaware have an opening
statement or smile, or anything?

Mr: CARPER. No.
Mr. STUDDS. Admiral, welcome back.
To begin with, let me ask you-my,.staff informs me you are

going to insist on making a statement before we ask questions. And
I suppose we owe you that courtesy. You go right ahead.

STATEMENT OF AI)M. JAMES S. G(RACEY. COMMANDANT, U.S.
COAST GUARD, ACCOMPANIED) BY REAR AI)M. WILLIAM KOZ.-
LOVSKY, COMPTROLLER, jJ.S. COAST (UARD; AND REAR AI)M.
I).C. THOMPSON, CHIEF OF STAFF, U.S. COAST GUARI)
Admiral GRACEY, I am -so overwhelmed With your courtesies at

these hearings, Mr. Chairman, thank you for this one. And you are
right, I am pleased to be back--

Mr. STUDDS. We can 'do it the other way.
Admiral GRACEY. Which way is that?
M'. STUDDS. Would you like to answer. the questions before they

are asked?
Admiral GRACEY. I suspect I probably could.
Mr. STUDDS. That is a challenge.
Admiral. GRACEY. I do have a short--open-i-ng-statement, Mr.

Chairman.
I would like to bring you up to date on developments in Coast

Guard procurement plans and policies since I last testified on the
subject before this committee in July 1984.

Briefly, we are reviewing various studies, such as the Logistics
Management Institute study and an in-house Coast Guard acquisi-
tion study, and feel that improvements will continue to be made in
the Coast Guard'sacquisition process, including internal planning
and management of major systems projects,, and procurement. in
general.

Some of the improvements we expect are: better personnel man-
agement practices designed to promote more effective project man.
agement and procurement .practices; more uniformly structured
planning for major systerfis, with increasedemphasis on 'integrated
logistics support; streamlining the existing internal review process
to improv6eimeliness; en)phasizing our ongoing process of review-
ing specifications for major programs to ensure increased use of
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performance specifications and to reduce the use of specifications
which could be considered restrictive; providing draft request for
proposals on major programs to industry for commen-t; and, con-
tinuing to seek off-the-shelf and DOD supportable systems where
feasible.

We have proposed some organizational changes and instituted
others, based on the various studies and lessons learned, I might
add, some things we have been thinking about some time, to bringbetter overall focus on major systems acquisitions and ,to make
more effective use of the talent we have.

It-is not clear to me, Mr. Chairman, exactly what you mean byor what is meant by those who repeatedly use the phrase, "The.
problems that have plagued the procurement program in recent
years." We are well aware there are a lot of problems, but that im-plies a degree of seriousness which I hope I will be able to illus-trate in my view has been exaggerated. I think our procurement
people do some excellent work, and I would hope to have the oppor-tunity to give you some examples. We-do recognize that there are
some things to be done. We have responded, we have a continuing
program in that regard.

Our procurement practices, have been effective. We have eithercompleted or are in the process of completing a number of major
contracting efforts involving capital plant procurements, such asrepairs, rehabilitations, or purchases of ships, aircraft, and boats,
For the most part, these were complex major procurements involv-
ing millions of dollars. The proof of our efforts-lies in the fact that
ships are being repaired or renovated- replacement aircraft and
vessels are coming online.

A while back I had occasion to respond to S'enator Roth regard-
ing a GAO report and over several pages I noted all the things thatwere not reported to him regarding the actions that he discussed.
Many of the procurements that were being dealt with were pro-
curements that took place 12 years ago. Now if we were an organi-zation that never changes in) 10 years, it would be a legitimate crit-
icism.

But we are not, as I said earlier, a static organization, nor is our
management a static process. We learn lessons, we make changes.Admiral Kozlovsky has remained on his job far beyond the normal
tour of duty because he is probably our No. 1 expert On the kindsof things we are talking about, aid I wanted him to stay so we
could get a firm handle on the pi'oblems.

I will say, without total embarrassment, that I know a little bit
about this sort of thing myself. Likewise, these studies rarely takenote of the corrections, made by the Coast Guard where warranted.
I hope that our discussions here this niorning will highlight for you
where wd'are today-and where we hope to be in the future.

With theft, I would be happy to answer your questions.
Mr. STuDDs. Before we get to procurement itself', to the subject ofthis hearing, let me just ask you-I loie this question. Sttate yourpresent understanding of' the budget situation for 1986. What is

your best guess what it is we will end tp doing to you?
Admiral GRACEY'. My best guess, Mi-. Chairman, is that the Con-gress of the United States as a whole will listen to the sense of the

House of Representatives that appeared oi the floor with your .00-

J
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to-6 vote and will realize, I think, exactly ;the important contribu-
tion that the Coast Guard makes, will pay attention to the edito-
rials, both on television and in newspapers, that have appeared all
over the country, and what I understand is 6 rather hefty load of
mail, judging by son Of the copies I have seen, Ind will vote to
restore fully the $230 . million the Senate proposed to cut from the
Coast Guard 1986 operaii jpg expense funds.

Mr. STUDDS. Is your policy of suspending all routine air and sea
patrols still in effect pending, the outcome of this?

Admiral GRACEY. Yes, sir; ,had hoped incidentally that would be
a relatively short-term slowddwn, like-a 10-day affair, because the
conference committee was due to convene, but it has stretched out.
But, yes, it is still in effect.

Mr. STUDDS. I don't suppose your mail includes-any thank you
letters from people grateful for that notice of suspension of law en-
forcement operations.

Adn iral GRACEY. No, it doesn't, Mr. Chairman, but I have to tell
you t at I have been overwhelmed by the fact that I have' had vir-
tuall -no criticisms.

Mr. STUDDS. Least of all, I would suspect, from those grateful for
the suspension.

Admiral GRACEY. No, sir, even from the people who don't like

the suspension; they undersfind the problem.
Mr. STUDDS. I understand.
Would you like to take this opportunity to say something about

the effect this uncertainty and confusion has had upon the morale
of your force?

• Ad iral GRACEY'. What Iwould like to say is that Coast Guard
"pcopfe, who have a very deep place in my heart, always have had

and always will have, have risen to this occasion in a way that ab-
solutely dazzles me. They are concerned about their futures, they
are concerned about what is going to happen to their families and
their careers; by being the kind of people they are, they are more
concerned about what is going to happen to the ability of the Coast
Guard to contribute to the welfare of the United States.

And that is not just admirals and captains that have that con-
cern, it is seamen and seamen apprentices. I have seen it all over
the world, and I heard it from the people over there. But despite
that, they read my message that I sent out on October 25 in which
I outlined the situation, prescribed what we were going to have to
do to reduce the impact if the decision should be made to let the
$230 million cut stand-and they listened to my words, which said
"keep the faith," that nobody in America wants the Coast Guard to
disappear or even be seriously damaged.'

Bless their hearts, they have kept the faith and morale is about
. good as you could expect it to be under the circumstances.
" Mr. STUDS. I appreciate that. As I said before, we will get to pro-

"urement. I just'had to make reference to this in the beginning. I
have the same impressioli both from the mail that I have seen,
that I know our colleagues here have received, from editorials, we
see the same oies you have, and from,.if youi will, the .Coast Guard-

-officers and men and women in the street. I thinkthe demonstra-
tion, the magnitude of that vote -in the house , was in some w ays

.. the best testiniQny that you 'could receive. I think, members from

4
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All over this Nation reflected the public support for the Coast
Guard. I

I am increasingly optimistic through one means or another-
those words being underlined-the Coast Guard will survive.
• Let me say that I have made the mistake of reading the morning
paper this morning, which indicates that, the- President will veto
the-continuing resolution, not because the bill is expected to call
for funding in excess of that, called for by him, but because Con-
gress is likely to shift gome' small portion of *that money from the
Department of, Defense. to other areas, to include the Department
of Transportation.

Obviously, if this happens, this whole nightmare will begin over
again. I am not going to ask you to comment on the possibility of- a-
Presidential veto of the bill, but if it should occur, despite the ef-
forts of the Congress to keep 'all spending within the limits p're-
scribed by thQ budget, this creates additional 'uncertainty and prob-
lems with the Coast Guard, I personally will be compelled to re-
tract all of the relatively nice things I have been saying about the
White' House and OMB with respect to the Coast Guard in' recent
weeks,'and I will have to start recycling the adjectives I have-been
using to characterize the Senate.

I just say again, Admiral, as I am sure you know, the veto threat,
which-is one apparently of substance, from the White House has
nothing whatever to do with the overall spending limits. That bill,
as it is coming from the Congress, is within the budget, but it is the
distribution of moneys, priorities, and values therein, if you will-
specifically cited by a White House statement this morning, inad-
equate moneys for the Department of Defense, too much for areas
such as transportation-which apparently are going to be cited as
the reasons, if we get one, for Presidential veto. I hope that is not
going to'happen.

But if it does, we will go through this again, and we will inevita-
bly triumph. Before getting on to--

Mr. DAVIS. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. STUDDS. Yes.
Mr. DAVIS. I want to comment about some of the things you have

just commented about also, and I would say that if there is a pend-
ing veto and if, in fact, there is a veto on this particular piece of
legislation, I don't think it in any way reflects on the Coast Guard
and the amount of dollars that the Coast Guard-would be receiving,
because as a matter df fact, the White House has supported the
level of funding for the Coast Guard as passed by this House, which
means that all $230 million would be restored. There are other iea-
sons why a veto threat is being talked about, so I just wanted to
"make that clear.

ILalso want to talk 'a little bit about, Admiral Gracey, the effect
the $230 million cut-on the Senate side has had back in various dis-
tricts. As you are well aware, my district happens to have a lot of
involvement with the U.S. Coast Guard. They do an excellent job.

I recently, over the Thanksgiving Day recess,, held town meet-'
ings, and all of them were in areas where the Coast Guard 'is very
vital. Every place I went either the media or people in general.
asked me whether or not we would be able to restore those funds. I
think probably, like the chairman of this committee and many of

L.
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us, we have gone out -on a limb saying, yes, we believe all the
moneys will be funded, but it has been especially demoralizing to
the' area I represent in the Great Lakes because, first of all, as you
know, we went through that so-called nine search and rescue clo-
sures plus four dramatic curtailments of activity, and after having'
restored the money, as you.are well aware,. that would keep those
stations going, then we come back and have to report on what has
happened, at least in on6 body in the Congress.

So, it has been a real tough year backhome trying to address the
problems the Coast Guard has come upon. I happened to have just
recently become a ranking member on. this committee, and people
are wondering what are you doing down there, Davis, now that you
are the ranking member of the subcommittee, and we have had'nothing but problems?

I agree with you and the chairman, still I am optimistic the
funds will be restored and hope that we don't have to go through
this process again. It is, I think, unnecessary to put the U.S. Coast
Guard and all its personnel through this type of activity. It has to
be.somewhat demoralizing to all 'the people-'in the-'U.S. Coast'
Guard.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.'
Mr. STUDDS. My apologies to the other - members. We will now

begin the hearing. We will get to procurement,. This is about pro-
curement, as you know, a subject -which is complicated and impor-
tant, and except when put into outrage over $500 toilet seats, con-
fuses the mind and bores the press.

We have talked about this subject before. You have expressed a
wishful desire to put together a system that puts greater reliance
on common sense than on rules. We .have explored this at the staff
level over the past year, and we have found a few things possible to
do and a lot that possibly aren't.

We have also.seen a couple of studies of Coast Guard procure-
ment that are worth the paper they are written on, particularly
the one prepared by the Logistics Management Institute. What I
would propose to do now is list in sequence a few of the issues
raised in that 'LMI study and some other recent studies and ask
you to explain briefly whether the Coast Guard agrees with the
recommendations, and "if so, whether the Coast Guard has both the
intention and resources necessary to carry them out.

First of all, does the Coa~t Guard intend to establish an Office of
Acquisition and Contract Management? And if so, when and to
what extent do you believe such an office would help increase the
'level of discretion, responsibility and accountability according to
Coast Guard procurement personnel?

Admiral GRACEY. Yes, sir, we have proposed the creation of an
office of that type.

Mr. STUDDS. When?
Admiral GRAC Y. When?
Mr. STUDDS. When do you think it might happen?
Admiral GRACEY. We have asked to have it in place by the first

of January, but that is pretty short notice. That is what we hope to
have. In the meantime, we have done some minor adjustments,
those things we can do within the existing organizational structureto start to realize some of the kinds of benefits that were foreseen
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by the LMI study, which incidenta-lly, Mr. Chairman, was a study
that we commissioned.

Mr. STUDDS. I understand. What steps can and will be taken to
make certain Coast Guard procurement officers have the training
t ecessary to do a better job?t

Admiral 'GRACEY. First of all, Mr. Chairman, I Want to differenti-
ate between military personnel and civilian. The obvious answer to (
your question is training and more training, but we have had a
problem with that in two regards, one is funding, and two is a very .
rapid turnover of our civilian personnel.

One of the.beauties of military personnel is, when they are given
an assignment, they stay as long as we want them to stay there.
With our civilian personnel, for a variety of reasons, we have had a
rapid turnover. On the military side of the house, for example, only

-8 of our, 105 contracting positions in headquarters are military
* people. I think the inexperience is sometimes overplayed...

One wonders where you get experienced people if you never let
an inexperienced person work at a job. The answer is to have expe-
rienced people overseeing inexperienced personnel. We pfan to pro-
vide training, we have always had training. We plan to do more of
that and focus specifically on a contract acquisition in contract
management. We have gone after a couple of quotas at the school
in Monterey. We have held procurement training seminars, short
ones, for field personnel, and we have done that despite the- travel
slowdown. We put that as an absolute must kind of thing.

Sd we are taking a whole range of steps to enhance the training,
to learn, to profit from lessons learned, to increase the experience.
But I should-well, I will tell you, I mentioned earlier I don't con-
sider myself a professional contracting officer at this point because
a lot of things have changed in the last few years. I went to Har-
yard Business School andegot a master's degree, later on I went to
a procurement school. I took a course in contracting law on my
own, I was a -district comptroller later on. So I understand the
problem.

.Admiral Kozlovsky has come the same route, a similar'kind of
route. We have some very excellent people. In fact, really, Our lead-
ing military contracting people are among the best in the country,
and I would have to tell you our civilians are the same. Middle "

management is where the problem is, and we have a huge turnover
in that area, largely because we have a very small force, so we
don't have a good career ladder. We have continuing uncertainties
in the range of' what is going to be with the Coast Guard, how
much money are we going to have? Is it going to be up, is it' going
to go down?

We have these excessive external pressures, external reviews,.
and that sort of thing, and criticisms, which create a very unpleas-
ant working situation, and, frankly, the kind of experience we 'pro-
vide and the kind of responsibility we are willing to give middle-

-grade-people makes them excellent candidates to go to some other
agency and make big bucks and have a big career.

Grade levels are 16w in the.Coast Guard. Our average grade level
for civilians i§ 12.3, the average grade in the Department of Energy
is 14.2, for example. When you go into the Department of Defense,
the career opportunities for procurement people are just wide open.
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-All of those things come-together to-what I am trying to commu-
nicate to you, Mr. Chairman, isthat we recognize the need to en-
hance experience, but I again want to say to you that sending
people to school is not the only answer.

Mr. STUDDS. I have many more questions. In fact I have several
more parts to that question, but I am going to suspend in fairness -
to the other members for this first round.
------The gentleman from Michigan.

Mr, DAVIS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Admiral Gracey, this procurement issue, and I am not going to

be criticizing the Coast Guard, but it is an issue that the Armed
Services Committee has been spending a lot of time on, and I
happen to be the ranking member of a subcommittee in Armed
Services that is supposed to look "at all recommendations from the
Grace Commission relative to the Defense Department, which
amounts to allout $94 billion in reductions that they, recommend.
Yesterday we had Mr. Grace appear before our committee, and we
spent a lot of time talking about procurement in the Defense De-
partment, and I am sure it is not unlike yours.

Some of the things that came out in that hearing, not only from
Mr. Grace and other people, but as we talked about the whole pro-
curement process, -are unbelieveable. And the bottom line was,.
when we asked Mr., Grace, you know, if there is one thing we
should do in thearea of procurement, what should it be? And his
answer was very simple, let's have-some common sense in our pro-,
curement process,

You were talking about people having necessary experience. I am
not so sure you wouldn't be better off to start off with people who
don't have that much experience and have a little common sense.
A 40-page document to buy a mouse trap, I mean how ridiculous is
it to fill up 40 pages describing what the mouse trap must be like
to purchase for the military? One hundred thousand people in the
Defense Department in the area of procurement, 100,000 procure-
ment people. Absolutely ridiculous.

I guess my one question to you now is: flow many people do you
have in the Coast Guard in the area of procurement? Can-you give
me a ballpark figure?

Admiral GRACEY. About--
Admiral KOZLOVSKY. 474.
Admiral GRACEY. 474 people.
Mr. DAVIS. That is plenty. I hope when you are setting up your

new division, they don't have to hire any more, because I really
think that- we just have way too many people.

Admiral GRACEY. If I might-I will try to make it brief, if I collid
make a short point there.

This new Office that we are creating goes beyond procurement,
and into the whole range of acquisition. So it includes project man-
agement, review of specifications, the whole 1) yards. So it will ulti-
,mately involve some additional people. But at the outset, we plan
to do it by reprogramming as best we can. But it does go beyond
just the buying aspect.

Mr. DAVIS. Let me ask you this, Admiral, and I know many of
the things you have to do are re(luireneflts that have been built in
over years of bureaucracy, but we find'that many of your require-
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ments: for a particular item that the military buys, perhaps you
folks have to buy, the requirements are Absolutely ridiculous. Do
you remember the talk about the toilet seat, hammer, and also the
coffeemaker? Well, facetiously, we find out that the requirements
that were drafted by the Defense Department in the area of the
coffeemaker is that the plane might crash, but the coffeemaker
would survive.

I think many times that when we draft regulations on a particu-
lar item that we are going to purchase, the requirements are abso-
lutely ridiculous. Many of. these items should be off-the-shelf items
that we..could purchase from manufacturers that make these prod-
ucts every day, and we ought to take some advice. You know, the
procurement process in the'Defense Department, at least I think,
lends itself to bureaucrats Who are protecting their own nitch, pro-
tecting their own jobs and end up spending so much time telling a.
prospective contractor or provider of a product, they are just abso-
lutely ridiculous, and I would hope some of these things aren't hap-
pening with you.

We had experience in our office, we spend a lot of time in the
area of assisting contractors in urdistrict,-.principally with the
Defense Department, we have done some work with the Coast

-Guard, and finding that in four or five instances a company that
might have to fill out 400 pages of information to bid on a particu-
lar item, they forgot to check one box, and thiy throw out the bid.

Now, to me that is ridiculous, and it was thjy__bid, the low bid
by far. But because we have such stringent rules and regulations in
the area of procurement, we end up paying more for the product
because we have had-we have burdened the person who is making
a 'bid, submitting a bid, and they forgot to do something that is
very simple that in the outside world, in business, you as the CEO
of a company or myself would have said, you know, check this box,
your bid is !ow, and by the box. We don't, do ti'. in the .military,
and I would guess you probably-have-somewhat that same problem.

Admiral GRACEY. 'Mr., Davis, that one -box -that is a perfect ex-
ample of the inanity of the government procurement system, and it
is inane. Those 400 pages, every one of them I would be willing to
say stemmed-some part of it was probably a specification---but I
am willing to bet every single piece stemmed from a regulation or
law someplace, and that one box, if the contracting officer accepted
that-those 400 pages with that one box unchecked, somebody
somewhere would find that out and protest the bid, and you would

_-- be-in court and tie whole thing would get thrown out.
It just snowballs. People are so conscious of the fact that you can

go into court, have years of work thrown out on some simple little
thing, that they clutch and they go into the very kind of thing you
are talking about. It is* not the fault of the military contracting
person, and the same thing happens in other parts of Government.
Let's not just hang it on the military. It is throughout Government.
. Mr. DAVIS. I agree. In this particular case, you are correct. I

think the military may have been willing to bend, but there was a
second bidder there who wouldn't allow this. In fact, they are in
court now on this particular issue. How do we go about getting that
changed? You said the regulations are idiotic, I say they are idiotic,
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Yet we cannot get them changed. We know it is costing the taxpay-
er a lot of money.

Give us some ideas on how we can change some of these things.
-You have indicated yourself that in a 400-page report or bid that
you have to submit that probably most of it are things that you
don't really need. How do we go about changing that?

Admiral GRACEY. In the immortal words of a famous old news
team, "Back to you, Chet." We suggested some things that might
happen after last year's hearing. I think wo have ourselves in a sit-
uation where" when there is a problem, when there is an overpriced
item that hits the newspapers, we tend, as a people,-to- overreact.
We tend to say "There goes that dumb military person again, there
goes that whatever," instead of saying, "How could that happen?"

Yes; dumb things happen, but there are millions of items that
are procured every year that aren't in that category at all, but
they all-go through this giant paperwork thing. When you are talk-
ing about a complex, sophisticated piece of machinery, or a sensor
or something like that, sure you.need a lot of detail.

What we are trying to do, I think, is to absolutely guarantee that
everybody who is in the procurement -business in government is
going to be as honest as the wind-driven snow. We are going to
make sure that happens by having eight people check him on ev-
erything before he ever moves, instead of taking a chance that we
just might have 'honest public servants and that our military per-
sonnel might be. honest and care as much about the United States
as the people who don't-happen to draw a government paycheck.

I submit by the very fact of whom that they work for and that
they are willing to put up with military orders and all the things
we lay on them, that maybe they even care more, and just believe
that, and if you find one that violates that trust, put him in a cage,
throw him out, get rid of him, her-her, too. OK? I think it might
not hurt to go back and take a look and analyze court cases that
have occurred, protests that 'have occurred, and find out what
caused those protests, how many of them stood up.

We have been criticized for all the court cases. In approximately
the last 5 years we have had 24 cases, and there were only about 7
of them, I think it was, where we got down to any kind of a discus-.'
sion at all, and it turned out to be next 'to nothing. Now some of
them were bona fide, one of them-resulted in a shifting of our
patrol boat contract because we had not followed our own rules,'ac-
cording to the judge. We won 10 of those cases, we lost 2 of them,
some of them are still going.

But magnify that by the size of the Department of Defense and
some of the other agencies, and you will get an idea of this great
litigation. An analysis of what is causing those things might give
us a signal. We are trying to solve all the social and economic ills
of-the country through the procurement process. We are trying to
lever things into happening. I don't for a minute demean the social
objectives, but we are trying to lever them by forcing procurements
into certain positions.

If that is the way we want to go, fine, but we have got to be will-
ing to pay the price on the other end.

Mr. DAVIs. I have just about used up my time, not quite, almost.
You indicated that in a couple of these cases there were rule aind
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regulations of your own that you had not followed. I guess what we
have to do here in Congress, is determine how -many of the require-
ments in procurement practices or procedures are those that have
been instituted by Congress and those that have been put in place
by the agency, by-the Coast' Guard, by the Defense Department, or.
whatever, and.I would dare say we probably bothare at fault, and
weboth should make some changes, your rules and regulation are
in some cases ridiculous, and some of the requirements mandated
by congressional action are probably the same.

Admiral GRACEY. There are over 4,000 faws oh the books today
that involve procurement'in one way or another. And from each of
those, who knows how many departmental and agency regulations
have stemmed to try to implement them and to try to.make sure
you don't get caught in having missed one someplace?

In addition to that, there are different people's views of how to
manage, and they plug in different required ients. There are vof..
ous levels of Government, each of which seems to decide it is going
to ride herd to make sure the one down bel-owis making no mis-
takes. .

We try to avoid that kind of thing and trust the people to do ,the
job and keel) our hands off. But then you wind up with a problem
and yQu are put on the spot if you don t have answers. So you have
to be sure you have the answers. Otherwise the whole procurement
stops untif-bu get them, just as you are trying to keep it moving.

Mr. STUDDS. The gentleman from New. Jersey.
Mr. HUGHES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman,
Welcome, Admiral, colleagues. I am not going to focus on this

first round on anything except the cutters, which give me a great
deal of concern. During Vietnam apparently we had some 75 high-
and medium.-endurance cutters. That 'dropped to 47, as I under-
stand it, in 1984, and before the end of this decade, we are going to
be down to somewhere around 40 cutters.

I was in Miami, as 'you know, this past week and 'was on board a
cutter that was 50 years of age, although it looked to be in very
good shape because of the care,that has been given to that particu-
lar cutter, but we have some 28 cutters, as I understand it, or
thereabouts, that need major i'enovations that we can't bring in at
this point to provide those renovations for any number of reasons,
budgetary I assume, can't spare them.

We extended the hnurs of the personnel oi board many of the
cutters that try to get more service out of them, and I am jut won-
dering what impact is this cutter crunch going to have on your
mission, particularly your drug enforcement mission and your mis-
sions involving fishery inspection, policing the 200-mile limit?
What impact is this going to have on your mission? It is my view
that these cutters basically are the backbone of much of your pri-
mary mission today'. -

Admiral GRACEY. They are the backbone of the going to sea por-
tion. That is correct, yes, sir.

I think I probably ought to put a little bit of this cutter change
into some perspective. You rtfert'ed to 15 years ago, before Viet-
nam. Thirteen years ago, tie Coast Guard budget was reduced by
32 percent in 1 year, and at that point We shut down the Ocean
Station Prograrn, the old Weather Ship Program, where we had
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ships in the Atlantic helping transoceanic aircraft. That lost us our
311-foot cutters and our 255-foot cutters.

Since then, the'size of the fleet has remained relatively stable. In
fact,- we have added three former Navy cutters ad we have had
some newer cutters come on the line. There has been some juggling
back and forth.

The impact in the future'is going to depend on what is going on
in the world at that point. But if one assumes we are not going to
win the drug war tomorrow, if one' assumes there will always be
,fish out there other people want or that our own fishermen will,
for one reason or another, want to take beyond what the limits are,
there will always be rescue cases, there will be an increasing re-
quirtem'ent to Patrol the economic zone, to keep things clean out
there, and there will always be the threat of mischief from those
who would like to come and stir things up in the United States,
that sort of' business. -I

Then, if that is the case, we are going to pick and choose, we are
going to deploy the cutters .rand locate then where the highest pri-
ority need is, just as we do now, and just as we have'always done.
You are right in your observation -about the shortage of' cutters,
and as we predict in the next year, but some'part of the current
crunch comes, of course, because we are going into the fleet reha-
bilitation program for' our high-endurance cutters, and we are
going into the major midlife modification for- our 210-foot medium-
endui:ance cutters. - -

But we have some liew 270's coming on the line. While the 378's
and 210's are in the yard, we are going to have a shortage of cutter
days which we are going to try to make up in other ways. One of
the ways is to keep that 50-year-old ship you. werte- on board, keep
that sailing. We are going to keep them sailing, to fill the gap.

Mr. llU;;GIS. I)o you set as much of' a need for the high-endur-
ance cutter in the 1990's us you find today?-

Admiral ( _,P:EY. Yes, sit. As long as there are people going to
sea who are going' to call for out' services: or as long as there are
people going to sea who, whilee they are there, might do something
in violation of our treaties or laws: as long as the United States has
a desire to defend its coast, and that is now the Coast Guard's re-
SI)Onsibility under the Marit ime )efense Zone Agreement, then' you
are goitgto need shilps which can go to sea and Stay there. As long
as there are maJor storms /t se, as there- are often off your coast,,
the chairman's coast all Ile. coast really, you are going to need a
ship' that cait handle ihat kind of' weat her. As long as you are
going to do any of these kinds of' things, you at'e going to want to*
carry a helicopter.

So ou need' a ship big enough to do that. We may actually be
.- thir e--intense in the futuTe in the need for' our ships.' You eantiot
send a small ship out to sea and expect it to stay there. We really
do stretch our people. but we are talking a couple weeks perhaps,
as_olpposed to ' das. We stid1 our high-elMurance cutters, out to
sea, i they sail f'roni Sal Fran- ico lIP into A la;ka, they are gone 60
to 70 days. / ,

Mr. 11 ur I Is nIy tigt.re cMire on ite 1tiltnber of ctutterstth'at-
need major renovatiot ' ,



Admiral GRACEY. :Yes; we have twelve 378-foot cutters and the
Balance would be the sixteen 210-foot medium-endurance cutters,

Mr. HuGims. So that is about-right.-.Is-it budgetary, is-it just an
inability to bring them in for repairs, or a combinatiorf, or what is
i t ? - ,

Admiral GRACEY. No; those programs are both started. There will
be some budgetary impacts depending on what happens, but we are
funded to start those programs. In fact, the first two ships involved
in-the 378 program, one on the west coast and one On the east, are
in the yard now, and we have started the program on the "A" class
2-10's at the Coast Guard yard. The Navy is putting together, and is
going to administer, a contract for the "B" class, the other 210.foot
class. -

The reason for the stretch out on that, Mr. Hughes, is that we
couldn't afford to take all those cutters off the oceans at once. And
we didn't want an 18-month or 2-year period ihat had no Coast
Guard cutters at sea at all-. So we very carefully scheduled the cut-

°ters' availability. As a matter of fact, the Vice Commandant and I,
when we-first looked at it 3 years ago, said we have too many going
in at once, stretch it out, because we could 't .afford to lose those
ship days. "t

Mr. Hu IEs. So it is connected more with the requirement that
you maintain the mission, present mission, than it, is budgetary?

Admiral GRACEY. It is budgetary in a sense; even if we didn't
have the operational commitment, it would have cost a lot more
money if we had put 1 ship--i of each of our high endurance cut-
ters-in 1 of each of 12 yards. Better to schedule a number of cut-
ters into one or two yards, because then the learning curve takes
over. In the long rn, you save money and get a better job.

Mr. lluGHEs. Are the 110's coming on line in accordance with
schedule?

Admiral GRACEY. 1 am sorry.
Mr.JI uGciEs. The I I0's, are they coming .online, in accordafice

with your schedule?
Admiral GRACEY. The 110-foot patrol boats, yes, sir. The first one

was a bit late, but for a good and valid reason. They are coming
online, andoevery indication is they are going to be topnotch boats.

Mr. lUGhEs. I will get into the other areas in the next round,
but I just wanted to say it is amazing that the Coast Guard can do
anything g, proficient with the roller coaster budget we accord to the
Coast Guard, the-uncert.ainty as to what their funding level is
going to be. Htere we are into this present fiscal year, nnd there is
still a great uncertainty as to what their budget is going to be, as
to whether they are going to take a $230 million cut or $100 mil-
lion cut or are going to be funded at the present level. I am amazed
they can do anything with any degree of'accuracy.

If the other services, in ny judgment, did as good a job as'the
Coast Guard in procurement, we wduldn't have the tens of millions,
of dollars of waste that we see, particularly in the Depdrtment og
Defense. There is room for improvement obviously. Tho Coast
Guard is taking a number of steps to t"y to improve th(ir procure-

"meni system, but I think the other services would be % ell advised
to duplicate much of' the efficiency the Coast (ruard hfi shown in
its procurement practices.
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Yield back the balance of my time.
-Mr. STUDI)s. The gentleman from Alabama.
Mr. CALLAHAN. Thank you.
Continuing the theme along the lines of our colleague from

Michigan about procurement practices, I had the opportunity a few
months ago to be aboard a military aircraft, and I will admit it was
not a Coast Guard aircraft. But they served, us a slight snack be-
tween points, and included in. the package was a smaller package
that, as best I can recall, the name of the object in the smaller
package was a thermal stimulator. Upon reading the instructions
of the individually wrapped tooth"pic-k, it gave specific instructions
as to the use of that particular object. And I think that this is what
we are referring to when We talk about some of the. ridiculous
areas of procurement. - ... :

No. l, do we really need tooth)icks? N6-', do-we" really need to
explain to our people in the military and their guests as to the
practical use of that object? That was just an observation, though.

With respect to the Aerostat Program, can you give me the.
present posture of that program? I have learned something of this
program, and I thihk it is an innovative, inexpensive, sensible solu-
tion as to a direction we ought to take, especially on thegulf coast,
with regard to detecting illegal aircraft and small motorcraft
coming into the gulf areas.

Admiral GIRACEY" Yes; the status of that is we have two of them
S op-e rting now. One has some storm daniage being repaired but will

be operating. We are leasing these two, and one of them is out in
-the Caribbean now, and the other one will be" very shortly . . . the
one damaged in a storm.

.. We have a contract to buy two addiLional. Ultimately, we think,
over a J)eriod of some years, we should build to about eight. Right
now we have two. And we -hould have-t-wo more come-this spring.

_We are going to do a fly off' between two different manufactur-

Mr'('AJ,AlAN. Let h'ie encourage You to use every ounce of your
-effbrt to'"research this program in that gulf' coast corridor area. I
think 1hat, ryour research and th' sipe of the land in the gulf
coast. is very c niduciv to deterniilning whether or not that pro-
gran cai be sncc~~V'_;fL. And, iln my opinion, it canl be.

Admiral' ( ;EYV W hatV we are tying to do, what we are shoot-
ing for, Mr. tallaht'f., is 4) i i prove otr. capabililies. As far as the
gulf coast is concrned,' v 4'- a1+ hopitlg, to use t01 aerostats to pick
up the folks heading iwnthat diietekior lf.o!ore t OWN' ever get close to
LS.-Ml'. SrTUDD)S ThV 9('tat1Ck1,ln h-011 FtOri'djt

Mv. tltrri'o. 'lhanik vou,-M. (ihair .l.
Admiiral.' I assure vou .the'lolks' 4i long northwest Florida's gulf

coast a,e very'., Very sUp)or[ i'e, and al\yiy hav*e been, to my.
knowledge. of the ('oast (GuMrd. And e\ Vt'tr all very' disturbed
about the,pr'opcd. $28t) tnilliot,cm and I 'rope we canl avoid that
, $ha2iening.- I Ii

Following up on M'. flavis' questionss on+ tp1)i rel'L'it't lie Illen-
tioned off-the-shelf posibilities, and I believe that, you countered by
the foclt hi r vatjt a nv tt ltio1: it is-iift'icilt. lInt there is no
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law against that, is there? I am sure that you procure some items
.off the. shelf.

Admiral GtIACEY. Yes, indeed.
Mr' HuTTo. Would that be a small percentage of your overall

procurement; would you say 10, 175 percent?
Admiral GRACEY. I don't -know that I could give you a percent-

age, Mr. Hutto. The 110-foot patrol boats we are buying are off-the-
shelf patrol boats.

There is nothing that militates against off-the-shelf buying-
quite tile contrary. But if you. go with an off-the-shelf buy, you-still
have to prescribe what it is you expect. And most often you are
going to make-some modification.O~hec er~..a 01.ot . .c~odd~ .the~modifica_
tions as much as possible so we 'Would avoid getting into big. things.
But you still have all those laws that pertain. We buy off-the-shelf
mode, -and we use performance and specifications as opposed to
detailed design specifications whenever possible.

*Mr. -furro. You mentioned several times the bureaucracy and
all the regulations and laws, and indicated, I believe, that. laws
cause most of this. But I think in all levels of government we find,
that agencies tend to misinterpret the law,. and I think that that
particularly happens in Federal agencies.

Why can't we- have closer coordination? I mean, some of the
things seem .obvious . that they misinterpreted, and they went
be ond the intent of the legislative body.

Would you say that most of your problems are caused by laws or
just regulations of the Federal agencies?

Admiral GRACEY. I think I have to say the root cause is, in fact,
the volume of laws, Mr. Hutto; I don't know to what you, refer in
terms of misinterpreting, so I can't respond to that.

There are cases where people, in fict, do go too far. Part of that
is motivated by the fact YOU have human beings working in these
things, and humihn beings have concerns about their careers and
families,, and they are subject to inspectors general and General
Accounting Offices and auditors, and they don't want to be caught
wanting and they don't want to, be dragged up and told, "You are a
miscreant" of some sort. So. they tend to go another step further.-
That is human nature.

But the regulations, in most cases, stem from laws. We have
some things that we are dealing with within my own I)epartment.
There is not one question in my miiid those things we are dealing
with are motivated, many of' them, by a desire to avoid any oppor-
tunity to be found wanting in following the law- -the jaws, plural...,

It is not sorle mischief thing, not something somebody wants to
do because they think" it would be f'On to slow down the Coast
GuLiard's progress. That is -not so at all. They are trying to live
lnder the spotlight, and they are trying to avoid being criticized.

Mr. IfUrro. l3efore my time is ul), I would like to ask you to com-
ilmnt on the provision of the defense authorization bill that pro-
vides For 50) coastguardsinen to 'be put aboard Navy ships in the
corridors of' high drug trafficking.

What are your thoughts about that' It that going to be t- big
help in curtailing the drug trafficking anid winning the war against
drugs?

J
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Admiral GRACEY. There is no question it, will be a help, Mr.
Hutto. I understand thgit was an alternative amendment to the
idea of changing* the law and having the- Navy get directly in-
volved.

I think the right way to go to put Coast Guard people on 'those
ships. We are doing it now in a number of places. We are learning'
some lessons. We have got to change practices as to how Navy ves-
sels are deployed and what kind of leash,,they might be on in terms
of what kinds of-vessels they can stop.

We are making progress and working closely with the Depart-
,ment of Defehfse. Thdr'e is 4o questionit will be a great help. With
that kind bf a- program, the drug smuggler has no idea when he
sees a'gray hull whether -he is going to get stopped by it or not, He
will always be 'stopped by a white onie: And the odds are pretty
g)od, with thit many 'eople-out there, he is going to be stopped by
the gray one as well as the white one.

Mr. STUDDS. The gentleman from Delaware.
,Mr. CARPER. Thank.you.
I want to thank the admirals for their appearance and testifilQny

today,.
I would like to, just for background purposes for myself and, pet-

haps for some others on the subcommittee-could you just very
briefly explain to us the components, the major components, of
your budget, how the budget breaks down in terms of operation
and procurement, percentagewise? Can you do that for us? We will
use 1985 as'a benchmark, if that is fresh in yofr mind.

Admiral GRACEY. I will give it a shot off the top of my head.
If 1 may, let me thank you for reminding me there are other ad-

mirals at this table. I referred to Admiral Kozlovsky earlier. On
my right' is' Admiral Thompson, who is our Chief of Staff. And I
have a few of our highly professional contracting people with me.

The budget breaks down this way: Let's say out of $2.5 billion
that is'proposed for 1986, $1.78 billion would-be for operating-ex-
pense. About $300 million for acquisition, construction, and im-
provement. Research and development would be about $23 million.
Reserve training would be $63 million. And ttbn we.have, retired
pay and-- o

Mr. CARPER. The major component is clearly operations, and the
second part is procurement. But it is a small, much smalle: comp'o-
nent.

Admiral GAACEY. Procurenwnt is spread over two or three cate-
govies. In descending ofder of size, it is operating expense-that is
what pays us, buys the.fuel, all- of' that; acquisition and consh'uc-
tion, buying hardware and building buildings; reserve training; re-
search and development. Retired pay is a big number, but that is
kilid-of Cgiven in the sense it is an eutitlenient program.

P-rocurenient and, contracting spread over all categories of' ou)'
operating expense. We buy ships under a AC&I. We buy training
materials under reserve training. And wedo a lot of' our" research
and development work under contact.

Mr. CARPER. So if' we could say procurement is rotighly some per-
centage of' your oVt rIll budget,,.wh'at would it'be'? -A third? A quar-
ter? -
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A-dffiical GRACEY. About: $500 mili'lon-a year. So that is' about
,what? Twenty percent?

Mr. CARPER. OK.
Admiral GRACEY. Maybe more.
Mr. CARPER. We are gtil ......
Admiral GRACEY. Maybe 25 percent.
Mr., CARPER.. As you well know, we are still debating the Gramm-

Rudman deficit reduction or deficit ekinjination plan. I think there
is a pretty fair chance we will eventually vote before we adjourn<"'
for Christmas.

Along those lines, 'the son of Gramm-Rudman, or grandson of
Gramm-Rudman, that legislative language will put a squeeze on
virtually every program, defense atid nondefense; certainly'on the
programs you oversee in the Coast Guard. I think we are going to
have to be looking for ways that we can more efficiently conduct
our programs, whether they are yours, or any other program that
exists.

. know a couple of the other members of the committee before
me have said, what -can you do that' might make more sense in
terms ofbringing down our procurement costs? What can we do to
make a bit more common sense?

I presume somewhere exists a study--there seems to be studies
for everything else-a study somewhere that says what we can do

..- to-help you follow a more sensible procurement policy. Maybe that
was prepared by you folks and submitted to us. I am just not aware
of it.

But is such a document in existence?
Admiral GRACEY. I hope there is' not a document that is labeled

"What Can Be Done to Help the Coast Guard Follow-a More Sensi-
bl6-Procurement Policy," sir.

Mr. CARPER-. Let me restate-,
Admiral GRACEY.' I think I know where you are going. I didn't

want to let that stay ofi-the record without challenge.
There is a study as to how we can improve timeliness, how we

can improve the effectiveness, particularly our major-.-
Mr. CARPER, Let me interrupt, if I can.
What I am looking for is some advice for us, what we can do at.

our end legislatively to enable you to do your job better.
Admiral GRACEY. There are some specific things to which* we re-

sponded in the past- in mail. We have suggested, for example,
changes in the Davis-Bacon threshold. We have suggested changes
in some of the thresholds on some of the other kinds of' require-
ments. We have suggested at times that, the committee staff and
my staff talk about the possibilities of exempting us from the Fed-
eral acquisition regulations, and, for a trial buy and let us run free
and see what happens.

The world would not end if we totally botched it, but I guarantee
we won't or wouldn't.

Mr. CARPER. What'has come of some of those suggestions?
Admiral GuAC Ey. They created a lot of heartburn in the excu-

tive branch, as you would imagine. What is the old limerick? "Said.
the young man while dining at Crewe to the waiter, 'There s a
mouse in my stew.' Said the waiter, 'Don't shout and wave it abotit;
the others will be wanting one, too.'
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- Mr. CARPER. You can submit that for the record.
Admiral GRACEY.. -amsure there were s6me people thinking we

were going to get away with something or it might set a disastrous..
precedent. It -flies in the faqe of some of the other kinds of things I
am not in a position'to comment on.

Mr. CARPER. Sorimetimes I think, with a $200, billion budget defi-
cit, this may be a day and age we may want to consider some dan-
getous precedents.

Admiral GRACEY.. I think so. Thank you for saying" that,
One'of the points -we have always said is that we have got to be

willing to make a mistake once in a while. We don't- want to make
a mistake on -whether we start a nuclear war. We don't want to
make a major mistake that is going to cost lives. But if we botch a

procurementt of some modest size, so-what? We will fix it. We won't
do it again. You have to let people make mistakes. That's how they
learn. That'sjhow we make progress.

Frankly, as I told Sehator Roth-our Government is going to.
come to the point wh~er it does nothing but monitor itself, and we
will never accoMplish-alnying. Like the little black box you used
to be able to buy: You wound it up, the lid opened, and out came a
lever, and it turned off the box, and that was its only function. In
my view we are approaching that point.

Mr. CARPER. Could you share with me some-you alluded to
Davis-Bacon and an exemption from Federal procurement regula- -

tions. Could you. share some of those in writing at your leisure?,
AdmiralIGRAcEY. Yes, sir.
Initially, you pointed out some effective .practices, and I have

been talking about good works, but Iwant to tell you some specif-
ics. For example, we negotiated downward $17.9 million of our
transmitter buy; we negotiated a $2.1 million reduction on -one heli-
copter; we negotiated a $20 million reduction over the lifetime
prices in a 6entract on our standard terminals, and $9.5 'millionre-
duction in maintenance prices. That is after we made the cofitract,
we negotiated it downward. Those are all savings to the taxpayer.
That is going on all the time.

Mr. CARPER. Good for you.
Mr. STUDDS. We will go to round 2. 1 will prune where I can. I

will not ask you about that.
Admiral GRACEY. I wish 'ou would.
Mr. STQDDS. You do? Here I was trying io be brief.
I won't ask you about that unless there'is time at the end. If you

want to sneak the answer to ,an unasked question into an based
one, please feel fr6e.

A'dniiral GRACEYvYOu know I will,
Mr. STUDDS. Several of the Coast-Guard's mj*or procurements in..

recent years -have been plagued, by delays. Your short-range helix.

* What lessons have you learned .-from these procurements that
4 will help you avoid siriiilqr delays in the future?

Admiral GRACEY. Some of the lessons we learn we will never be
able to use, Mr. Chairman. One of the lessons we have learned is
that we are going to put into practice is to centralize and focus the -......

people We have working on major systems acquisition and procure-
ment in general.
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-I want to put a caveat on that because it implies some of these
kinds of-delays you- are--talking about were the. result of some botch
somewhem. You ,alluded to, I think, the 270-foot cutters. They are-
running about a year and a half late-that is the nine that are
now being built. A big'chunk of that, was because of a court hangup
at the beginning, and then because we added a number of specifica-
tio s, a number of changes that come about from lessons learned in
thefirst four we built, and.from operating-them. --

We also. set'- ut to- du some retrofit at the Coast Guard yard on
the first four,_ and then said wait a minute; why don't we take that
extra time and just add it, to the contract of the man that is doing
the last nine? That stretched out his.work,.but it shortened the
work at the other end. So, it appears he is late deiverihg---d-hK....
is, some. But the ultimate arrival on scene- i not going to be as
,much delayed as it would have been.

One of the lessons learned is that-we-can buy off the shelf. But it
really isn't a lesson because we have always tried to do it; buy, off
the shelf, or buy an iteni that is supported and already operating
within the Department of Defense. For example, we are talking
about an airplane where there is a pipeline and where the engines
have alre-ady 1?een proved out.

I would have to give'that some more thought. We have gone the
parents craft route with the new patrol boats. I think you are
asking, me for lessons learned that we might, implement in the
future, and I don't know that we haven't already implemented the
ones that we have learned.. . - a

Mr. S'ruDmis. According to inform;ition supplied to the subcommit-
tee, the fist 2A0-"ooter from. the Rhode Island shipyard will.be de-
livered this month. /

Is'that, in fact, going to ha)Ipen?
Admiral GIRACEY. Yes; as a matter of fact. ! think it will happen

Monday, December 9.
I was in Newport the day before yesterday at the Naval W-r.Col-

lege, and our_resident inspector was there from the -Derecktor yard.
lie assured me it will be delivered. In fact, it sailed on trials arld
performed very well. Yes; it will happen., /

Mr. Suunns. What are the reasons given for the past delays in
that contract; modi lications of it? Is it fair to s Ty-rlm-nUrber of
required modifications indicates inadequate planning on the part of,
the Coast Guard? -

Admiral GRACEV. :No; I don't think it is fair to say that, Mr.
Chairman. Many of the modifications were things we learned when
we actually started to build the first ships, things we learned from

• construction problems on'scene. For example, we are using a kind
Of steel we hadn't used before, so we changed some welding proce:
duress ,

I talked about the retrofitting being done at the Coast Guard
ywir-d-ferwards. That was; to avoid further delays at Ticoma Boat.
To shorten the total cycle /for tihe second group of ships, we plugged

those ,into the contractor. In the original contract, we made 237
contract modifications, others remain to be. resolved. But many of
those changes.were simply economic price adjustments that were
built into the contract. As the cost of consumer price index goes up,
the contractor is entitled to iore money, And every one of" those
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price' adjustments .is a .contract modification-but they do not
create delays..

. -.. Just. to show you the order-oftrmagnitude, there is a $41 million
net increase in the project to date. Of that,, $46.7 million represents
economic price adjustments. And there is a negative credit of $5.6
million because of change orders., So many of the modifications are
technicalities.

Mr. STUDDS. I won't pursue the concept of negative, credit. It
scares me..

Admiral GRACEY. It does not come out of pocket.
Mr. STUDDS. I have a quick question on the 'polar icebreakers.

Y6u can theoretically contract with a foreign shipyard for construc-
tion of those vessels; is that correct?

Ad ,irGWER . If it fits under the-Buy America Act.
Mp'STUDDS, (opld\he Coast Guard support a statutory change

to require constrt ion' f the icebreakers in a U.S. shipyard?
Xdmiral GRACEY. I wduld not only support it, I would cheer. As'

far as I am concerned, it'!would be sinful to build those icebreakers
anywhere but in the.Unitqd States.

Mr. STIUims. Anywhere but?
Admiral GRACEY. But in ta U.S. shipyard.
Mr. STUDS. Sinful? I tp.bught you said "symbol."
Now to the cosmic question. From the days of HurricaneGloria,

New Englind high- and medium-endurance cutters were deployed'--- asfofows.
The Duane had just been decommissioned. The Bibb was prepar-

ing for, decommissioning. The Hamilton was at Bath Ironworks.
The Chase was in port for repairs stemming from an- engine fire.
The Vigilant was in New Bedford fbr repairs. The Tamaroa was in
the Caribbean. And fhe-UInak was in training, in Virginia when
the hurricane struck.

As I understood it, that was the deployment 'status of the high-
and medium-endurance cutters assigned to New England"

Where are those vessels today, other than the Duate ah d -ibb,
which are-both decommissioned? a ib

Admiral GRACEY. Today'?
Mi-. STUDI)S. Yes, kis we speak.
Admiral GRACEY. As we speak.
Well, Uniniak, Vigilant, and Taimaroa are all in their home ports,..

under my slowdown order which stemmed from the Senate fiscal
-- --- year -1986 budget act-io-n. 'hy aretifi-g- Ptine aintenance-': Vig- ....

orous, whose home port is New London, is on a Northwest Atlantic
fisheries patrol,

Mr. STUDDS. I think you had a piece of' good fortune for once in
the slowdown.

Are any of' them both-in New England and operationally avail-
able?

Admiral GRACEN'. Are any ol" them? They all are.
Mr. STUDDS. Because of the-slowdown.
I probably should now ask you what would have happened under'

normal circumstances; where would- tihty be? Maybe 'ou can't
answer that.

Adn)iral GRA(EY. I can't --
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Mr. STUDDS. T hate to think it is oqly when we have a budget
crisis our vessels' are in New England.

Admiral GRACEY. No; the odls are at any given time, any given.
year, if you asked 'me that-qulestion,-you might get exactly the"
same answer. It depends -on, what their patrol-schedules are and
what is going on.

Your concern on, the day of Gloria' is what would have hap-
pened-how come New England was left unprotected' .....

Mr. ST'UDDS. I know_ neither you nor your Department provided
Gloria, but we have had this discussion before-the larger vessels
sail from Boston, turn right, and disappear for a couple of months.

Admiral GRACEY. I want to point out a policy I mandated in 1981
when I commanded the Atlantic area. I think it probably was in
effect before that, but I emphasized it, and it still continues. It re-
quires that there will be always,, especially in the wintertime,, at-
least one major cutter available for emergencies in the New Eng-
land/New York area. .

The ships you asked-about don't include the New York ships, but
they are included.

Mr. STUDDS. I understand. I wanted you to say that.
One otie-r--Glria question, which I am sure you have' prepared

for: Why did the Coast Guard place all of its smaller vessels in
Massachusetts out-of the water or behind the hurricane dike in
New Bedford in preparation .for the hurricane? What would have
happened if an emergency had arisen in a harbor where a Coast
Guard vessel is normally based?

Admiral GRACEY. The cnes seeking safety behind the dike would
have come out from behind the dike.

I don't know of a fleet in 'the world, including merchant fldets,'
that do- not have a hurricane procedure and run for cover. The
worst place youcan possibly be in a hurricane is bottled up against
an 'unprotected dock somewhere where you are going to get batC
tered to death. Your boat won't do any good if it is punctured and
sunk. You get it out of the way until the nfajor part of the storm
goes through. It. is usually just a matter of hours before the intensi-
ty of' the storm has gone by, and .then you return to normal oper-
ational stutus. After a hurricane that usually means a lot of extra
o eration, and you can't do it with/dIamaged boats.

What we are'tryiig to do'is protedt-hur 'assets and"keep them
available for the' work that is going t6 have to be done after 'the
storm. In a hurricane, even in relatively major ships, it is every-
body for himself. It is a matter of keeping yourself afloat somehow,
some way- At sea, f6r example, you are just not likely to be able to
tow or put over a lifeboat in 100-knot winds. i

The small boats, our 41-footers for example, simply aren't de-
signed to sail around in hurricanes. We get them out of the way to
protect them, so if anything go& wrong we can get out there as
soon as the -storm gets by, and help. If someone gets caught out
there in the middle of a hurricane, the odds are you are not going
to be able to do anything about it anyway.

Mr., STUDDS. I appreciate that. I think you know the source of
these questions. ' . ..... • J

A lot of our smaller harbors, you know, the fishing fleet rode out
the storm and 'the Coast Guard left. Obviously, people asked ques-
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tions: Where are they? When they found out. where you had gone,
they asked' me the questions.

I want to be sure we can speak to the satisfaction of the folks
who have ridden out a great many storms about the appropriate-
ness of the Coast Guard action.

Admiral GRACEY. We have always argued that when everybody
else is coming in, we are going out.

Mr. CALLAHAN. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. STUDDS. The Chairman is going to yield to the gentleman

from Alabama. It is your time.
Mr. CA1LAHAN. I want to make an observation here about your

concern for hurricanes is somewhat concerning to me. Maybe we
ought to divide the Coast Guard up based upon the number of hur-
ricanles they have. We had four of them in Alabama this year; and
the Coast Guard did a great job initially; in preparing, both before
and after.

But I am hkppy to see th-atnow the people in Massachusetts rec-
ognize the tremendous problem we have in the South with hurri-
canes.

Mr. STUDDS. Don't tell me the Coast Guard stayed with the hurri-
cane.

Mr. CALLAHAN. Oh, yes, they did.
Mr. STUDDS. OK.
The gentleman also has an icebreaker, which is an obvious thing

to have in Alabama.
Mr. CALLAHAN. If you. are talking about hell freezing over, and

hell may be.
Mr. STuDS. The gentleman has 5 additional minutes. The gentle-

man from New Jersey.
Mr. HuGtuEs. Thank you, Mr. Ch airman.
I would like to pick up just briefly on my colleague from Florida,

Mr. Hutto's line of questioning with respect to posse comitatus. I
think the admirals know I am supportive of modifying it, but have
some concerns about the practical limitations. I wonder if you
would just share. with i.what you envision to be the practical lim-
itations in placing Coast Guard iaclet units o'n board Navy' vessels:

Naturally in the Congress we look upon modiiying posse comita-
tus as a reason not to give the Coast Guard any more resources.

The human criteria around this institution is we will give the
Navy more authority, get the Navy more directly involved, get the
Air Force involved, start shooting d6wn some of the pl-nes and
start ramming some of the' destroyers.

But there are obvious linFitaions,-obviously. For instance, I have
some concerns and mayle you can share your concerns with me
about tying up Navy vessels for long periods of time and having a
vessel immobilized while you try to shove a vessel back to shore. I
have concerns about the cost effectiveness of using some of these
vessels.

I wonder if you could share, what you envision as some of the
practical limitations about bringing more( deeply the military inrtb
law enforcement?

Admiral GRACEY. I think the kinds',of things you have cited, Mr.
Hughes, are good examples of the c(\hcerns that h1ave been ex-
pressed by the Navy, and I certainjund,(Astand them.

-.
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In terms of the use of the Coast Guard law enforcement teams
aboard, obviously a Navy ship has to stand by while we have a
boarding party ov"er there and wait for it to be done, and some-
times it takes some considerable number of hours.

The Navy is concerned about the Orawdown in readiness. I think
the point to be remembered is that the drawdown in readiness is
considerably less under this alternative than it Would be if they
were doing the whole job themselves.

They would then have to have their people go into court, they
would have to take the seized vessel back. Essentially, the program
is one of Coast Guard people riding the vessel wherever it is going
and if something suspicious spotted to check it out.

'In some cases, as at present with the major winter operation we
have going on, Nay vessels. are -actually attached to the overall
task force under Coast Guard operational control as part of--the
program..Some other kinds of things that must be considered in-
volve foreign sensitivities as they see a Navy vessel stopping for-
eign shipS. Coast Guard ships stop foreign ships all the time, but
that is what we do.

We say, "Coast Guard" in big letters on the sides of our ships.
There is some potential sensitivity about foreign vessels being
stopped :by Navy vessels not ,operating under the' aegis of the Coast
Guard.

Mr. Ilumiws. Are you aware of any protests.by---
Admiral GRACEY. No; I am not aware of any. Part of that is they

have been very arms-length as to how we have dealt with that kind
of thing. Scheduling of the ships, training, as you said, these are
expensive programs. Those are the kinds of' practical limitations I
see.
-- Mr. HUGHES. What' do you do when you don't have a cutter close
to the Navy vessel and you stop and you board, a Coast Guard unit
boards, and you determine there is contraband on board, and let's
say the Cutter is J; or 7 hours away? What"occuys under those cir-
cumstances?

Admiral (GrRACEY. There is a variety of things done even.when we
make a' seizui-e. Sometimes we put a custody &rev' -aboard; some--
times we take t-.other crew off-atid put them on-our ship and we
put the custody c-ew on alone. Sometimes we do all of that and'
just take the seized vessel in tow. Soirietirne we wait for a passing
cutter of opportunity. We have had Nravy~yessels escort seized ves-
sels back to port with a Coast- Guard custody crew o.n the seized
vessel, if the Naivy ship was going someplace we could deliver the
seizue__ -

.. Mr. ictu fS. Would a Navy ship ever use a custody crew on
board and leave the 'lhcility?

Admiral GRACEY, That happens if' we consider the situation safe
and the vessel is not one, about to sink out from' under our crew
and it is not a beligerent kind of situation. Yes, that happens. We
do that ourselves.

Mr. HuGEs. Ilow about on the larger vessels'where'you, have 12
or 15 people on board and you have a Coast Guardcrew of 7 or 8?
What do you do in those circumstances?

Admiral GRACEY. The same range of' kinds of' things I mentioned.
It depends how far they are from port and so forth. Ideally what
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we would do is hold it, the Navy vessel would stand by until they
get a Coast Guard cutter there or both or something that, could-
escort it back in.

Mr. HUGHES. Have the tactics been successful on all types of
naval vessels?

Admiral GRACEY. No, sir.
-Mr, IJuGIs. What ships are particularly adaptable?
Admiral GRACEY. Let me- retract. The type of vessels doesn't

make any difference. As long as we can put a small boat over-and
we use inflatable boats-as long-as, they can put something like
that over to do the boarding, and'I don't know of any Navy ship
that doesn't have a boat, then we can do it.

When I said no, I meant some areas in which we have sailed
have not been particularly productive.

Mr. Hu(hEs. Would it make sense to put a taclet on board an
aircraft carrier?

Admiral GRACEY. Probably not. ---
Mr. HUGiES. How about a destroyer?
Admiral GRACEY. Yes. One of the first seizures was made by a

Coast Guard taclet from .a Navy ship, and I think the first example
of a Navy vessel firing into a drug smuggling vessel under the con-
ditions that we allow under our rules, was a guid-e-hit-sili--ot

'Mr. lUGHES. Once an arrest is made do you ever' bring the sus-.
pects on board the Navy vessel?

Admiral GRACEY. I would have to provide that for the record, Mr.
Hughes. I don't know the answer. If they are sinking or something
like that obviously we would. ,

[The following was received-for the rec''-]t

PRISONERS TRANSPORT

The Navy has provided some prisoner transport and towing assistance. The p'Vis-
oners, in Coast' Guard custody at all times, have mostly been U.S. citizensbAn-rtr.
eign prisoners have also been transpor-.ed. - .. * .. , ,

11M HUGHES. I would think if the ship is on a training mission
'and Can actually go into any part of the Caribbean that would be a
logical candidate for a taclet.

Admiral GRACEY. That is one. They may be on an exercise, al-
though depending on the -nature of the. exercise -that sometimes
works and sometimes doesn't.

It may just be deploying from one place to another.
Mr. HUGHES. -lave any defense attorneys subpoenaed any mill-tary-personnel as yet to your knowledge in any. cases where a Navy

ship was involved in'an intercept? .
Admiral GRACEY. They subpoena' people all the time. Coast

Guard people are always going to court.
Mr. HIIuEms. I am talking' about the other personnel, the other

group,
Admiral GRACEY. I don't know the answer to that. I don't think

so. It is a Coast Guard action and it is clearly under our jurisdic-
tion as a Coast Guard action.

Mr. Huc;iEs. Are any of the other military, the Navy personnel,
do they become members of the boarding party at any time?

Admiral G'RACEY. Yes, sometimes. They run the boat over and
....back but they don't acttIily do the boarding.

7
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Mr. HUGHES. That is the extent of their participation, is just op-
erating the-boat, -they don't board the vesel-Lit4elf?

Admiral GRACEY.' No, not normally. They do provide backup.
Mr. HUGHES. Which means they. are atmed when they operate

the vessel?
Admiral'GRACEY. If the thing blows up in the face of the Coast

Guard men aboard, there has been an attack on U.S. citizens;'so
posse comitatus doesn't apply any more.

Mr.. HUGHES.1 suspect a lot of success of a taclet, depends on the
attitude of the Navy vessel.' ,

Admiral GRACEY. A good deal does. And we have had some poli-
cies-there were some conservative policies at the outset. They
went in very slowly because they didn t want to get into-something
in the heat)of the moment, they decided they didn't want to be in
or shouldn't be in.

Mr. HUGHES. What is the procedure when the flag is-when the
vessel is not flying, let's say, an international flag, when you can't.
determine---.

Admiral GRACEY. And you are on a Navy vessel?
Mr. HUGHES. Navy vessel.
Admiral GRACEY. We follow essentially the same process we do

with our own. The first thing we do is contact the vessel and try to
get them to agree to a conventual boarding, and-many of them do.
If it is not flying any flag at-all and we ca n't establish the flag,
then we go aboard to check it out. If they claim registry we go back
through an established process and chdck with the flag state and
see if they can verify the registry.

If they can't, we treat it as a stateless vessel and just take action.
If it is verified as a bona_'fide ship of the country it claims to be,
then we seek a coOperative agreement with the other codntzy as to
how we should go. Most often they say board .it, and sometimes
take action in our behalf or take whatever law enforcement action
you normally would.

Usually that doesn't come about unless we have intelligence this
erson is carrying something. By the'time we get there we usually
now what it is.
Mr. HUGHES. Thank you.- f appreciate- that, and as I say, I aim--

very supportive of what 'we are doing. I think that taclets have
added a great deal to the enforcement effort, I just worry that we
over emphasize the importance of that component, however, as an
excuse for not providing resources.to the Coast Guard as a substi7
tute for proper resources and that is my major concex n.

I don't want to minimnime the effectiveness of the taclets, because
I think that they can be extremely helpful, particularly when it
makes sense on training missions or exercises to have taclets on
boai'd Navy vessels in strategic areas.

But I am/not sure I would agree in every instance it is going to
be cost-effec'tive. It certainly is no substitute for providing adequate
resources for the agency that needs to do the work. That is how I
envision a lot of suppQrLfolr military participation.

Admiral GRACEY. I think, Mr, Hughes, if this 500-person thing
goes through we will be able to get some additional benefit out of'
it. These people will not all b(, able to stay on Navy ships all the

.Atime. We do not plan to assign people to Navy ships on a perma-

!/
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nent basis. Their schedules are such that we would wind-up-with a
couple of taclets out somewhere where we have no hope of ever
-seeing anybody and wouldn't try to enforce it even if we did.

We plan to keep those 500 people as a deployable asset and the
rest of the time they will work within the Coast Guard. .

Mr. HUGHES. If it makes sense to do that we ought to be funding
that. Through the Coast-Guard budget, it seems to me..

Admiral GRACEY. Amen. That is in addition to all 'the other pri-
ority things, not instead of, please, sir.

Mr. STUDDS. On May 8 of this year an engine room fire onthe
cutter Chase. resulted in a death. What is the result of the Coast
Guard inquiry into that incident?

Admiral GRACEY. We call it a Mishap Board, Mr. Chairman.
There are two boards. One would be required by the Uniform-Code
of Military J4asticeanid then there is one that is just to find out
what happened and nevor mind the legal technicalities. We treat
the lattr-the Mishap Board--as confidential, as we do with our
aviation accidents. . -,

The status With Chase is that the district commander has just
about wrapped up hi review and we expect to see the approvedversion soon. We hav had an adv;aince copy of the report for about
a month now.

Mr. STUDDS. What is the status of the repair aboard the Chase?
When will sheb o _r tinal-agabi?

Admirfii-GRAcEY. She is due to be operational in the next 40days
or so.

Mr. STUDDS.'t want to insert at-this point-in the record a letter I
received from Comdr. KL. Ray of the* Facilities Engineering De-
partment at Coat' Guard Air Station Cape Cod. He writes about a
serious., problem that has resulted with respect to, the handling of
construction prpblems-which he defined as those within the $2,000
to $20,000 range.

He says the major cause of the problem is the requirement that
any. project above $2,000 be .subject to formal bidding procedures
made necessary by the requirement under the Davis-Bacmn Act,
labor must be hired at prevailing wage ratss, , .

The $2,000 threshold for these projects has not been' increased
since it was enacted. Would the Coast Guard favor an increase in
the threshold value above which procurement actions are subject to
Davis-Bacon.

Would such an" increase ifnprove contracting for'construction and
maintenance?

Admral GRACEY. Yes, sir, it would. We'-recommended it in the
past and it would increase efficiency. It would cut dow contracting
time. - .

Mr. STUDDS'. I have one question abQit the deployment of Coast
Guard aircraft. As you know I have b6en concerned in .the past
about th6 adecuacies of the number of aircraft assigned to Air Sta-
tion Cape Cod, which is, the only facility providing air search capa-.
bility in the northwest. My question is whether the Coast-Guard
has any plan to increase the number of fixed wing aircraft and if
so, when?

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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Admiral GRACE. Yes; we have plans to do that, Mi. Chairman.
Assuming our operating expense budget is restored, we plan to
have an additional aircraft there probably late next summer. -

Mr. STUDDS. If it were possible to increase the passion with which
I'am defending your operating budget, I would havedone it.

Admiral GRACEY. We couldn't have asked for any more passion
than you have already applied.

Mr. STUDDS. You have earned the right to be asked the question I
was going t6 ask before. Let me first say just in case there was any'
doubt in your mind or anyone else's with regard to my question re-
garding the dispositioi of Coast Guard vessels, none of the constitu-
ents, fishermo.n and otherwise, bombarding me with those ques-
tions-were suggesting for one moment any question about the cour-
age of the Coast Guard personnel. There were some salt.y observa-
tions about the observation of the hurricane, as you can imagine. I
want to make it abundantly clear that was the nature of the ques-
tion.

Now, to the real question of the hearing. This thing--I am sure
you have a very faficy name, and may even have an-acronym. It
strikes me as a. metallic medallion, I think. It sticks to microphones
for example.

This is not in the shape of a toilet seat or hammer or coffee pot,,.
it is a little seal, it is, rubber,jmetallic, I understand you want to be
asked why it is you spent over $5,000 on acquiring this.

Admiral GRACEY. Well--
Mr. STUDDS. If you don't, I certainly withdraw the question.
Admiral GRACEY. .1 will give you a relatively short answer. You

gave me an opening. I couldn't let it get away.
My courage in suggesting you ask that question' is perliaps only

exceeded by the courage of the coastguard*men who sail out in
ybur part of the world. If they happen to be caught out on Geor-
gia's Bank in a hurricane, I guarantee you they are going to ride it
out too.

Mr. STUDDS. I hdpe to Qod they have one of these if they are.
Admiral GItACEY. If there is a fisherman who got himself into a

vulnerable position, then I would be willing to bet we would be dig-
ging him up out of the bottom of the bay the next day.

As to'this emblem, yes, we spent $5,000, but that is not a $5,000
emblem. $5,000 bought- 26,000 of them. I would submit to you that
is pretty cheap advertising. When you compare that _with_$25,000 to
$40,000 for a 30-second spot in a football game on Sunday after-

00nooon, I tell you that 19 cents is not bad.
Mr. STUDDS. That is a decision you made rather than .advert isirig

at the Super BOwl?
'Admiral GRACEY. That is a-part of it, Mr. Chairman. That is a

part of it,
Mr. STUDDS. Do I dare ask where whatever this is was made?

: ci§.Mniiral GRACE' No; you don't.-I haven't the slightest idea. I
'don't know. It is a standard item.

Mr. STUDDS. I didn't mean whether it was made in Alabama or
* Massachusetts, although that would be of sdin-interest.I am-over-

whelmed..I assume-19 cents each?
Admiral GRA'CEYV. 19 cents.
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Mr.%STUotis. So we can inform members of the committee that -I
assume plus postage---they would be entitled to one of these?

Admiral GRAC . I notice there were about what, six people here
this morning? I wiOll personally invest.$1,14 to be suro you all have

-one, sir. I am sure yoU would like tohave it. "
Mr. STUnIS'. We -were lucky this time for not being interrupted

by-votes on':the floor, given the nature of votes on the floor in
recent times we may be doubly lucky not to have been interrupted.

I want to thank you for, your patience not only, this' morning for'
fielding these questions but in the uncertainty oftle past 6 weeks.
I know this has been oneof the most. difficult times for you and the
Coast Guard. We can only hope,, as we began the hearing; that un-
certainty' Wilt~hoF--last too much longer, the' resolution .will-be a.*
happy'one.

I thank you, I thank the people. for whom you speak, and you
should feel, if nothing else, you should feel very good indeed about
the, magnitude of the vote of confidence-in thiS institution.

Admiral GRACEY, You took the words right out of my mouth. I
know I expressed to you earlier, but I want to say on the record,

* and had. intended to say when your colleagues were here-when I
was talking about Lear-warming things iP this 'whole buget busi-,
ness and the response of the public and so forth-that the 4100 to 6
vote on the floor of the House is' something that just made us all
feel very good indeed. I wanted to express my., gratitude for that
kind of statement of .support, sir.

I thank you and your colleagues.
Mr:-Sum)s. Thank you, sir. , I
The subcommittee is adjourned. -

[Whereupon, at 12:10 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, subject
to the call of the Chair.]

[The following was received for the record:]
Nov;Niui 18, 19185.

IloIr. WI1Li A1,M LEIINAN,
Chairman, Su bcore mittee on 'rans)ort(t tion .
!House of RlJresCn tufives. Washington. DC.

l)EA' MNR. C1IAIRMAN: The SenatP Appropriations ('onmitfe Report l912 ol the
Fiscal, Year (FYI 1985 Supplemental Appropriations Bill directed that the Office of
the Secretarv ((OST and tile Coast Guard report on steps taken to comply with the
reconimendz'tions of'the department of Transportation ()OT) InspeCtor General's
report issued on May 28, 1985, on the' Coast ( duarl's procurement program. This
letter is in response to that direction.

Since the issuance of the inspector General's reporf, OST and the Coast Guard
have beet' working to identify the specific actionS which would lend to improve-
merits in the Coast Guard's major acquisition process, the oversight responsibilities
of OS', and the effectiveness of the working re- tionship'between our organizations.

We have made some progress, and the recommendations from the recently com-
pleted ,ogist ics Mamagement 'Institute IIMI study, which have been provided to
you, an- the prelimiinary mangement reconitnendations of "an in-house Coast
Guard acquisition study are now beink reviewed. We anticipate that significant im-
provements will be made in the ('east Guard's internal planning ind management
of major systems acquisitions. These include:

improved )ersonnel .n1 ageenlt practices desigited to .p'omnott, more effective
project management and procurelTient pi'actices;

More formali/,ed planning, with increased erajihasis m intergrated logistics'sup-
)Ort:

........ Ir ig(ifig the-('ot Gua-ro-a- d budget 'oCess with te acit quisition process an'
''streamlining" the. xistiig internal Coast (4ard review process to improve timeli-
ness;
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Initiating a process, similar to that in the Department of Defense (Dol)), of re-
viewing specifications for major programs to ensure increased use of performance
spec ifications and to reduce the use of specificillns -whicaco--ld-bi' considered re-
stricltive;

Providijig draft Request for Proposals on'major programs to industry for com-

Evaluating th'p~feagibility. of acquiring D)oD supportable aircraft infuture fleet re-
placements, such as the medium range search helicopter, now reaching the end of
its useful life; and -

Evaluating the feasibility of utilizing off-the-shelf and DoD supportable subsys-
tems, in new ship construction projects.

'rhe.'Coast Guard is also actively reviewing organizational options to enhance the
authority of iti project officers and its contracting-persn-;

A nunhberof odditiotial changlesare planned in fiscal year 1986. They include:
Regularly scheduled OST/Coast Guard progranriei6%,,,s on nilajor programs, simi-

lar to the conducted with the FKederal Aviation Administration, will be initiated.
A-schedule for the Coast Guard to submit major systems acquisition' programs to

, OST will be developed, and standard review times will be implemented.
The threshold for'the procurement 'prenotification review in the Office of the Sec-

.retary, currently set, at the $100,000 level,will be increased to $500,00 for'coblstruc-
tion procurements and $200,000 for other procurement actions.

Te "lessons learned" reports from completed Source Evaluation Board procure-
ments will be provided to all new Source Evaluation Boards to ensure that previous
mistakes are not repeated.

We would be-happy to-discuss these initativ'es with you'or your staff. In February
1986.we will provide.an updateio you of further, actions we have taken, with consid-
eration of the additional guidauce-contaiied in Senate Report 99-152 on the fiscal
year. 1986 l)OT Appropriation Bill, and a report of the effects these actions are ex-
pected to have on the procurement process.

An identical letter has been sent to Senator latfield.Sinic'ely, o'oin erelon tJON If. SEYMOUR.

U.S. I)PARTMENr OF TRANSPORTATION,
OFICE OF TiE SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATIONh .

lOtober 7, /985.
To: Adm. James S. G-acey, Coast Guard Commandant.
Subject: ACTION: Small Waterplane Area Twin Hull Program.
Front: TiE DEPUTY SECRErARY, JIM BURNIRY.

I have reviewed carefully your request to procure a 1:38 foot 600 ton Small Water-
plane Area Twin ttull (SWAT I) vessel for evaluation and demonstration. I do hot
blhve that there is adequate justification to proceed with the SWATH program a

this time, but will consider your request when (1) there is an operational need for a
new class of cutters, (2) an assessment of the operational utilization of SWATH ves-
sels in the Nay and elsewhere'indicates that building a' vessel for Coast Guard
evaluation arid demonstration is prudent, and (3) proceeding with SWATH, if (1) and
(2) are Satisfied, is consistent with other priority program needs in the Coast Guard.

However, I believe it would be advantageous for you, with assistance from my
staff, to explore fully the development df a joiitt program with the Navy on SWATH
technology, and the operational utilization of SWATH vessels. Given the recent in-
terest of the Navy in SWA'Tl vessels, I believe a joint program could be advanta-
geou.s to both organizations, and could provide additional technical resources to the
Coast Guard in exploring the use of the SWATH vessel form before the need for a-
new class of hielicoptbr capable cutters is required. Please coordinate with the As-

. .-.sistant, Secretary for Admiilstration and report back to me the results of your dis-
. .uins with the Nay- ..

DvimViER. SCIIEuIDU PERFORMANCE OF SELECTrE ACQUISITION

..SiR ,IIII-65A1 lhlivop'er-cont ract awarded- 14 Jun 1.979.
a. Original Deliveiy Sched t,.,
I SRR/nfvo (or-.t -months starting Nov 81.
2 SRR/mo thereafter (except 2 months per year when only 1 'would be delivered).
Final aircriift delivery expected Jan 86.
0&1-011 ('ir li et v d -. -.
I SRR/mo for 6i months starting Nov 81.
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2 SRR/mo for 15 months.
3 SRR/mo until complete.
Final aircraft delivery expected Mar 1988.
b. Reasons for delays between original and acutal delivery schedules:
Aircraft performance problems .'. required development of larger fenestron.
Technical problems (weight growth and high altitude engine performance) slowed,

progress.
Environmental control unit and engines snow/ice problems surfaced during envi-

ronmental testing.'
2. Medium Range Search (MRS) IIU-25A aircraf-contract awarded 7 Jan 77.
,a. Original Delivery Schedule.
Commence in Jul 79 at rate of 1IU/25A per. month for 14 months (receive last one

in Nov 82).
Actual Delivery Schedule. "
41 aircraft delivered in 22 months starting Feb-2-ending Dec 83.
b. Reasons for delays between original and actual delivery schedule are:'
ATF-3 engine failed to meet FAA birdstrike requirements.
Complete design of the ATC-3 fan, fuel control and inlet guide vanes was required

before the engine would pass the bifdstrike test.
3. Island class WPB Procurement-contract awarded 8 Aug 84.
a. Orig~l Delivern Schedule. __...

One WPB ever 45:days commencing 3 Aug 5. -....
Final WPB delivery (16) June 87.
Current Deliver Schedule.
-First WPIB delivered I1 Nov 85.
-Specific delivery date for subsequent WP1's uhder'negbtiation.
-- Final delivery (1f)) still expected from Jun 87.
b. Reason for delays between original and actual delivery schedule' are,(see at-

tached fordetailed schedule):
Difficulty with sub-contractors in sub-assembly' work; termination pf sub-contract

requirenienti
Delayed delivery of production material (steel).,
Longer than anticipated learning curve.
I)elivery back on schedule by 10th cut .dr._.

'Delivery.of final WPB remains same.
ltigh quality product delivered.-- t tfh--i /--o -e..t-M--awarded 18 Jun 82

a. Original De iver, Schedule.
First Iwo by I Nov 82.
Third by 15 Jun 83.
b. Delivery schedule met.
Actual l)eliueii, Sch edu l.
-First two delivered 29 Oct 82.
-Third delivered 18 Jun 83. • -
5. Aerostat Procurement-contracts awarded to' IWA and 'TCOM Jul 85 to lease/

buy one system with option for seven more.
a. Contract Deliver' Schedule.
-First system Jan 86.
Exercise of option for two systems by 31 Sept 86, remaining five by Sept 87.
Current Delivery Schedule, - "I''
-2nd qtr fiscal year 86 delivery expected.
(6. 270' Mehdium Endurance' Cutters, '"B' ('lass-Jan 81 contract awarded for nine

cutters.

Co '!ad 1 e , , Curenl schedule

Spencer. June 15, 1984 M December 1985
- Sewea,-Oct 14, 1984 May 1986

scanaba, Feb 11, 1985 . September 1986
Thhoma, June 11. 1985 January 1981
Campbetl, Oc 9. 1985 May 1981
Theis, Feb 6, 1986 September 1981
forward, June-6, 1986 . January 1988
tegate, October 4, 1986 -'May 1988
Mobawlk: February 1 1987 Septe 0ber 1988
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Reasons for delivery-delays "Litigation coincident with contract \ard; da n
Contract modifications (237), some of which have caused delay . . . delay claims a

complex issue, will entail substantial time to resolve.
7. CG Icebreaker *Irocur'nents-Polar Class (WAGB) and 140"Icebreaking'Tug

WTG B i .,

Orgir31 conrad aA3,!d Qrgi a! contra,:t delivery Alua deLivery

WA B,- 10 Aug, .24, 1971 Aug 24, 1974,. JaA 17, 1916'
WA J Jan 15, 1973'. Jan 15, 197.6 . Jan 19, 1977
WTGB -10i . Sept 15, 1916 Sept- 15, 1978 . . .. . December 1978
WTGB 102 Sept 15, 1976, Apr 5. 1979 May 1979WTGB-103 Sept 15, 1976 May 21, 1979 ... November '1979
WIGB- 104 Sept 15. 1976. Aug 21. 1979 November 1979
WTGB-105' Nov.1 1. 1978 . . July 9, 1980. September 1980
WTGB-106 Nov 17. 1978 " Ot 7, 1980 March 1981.WTGB-101 Sept 25. 1982 Sept 29, 1984 . Dec 12, 1984
WTGB-108 Dec 2, 1983 Dec 1 19 . Dec 12, 1984
:.w.5._" . .. ... .

Still egol3tq A rd 0 cvi'acr

Reasons tor'delay in cutter delivery:
Wh(GB-varity of factors incdfiding shipyard's learning curve problems (welding

of high tensile steel, material receipt delays, changes (noods) to the contract.
W'rGB-minor delay for selected .vessesl . . . overall relatively excellent contract

-performance.

U.S. HoUSE OF F1E sI:ENTATrIv S;
(OMrTEE ON MERCHANT MARINE ANtD FISiiFRIES,

.WIash!mgton, DC January 8, 1985.
llon, ChARl.ES A.. lowsHE It,
(Comp troler (kneral of the Uni td States.

DEAR MR. BowsiEFt: The Su bconmit.t - on Coast Gq-rdaand Navigation is under-
,taking an informal review of the .oist Guard's procurement practices. As part of
our review, we are interested in the- protests.'filed-with the General Accounting
Office against the (Coast Guard in response to procurement actions taken by'the
agency-Can -you. pleaso-supply-for' the- Subco ni ittee the number of procurement
related protests filed with the GAO against the Coast'Guard since January 1981,
and the number of these protests that were upheld by GAO? We are interested in
comparing the number of successful protests.against the Coast Guard %yith' those
against other agencies with similar ty pes-of-prodrentent.- For this reason, I would
appreciate it if you could also supply the number of protests filed with, and upheld
by, the GAO since 10981 with respect to the other four varied services,. the National
Oceanic and Atmosphelric Administration, the Federal Aviation Administration, and
the National'Aeronaultic and Space Administration.

I would also appreciate any general observations you might'feel able to provide'
concerning 'the Coast Guard's responsiveness to GAO i'econimendations-)ertaiaing
to efficiency and integrity in l)rocurement policy.Thank you in advance fo" your tim& and effort in responding to this request.'

Sincerely,
WAITER B. JONES,

('hairwiao, Subeonliitt('i, o ('oastGuar(n und Navigation.

U S,~ ~ ~ ,10S OF ,RS
, U,~LS. I lou~s or' IIEI-HESENTA'rlvr:S,

;1 o,%i'Ou'MrlO: ON MERCIIANT MARINE ANt FISIIIRIES,11 - " Washintgtonl , ',Arnitilw , *'1985.

Adm. JAMES S. (GRACEY.
(om1mandan t, .S. ('(,(1St .imua'rl, lashi ngtol, 1)(

IEAR ADMIIRAl.- ,RAt'EY: AS You know, the Subcomnlnittee. on Coast, Guard and
Navigation is conducting an informal review ofthe ('oast Guard's pmiocurement poli --
cies and practices Toward this endl ri 'e'nI1jisbmit(ed a list of questions to ship-
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building and repair-firms tiat have done business with the Coast Guard during the
past three years.

You l'illbe pleased to-learn that. many of the twenty.five replies received by the-
Subcoh mitee included highly complimentary stAten! about the professionalism
and ef icidnc -of--Coast Guard 'proctirment personnel , Coast Guard officials were
various ly describe(Lw professional, fair, 'businesslike, competent, dedicated, and
lionest. The majority of the responses indicated.a general satisfaction with the oper-
ationsjof the Coa.st Puird's procurement office. "The replies also contained sonic con-
struct ve ugkestions and criticisms io which I would appreciate your reaction,as
part o the Subcominittee's review.

The following questions' were prompted, for the most part, by specific comments
recei ' d from past or present Coast Guaird contractors:

.1, 't One ,response we received suggested' that the Coast Guard has Contracted
-' with irms that are not. sufficiently qualified: "In maly instances, work-is-often con-

ractd wit bidders, especially, those, claiming to be small businesses, which wefeel
are not qualified toperform the work.,".l)o you belitve,,present Coast -Guard-proce-du. d re sufficient to guarantee the techiiical and-financial '-i.pn--isibility of- 6i-
tractors?

(b) The suggestio-has been made that the Coast Guard follow the Navy's practice
of using the Master Ship Repair Contract ior certain large or complex contractsin
order to be certinwa-t li contractor Will be C'apable of petrorming the work on which
they bid. What would be the advantages and disadvantages of using the Master Ship

• Repair Contract?
2..(a) Several"contractors expressed dissatisfaction with the level ot specificity of

the I'RAMso1i-'it~onu IT wassuggested'that thin solicitation was too vaigue to allow
for a realistic, fixed price bid t.o be offered. The bidIer either had to bid very high to
pillow for. the most extensLyg and expensive repair requirements, or to take the risk
t~at the. repair. rjqquirerrrents would not. be as extensive, and .lower 'the bid accord.

-Agly. Some bidders felt that the degree of., ambiguity in this contract was signifi-
cantly higher than in other solicitations, including other Coast Guard solicitations,'
and that. the risk placed on the contr~tctor was unacceptably high..Ddbis the Coast
Guard believe, in retrospect, that the solicitation was sufficiently detailed to give
contractors enough information upon which to submit firm offers?

(b)'The Coast Guard stated in answers to .questions submitted for the record. of' the
-Subcommittee's' oversight hetiring of July 25, )!84, that "our [Coast Gtdard] major
Contracts for shipbuilding and major modifications are much fewer and further be-
tween than those.of the Navy, and "our Naval engineers and contracting personnel
meet frequently w.itbth!ir. Navy counterparts to take advantage of their expertise."

.. ,What type of assistance,, it,/ny. was solicited from the Navy in developing the speci-
fications for the FRAM? Would additional assistance from the Navy have permitted

_'_ the CoastGuard to develop more precise specifications? .
3. (a) One response -the Subcommittee received rioted that the Coast Guard arid

the Navy's Small Craft Section of the Ntival Sea System Command deal with con-
structign of similar vessels and craft. In the experience of this respondent, the Coast

.......Guard-hd--been-superr-.to-th'--N'a wit respect to administ ration 'of overhaul
and repair contracts. tlowever, with -respect to new-constrution, he found the Navy
to be superior. Ie recomme endedd that ht study be made of the efficienies that could.
result from assign -nifig all such new construction responsibilities to the Navy. What is
the Coast Guard's reaction to that suggestion? To what extent does the Coast Giiard'
currently consult with the Naval Sea Systems Command in its design'and procurie-
ment of vessels?

ib) A related area of interest is the use by the Xoirs- (hrd of the Navy's Super-
sor of Shipbuilding, Conversion,-and Rle'pair tSUPSII1Pi. I understand that the Coast
Guard.has'enployed SUPSI1lIP to manage certain Coast'Gfiard procurement con-
tracts including the renovation of the UT, ESCAPE, and LIPAN. When- did the.
Coast Guard' begin utilizing the Navy's SUPSIlI|1? What other Coast Guard con-
tracts have been managed by StT['SljlI1'? Please describle-Al' actors that determine'
whether SUPSIIIP 'will be used with respect to a particular contract, and evaulate
the advantages and disadvantages of using SUPSI ItP in light of past contracting ex-
perience.

4. (a) The, Subcommittee received the following comments addressing tbe issue of
small business set asides;

"An inordinate amount of work is specified as limited to small business (in the
Coast Gua'dJ'."

"An aspect of Coast Guard procUretrent that may warrant attention is ihe large
percentage of ('oast Guard bids.that ate small business set aside."

57-149 0 -' 8(6 " 1,1
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"Shioyards which (to not qualify [as snmll businesses] are put,(t a disadvantage
[because of small business iequirementsI and the Coast Guard receives lower quality
work than is otherwise available,"

What is the Coast Guard's reaction to these coinmenfts?
'(b) The Small Business Administration has informed the Subommittee that, ith

respect to contracts value at $10,000 or more, 72. percent of Coast Guard contract
dollars in 1984 went to sn all businesses, while only 2,6 percent.wereformally "set
aside" for small businesses. l1W~he-pr hiding figures were 52.b percent to
small business and 74 percent "set aside ' for small business. (ah you confirm the
accuracy of these figures_aid, suppy'the c onding figures limited to Cbast
Guard shipbuilding and repair contracts in 1983 pnd 1984?

5. The suggestion has been made that the Coaist Gard should require a bid bond
from bidders. This proposal came from a company whichicomplaified that uider cur-.
rent procedures, "a contractor can 'throw in-rflyert-and if it is close, he can accept
the job, If he is way low, he can just refuse to accept the contract or he can claim an
error. This is unfair to a serious qualified bidder." Is it accurate to state that this
problem has indeed arisen on at least two occasions in -recent yeors fr.epairs to the
Mackinaw (June, 1983) and the Acaci'(September, 1984)1? Has fhis happened with
respectt to other Coast Guard contracts? What is the Coast Guarol'i"response to the
suggestion that bid lionds be required?

6. What is the status of the review of the Coast Guard'S 'procciroment operation
that is being done by the Logistics Management Institute?. What is the scope of this
review and when will it be completed? Itavo, recommendations yet been made re-
garding the optimum grade structure and resources dedicated to 'the procurement
office?

7. We have received the comment that Coast Guard vessels on the Great Lakes
are required to be-maintained in a condition which may be appropriate for ocean-
going vessels, but -which may, bb excessive for vessels that operate only in fresh
water. Please state-whether'oi not thq following work is required on Great Lakes
vessels, and if so, whether this work is logically necessary to maintain a vessel for
use on the Great Lakes: Sandblasting and painting of the anchor chain; Disassem-
bling, inspecting, and reassembling cranes every -few years; Use of five coats of
paint;.and-A requirement for wood decks.

8. Please provide the Sfibcommittee with a copy of the criteria established by the
Commandant for issuing a contract under theoome pert philosophy. Has any'occa
sion arisen in which the home port philosophy has come into conflict with instruc-
tions front DOT or SBA to set aside a contract for small business? How would the
jz6ast Guard resolve a case in which,no eligible small business operated within the
area covered by the home port philosophy?

9. Please provide the Subcommittee with an evaluation of the performance thus
far of the following'four. items of major equipment recently procured by the Co9st
Guard: (a) The 270' medium endurance cutter; (b) The I IU-25 medium range surqeil-
lance aircraft; (c) The Surface Effect Ships;.and (d) The 140' icebreaking tug.

In providing these evahtations, please include relevauit statistical information re-
flecting the extent to which the vessels and aircraft mentioned have' met targets for
operational availability' and please describe instances where significant unforeseen,
maintenance or repairIwork has been required.

10. Please respond to the following comments the Subcomhmittee received in're-
sponse to its solicitations of industry views on Coast Guard procurement practices:

a. "One particular practice that is especially galling. , . results from situations in
whiich we are required to perform our work with a crew living either' onboard or-
close to ship, and having daily access'to the ship. The . .. Coast Guard seems to feel
that there are advantages to the program, however, the result is disruption for the.
contractor and a very-definite increase in his costs. We feel that, if the government
is to gain by having these sailors onboard, then the government should pay- the
bill."

b. "The tendency of the Coast Guard, and other government agencies, is to drag
claims out interminably until the contractor is forced to settle, since he is incurring
additional costs of the money where the government is holding. Itis very definitely
to -the government's advantage to withhold payment from a contractor, until the
entire job is settled."

c. '"rhe routine practice of offering drydocking separate from other repair work,
rather than as a combined work package, is considered to be inefficient. While This
bidding practice encourages competition for the other repair work by allowing ship-
yards without drydocking facilities to bid, there are two drawbacks: ,
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The two repair. packages-one for drydocking And one for the balance of.the
.work-Are under contract sequentially, rather than concurrently, often resulting in,
a.longer out-of-service period for the ships concerned.

Dr'dock ow'iers are in the long term discouraged from continuing opehfilon with
the limited work prospects from narrow-scope, drydocking-only offerings. This then
reduces the competitive base of those choosing to bid on drydocking work,"
I d. "There are two aspects of Coast Guard new construction procurement practices
which. warrant consideration Nwhen ships- of a new design are to be built: [provision]
for contractor participation in the development of the design This leads toefficien-
cies in design tradeoffs because the, producibility.of the design is considered and.
[procurement of] the lead -ship on a cost basis with follow-onwships being fixed price
contracts. This approach is particularly important for designs which incorporate.
unique concepts or combinations of equipments." 

e, Coast Guard ',software acquisition skills appear to be limited."'
1I, In an answer submitted for the record of the Subc6nmittee's July 25, .1984,

procurement hearing, Admiral Gracey stated that the Coast Guard does use "incen-
tive'contracts.' What specific types of incentive contractsdoes the Coast Guard use?

,Thank you in advance for your time and effort in responding'to these questions.
Sincerely,

WALTFR B. JONES,
Chairman, Subcomnnittee on ctiSi'Guard and Navigation.

'.U.S. DE RTM ENT OF TRANSPORTATION,
U.S. COAST GUARD,

Washington, DC, March 4, 1
lion. GERRY E. STUDS, 

6_1Chairman, Subcommittee' on Coast Guard and Navigation, Co~Mnittee on Merc hnt
Marine and Fisheries, IHouse of Representative,4, Washington, DC

DEAR. MR.. StUDDS: This is in rel ly to your.letter of January 9,.1985, concerning
letters the Subcommittee has received-from shipbuilding and 'repair firn'gs"that have
done business with the CoasV(luard. I was very pleased to hor of the complimenta-
ry/statements about Coast Guard procurement personnel in 0oee letters.

WOu r responses to your questions ae enclosed. I appreciate y'ur continuing inter-
est in Coast Guard activities and this opportunity to provideaddtional information
concerning our procurement procedures.

Sincerely
SJ,S,"GRACEV,,

Admiral, U.S. Coast Guard Commandant.
Encl: (1) Responses to Questions.

'Qu-~-sTlTPlease providt'thSDb-min eP with a copy of the criteria established
by the Commandant for.issuing a contract under the home port philosophy.'

Answer: The criteria used for'issUiing a contract under the home port., philosophy
are found in Volume VIII of the Coast Guard Comptroller Manual. The applicable
portions are attached.

Home port philosophy refers to various rulings by the Government Accounting .<
Office (GAO) supporting the restriction of the geographical limits from a vessel's
home port when determining which commercial shipyards will be invited to bid on a
ship repair contract. Thus, a contract issued urder the honie port philosophy would
be one which excluded from the bidding process commercial firms beyond a certain
distah-ce (usually not more than 50 miles) from the vessel's home port.

The Commandant also issues "Cutter Enploymeit Standards' which define how
cutters are to be used, They set the maximum number of days a cutter may beoper-
ated (not available for maintenance) and the maximum number of days it can be.
away from home port (AFIP). The former is guided by.Coast Guard naval engineer-
ing experience which establishes the number of days of maintenance per year neces-
stkry, to maintain the ship's physical plant. The latter is based upon a standard of
providing at least 135 overnight, liberties a year in the home port for each.crew
member, assuming a four-section watch organization.

According to the "Cutter -Employment Standards," shipyard days away from
homv_pprAtA.FtIP),are added to other (underway, port visit) days. AFIP. 'A-day
AIIP in. a shipyard or mainte-nance status is 6 day, not available for operations.
The limit on days AIIP for a high endurance cutter WIIEC, is l85;. With a 60-day
shipyard availability beyond the 50.mile radius from the vessel's home port, there
would be only 125 lays available for operations (185 -60"- 125. i t-he extreme, a
polar class icebreaker going through a major repair period of 150 t9 180 days beyond

.//
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the 50-mile radius wot Id have virtually no days avoilablp for operations without ox- -
ceeding the establish d AF1I|P limit. Looking at it another way, such an action'
Would result in crew jnuihibers'having virtuattl-nrtim-to-h-mOe in year (since
operating compitme is must the met).

Attachment. /
' '
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(a) (1) ROI&rla ca erci&I. bi-pyerdc availabilitims of vaosel
bavin 'crewe attache4 sh&L be accomplished vithin -a &too
determined in vricing by the 4ovpiunc district comender
to be reasonable, 4n ir vhich adequate competitiort has
be" hitacoricallky available, after taking into
consideration such, factor, as:

(W) ClO 0f veeee * and; operaiino schedule&.

(i) Rentioft at perionneL wittos kitls ,'n4d experiencee
critcalS to the Coast Cuar4.

(Li) Avilability 'oL local,. Goveronmei medical snd
d4etaL facilities " op"44 t;P overhaul is ate
where mcli facIALtie do not exist.

(a4) Sfen# of perso it coatiu.. to 4b from vanst 6

bome port area whilos authorized liberty.

() Loss of productive tie during extead4 period. of

sutho ised li bsct.

('4) Other v lid factors.

CZ)Ree the contracting officer believes that the restrtiioe
etioned is COP 12-Z.2t-L(a)(L *bove WiLL prevent

the obta ain o adequate comp icios is anay single
paOSe"cive procMremen, or .a seLicitatiq, r'eults ia
inadequate coepetitios,. he .balt s inform the copiim
district comiander a4 recovm"e that the ar s of
comptcitiom be exteradd.

(3) The contracting officer shaLt thorought)- do4usent contract

file* t support actions takes.

(b) oresee4ble Costs.

rI oreesable costs mar-be 'eveluatIowfs *a C- C-ffqs ae mat, is
acc ed e vita "lS L-?.4OT-S(a, , be considert
additiaa to the btd prices in coking an award. These are
co s nbtc,,,though at included in the contract price,
met'be bre b? the Caverns"u .- its the ervent of aOrd to "41
p&iCtiWlai concracor. Accordinly, whe applicable,
farW9eable cote awe -tomputed sepsrceL- for each
conarCtov, and applied to the bid is order t* determine
the lovast overaLL cost t the CovetfadmC. e_

Z-2I
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(b) (2) roaesee4ble toes east be eVluace under both formally
' q8,tis4e and' cmpetiiyteLr hegotiatedprocuruncs.

o 01MVP in this vy, can Mn, cost difereCiels be equ ably,
reconciled m4 reflected is the award of contract.

(3)' The -(oreeebe-o#--I .- nIia*e&--wk~t- be at the
dliscetio. ofa the coatractins officer. Among the
foresaeebtoe toots, that map be coti detr". by the
coot ctiwg officer- are-.

(LU ravel an per die*.

(ii) N ,e..

C(ii Aewcbing and/or massing shipboar6k porfonnel.

Uvw) Ifini"IsL -mins -fiaLtLes, so *_-cntractural,

Cv ramiL' mpration alLovnce (Comptroller an"aL,
paragrapt 2101035) t

(w*) Traporiatior. during ove"e.L '&war,- fto homepOort.
(Joiu" TraveL Z4eal1tione, Chapter 6. Part 0).

Cc) ?ooluorom of roreiejbe Costs, (9veluetios Faccors) im the

CO) 1om the coao'wrcin officer'deterinev that foreseeable
oc.."' w.t appLy to . lives procuremnt, he h atb ea

tvquird bp MS I-Z.20tc()(20), indicate this fact is the
ekiaitalono Ho tbaLt als speLl out the element of
freeeeabto Cost which wi-LL be une im the eve~lhtios is
pewLc¢Alr locoleuan the formula or rates which viLtl be
u-e is acbl-.sca. Coots shaLL Lsva' be 'priced out" for
each gweoraphicaL are. - sict. as a *it? - im which
et elltedt carac crovs- &re . ocateed rather than - for
isiwi4uL coatroactoe..

(2)'m.o practice of sp*Liing.out the foreseeoable cost, in the
.0t1cLtatio is necesary because it permits elL firo.
Soicietl to uaderstenmb -elt.rt thei basis o which their

bidwLt be ew.luiecead.
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(4) Rtification of Unsuccessful Contractors.. ta the notificatio*
o UnsUcc's.sful contra<tors, the contractingl officer $hall
speciy ' the element, of joreseeTble costs "hictk were
co~xidQTA is siksing the award. tim addition,' i case* where
SO Opr PeAt 'low bidder did not receive the sver6 due t the
application of foreseeable coa, the letter sbalt be
a9couPmied b~p a breakdovii# & boll show how the' sppli*Aiot
of foreTeetbe ocosts resulted im awar to other -tha'o the
apparent low bidder.

(e) Vnu luel Situations. or Probtes. Whom ualetsul Ituacone or
Pr'ot-Ia- OreIt *councer*6 uader the :ofaegoing' criteria .hsc
could 1e to disputes or protest, contact Clori,. Procurement
fl.vieLio .

12*-Z.01-62 Preference for Labor Surpt-Up Area Conceris. For SUppLY
A, servigoo contreats. the clause 17; IMFP (Z3..7:2003-60, 4hsicls

provides for a ptefertct faov LAbor surplus are& concerns, shat be
ioaluded is inivstioo far bids vbich do nst tavoLvo se-aseides for
labor mrplus are&. cocerns.

ll'.24~ Record. of invitations for Bids and Records of lid. One
c . lae copr at lII' end L1('s of SI4IOO and abovee for ship repair,
alterotio or conversiooa trace, wilL be forwarded top G-E3 and
abv* $34,O00 for comatnaction contact., witt be forwarded to; G-ICV.
twludo -one cOp of alt aplicablte (orse, referencedi form, clauses.
aomdnifto. plam and spe"iMcaeionsg. Copies are to -indicateestiluetl-eoac .

129Z.ZOSAZ tesovt Lof eos from liddero Kaitint ists. iddotere
maiting List& ti lL be r eevIed anhuallyt t ensure thac the? contaioi
oQly curate a" current infornatiom uhicl is consistent vittw the
neeid of the proc=.renenta office.

0
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Question: One resjponse we received suggested that the Coast Guard has contract-

ed with firms that are not sufficivnl " qualified: '.'Ill many instances, work is often
contracted with bidders, especially those claiming to be smaltJAusinesses, which we
feel are not-qualifiedto perform the work." Io y'ou believe present Coast Guard pro-
cedures are sufficient to guarantee the technical and financial responsibility of con.
tactor?

Answer: It is doubtful that any procedure can guarantee coitractorresponsibility.
We.have made good use of tile techniques available under current regulations, such
as Certificates of Competency ,from the Sn'all Busitiess Administration and
preaward'surveys. One measure of our success i-. that in the east yehr, out of 219.1
total contracts, we have had to default only 15 contractors."

Question: The suggestion has been made that the Coast Guard follow the Navy's
practice of using the Master Ship Repair'Contract for certain large or complex con-
tracts in ord&r to be certain that contractors will be capable of performing the work
on which they bid. What would be the advantages and disadvantages of using th
Master Ship Aepair Contracts?

Answer: The Master Agreement for Repair and Alteration of Vessels IMARA V) is
advantageous in situations requiring a qqic'k, award such as: IfVwhen a vA1esel, its
cargo,- or stores would be endangered by delay in the performance of necessary
repair work. or (2) when military necessity requires imlmediate work on a vessel.

l)isadvantages are 'that competition i, limited to firms who have agreed to the
terms of a MARAV: and the MARAV by itsIelf is not an indicator of a firm's capa-
bilitv to perform, especial "y' "ia-large or complex contract.

,Question: Several contractors expessed dissatisfaction with the level of specificity
of the FRAM solicitation. It was suggested that this solicitation was too vague to
allow for a realistic fixed price bid to be offkired. The Ibidder either had to. bid very
high to allow for th. most extensive and'expeisive repair requirements, or to take •
the risk that the repair requirements would not be as extensive, and lower the bid
accordingly. Some bidders felt that the degree of ambiguity in this contract was sig-
nificantly higher than in other solicitations, including other Coast Guard solicita-
.tions, and that the risk placed on the contractor was uinacie'ptably high. l)oes the
Coast Guard believe, ill retrospect, that ihe solicitation was sufficiently 'detailed to
give cmntractors enough information upon which to submit firm offers.

Answer: The work to bWe done in -the FRAM is extensive and complex.-We made
the solicitation as speqifmc as practicable and we answered all questions prior to sub-
mission of firm fixed price offers, The offer's received are still under evaluation-b-
they appear to.be responsive and l)recise.

0iuestion: The Coast Guard stated in answers to questions submitted for the record
of the Subcommittee's oversight hearing of July 25,, 19'84, that ":our {Coast Guard]
major contracts for shipbuildilrg and major modifications are much fewer and fur-
th'er between than those of the Navy,," and "our Naval engineers and contracting
personnel meet frequently with their i)ayV counterparts to take advantage of their
expertise." What type of' assistance. if anly, -'as solicited from the Navy in develop-
ing tie specil-cations for the FRAM', Would 'additional assistance from the Navy
have permitted the Coast Guard to develop more precise speciftications? , -

Answer: The Supervisor of Shipbuilding Conversion and ReImir, USN Boston.
SNaSsachusetts, wrote a significant portion of the FRAM specification. We do not be-
lieve additional assistance would have rL gulttd in a more precise specification.

question: One response the Subcolmmittee ,received noted that the Coast Guard
alld the Navy's Small ('raft Section of the N aval Sea Sytems Command deal with
construction of similar vess~ts and craft. Ill t0 experietlce of this respondent, theCoast Guard had been superior to the Navy 1with respectt to administration of over-
haul and repair contracts. however, with respect to new construction, he found the
Navy to be a superior. lie recommended that a study be ma'e of the efficiencies
that could result from assigning all such new construction responsibilities to the
Navy. What is the Coast Guard's r-eactio to that suggestion? To what extent does
the Consi Guard currently consult with the. Naval Se4 Systems Command in its
design and )rocurement of vessels?

Answer: We do i-. t rejee't any suggestion which might lead to increased efficiency,
but our expectation is that turning Coast Gua:d new construction over to the Navy
would result in a loss of c6itrol over our unique req uirements and would not gener-
ate monetar' savings. We work closely with tile Naval Sea Systems Comrnand ill
design and p'roctirellent, especially in developing prictand schedule estimates. "

Questi(i: A related area- of interest is the tsw of TtAi ('oast Guard of the Navy's
Supevisor of Shipbuilding, (onv'ersioll and Repair <SU PStIIlP . I inder-stand that
the Coast Guar'd has employed SU IS1,l ip to'manage certain Coast Guard procu re-
merit contracts including tlie renovation of tilt' Ute. Escape. arld lipanl. When did
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the Coast Guard begin utilzig the Navy's'SUPSIIIP? What otherCoast Guard con
tracts have been mangd by SUPSuiigh Please describe the factors that deterdcinewhether SUbe SmI wigo be USed-wi-h-rpPc4-to d particular contract, and evaluate

the advantages and'disadvantages of using the SUPSIUP in light of past contractingexperience, ,
Answer: The renovation of Escape, Ute and Lipan is our first use of SUPSHIP tomanage a complete contract. 'We have recently reached, agreement with SUPSHIPto manage the contract for the WMEC 210 B class renovation. Prior to these, wefrequently used SUPSHIIP in a lesser support 'role. Factors considered in particularcontracts include' availability of Coast Guard personnel and the degree of CoastGuard conir61 iji-d ii;61,eient deemed'essential. Advantages of using SUPSHIPare decreased procurement lead-time due to fewer review requirements and lowerlevel of decision authority and freeing'up of Coast Guard personnel for other priori.ty work, The main disadvantage is loss of direct coa'trol.
Question: The Subcommittee received the following comments addressing theissue of small business set asides: "An inordinate arnounf-of work is specified as lim-ited to small business (in the Coast Guard).v "An aspect of Coast Guard procure-ment that may.warrant attention is the large per'centage.of Coast Guard bids thatare small business set aside." "Shipyards which do not qualify (as small businesses)are -pul at a disadvantage (because of small business requirements) and the Coast

Guard 'receives lower quality work than is otherwise available'." What is the Coast
Guard's reaction to these comments?

Answer: The comments reflect the highly competitive atmosphere in which many'of our procurements are made. Smial business set asides are but one example ofsocio-economic decisions imposed on the procurement process by law. We do not
agree that quality of work is determined by the'size of a firm.Question: The Simall Busi'ness Administration has informed the Subcommittee.,__that, with respect to contracts valued at $10,000 or more, 72 percent of Coast Guardcontract dollars in 1984 went to small businesses while only 2 6 percent were for-mally "set aside" fbr small businesses. In 1983, the'corresponding figures were 52.5percent to small business and 7.A percent "set aside" for small business. Can youconfirm the accuracy of these figures and supply the corresponding figures limitedto Coast Guard shipbuilding and repair Contracts in- 1983 and. f984? -

Answer, In fiscal year 1984 we awarded 73A,1 percent of our contracts over $10,000to small busirfesses, after having set aside 33.5 percent.
In fiscal year 198,3 the corresponding figures 'were 7'i)ercent and 8.3 percent,We do not maintain separate totals for shipbuilding and repair contracts.
Question,' The suggestion has been made that the Coast Guard should require abid bond from bidders. This j)roposal came from a company which complained thatunder current procedures, "a contractor can 'throw in a flyer' and if it is close, hecan accept the job, If hie is way low, he can just refuse to accept the contract or hecan claim an error. This is unfair to a serious qualified bidder." It is accurate tostate thai this problem has indeed arisen on at least two occasions in recent years

Repairs to the Mackinaw (June, 1983). and the ACACIA (September, 1984)1? Has thishappened with respect to other Coast Guard contracts?. What is the Coast Guard's
response to the suggestion that bids bonds be required

Answer: In the contracts mentioned, offerors were allowecto..wiadraw bi.a era determination -in accordance with the procurement regulati -1:liitt h "mitakir -bid" had occurred. W e do not believe that those bids were "flyer," "Mitake., in bid"have occurred in other contracts. We do not feel that the bid bonds would be animprovement to the current procedures which are set forth in Federal -Acquisitign
Regulations (FAR) 14,,06-3(c).

Question: What is the status of the review of the Coast Guard's procurement oper-ation that is being done by the Logistics Manageient Institute? What is the scopeof the review and when will it be completed? Have recommendations yetbeen maderegarding the optimum grade structure and resources dedicated to the procurement
Office?

Answer: The Logistics Management Institute lI,,is still in tHe process of re-viewing our proctfifement organization. The scope of the review is as f6tlows:
I ) Anialvze the present organization and compare it to other procurement organi-zations that Care similar in size and types of procurements undertaken.
(2) Provide conclusion and recommendations as to how to improve efficiency byexamining the organization to determine if it is structured properly and if present

employees are being used effe(dtivel.'.
A draft report of the firm's findings is to be delivered March 1, 1985. The final'report is due April 15, 1185.- No recommendations as to grade structure and re-

sources have yet been made.
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Question: Please state whether or not the following work is required on Great
Lakes vessels, iind if so, whether this work is logically necessary to maintain a
vessel for use on the Great Lakes: Sandblasting ind painting of the anchor chain;
Disassembling, inspecting, and reassembling cranes every few years: Use of five
coats of paint; and A requirement for wood decks. I

Answer: Generally the Coast Guard does not custom fit maintenance actions for.
our cutters or boats to a.given geographic area. Coast Guard cutters currently oer-
ating in the Great Lakes have or will at some point in-their service life be called
upon to operate at sea. For example, this past summer a number of our icebreaking
tugs (140" WTGB) homeported in the Great Lakes .were effectively utilized in law
enforcement activities off the New England coast. The need for the specific mpinte-
nance actions cited is as follows:

Sandblasting and painting of the anchor chain..To ensure the safety of the cutter,
the anchor chain must l)e visually inspected for cracks, wear and elongation at peri-
odic intervals leading to the requirement for sandblasting: Anchor chain is mild
steel and is subject to deterioration (rust) if left uncoated. Safety considerations lead
to the requirement for painting.

Disassembling, inspecting, and reassembling cranes every few years. This require-
ment exists for all weight handling equipment in the Coast Guard (even shore based
equipment) for the safety of personnel who work with or near the cranes. There is
also-a-rigorous -9proofP---test of the equipment following reassembly to ensure that no
potentially fatal errors were made during the reassembly process. This requirement
is not unique to the Coast Guard as any facility, public or private, with weight han-
dling equipment must perform similar inspections and tests to comply with the
standards of OSIIA, International Cargo Gear Institute, American Petroleum Insti-
tute and others. ,

Use of five coits ofpaiff, Assuming that the paint in question is bottom paint,
the most common bottom coating in use by the Coast Guard .today is a vinylystem
consisting of a primer, used as a "tie" coat between bare'steel and'the remainder of
the coating system to ensure proper adhesion; an anti-corrosive, used to maximiie
the life of the steel by reducing or eliminating the corrosive effects of water; and an
anti-fouling, used to minimize growth on the hull which increases the resistance-f
the ship and reduces speed and fuel economy. Anti-corrosive and anti-fouling coat-
ings are most effective at specific thicknesses and are usually applied iri two appli-.
cations each, hence the five coats of paint.

Req'iirement-for wooddecks. The only remaining Coast Guard cutters with wood-
clad deck's are icebreakers'-and one class of high endurance duttets (327' WIIEC)
built in 1935. The wood covering on the decks of ships Was common practice in pre-
World War II construction to provide insulation for interior spaces and reduce'the
hazards of wet steel decks. It.is expensive to maintain the wood deck covering on
the few.remaining cutters. However the cost ofrepovating these:older critters to ac-
commodate modern insulatingmateiials is even higher and his been determined
not to b* economically feasible.

Question: Has any occasion arisen in which the home port philosophy has come
into conflict with instructions from DOT or SBA to set aside a contract for small
business? How'wopld the Coast Guard resolve a case in which no eligible small busi-
nes s operated within the area covered by the hbne port philosophy?

Answer: We are not aware of any instances of conflict between home port and
small business set asides policies. If the repair were a priority, we. would probably
proceed- with the procurement on a competitive basis with large business. If the
repair were routine and appeared to be sole source, we would consider expanding
the geographic area of solicitation after including crew morale and 'conomic weight-
ing factors.

Question: Please provide the Subcommittee with an evaluation of the performance.-
thus far of the following four items of major equipment recently procured by the
Coast Guard: (a) The 270' medium endurance cutter; (b) The IIU-25 medium range
surveillance aircraft; (c) The Surface Effect Ships; and (d) The 140' icebreaking tug:

Answer: (a) 270' M(dium Endurance Cutter: To date, the 270' Medium Endurance
Cutters (WMECs)-have performed exactly as planned.,All four of the currently com-
missioned 270' WMEC cutters completed a transit from-Tacoma, Washington to the
East coast. These cutters have performed well in transit, successfully completed
shakedown training, and participated in law enforcement and search 'and rescue
missions.Bear was the first 270' WMEC to complete its-post-delivery retrofit and shake-'
down period and to be considered fully certified for operations. Since becoming fully
operational, Bea" has successfully completed Refresher Training with the U.S. Navy
at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba achieving outstanding scores in all four training catego-
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ries: ,perational readiness, damage control, engineering, and weapons. BEAR has
also condu'cted'a laitian Migrant Interdiction patrol. No utiforeseen maintenance
problems experienced by any of' the, 270' WM(F's have been attributable to spare
parts shortages. In no Instances have equiptIment casualties prohibited Bear from
performing 'a'ny o, its assigned missions.

(b) lIU1t-2.5Mediim !ange Surveillance Aircraft: During fiscal year 1984, the IIU-
25A ragl it. flight iouirs )O aircraft or 711.4 percent of tle interim program
utilization rite of 800 annual',lg hours. The trend indicates steady improvement
as air stations develop operational experience and the unit-level maintenance exper-
tise is established. For example, during the second half of fiscal year 1984 the I U-
25A aircraft flew 73,4 percent of prograimn utilization or an annualized rate of, 187
flight hours per aircraft.' Furthermore, our most recent statistical ilifoinmation indi)
cates that the IIU-25A aircraft flew 8l percent of their program utilization rate for
the month of November 1981,

Several major maintenance problems-have been experienced with the Garrett
ATF-3 engine. We are working w,ith the manufacturer to solve the present techni-
cal problems Which include: 1. Low pressure compressor (LI) corrosion. 2. .Fuel
nozzle design deficiency. 3. 1 ligh pressure turbine nozzle deterioration.

The low pressure compressor corrosion problem %vis first encountered in May
1983, and since then 22 of 75, unscheduled engine removals have been caused by this
deficiency. We expect that most of our engines (91 total) will be affected over tie
next two to three vears. )ue to warranty, the Coast Guard cannot yet perform re-
pairs to the IPC, thus the entire, en,ine must be removed frani the aircraft and re-
turned to the manufacturer for' repair at no cost (except for shipping) to the Coast
Guard. Hut with only 12 spare engines currently in Coast Guard inventory, this fail-
ure rate creates a critical shortage of operational engines. Short term solutions in-
clude more__ftrEquent washing of the engines and the use of a preservation procedure.
Theseare preventative measures and are i('xpected to slow the corrosion process. Ad-
ditionally, the mnutiictarer has developed a proteCtive coating which further slows
the corrosion ratw The Long term solution involves use of' a new, nore corrosion-
resistant material in the PT. The manufacturer has completedd~r-eliminary testing.
W\' expect release of the first two A'I'-'3 engines with th, 'material change during
February 1985 for operation flight evaluation.-

The other technical problems identified requires increased inspections, engineer-
ing modification 'red&s'ign and retrofit of c.efective components. R6design' has been
completed and retrofit will commence as 0e modified comfponents become available
over the itext 12 months'. Even then, the redoced maintenance requirements and re-
sultant increased aircraft availability will not be immediate but will occur progres-
sively over the next 21 months.

Original reprovisioning p lans 'nd support ing budgetary strategies had to bic devel-
o)ed without the benefit of operation experience. We have been redefining our
ErovisiOniing requirements based on ill -25A implementation experience and a

better knowledge of the technical problenis faced during maturation, Fifteen addi-
tionalspare ATF-:i engines are under contract with 'fii'st deliveries (four) scheduled
for May 1985.

(c) Surface Effect Ship: The SES Division has fully implemented' a successful,
functioning multiple crew program. The SES', spend 85%. of their underway time
on law enforcement'and have established an impressive record of' success in drug
interdiction, despi,.e falling short ofanticipated underway time.

The Coast Guard started the SES procurement process in March 1982. The first
two vessels wer'e delivered 2 November 1982,and commissioned and ready for sea 16
day later. The third SES was delivered on 18S June 11S3 an(d was commissioned and
ready for sea on 8 July 198,2. This achieved the goal of immediately obtaining re-
soUrces.

The following is i summary .f-t he averag- annual utilization of the SES's per
hull and is based on data collected since the commissioning of the ves;els through
the fiI st quarter of'fiscal year 1185:
Total underway days .............. ............ 148
liuport operational days... .................... ...... .................

Total operational days_. 1 ..

Boardings ........... ................ . ..V ess-01 seized .......... .... . . .. .... . . .. .. .. . . .. . . . .... 9
Pljunds marijuana seized ........... .:..1,12
Arrests......... .................... ..... 27
-- overall, the SS's hlave u iedi na ten and have delivered less oper-
.ational days than planned All thrtie SES's haV undTigonle unscheduled mainte:
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nanice periods to repair hull cracks, lift fan system failures, and main engine casual-
ties. CGOC Petrel (WSES 3) had 1744 hours of unscheduled maintenance in fiscal year
1983 shortly after it was commissioned. This was due, to a main engine failure and
the needto rebuild the engine due to'a latent defect. Each cutter has spent 90-140
days undergoing scheduled retrofits during fiscal year 1984 aid fiscal year 1985. For
these reasons the above figures-are-not indicative of he SES's potential.

(d) 140' Iceb'reaking Tug: Theperformance of the 140' icebreaking tug has been
excellent. The vessels have met all targets for operational availability. The. vessels
have had- a- total- of-15301 unscheduled ,maintenance hours, which means that the
unscheduled maintenance hours accounted for only 0.6 percent of the vessels' oper-
ating.hours. No design flaws that affect operational capabilities have been discov-
ered. The\140' icebreaking tugs have also exceeded all expectations in icebreaking
capability. Designed to'break 18'.-22" making continuous headway, the vessels have
broken 30' of levQl ice making continuous hetidway.

Question: Please respond to the following comments the Subcommittee-recelved in
response to its solicitations of industry views on Coast Guard procurement practices:

'One particular practice that is especially galling -,.-,- result from situations in
which we are required to perform our work with a crew, living either oiboard of
close to ship, and having daily access to the ship. The -.--.- Coast Guard seems to
feel that there are advantages to the program, however, the results is disruption for
the contractor and a very definite increase in his costs. We feel that, if the govern-.
meat is to gain by having these sailors ,onboard, tr.en the government should pay

Ahe bill." , I
Answer: Coast Guard" crews live on or near their ships during most contracts. For

many Coast Guard men and women fhe cutter is home and we do not have the
oettion of sending the crew home while the cutter goes through a shipyard period.
Members of the crew act as -inspectors for contract oversight reducing' the need for
additional shore-based staff to accomplish these tasks and they perform separate but
concurrent maintenance work on the cutter. The location of the crew is specified in
the solicitation which permits a contractor to include considered costs in his bid.

Question: Please respond tb the following '_Qnle-tsthS . Subcommittee- received in
response to its solicitations of industry views on Coast 04;ard procurement practices:

'The tendency of the Coast Guard, and other goverhnient' agencies, it to drag
claims 6ut interminably until the contractor is forced to settle, since he is incurring
additional costs of the money where the government is holding. It is very definitely
to the government's advantage to withhold payments from a contractor until the
entire job is settled." _ :C.

Answer: What' may give the appearance of the government dragging out claims is
the time necessary to investigate'the merits of the claim; audit the claimed amount,
and negotiate a settlement. If we are unable to reach agreement on thQ amount due,
the contracting officer issues-a final decision within the limits of the time frames
established by the Contract Disputes Act. if this decision is appealed to the Contract
Appeal Board, the. board takes time to act on the appeal. Since interest accrues on
claims, it is in the-best interest of the government to settle claims in as timely a

- manner.as possible.
Question: Please respond to the following-comm nts the Subcommittee received in

respons 6"to its, solicitations of industry views on Cbast Guard procurement practices:
The routfirb practice of offering tdrydockbig separate from other repair work,

rather than as a combined work package, is considered to be-iiiefficient. While this
.bidding tpra'tice encourages competition for the other repair Work by allowing ship-
yards without dr'docking facilities to bid, there are two ( rawbacks.

The two repan- package-one for dfydocking and one for the balance of the
work--are under contract sequentially, rather'than concurrently, often resulting in
a longer out-of-service period for the ships concerned.., <%

Drydock owners are in the long term discouraged from continuing operating with
the limited work prospects from na-rrow-scope, dr ydocking-only offering. This then
reduces the competitive base of those choosing bid on drdocking work,'. Answer': We do not, dispute that there may be some inefficiencies to this method
of ship-repari however, this procurement practice is far from "routine" throughout'
tie Coast Guard, and is reluctantly utilized when adequate competition can not oth-
erwise be realized. There are also occasioths, albeit rare, when operational require-
ments necessitate "splitting" a ship repair contieact duet to conflicts between
planned maintenance periods anid unanticif~ated operational commitments.

This covers the first six vesses. i ,0 ftv-, bete it) Comlnissioll an average of five years,C(tIC P'enobs,ot I, coi n ssi'uid ,_Ii , , i led
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Question: Please respond to the following comments the' Subcommittee received in

response to its solicitations of industry views on Coast Guard procurement practices:
"There are two, aspects of Coast Guard new construction procurement practices

which warrant consideration when ships of a new design are to built: (provision] for
contractor participation in the development 'of the design. This leads to efficiencles
in designs trade offs because the producibility of the design is considered, and [pro-
curement of) the lead ship on a cost basis with follow-up ships being fixed priced
contracts. This amount is partidulfflyv important for designs which incorporate
unique'concepts or combinations bf equipments."

Answer: Contractor participation in design can act to restrict competition in con-
'struction unless the design contractor is not allowed to bid on the construction-con-
t r a c t . f ; ' -. .

Procuring-a "lead ship' on a cost basi§-increases overall costs because the contrac-'
tors incentive is to maximize costs dn the initial vessel in order to establish a larger
'base for the fixed priced production run to follow. This practice restricts competition
because' the contractor for the lead ship has a large. advantage over competitors in
bidding for the follow-up ships. Cojt contracts also delay delivery becaUse the award
'for fol ow-up ships cannot be made until the lead ship is completed..

Question: Please respond to the following comments th9 S ubbommittee received in
response to its solicitations of industry views oti Coast Guard procurement practices.

"The Coast-Guard Softwari'acquisition skills appear to be limited."
Answer: Software !acquisition has grown in both quantity and complexity. We

have kept_ pace by concentratiig.prOcurement expertise in our Headquarters ADP
Contracts Branch which draws heavily on other Coast Guard offices, other federal
agencies and contractors for technical support.

COtlPTROLLER GENERAL OF TilE UNITED STATES,
Washington DC, April ."2, 1985.

lion. WAiTER B. JorNs,
Chairman, Subcommittee on -Coast. Guard and Navigation, Committee on' Merchant

Marine and Fisheries, House of'Representatives.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN, This responds to your letter dated January 8, 1985 ill whicl

you posed several questions concerning bid protests filed against Coast Guard pro-.
,curements. Specifically, you as, how many protests were filed with our Office .
against Coast Guard procurement since-January 1981 and how many of these pro!'
tests were sustained. You also wis4 to know how many protests were filed with, and
sustained by, ourOffice against procurements conducted by'theother four armed
services, the National Oceanic and.Atmospheric Administration. NOAA), the Feder-
al Aviation Administration (FAA), and the National Aeronautic and Space Adminis-
tration, Thirdly, you request our general observations concerning the Coast Guard's
responsiveness to our recommendations.,

According to our records, 80 protests were filed against the Coast Guard during
the period between January 1, 1981 and January- 18, 1985; 74 of these cases' were
closed by January '18. 'Three protests were sustained..
. We are enclosing a table sumniffrizing the information you request regarding the
Coast Guard and the other agencies. Our statistics are compiled on a' fiscal year
basis. For this reasonthe fiscal year 1981 figures include protests filed between Oc-
tober ,1, 1980 and December 31, 1980, as well protests filed after January '1, 1981. We
do not separately compile statistics on the Marine Corps, FAA' or NOAA. Protests
involving the Marine Corps are included in the Navy figures; .those involving the
FAA are.included in the Department of Transportation-figures. NOAA protests are
counted in Department of Commerce totals.
. With regard to the Coast 'Guard's responsiveness to recommendations contained
in protest decisions, the three protests which we sustained were decided after award
under circumstances which precluded our recommending remedial relief. Similarly,
the only audit report issued during this time frame, "Information. on the Purchase
of a Gas Generator Engine for a U.S. Coast Guard Cutter," GAO/RCED-.84-1i5
(copy enclosed) contained no formal'-recommendations.

You should also be aware, that, at Chairman Roth's request, we are currently
planning a n'ajor audit effort of the Coast Guard's procurement process. This effort
will address, among other topics, the adequacy of management overview, cost and
scheduling estimates, procurement justifications, and specifications. We will furnish
you a cojy of our report once'the audit is completed.

Sincerely yours,
IIARRY R. VAN CLEVM"

(For Comptroller General of the United States).
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Enclosures.

yj,.l ,ear 1981 fiscal year 198? fiscal year 1983 FicaI- year 1984
Ajervy .r 1rtJ S ,aned Totai Suslaned 1alai S staged.

Suiae'

Coasl*Gard, b 0 13 1 22 2 26 0
Air foice 224 10 250 11 302 .39 24? 13
Almy 413 18 532 22 513 22 . 481 18
NIVY 244 14 308 8" 373 12 304 13
NASA 20 0 ,6 2 21 0 29 0
Comnrerce' 22 2 23 2 26 1 11 1
Transporlaton~ 450 3 43 . 1 59 . . 3 ..... I.

fic.lea 1138;2 JQ rcud W I ' S Se:, I I'S1 I 01lr~y, I we ftJand cks J e tee, Oct 1-1984 andc 26A 18.
1985

-: tniuy4 Marie Cor n
* ncis'''''.....e , ha'o +ea :+ an .: A!"c. ' . !r' r];, ,rrta{r
'IX u~e fed'ira Aviato"r, "4,s!ra twi

U.S. I)EPARTMENoT OF TRANSPORTATION,
U.,S. COAST GUARD,

0(cpe Cod. Octoberr 1, 1985.
lion. Gr R E.' S'rans,
I'lISe of Iepresen t aices, l4vann is, MA.

-- i)EAR CON(;Ri .sSMAN STw..n1S: I am the Facilities Engineer for the Coast Guard
here at the Otis Air National Guard Base (Ma1ssachusetts Military Reservation) and
as such am responsibible for the maintenance of all the buildings and roads over
which the Coast Guard exercises control. I have about 40 trgadesmen, military and
civil'service,.who perform the required maintenance tasks on the 340 buildings I am
responsible for. I feel that' I am adequately staffed and funded for the routine main,
tenance I am responsible for. Major maintenance work for Coast Guard facilities is

_provided through foritial contract procurement procedures which are'administered
by'the.Coast Guard's First l)istrict Olfices in Boston. The problem isjliat there is no
way to provide for my intermiediate, level maintenance requirements. In general,
these ititermeckliate level intI intenance requirements- consist of projects which are
large enough that they would require allocation of a disproportionate share of the
maintenance resources which I control directly, if accourilished using in-house re-
sources, but are too small to be accoiiiplishied at the district level because of the ad-
ministrative overhead associated with 'formal contract procurement procedures. In
general, any project which would cost less than about $20,000 to contract 'is not
worth the. administrative overhead burden which accomplishes any forapal contract
procurement,-Mv. own contract procurement limitations for construction services is
limited to $2,006,00. In effect, Il have no practical way to address maintenance needs
whose contract cost would be between $2,000.00 and $20.000.00. The $2,000.00 pro-
curement limitation for construction services imposed upon this unit, and upon all
Federal employee's responsible for facilities maintenance, derives for the most part.
from the Davis-Bacon Act. The Davis-Baconi Act, passed in the 1930's, requires that
for any federal construction endeavor over $2,000:00, the contractor must pay his

-workers "prevailing wage rates". While the act does'not specifically require forilial
contracting procurement procedures, the de-facto effect of the act is that any job
over $2,000.00 must go through formal contracting. Most..of the intermediate level
maintenance projects I have to address simply aren't worth the tremendous admin-
istrative cost associated with drafting detailed specifications and engineering draw-
ings, developing bid documents, advertising in the Commerce Business Daily, etc.,
all of which is required for forinal contracting. These formal contracting, procedures
not only cost the government riore, they are unfair to the small contractors who are
generally' well qualified to do the work, These small contractors, sonie of' whom we
have been able to do business with, hav e low overheads and deliver excellent quality
workmanship giving. the government good value money spent, however, they tre
usually "scared off' by the formidable looking bid packages, bonding, and insurance
requirements which'result from formal contract procedures. There are many small
contractors here on the ('ape who would b willing and well qualified to execute our
intermediate level mailitenance projects b't never get the opportunity to do so.

What's. worse" and even inore costly to the government, is that the "front end
load" associateX with developing formal contract bid packages discourages the ad-
dress of intermediate level mnaintenance needs It takes so much engineering and
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administrative "energ'y"(o de-ilop Y esebi'|iig's-that there, is simply not en-
ought "energy" available to address tll of the needs. Instead of correcting a problem
while it is intermediate and could.be solved quite cost effectively, many problems
are allowed to deteriorate until they become major maintenance efforts, thereby in-
curring excessive costs to correct theti.$2,000.00 worth of construction services in 1932 is equivalent to about $55,000
today, based upon the Building Cost' Index History construction in the March 1985
issue of Engineering New$, Record, a construction industry periodical, What is dtis-

,perately needed, not only here at Otis but-throu'ghout the Federal Government
where government employees are responsible for maintenance of federal facilities is
to raise the i)avis-Bacon ceiling,'above which l)avis-Bacon wages must be paid, from
$2,000,00 to about $20,000.00. This level would still be well below the 1932 equiva-
lent ceiling, Even a $10,000.00 ceiling would be a tremendous improvement.

It is myunderstandinig that this problem with the Davis-Bacon Act was identified.in tile (-'ace.-(Coniinission Report and that eflt6rts to amend the act have been vigor-

ously opposed by construction ind, ustry unions. If opposition to amending the act is
so strong that a nationwide change is impossible, I suggest that an amendment be
pursued for only your Congressiontl l)ihtrict. While this approach would not help
other Coast facility mange"s, it would (it least help get Otis "out of the woods" and
would prdvid, Ol)portunities for the smill construction contractors which are not
now available. The snmll ,qpitractors here on the Cape are family-owNed businesses
employing only a small number 6f people and in most cases are therefore non-union,
Union Opposition to an amendment of the act in only this small area n)ay not be as
aggressive as ai.prol)osed nationwide change. lPerhaps attaching the amendment as a.
rider on mother bill would be an appropriate means o, implementing tile change.
Any relief from the tremendous waste and inefficiency imposed upon facilities main-
tenance managers "by the I)avis-lacA Act's unnecessarily restrictive provisions'
woulh be al)preciatedr not only by th0eZ managerss, but also by the tiixpayers vho
ultimately pay for the inefficiency and the small contractors who may potentially
benefit, from the change. If I can further clarify tiny of the points, I have raised here,
please contact nw at _(617t 918-5 1801.

A copy of the article from the March 19S5 issue of Engineering News Record is
attached

Sincerely",

.¢'ommct'le,S. ('oast Gur(ol,
I'tcilites Al¢ginlering l)'pariut-.-.

Erncl: 0) Article did March 1PIS,.
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U.S. )iPARTMI'ENT o- TRANSPORTATION,
U.S. ' OAST GUARD.

Otis AGIi, MA N\wcmber.l. /,,
lIon. G-:nxRY E. STu)Ds,
House of Utprwsen ttti's. ifhannis, MA.
.1I)F:AR CONGRISSAN STUDDs: Thank you for your response to my inquiry- regard-
ing the procurement limitations for construction 'seryices imposed by th& liavis-
Bacon Act. Please feel free 'to use any portion of my previous correspondence which
you may deem to be useful in the effort to resolve the problems created by the se-
verelyrestrictive provisions of the l)ais-Bacon Act.

Siicerely,
K.L HAY,

('omnunder.U,' I.S (Coast Gurd,
Fcilu'ities ngin'.

AI)oITIONAL, QUESTIONS 8'1 1-1UMIq'-r) nY Mit. STIM- AND ANSWERED HY 1i1K: COAST
GUARD

Question. What steps will be taken to reduce the extremely high turnover of civil-
tan personnel within the (Const Guard's procurement office' )o you have the legal
ability and the resources jeces sa'rv to upgrade civilian procuremIent. positions?

Answer. the coast G('UiN-, aided by the Logistics MImagemerti Institute'study,
has reviewed the perceived causes for the high turnover, especially the existing low
procurement grade level structure. As a result we are current ly restructuring the
roCurmment office to improve work flow, amt-increiasing the authority and responsi-

bilities of contracting officers. A reorganization initiative that was recommended by
the Coast Guard, the establishment of an Office f Acquisition. plresentl y is pendingapproval in the Office of the Secretary. The Coast-Guard antici pates tat. analysis
and reclassification by personnel specialists of the reorganized pr ocurement office
will result in an improved career structure and grade le ,els._iiaddition, tie reorga-
nized office should improve the efficiency of the Coast Guard procurement process.
The legal ability to accomplish this reorganization and any resultingup grading of
positions currently exist.

Question. what steps'have been taken to improve coordination t eween your office
and the Office of' the Sedretarv of '-ansportation? Since both offices will ultimately
have to approve any major acquisition request, it makes sense does it n6t, foe botlk
offices to start working together at an early point in the process?

Answer. Early identiication and a close working relationship have always been
the goal of both the Coast Guard arid the Office -of the Secretary of Transpoi-tation
(OST. Several steps have been taken recently to impro-e~coordinrtion-bet'een the
two offices. A position has been established on the Oftice of Installations'and logis-
tics staff in OST to deal with Coast Guard procur,,ment issues, and the creation of
.an Office of Acquisition will focus procurement issues within the Coeast Guard., Iden-tifiable° points of contact primarily responsible for ('east Guard procurement issues
should facilitate communications between offices.

In addition, staff members from both offices have met on several occasions to de-
velop procedures on how to coordinate better the. planning, review and approval of'

-major acquisition request. \V6% are trying to involve OST staff members 'earlier in
the planning process through informal briefings 'ind advanced or draft copies of
planning, documents. We have' established a formal program review schedule on
major system svstems where we meet with senior OST managers to review prog, ram
progress. The OST staff has propose ed A standard review schedule designed to obtain
Secretary orDe I ty Secretary approval or disapproval of major acquisition requests
within ani established period of time, so this time cal be incorporated into"the CG
planning process. I

Quesiionl Federal procurement laws were recently changed to require s so-calledcompetition advocate' for every federal procurement activity. Who have been des-
ignated as competition advocates within the Coast Guard? - ,

Answer. RADM W.P Kozlovskv acted as thf, Co'petition Advocate Cor the Coast
Guard The Coast Guard has chosen to cotisolidate and centralize Competition Advo-
cate screening rather than a"sign ___ompetition advocates at each district arid lead-
q. uarters unit procuring activity. Current requiremienfs ditateothat all procure-
meits over,$100,0()0 be approved by Coast Guaird Headquarters'. Since this reeluire-
ment necessitatesdirect involvement by the h ladquarters COm)etitio, advocate in
these procurement actions, involvement by another advocate at the field Ievel would
neYely result in.duplication of effort.
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Question. Legislation has been proposed that would requirA DOD military officers
who are designated as procurement program managers to serve in that capacity for
a minimum of four years. Would the Coast Guard support asimilar provision for itq
own officers? Does the Coast Guard designate civilians as procurement program
managers? If not, why not?

Answer. The Coast Guard would not be -in favor of similar legislation. due: to its
small size and limited number of maor procurements. Such a statutory requirement
would severely limit our flexibility jn assigning a small number of officers having

. procurement experience., Internal Coast Guard policy for assigning project manag-
ers, in concert with acquisition reorganization, is the better, solution. The Coast
Gtiard does not assign civilians ass procurement project managers. Most major pro-
curements directly support our operations and the Coast Guard feels it is important
to have the operational and engineering experience of line officers as managers, The
Coast Guard relies heavily on civilians to support major acquisitions, especially'in
contracting. • '

___._-Que~slion.-Tho-Commandant-itfed-that-the-Coast-Guard-inteonds-to- establish-an-

office of Acquisition pred Contract Management to report directly to the Chief of
Staff, as recommended by the report prepared by the Logistics Management Insti-
tute. What steps will be taken by the Coast Guard to make certain" thatthis office
will succeed in-

Reducing delays from unnecessaryl requirements for bureaucratic review; decreas-
ing problem's resulting from rapid turnover of procurement personnel; providing
better coordination between pfocuremot and program personnel; inc'rea ng the
level of discretion, responsibility, and .accountability of procurement personnel; and
guaranteeing a high level of procurement standards and efficiency by the Districts
and others to whom contracting authority has traditionally been delegated?

What statutory changes, or funding increases, if any, are necessary to help the
Coast Guard achieve these goals?

Answer. The Coast Guard has reviewed the Logistics Management Institute (LM[)
study and has reduced the number of review steps in its procurement process. We
are working with the Office of the Secretary (OST) to streamline those review-steps
under its purview. The Procurement Division has been reorganized along the lines
suggested by LMI so that a smooth progression of assignments is available for pro-
curement personnel. Personnel training plans are being developed to Insure the ca.
pabilities .of personnel arc adequate for tasks a-ned and, many of our contracting
officers and negotiators are participating in the EPA-DOT Pri'curement Training
program.

The Coast Guard has requested approval from OTS to establish an Office of Ac-.
quisition, incorporating the present Procurement Division and project support per-
sonnet, to insure a coordinated' approach to all acquisitions and procuremenfs. This
office will, allow for timely and effective fulfillment of program resource needs by
'insuring requirements are streamlined and translated into cost-effective hardware:
By insuring that the most and highest dollar value procurements, while assigning
entry level procurement specialists to the least complicated purchases, the Coast,
Guard has been able to increase the level of discretion, responsibility and account-
ability.

In the restructuring of the Procurement Division a separate procurement policy
group was formed to provide direct policy guidance and oversight to District and
other contracting authorities.

No statutory changes are required to implement these changes. The initial addi-
tional funding and personnel resources will be requested in the FY 1987 budget sub- -
mission. .

question. The Logistics Management Study.concluded that "The combination of a
civilian force that i inadequately trained and experiencing high turnover, and an
officer corps that is inexperienced and untrained in contracting matters and rotat-
ing through contracting or program billets every two to three years, is in large
measure, responsible" for the low productivity, and the length-of time it takes the
Coast Guard to award contracts. What Lq you'rreaction to this conclusion?

Answer: While the Coast Guard agrees that its civilian contracting force has high
turnover and would benefit-from additional training- it does not agree that its offi-
cer corps is untrained and inexperienced in contracting matters. For instance, of the.
eight military officers assigned to Coast Guard Headquarter -pri,6curemient (of 105
total positions), all receive basic procurement training a--well as more specialiFd
training in addition togaining procurement experience during the period of their
assinment. The Coast Guard does not entirely agree with the low productivity con-
clusion, although turnover does contribute to lengthened procurement leadtimes
and to the perception of lower productivity as new hires learn the Coast Guard,.nn
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Department of Transportation regulatory systems, and take over complex procure-
ments. The Coast Guard is addressing perceived causes for the civilian turnover and
better training for its personnel.

Question. The Logistics Management-Study concluded that the Coast Guard's pro- --
curement officers have "no formal training or career develop program to make sure
they have the skills, knowledge and attributes they need to make crucial'acquisition
decisions." In correspondence from the Coast Guard to the Committee last July, if
was indicated that the Coast Guard was currently working with the training office
to develop a plan for the attendance of Coast Guard personnel in the Acquisition
and Contract Management Program of the Naval Post Graduate School in Monte-
rey, California. What is the current status of that plan? - '

Answer, Arrangoments- have been finalized with the Naval Post Graduate School
at Monterey and the plan for-attendance of Coast Guard personnel is in place. Our
first candidate in the Acquisition and Contracting Program will start in January
1986. Our second candidate will begin ini the summer session of 1986.
I Question. Given the relatively small size of the Coast Guard, how feasible is this

---- -study's recomnmendation-that-the-Coast: Guard-follow-the-Navr's-exam-p-of-combtn - -

ing contracts-and -program--management or related, specialities into" a "eW"e'areer
specialty for its officers?

Answer. This recommendation has beo'l considered, however, because of the small
size of the Coast Guard's officer corps, a career specialty in this area is not feasible,
nor is it necessary for effective management within-the new Office of Acquisition.
The majority of Case Guard contrciing personnelare civilians; military specialists
are unnecessary. The Office of Acquisition will be adequately staffed by qualified

- officers from the engineering,.comptroller and operations specialties. - ' "
Question. The Department of Transportation recently issued arep6rt on the small

purchase procedures of the Coast Guard. The report identified 1) a failure on the
part of the Coast Guard to develop a "statement of essential need" for many pur-
chases, as required by DOT; 2) a failure to provide justification for sole source selec-
tion of some contractors; 3) a failure to conduct an adequate analysis of price rea- -

sonableness on many procurements; 4) several instances of--unauthorized ratifica-
tions of purchases made by Coast Guard program personnel,, rather than by con-

- tracting officers; 5) unnecessary end of year spending for items such as briefcases,
imprinted pens and pencils, a wallet, swivel chairs, equipment such as clocks, toast-
ers, trays, and a ship in a bottle for the Admiral's mess, imprinted balloons, magnet-
ic Coast Guard emblems, and an entry fee for a soccer league; 6) office furniture;
and 7) inadequate price. review of the purchase of medical equipment. Does the
Coast Guard agree .with the conclusion in the DOT report that the small purchase
process requires more management attention?

Answer. We do not 'agree. The repo it covered only 2 months and is riot represent-
ative of our small purchase office. independent of this report and as a result of the
recently completed Logistics Management Iqstitute Study, the Coast Guard Head-
quarters procurement office ;.as been restructured. As a part of this restructuring,
the small purchase office is now part of an operational contracting branch. This po-
sition in the organization will provide more direct technical supervision by an oper-
ating contracting officer. -

Questiot. Please provide a summary of the actions taken by Coast Guard to cor-
rect the deficiencies in small. purchase procedures that were identified in this
report...

Answer. The head of the small purchase office reviepvs-alli-purchase requests to
ensure they have an adequate Statement of Essenil-Need and if necessary, justifi.
cation for other than full and open competition. For open market purchases, when
there is not full cdfibpetition, a statement giving the basis for determining that the
price is reanzrrable is included in-the contract file. All requests for office furniture
are screene'dby the HIeadquarteri Administration Services Division and similarly,
requests for medical equipment are reviewed for mandatory sources and, when ap-
propriate, a market- search is conducted to obtain competition. - w a

- Question. Please summarize Coast Guard efforts to avoid paying unreasonable
amounts for spare paits or other items of equipment associated with a major'pro
cu'rement. Please identify separately tie'steps that have been taken, and those that

-_.are planned.to.be taken;---------------- -
- Answer. We have established a spare parts task force to examine the experiences==....O~ftt ger._g vatipuary: the Dopar men t-of-Defcz e-atid- basecd~on, hesafiid~ ..........

ings develop policies and procedures for our use. In several areas action has already r
been taken. The Aircraft Repair and Supply Center has established a group dedicat-
ed to seeking additional sources for proposed sole source rocuarenn .was_11 a &-

__A_ locating-domst4-eure-or-for ign'prrtA~~1o e provision in our contract
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for the I 10-foot patrol boats that permits us to unilaterally withhold payment and
.reopen price negotiations if our inspection of a part suggests that it is over-priced.

Question. Please provide the original and delivery schedules for the nine 270-foot
'WMEC's being built'by DERECKTOR shipyard. Explain the delays, list chnend
their costs. v hat incentives or penal i-- fiVThe iEK&?

Answcer. The original production_ schedule and the current delivery schedule are
shown below. Also shown is the initial revision to the delivor'yschedule that was
envisioned in 1982. The delays to the'delivery schedule ay primarily due to Coast
Guard modifjcgjons that were deemed necessary to the design after delivery of the
firstvesselr0nTacoma Boatbuilding Corporation. The A-class retrofit installations
became more extensive 4o that structural design modifications could be accom-
plished. The B-class contact with Derecktor was modified to include these structur-
al changes as part of the original construction,

The net cost for all modifications and delay costs is $22.5 million. The major
design changes are the following:

Raise MK-75 gutn mount foundation; rearrange auxiliary machinery space; rede-
...sign -heaing,-vontilation-and-air-cond ition ing-sys'em;-redesign-refrigeration- system;'--

redesign bilge/ballast system; redesign stem casting procedure; incompatible selec-
- tion equipments; and install nuclear water washdown system.

No incentives exist in the contract, however, the contractor would suffer a cutoff
of escalation and reduction of progress payments, plus- liquidation damages of
$3200/day/ship for late delivery.

270w c O EVERY

CuotterO gnml conlract Reised 1982' bpected as of Dec 1985

Dereckior of Rl, Inc: .
905 ... . Spencer .. June 1t6 1984..__ June 1985........ December 9, 1985. 2
906 ....... Seneca _.. . W oki 14, 19 84...., October 1985 ......... ... May 1986.
907 . Escanaba . February 11, 1985.*-.._ february 1986 ... ... . September 1986.
908 . . Tahoma. ........ June it, 1985 June 1986 ............... January 1987.

,909 ....... .Campbell-.. Ociobe" 9, 1985 .. . October 1986 . ............. May 1987. -

910 T . Ihetis ............ February 6, 1985 february 1981...... September 1981.
911 forward ,. .. June 6, 1986. . June 1987 ... January 1988.
912 . Legate October 4, 1986. October 981 .... May 1988.
913 . .Moawk ......... february 1, 1981 February 1988.. ..... -- September 1988 ,

To 'j.1 I'om leswws from Tacoma boat cuiract fcr irt h r ir sl'ps
Actual deltry

Questiott. Please provide a general summary of the relative costs and benefits of-
(a) completing the Service Life Extension Project iSLEP) for the Cdast Guard's fleet
of' 180' seagoing buoy tenders.'Answer. Completing the Service Life Extension Project (SLEP) will provide 14 sea-
going buoy tenders (WLBs) which can safely and reliably perform their assigned
missions into the ne~t century. The remaining WLBs scheduled for SLEP will all
have reached the endof their service lives by the end of FY 1986. These cutters are
becoming increasingly less reliable and more costly to support and operate. For ex-
ample, maintenance for the last five vessels scheduled for SLEP was 35% higher
than the .,IB fleet average for FYs 1983 and'1984.

The other half of the SLB fleet, 14 Major Peiuovated WLBs, will reach the end of
their service lives between 1989 and 1999. Because of the length' of time a major
systems acquisition process requires, we do not'anticipate brifiging the first replace-
ments for these WLIs on line until the mid-to-late 1990s. To bridge the decade-long
gap, these 14 SLEP renovated vessels are required. These vessels will maintain the
integrity of the federal aids to navigation system dudng this transition time.

Another included benefit is that SLEP Will upgrade habitability to current Coast
Guard standards. Among other things, this will allow the cutters to accommodate
female crew members.
-Question. (b) purchasing new vessels capable of performing the aids to navigation

duties currently handled by that portion of the 180' buoy tender fleet that has not____ _ etpartieipiid ie~the.SLEP__progrant-__X---... . .. .. ... L .... - _ .......... ._

- iswer. Given the generally sound condition of' the hulls of the WLBs scheduledfor SLEP and thq fact that the capabilities required of seagoing buoy tenders are
not., pWrr ,c h a .cn tiu- .SLEP i er, oe .cva efethan new vessel construction. By modernizing major machinery systems and up-
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grading cutter habitability. SLEP produces a like-new cutter with an expected serv-
ice life of 15-20 years at a cost of about $10 million. A new vessel with similar capa-

-bilities and a 30 year service life would cost about-$32"million. Thf-s, for a ihird of
the cost, SLEP yields a cutter with the required capabilities that will last from one
half to two thirds as long as a similar new vessel. ', I

Replacing WI,3s with significantly smaller vessels is basia~ly not technically fea-
sible in coastal afid offshore regions. The stability, weight handling and cargo carry-
ing required of a vessel wli6se primary mission is servicing large aids to navigation
in exposed waters dictates that a vessel the size of a WLB is necessary.,Thig fact is
attested to by the li-ge buoy tenders of other maritime nations which generally are
of-the same size or bigger than WIBs. We are, however, monitoring the experience

- of the Canadiatis who are usi ig a rnodified offshore supply vessel in the Great
-Lakes, as a-possible alternative for Great Lakes use.

Que.sijii.JL3easey.espaond to the following answer to this same question submitted
.for.the record-of the.October 9 hearingby theTransportationInstitute.

"There are numerous c 6a ves selsin.the ofore -- -- r i frt&apable of
servi ing large offshore navigational buoys, wiih modest modification.Our member
companies estimate those vessel modifications involving a powered crane, two deck
capstans and some deck and sideshell stiffening to cost between $300,000 and $1 mil-
lion for each unit. The Coast Guard estimates of those modifications of more than $4
million each are excessive. A' substantial number of those vessels may now be under
the control of the Maritime Administation due to owners defaulting on mortgage
insurance )ayments. The procurement cost of these suppl' vessels, ranging from -180
to 20( feet in length, caries from $800,000 to $4 million depending on vessel sophisti- -...

cation and ag. Because of excess vessels, 70' to 180' supply vessels of five years of
age are currently available through one Gulf Coast broker for $1.5 million each."

Answer. There aie numerous problems with the idea of using modified offshore
supply vessels (OSVs) to replace that portion of'the WIB fleet that'is- scheduled for
but has not yet undergone SLEP. The use of an OSV design as a seagoing buoy
tender isstill largely an unproven concept; no such seagoing buoy tender is in oper-
ation. With the launching of CCGS Samel, Rislev in May 1985, Canada completed
construction of the First of two buoy tenders built to general OSV design. li'owev-
er, these vessels are designed_to service aids to navigation in rivers, lakes or semi-
exposed waters,-jot-in-al open ocean environment. CCGS Samuel "lisl, home-
ported on Lake Superior, is currently being tested .to determine the design's at-
tributes and limitations. We are following the Canadian experience closely.

The degree of modification which would be required to a commercial OSV to
adapt it for Coast Guard use as a possible replacement for a WLB is understated-iKi
the Transportation Institule's reply. Even with the extensive modifications noted,
i.e. crane, capstatis aid deck and sideshell stiffening, an OSV would not have the
capabilities required to perform as a WI,13. Among the problem areas are:

a. OSVs do not provide for watertight subdivision of the hull. -While this fact
-makes them relatively inexp nsive to build, a high degree 6f hull subdivision and
resulting damage stability is' required for a WLIB replacement. WIBs are designed
to service aids to navigation in hazardous conditions Ithis is where most aids to
navigation are l)laced) and to be capable of performing search and-rescue, law en-
forcement and other Coast Guard missions in extreme conditions Also, good damage
stability is essential to military vessels such as WI1s. Incorporating these water-
tight subdivisions would be a najor, high cost modification.

b. Without significant, costlS modifications to accommodate and support addition-
al crew-members, an adapted'OSV could not accommodate sufficient personnel to
perform th-wide-variety-of-missions in support of nearly all Coa'st Guard programs
as ciurrentl,-is'done by 'W\V.s, The crewing capacity of an OSV is generally from
one third to one half that of a WLII,.

c. Interior stowage on OSVs is inadequate to accommodate aids to navigation
'equipment, ship's maintenance equipment and parts and subsistence supplies for
the crew. Space cannot easily be identified in an OSV design to meet lhese require-
meats. , "

d. Work boats and thev'i handling gear would have to be added.
e. Freeboard distance from waterline to main deck edge) would have to be in-

creased to about seven feet to prevent seas from coming aboard on the buoy deck
,-hl 1 'rkib--'Thw ge--ffs.- iV structure. enttwo f-grnvity; stability
and ability td carr Toads. It is a major and very high cost change. .
- The Canadian 0oast Guard's experience provides a good perspective on the costs
of-ndnptig -n OR."or-imts-. -ntttrrtir a-te b) some of the o :haracter is-
tics of OSVs used as primary SAll vessels in their fleet and the low acquisition cost
of these vessels. the Canadian Coast Guard decided to evaluate the design's utility.
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in an aids- to- navigation role. In June 1983, the Canadians awarded a contract for
the design of a buoy tender using the ideas and concepts from their, e'Aluation of -
the-OSV. Construction costs were estimated at $13 million (U.S.). By the time all
necessary changes were made. to adapt the OSV design to buoy tending and CCGS
SAMUEL RISLEY was launched in 1985, construction costs had risen-to $26 million
for a buoy tender not capable of replacing a WLB.

In summary, use of an OSV design as a seagoing.buoy tender is afi unproven con-
cept. We estimate the cost to perform the'very extensive modifications required to
attempt to replace a WLIB with an OSV design at between 4.5 and 7.5 million dol-
lars. The result would be a vessel with considerably less than 15 years of remaining
life (the economic life of the typical new OSV) which did not have the capabilities
required of, and embodied in; a WLB. For about $10 million each, SLEP provides a
vessel with 15-20 years remaining life which has demonstrated its effectiveness and
resiliency through 10-years of service in support.of nearly every Coast Guard ni-
Sion. 

______ 7_6_ARcvey__o_ 4~Qiies- rh7T K-iCois I Guafdil'§ f oFWW11-I3 m HallRcveyTeicP~will reach the end of their service lives by 1988. What is the status of the plan to

purchase replacements? How many helicopters will be required? Have specifications
been de,'eloped? What -is the rough estimate of the cost of obtaining a replacement
fleet? Are there any legal barriers to a Coast Guard decision simply to "buy into" a
Navy Hlelicopter procurement contract?

Answer. The Minsion Needs Siate-ment was approved by the Secretary on 5 Octo-
be|"1983. The Acquisition paper is currently in draft stage:,

The required fleet size is tinder review. The present fleet consists of 37 helicop-
tb's. I -.

Specifications consist of performance requirements from tie Mission Needs State.
ment.

A Rough Order-of Magnitude Cost of obtaining a replacement fleet is estimated at
four hundred million dollars.

Any Coast Guard'buy through the Navy will result from full and open competi-
tion on the part of the N av."

Question. During the.past several years the Coast Guard has studied thefeasibili-
ty of adding a lighter than air vehicle-or blimp---to its fleet of aircraft. For what
missions were the blimps being studied?
- Answer. Enforcement of laws and tr(taties, search and rescue, port and environ-
m mental safety, marine environmental response, and defense readiness.

Question. low do the blimps compare with helicopters with" regard to: Initial ac-
quisition costs? Fuel efficiency?. Operatitig costs? Range? covering capabilities?
Speed? Capability to lift and carry heavy loads?

Answer. The airships appear to be best suited for loiter and surveillance. Ilelicop-
ters are well suited for sprint and recovery. These different mission profiles are ap-
parent when comparing the operating parameters of the envisioned airship with tht

Nvracrer~src Err maled1 rlvnep15 vr~iv a H 65 WPM W 6 ehot

Initial unit cost $6 million $4 milll)
'Oeiating cost (4/luel) $636 per boutr $791 per hour

Fuel (fticiency
Hover 240 Jbsihr 880 lbs/ir "
Average 320 ibs: hr 600 lbs/h
Maximum speed .. , 950 lbs ha 750 ibsihr

Range, 1,400 nautical mies 400naut~al mies
Speed

Ouise ,-- 5.0 knos. 125 knots
Maximum 90 knots 165 knots

Endurance 72 hOurs '3 5 hours
toad handlmg i

Sting 1oA 7.500 lbs .. . ,000 lbs
H-isl 600 tibs -- 00 lbs,

... .. hZL -. -tt r ~ i 'i ternii'ltedat own research

into the feasibility of using blimps, and is monitoring tle progt ss of the Navy stud-
ies? What does the Coast' Guard hoje to lelirn froi the Navy studies, and how will
this information hell) the Coast Guard- hope 'to h,,r4--fron he--Nnwy-udie, nnd
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,how will this information help the Coast Guard determine whether the blimps will
be a useful piece of equipment to the Coast Guard?

Answer, We cancelled-Fhly the. high endurance test, to' avoid duplication with
Navy work. We are maint-irin-g-close liaison with the Navyr, hopihg to learn about
cost-effectiveness, survivability; avionics, airship systems, integrated logistics sup-
port,.ground handling and human factors associated with the operation of blimps.

Question. Does the Coast Guard intend to carry out-the major maintenance avail.
ability (MMA) program for its.210 foot medium endurance cutter fleet at the Curtis
Bay Shipyard, at a private shipyard under contract, or through a combination of the
two? What is the rationale for the strategy chosen? Which approach would be least
costly to the government?

Answer. Given the constraints of insufficient personnel and reduce FTE ceilings
at the Coast Guard Yard and operational need for the 210' WMEC cutters, the cur-
rent strategy is for a combination of Coast Guard and commercial shipyard. The
program is underway on five "A" class cutters at theCoast Guard Yard. The elevenB'" class cutters are to-be completed under a single commercial contract adminis-_

___ter by~the_ Navyincreases-in-the scope-ofwork-and-A, reduction-in-authorized
personnel levels at the Coast Guard Yard necessitated, completion of the MMA pro-

, gram for the eleven "B" class cutters commercially, Until offers are received from
industry, it will be impossible to determine which is least costly to the Government.

Question. Fiscal year 1986 budget documents indicate that'over 500 Coast Guatd.,positions are funded under the AC& account. How many positions in the procure-
ment office are funded under this account? Would it make sense to allow the entire
proct1rement'office to be funded under AC&I, in order to avoid delays in spending
AML funds on equipment because of lack of operating funds for the procurement
office? I

Answer. The salaries and related costs of 35 of the 103 personnel assigned to the
procurement divisions within the Office of the Comptroller are AC&I funded. These
85 AM[ funded personnel 'deal primarily with acquisitions for hardware, equip-

* meant, and facilities supported through the AC&I appropriation. Other personnel re-
sources within the procurement office work primarily on. non-AC&I procurements
and are funded through the Operating Expense (GE) appropriation.

The executionof AC&[ programs has not been delayed because of a ,lack of "oper-
ating funds" for the procurement office. Funding all 103 personnel under AMI
would notserve to reduce delays in spending AC&I funds but would divert AC&I
-funds bway from AC&I requirements to non-AC&I work. The source of funding is
not the key issue, What is crucial, is the total numer of personnel'authorized and
available to execute both OE and AC&I procurements.

Question According to information received by the Subcommittee earlier this
year, the Coast Guard's new fleet of IIU-25A medium range surveillance aircraft
averaged 563 flight hours per aircraft during fiscal year 1984. This was only 70% of
theplarined utilization rate (of 800 flight hours). What are the comparable figures
for fiscal year 1985?

Answer. Fiscal Year 1985 utilization of the U--25A medium range seaich aircraft
-increased to an average of 641 flight hours per operational aircraft. This equates to
80.1% of the planned utilization rate of 800 flight hours per aircraft annually.

Question. Please provide the following information concerning the Coast Guard's
fleet of Surface Effect Ships (SES), covering the period from the time.of delivery of
the first SES in 1982 until the end of the 1985 fiscal yeir:
. (a) average annual utiliation rate per hull; (b) planned utilization' rate per hull;
(c) number of days (or hours) of scheduled maintenance per vessel; (d) number of
boardings; (e) number of vessels seized; (f) amounts of drugs seized; (g) number of

* arrests; and .(h) estimated total cost 'bf procurement and operationof SES fleet.
Answer. The following information applies for the period November 1982 through

SePtember 1985:
(a) 130 days annual underway per SES.
(b) Iritially planned 240 annual underway days per SES with multiple crews, Now

plan 150 annual underway days per SES with single crews. "
(c) SESs averaged 996 annual unscheduled maintenance hours out of 5789 annual

total .maintenance hours (216 annual total maintenance days). 17% of all mainte-
nance hours were unscheduled.

(d) tll three SES totalled 369 boardings during the period.
- __(e) SESs seized a total of 53 vessels during theperiod (9.6% of Coast Guard total).

---Aversg-o e fC.4- sels'iiu ally~f)er S, S.E..... E . '"' '"- '°--w- .... -i-ES 9rzed a total Of 1,19.5' tolsof marijuana 142% of Coast Guard total) and
86 pounds of cocaine (1.1% of Coast Guard total) during the period. Average 18.1
tons of marijuana seized annually per SES..,
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ig) SESs made a total of 170 arrests (6.9% of Coast Guard total during the period.
Average of 21 annual arrests per SES.

(h) The 'total cost of procurement, outfit, purchase of' initial spares and retrofit of
the SESs was $17.5 million. The total operating cost of the SESs. and SES )ivision
for the period-was $15.1 million, an average of $5.13 million annually for the' entire
SES program. . -"

Question. I understand that the Coast Guard has recently issued an Invitation for
Bids for inflatable liferaftsfot use on search and rescue aircraft. The Subcommittee
has been contacted by Mr.- Giyle- Parker who has -made-the claim that the type- of
liferaft.the Coast Guard is planning to, p-rocure is equipped with an inadequate sta-
bility system, and cannot meet the Coast Guard's proposed regulations for stability
of inflatable liferafts. lie further suggests'that the toroidal stability systems of these
liferafts have nE ver been tested in conditions of high winds and heavy seas nd ar
prone to'buckling. t;uad ybu please respond to these claims of Mr, Parker?

Answer. The LRU-20/A life raft meets all of the survival and rescue operational--
-requirements for Coast -Guard aircraft.-The LRU-201A -ife-ft -wII-111 tthw e pro-...
posed regulations for life -aft stability installed on inspected vessels. In addition/the
raft will be a stable platform for the'Rescue Swimnie- Program. The LRU-20/A is a.
military specification version'of Switlik SAR f; man life raft. The features considt
ered most' utstanding are the toroidal stability system, convertible canopy and'low-
ered floor with removable insert. Ihe toroidal stability system provides full life raft
ballast in 30 seconds or less, which minimizes the effects from high winds and seas
of driving the life raft away from stirvivors. The toroidal stability system of the
Switlik SAR 6 man life raft has been exteively tested in the lab and ocean and is
FAA and Coast Guard certified..

ADDITIONAl. QUFtSTIONS StBMIITEDI'FY 5H. TnONAS AND ANS\VEE) BY TIE COAST
GLUARI)

Question. Is the Coast Guard willing to take on added responsibilities in tile mniri-
time an'd airborne interdiction efforts? 8

If so, what is your estimate of increased resources, including personnel and oper-
ating expenses, in order to accomplish the goals of tle Administration in the war'on
drugs.

Answer. Air smuggling' is a problem that will continue to grow as the Coast
Guard's pressure, on maritime smuggling continues. We also expect that as the Cus-
toms Service clamps down on air trafficking across our land borders, instances of
maritime airdrop shipments of marijuana and cocaine will continue to grow.

uiPt r- i-ff isSi~n 'nd present sLtrface interdiction efforts have fully engaged all
available ships and aircraft. (.urrentl,, ew of our resoi'Tces have the sensors neces-
sary to contribute to the air interdie'ion mission-To provide any significant contri-
bution would require air-to-air radars be installed on our aircraft, and air traffick-
ing radars aboard all our mi'ijor cutters (except on-the 3178 foot ,high endurance class,_
which already has this capability).

Air surveillance and tracking as a secondary and simultaneous activity to the
Coast Guard's maritime interdiction mission, could be an effective use of all U.S.
Government resources and will support and not infringe on the r 9p6nsibilities of
any other agency. The Coast Guard already has an expertise in -maritinwp surveil-
lance and has an existing infrastructure to support long range surveillance aircraft,
such as C-130's.

Additional aircraft would be .necessary' to assist in the -detection, tracking and
intercept phases of air interdiction. While enhancenent of detection capability of
existing ships and-aircraft would appear to'be cost effective imd would -help the
Coast Guard pursue all its missions, the air interdiction problem isn't going to be
solved by, enhancing or adding a few airci'aft.
. The (oast Guard is'certainly willing to take on added responsibilities for mari-

time interdiction, provided we have the appro1prikite additional resources and perik
sonnel.

Question. Have vou considered improved electronic sensors for your 1,lS fleet to
further enhance tie drug interdiction effort?

Answer. The Coast (iuard has already begun upgrading the electronici.sensor
_package in its LRS (C- 1301 fleet A nuti--eamr proeenienL is undervaythatwill.
...... q u i f -aIl -- #a ms -G t t rt 10--34hwi Ir-i t - t " t h t =A N- -A PS - =MJa m_ by-t htmd - --fica Nt99. Tis adf -iscal year 1990. This radar will provide greatly improved surface search capabilities
(eg., it has the capability toA.k'tect periscope size targets at distances of tip to 28
nautical miles in nioderate seas). hlence, it's not only an effective sensor for the

--_.... drug-intdictio ort, but will be oejuilly valuable fort Search and Rescue and p0:
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tential Maritime Defense Zone operations. Furthermore, a joint Coast Guard/Naval
Air Development Center study has been ihitiated to-determine an optimal C-130
sensor system, capable of supporting all Coast Guard missions.

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS SUBMITrD'BY MR. LENT AND ANSWERED BY THE COAST

GUARD
.. .. Question. At the December 4tLh hearing of the Coast Guard and Navigation Sub-

committee, Admiral Gracey stated that by the beginning of 1986 Coast Guard Head-
quarters would be reorganized to include an Office of Acquisition and Contract Man-
agement. Please describe the mission and structure of the nw organization and prQ-
vide brief resumes of the key personnel. What are the improvements in major
system acquisitions and the overall procurement process that 'the Coast Guard ex-
pects from this organizational change?

Answer. The mission of the Office of Acquisition is to manage' and control Coast
Guard procurement, including major systems acquisition, to fulfill Coast Guard
operational requirements* through an. effective 'acquisition network. Tho office will
be headed by a Rear-Admiral and will consist of a contracting division which will be
responsible for all procurements at the Headquarters level; all major system project
officers and their staffs; a' project support group which will provide detailed project
planning, guidance and assistance for project.officers; and administrative groups to
provide oversight, computer support, budget planning and execution assistance, and
insure adequate training of acquisition personnel. A team has been established to
implement the Office of Acquisition. It consists-of-personnel with requisite manage-
ment, procurement, engineering and personnel backgrounds and is headed by two
key leaders: (1) Captain Ronald M. Polant, Deputy Chief, Office of Acquisition. He
holds Bachelor of Science, Master of Science in Electrical Engineering and Masterof Public Administration degrees, and is a graduate of the Industrial College of the
Armed Forces, lie has extensive experience in major systems acquisition, including -
Patrol Boat Project Officer, and in the -management and technical evaluation of

-R&D projects; and (2) Mr. Mordecai Z. Labovitz, Chief, Acquisition Management
Staff. lie holds a Bachelor of Arts degree in Political Science and is a graduate of

* the Industrial College of the Armed Forces. He has twenty years experience in ac-
quisition, including major systems at both the Navy and Coast Guard. Mr. Labovitz
participated in the drafting of Office of Management and.Budget Circular A-109
while a member of the Office of the Secretary of Defense staff and drafted procure-

- -ment-legislation while assigned from the Navy to Senator Chiles' subcommittee. For
the last eight years, he has been the senior'civilian in Coast Guard procurement.
The Coast Guard expects that the Office of Acquisition' will improve the timeliness
and effectiveness of acquisitions and procurements by uniting the procurement func-"-
tion, project officers and necessary support staff. This will improve initial planning,'
insure proper downstream policy guidance, and provide reqfuisite follow oh logistics
supportfor acquired systems.

Question. Over the years projects in the R&D budget have emerged as fully devel-
oped major systems with many of the cost determining characteristics of the system
locked in which effectively restricts further concept exploration. The transition of
technology base efforts into a major system acquisition program, therefore, may
occur witthoufrull or appropriate participation or review at OST and OMB levels in
the early phases p'f a program. What are the roles of the engineering .nd acquisi-
tion org,iiiizations in major system planning and execution? Who will be'the'"acqui•
sition executive" with oversight responsibility to see that the ifitegration of these
two organizations work? What process will the acquisition executive employ?

Answer. We know of no major systems that'have emerged from Coast Guard R&D
projects without having alternative concepts considered or full participation and
review within the Coast Guard, OST, and OMB. The basic directive on the acquisi-
tion- of major systems, OMB circular A=109, prescribes very -explicit procedures-and

,.reviews that are required to be followed from the determination of a need to the
'final procurement of the production version of the "major system." OST has imple-
mented this systein through DOT ORDERs. No funds, from any appropriation, may
be expended until the Deputy Secretary has approved the acquisition plan for eac
major system to be acquired The- first phase of this process deals with proposed
plan.S and funding for exploration of alternative concepts. The results are reviewed
by the Deputy Secretary who.miust approve the proposed plan for subsequent activi-"-,its-is4ho-aquisition -eyckle3'ls-basic- process -has-been-in-place-si nce--the- ea r y-

Within the-Coast Guard, an Acquisition Project Director and Project Officer are
%assigned to each major system acquisition. They are responsible for the overall man-
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agement of the acquisition and receive support front the-entire Headquarters orga-
nization. Engineering maintains an active role throughout the process. During the
initial phases, they provide secondary support to the R&D efforts, becoming more
involved as the R&D phase nears completion, and finally assume a primaryr-ole
during 'the prototype/limited production phases. The Chief of Staff has, and will
retain, oversight responsibility to ensure that th'e efforts of the two organizations
are itegrated. le will have more direct assistance in this oversight as the Office of
Acquisition becomes established. The new office will streamline the process and
allow for easier integration of work between the various parts of the organization.

Question. What other alternatives to an Office of Acquisition and Contract Man-
agement are being or have been considered? In particular, have you considered a
separate logistics support office at the headquarters level which would incorporate
or combine all logistics" support furictions including engineering, comptroller, pro-
curement and acquisition, and research and development functions? If so, please de-
scribe the structure of this organization and the roles of key personnel. Would the
establ ishmeQ t-of-t he-Office-of--Acq uisit ion- and -eon tr act -Man agement-preve nt-or be-
inconsistent with this combination of functions?

Answer. The Coast Guard Acquisition Process Study considered three organiza-
tional alternatives, including an Acquisitioh Group, an Office of Acquisition, and an
Acquisition System Directorate, which would be similar to the logistics support or-
ganization described above. While this alternative did offer some significant advafI-
tages, the implications of establishing such a directorate for the entire Coast Gu.rd
organization were so extensive that the study group-did oi recommend its* adop-
tion. Since all of the functions which will be managed by the Office of Acqiisitln
would come under the responsibility of the Directorate, establishment of the Office
of Acquisition at this time will not prevent the Coast Guard froni adopting the more
inclusive Directorate organization at somelater date.

Question, DOD acquisition managers (contracting officers; program managers, lo-
gisticians, etc.) receive training both in specialty areas and in the overall acquisition
process. The most prestigious of these programs are reported to be the courses at
the Defense Systems Managemnt College (DSMC). Is there comparable training
available to the Coast Guard military and civilian acquisition professionals? If so,
please describe that training in brief. If not, could the Coast Guard send their per-
sonnel to those DSMC courses?

Answer. The Coast Guard does not have comparable training to that offered by
the Defense Systems' Management College. The'Defense Systems Management Col-
lege has been contacted and we are evaluating the appropriateness of that training
for Coast Guard'civilian and military personnel,

Question. I understand- that in January each executive agency is required to
submit to Congress a report on the activities and results of their Competition Advo-
cacy Program. Would you provide a brief description of the particular achievements
Qf the Coast Guard's Competition Advocates especially with regard to the institu--
tional barriers to competition. that exist and the actions that have been taken to
eliminate them?

Answer. The Department of Transportation (DOT) is responsible for submitting
the annual report to Congress. As an operating administration in the Department of
Transportation, the Coast Guard has submitted its input to the annual report to the
Department's Senior Competition Advocate to be used in the formulation of a con-
solidated DOT report. llighlights'of Coast Guard achievements contained in the
report inchide: (1) establishment of a Source Review Branch at the Coast Guard Air-
craft Repair and Supply Center with responsibility for "breakout" of spare parts in
support of our aircraft; t2) designation of Specificition Control Advocate with re-
sp nsibility for. reviewing Coast-Guard specifications -with emphasis .nthe areasof
elimination of non-cost effective contract requirements, increased use of perform-
ance specifications and reduction of the use of specifications Which could be consid-
ered unduly restrictive; (3) establishment ofa Headquarters task force with respon-
sibility for studying spare parts reprocurenient practices and developing recom-
mended procedural guidance for the Coast Guard.

ADDITIONAL. Q trLS S r um_.I t{. YOXINiY ANSWERED 2T)i RCoAt ....

Question. The FY 1985 Department of 'rrainisportation-Appropriationls Hill directed
the Coast Guard to expend 50000 to continue upgradinig digital electronicwater-
side intrusion detection equipment- In addition to participating as it member of a
DOD working group that is developing intruder detection systems for all the serv-
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ices, what steps has 'the Coast Guard taken to comply with the spirit ofrthe Commit-
tee Repbrt on this legislation?

Answer. In March 1985, the Coast Guard advised theAppropriations Committee
that at .no cost to the Coast Guard, our research and developniient requirements in
this area.had been incorporaied into Navy requirements. Subsequently, our require-
ments wcre included in the Joi:t Service Operational Requirements, and in the
Navy's testing criteria used to evaluate underwater detection equipment during
recent tests in their Waterside Security System Demonstration Project (Project
Demo). Coast Guard personnel from th6 Office of Researchand Development attend-
ed Project Demo tests to assess equipment performance and capabilities to meet the
Coast Guard's port security needs. The results of Project Demo will be available in
late summer 1986; at that point we will be in a position to determine what addition-
al steps the Coast Guard may wish to take.

Question. In 1984 the Coast Guard purchased, and very effectively employed, com-
puter-based sonar equipment to improve waterside security conditions at the Los

.Anoeles Summer Olymrwg: Wherb'and for what is this equipment being used pres-
ently to provide waterside security? What is the Coast Guard's plan for procuring
additional equipment of this type?

Answer. The Coast Guard has used the computer-based sonar equipment pur-
chased for the Los Angeles Summer Olympics several times. Mechanical problems
and inadequate pnrobabilities.of. detection have plagued the equipment both during .
the Olympics and in subsequent tests durilig an exercise named Solid Shield 85.
This equipment was also evaluated in Jacksonville, Fl, and showed no improvement
in performance.

The equipment is currently being used by the Coast Guard Reserve Port Security
Group, Baltimore, Maryland. Due to the poor performance to date, the Coast Guard
has no plans to procure'additional equipment of this type. "

Question. The Maritime Defense Zone concept gives the Coast Guard total respon-
sibility for the d4f6so-0f our coasts as well as our ports and harbors. Further, the
Coast Guard is required to provide security for our nation's ports during peacetime
and in times of war under existing law. In light of'the marked increase in terrorist
activities around the world, what is the Coast Guard doing to counter the threat to
our national securityposed by terrorist-based intrusion from the waterside? Specifi-
cally, in light, of these responsibilities and the information gained by the Coast
Guard's participation in the DOD waterside security working group, mill there be
reprogramming in FY 1986 to meet the research and development and procurenient
requirements for- waterside security? What are the research and development and
procurement requirements for waterside, security in FY 1987?

Aiiswer. The Coast Guard is currently involved in the development of numerous
domestic and international policies to increase port and vessel waterside security. A
number of recent incidents prompted the International Maritime Organization
(1MO) to Agree that improved port and vessel security measures were needed. The
IMO.Assembly directed the Maritime Safety Committee to.develop internationally
agreed security measures. As a primary sponsor of this effort, the United.States
agreed to develop ui proposal on security measures. This proposal, developed by the
Coast Guard and the Department of.State, will be presented t0 the iMO Maritime
Safety Committee meeting in January 1986.

The Coast Guard is currently developing port security training for Coast Guard
personnel to-improve performance of the waterside security duties. In addition, new
equipment (weapons, small boats, personnel protection gear, and communications
equipment) is being evaluated.

Considering our involvement with the Navy and the Department of Defense
-----( DOD) -waterside-'security-worki ng-group,-any- eprograningiingof-dY- 1986research

and development funds for a Coast Guard waterside security project would be dupli-
cative and premature. ''he Navy has invested considerable funding in development
of underwater detection systems. We eould not complete this work as" rapidly on our
own. We will continue our involvement with the Navy in developing a joint system;
that will ensure equipment commonality for readiness and mobilization missions.
Until these (Project )emo) results are known. we cannot estimate total funds re-


